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Fellow 
shareholders,
ladies and 
Gentlemen,

message from the chairman

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 MeSSAGe FROM THe CHAiRMAn 

After our results for 2006 were published, analysts and the media 
were full of praise, with headlines such as: «There’s no stopping 
the Swatch Group». Some wondered how long it could go on for; 
after all, «not everything turns to gold». it reminded me of the year 
1985 when i was about to invest some of my assets in the Swatch 
Group and many wondered whether there was a sufficiently large 
clientele around to secure adequate growth for our industry. it is 
at moments like these that i am overcome with the desire to take 
a step back just so i can leap such little bit further forward, or as 
the French say, «reculer pour mieux sauter».

And, as you have all seen for many years now, the Swatch Group  
is indeed moving forward at a rapid pace. Going back in this case, 
however, means casting our minds back to the year 1986. it was 
with great curiosity and a certain amount of emotion that i re-read 
my first ever «Message from the Chairman» in my capacity as 
Chairman of the Board of Directors, written in early 1987. it struck 
me that the Annual Report as a whole was significantly slimmer 
back then than this year’s edition, in terms of both content and 
volume. And after looking back, i was all the more delighted with 
the astonishing way in which our company has grown over the past 
twenty years. i would like to quote a couple of excerpts from that 
Report, not so much out of nostalgia for the good old days, but 
simply to note just how accurate our future strategies for the 
Swatch Group had been in 1986 and early 1987, for good or bad.

1986 was the year in which the Swatch brand broke through and 
flourished. it was the beginning of our consumers’ run on Swatch 
all over the world. it lasted right up until the 1990s. 1986 also saw 
the start of the spectacular re-emergence of the Omega brand, 
followed in later years by Longines, Rado and Tissot. At the time 
Swatch was the mainspring of the young’s company watch depart-
ment, a company which in 1986 was comprised of nine brands.

so let’s take a look together at the beginning of the «message 
from the chairman» of 1986: 
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Biel-Bienne, 1987, annual report 1986

The year 1986 was one of the most important in the history of SMH.
I will describe later on the many achievements of SMH as well as the 
specific problems confronting the company. We have, besides, been 
faced with external factors which have had a negative effect on the 
development of the world‘s markets. For example:

• the massive devaluation of the American dollar
• the aggressive behaviour in the market of certain watchmaking 

groups, notably Japanese, which granted enormous price 
concessions, particularly in the movements sector

• the recession in the Middle Eastern markets caused by the fall in 
oil prices

• the decline in the number of tourists from the United States
• the reduction in investments made by customers in the non-watch 

sector

It was necessary to react rapidly and aggressively to these market 
developments which profoundly affected us. In all modesty we can 
say today that overall our Group is doing well and that it has shown 
flexibility and encouraging vitality in adapting itself to changes in  
the market. It is also true that certain problems both old and new 
 remained unsolved during the past financial year or were only partly 
solved, we will come back to this later on.

The SMH Group has confirmed its position as one of the world‘s big 
manufacturers of wristwatches. It is considered one of the leaders 
and trendsetters in the industry. Parallel with this, in the non-watch 
sector, SMH, with a turnover of 300–350 million francs per year, is 
one of the large Swiss hi-tech producers in microelectronics, notably 
in the manufacture of integrated circuits, measuring instruments, 
automated production installations and machines, systems and 
 components for telecommunications, etc.

Up to the end of 1985, SMH had to give priority to the present and the 
immediate future, we planned and took action accordingly. In 1986, 
our priorities remained basically the same. However, we are now 
planning ahead and setting longer-term objectives. We look forward 
to the future with optimism in spite of the unfavourable external 
 factors.

It is reasonable to ask why the management of SMH is confident in 
the further increase of the Group‘s capacity for innovation, marketing 
and productivity. Let us take a closer look to see why.

Watch Division

In spite of cyclical fluctuations, sales of wristwatches have always 
grown steadily and uninterruptedly worldwide. The global watch 
market is about 10% of the world population. While up to 30% of  
the population of the most developed industrialized countries buy  
a new watch each year, the percentage is distinctly lower in the  
less industrialized countries. This shows that there is considerable 
potential for growth for the Swiss watch industry in general and for 
SMH in particular. If we can increase our ability to innovate even 
more, if we can ensure that our new products are easily identifiable 
and are launched rapidly in international markets, finally if we can 
fully exploit the capacity of our international distribution network, we  
shall be able to record further successes and achieve an average 
growth rate of some 5%–10% per year.

... Due to its special background the Swiss watchmaking industry is 
particularly well placed to understand the evolution of mankind‘s 
 requirements and take steps to satisfy them. The SMH Group is 
 already prepared for this.  
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At the time i had already decided that preparations should go 
ahead for the luxury watch sector. For instance i said in the Fore-
word: «… Furthermore, the years to come will be marked by changes 
in human society. The gap which separates technology and nature 
needs to be bridged…» and also «… (we) shall focus all our efforts  
on future-orientated projects for the various product groups, on 
 defining new products…». And indeed, consumers did adopt a  
new orientation and turned increasingly towards the mechanical 
watch, one of those future-orientated sectors which we have  
always given our full consideration, besides the subsequent 
 development of the jewelry sector. And the gap we mentioned  
was bridged successfully, with technology and beauty (nature) 
 flourishing harmoniously and symbiotically in the products of  
our brands.

You will already have guessed what i am hinting at, the fact that 
most of the strategic decisions we took back then have proved 
 correct today. in 2007 the Swatch Group is made up of eighteen 
watch brands, twice as many as there were twenty years ago. 
 Besides Swatch they include two other newly created brands:  
Calvin Klein and Balmain. We also added as our first acquisition 
Blancpain, followed by Breguet, Glashütte-Original with Union, 
Jaquet Droz and finally Léon Hatot. The turnover of Omega, which 
in 1986 had tentatively made its first steps into the profit zone, has 
more than quadrupled since. And sales of Tissot, Longines and 
Rado have multiplied two-and-a-half to three-and-a-half times.

Cash flow and profits are now eleven times higher, and at the end 
of 2006 the Swatch Group boasted a capitalisation of around  
CHF 15.9 bn, after totalling just under one billion in 1986 and 
 significantly less in 1985, when it was taken over by the Hayek 
Pool. in March 2007 we have now achieved a market capitalisation 
of more than 18 billion Swiss francs. Turnover has practically 
 tripled since 1986. And Swatch, which at the time registered  
the highest turnover and profit of all our brands, has now more 
than doubled its turnover.

These figures, Ladies and Gentlemen, are indicative of just how 
adaptable and decisive the company’s culture and its Manage-
ment, together with all its people, have been from the very outset. 
These abilities have allowed the company to rise to the forefront of 
the industry and to maintain that position. it is a wonderful thing to 
be able to have confidence in the culture of a company and in its 
people. To be able to rely on the fact that they will be so committed 
and dedicated to the interests of their company, of our company, 
to the interests of their workplaces and the regions as a whole that 
a positive economic result can be achieved for all concerned.

And that is precisely what the Swatch Group Management, its peo-
ple, its Board of Directors and not least its shareholders have pro-
ven beyond the shadow of any doubt in the past twenty years. 
Which is why i shall dispense with listing and describing all the 
records we have achieved together; instead, i would simply like to 

Geneva, 19 june 2006, uno
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express my thanks to the Group Management and its CeO,  
nick Hayek, to the Board of Directors, to all our people, and to all 
of you, our Shareholders. i thank you all for enabling this amazing 
and – with hindsight – almost unbelievable growth in all areas of 
the Group through your trust and your commitment; in doing so 
you have anchored the company’s position so firmly that it is cer-
tain to stand on absolutely solid ground in the future, too.

it is the ideal foundation from which to stand up to any economic 
setbacks and to continue to offer and create secure jobs – in a 
word, the ideal fertile soil for new developments, innovation and 
creative corporate diversity particularly in Switzerland, but also in 
all the regions of the world in which the company now operates.

nicolas G. Hayek
Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors 
of the Swatch Group.

zurich, 13 january 2007, swiss award
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operational 
orGanization (as at december 31, 2006)

prestige and luxury range
Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte Original, Jaquet Droz, Léon Hatot, Omega

high range
Longines, Rado, Union

middle range
Tissot, ck watch & jewelry, Balmain, Hamilton, Certina, Mido

Basic range
Swatch, Flik Flak

private label
endura

Swatch Group Les Boutiques, Tech Airport

Swatch Group Distribution

watches
eTA, Frédéric Piguet, Valdar, nivarox FAR, Rubattel & Weyermann, MOM le Prélet, 
Deutsche Zifferblatt Manufaktur, Comadur, GHHH (Groupe Habillage Haute Horlogerie), 
Favre & Perret, Ruedin, Lascor, Meco, Universo

jewelry
Dress Your Body (DYB)

eM Microelectronic, Micro Crystal, Renata, Microcomponents, Sokymat Automotive, Oscilloquartz, 
Lasag, Swiss Timing

Swatch Group Research and Development (Asulab, CDnP), iCB, Swatch Group Real estate,  
Swatch Group Quality Management, Swatch Group Customer Service, La Cité du Temps

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 ORGAniZATiOn 

watches and jewelry

retail

distriBution

production

electronic systems

corporate
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orGanization and  
distriBution in the world  (as at december 31, 2006)

swatch Group subsidiaries
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, italy, Luxembourg, netherlands, 
norway, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom

distributors
Andorra, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 
estonia, Gibraltar, Hungary, ireland, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Portugal, 
Republic of Moldova, Rumania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Yugoslavia

swatch Group subsidiaries
Brazil, Canada, Mexico, USA, Panama

distributors
Argentina, Bahamas, Bermuda, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, 
Dutch Antilles, ecuador, el Salvador, Guatemala, Jamaica, nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
Puerto Rico, Uruguay, Venezuela, Virgin islands

swatch Group subsidiary
Australia

distributor
new Zealand

swatch Group subsidiaries
Greater China (China, Hong Kong, Taiwan), india, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand

distributors
Brunei, Cambodia, China, indonesia, Pakistan, Philippines, Sri Lanka, Vietnam

swatch Group subsidiary
United Arab emirates

distributors
Bahrain, irak, iran, israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, 
United Arab emirates, Yemen

distributors
Algeria, Angola, Cameroon, egypt, Ghana, ivory Coast, Kenya, Libya, Mauritius, Morocco, nigeria, 
Seychelles, South Africa, Tunisia

europe

america

oceania

Far east

middle east

aFrica

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 ORGAniZATiOn
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Board 
oF directors (as at april 1, 2007)

company secretary
Roland Bloch, Biel-Bienne

auditors
PricewaterhouseCoopers
St. Jakob-Strasse 25  
CH-4052 Basle

administrative headquarters
Seevorstadt 6, CH-2501 Biel-Bienne
Tel. +41 32 343 68 11
Fax +41 32 343 69 11
e-mail: info@swatchgroup.com
internet: www.swatchgroup.com

registered offices
Faubourg de l’Hôpital 3, CH-2000 neuchâtel

dr h.c. nicolas G. hayek
Meisterschwanden, Chairman and Delegate

The function descriptions and responsibilities of Board of Directors members  
by December 31, 2006, are outlined in the Corporate Governance chapter  
on pages 129 and 130 of the present Annual Report.

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 ORGAnS OF THe GROUP
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dr peter Gross
Zollikon, Vice-Chairman

esther Grether
Bottmingen

nayla hayek
Schleinikon

dr peter F. BaumBerGer
Küsnacht

ernst tanner
erlenbach

proF. dr h.c. 
claude nicollier
Houston

johann niklaus 
schneider-ammann
Langenthal

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 ORGAnS OF THe GROUP
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executive Group 
manaGement Board

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 ORGAnS OF THe GROUP

nick hayek jr
President of the Group Management Board

dr hanspeter rentsch
Legal, licences, strategic 
projects, real estate (except 
engineering), patents (iCB), 
Swatch Group Greece, Swatch 
Group Poland

arlette-elsa emch
Léon Hatot, ck watch & jewelry, 
Dress Your Body, Swatch Group 
Japan, Swatch Group South Korea

Florence ollivier- 
lamarque
Swatch Group France, Swatch 
Group France Les Boutiques, 
Swatch Group italy, Swatch 
Group Spain, Flik Flak

dr mouGahed darwish
eM Microelectronic, Micro Crystal, 
Renata, Microcomponents,  
Sokymat Automotive, Lasag,  
Oscilloquartz, 

edGar Geiser
Corporate Finances/Reporting, 
Quality Assurance, investor  
Relations, Swatch Group UK

marc a. hayek
Blancpain, Swatch Group Panama, 
Swatch Group Middle east

roland streule
Rado

François thiéBaud
Tissot, Certina, Mido, Swatch 
Group Brazil, Portugal, 
Switzerland

(as at april 1, 2007)
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The function descriptions and responsibilities of the members 
of the executive Group Management Board and of the extended 
Group Management Board by December 31, 2006, are outlined 
in the Corporate Governance chapter on pages 131 to 133 of the 
present Annual Report.

matthias Breschan
Hamilton, endura, Swatch Group 
Mexico

yann Gamard
Swatch Group Germany, Swatch 
Group Belgium, Swatch Group 
netherlands, Swatch Group 
nordic, Swatch Group Australia, 
Swatch Group UK (as country 
mangager a.i.)

manuel emch
Jaquet Droz, Swatch Group 
Russia, eastern europe

walter von känel
Longines

thomas meier
eTA, Swatch Group Thailand

dr Frank müller
Glashütte Original, Swatch Group 
Malaysia, Swatch Group 
Singapore

kevin rollenhaGen
Swatch Group China, Swatch 
Group Hong Kong, Swatch Group 
Taiwan

rudolF semrad
Swatch Group Austria

dr peter steiGer
Controlling, Swatch Group 
Distribution

stephen urquhart
Omega

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 ORGAnS OF THe GROUP

extended Group  
manaGement Board
(as at april 1, 2007)
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development of the swatch Group

Swatch	Group	consolidated	 	 2006	 2005	 2004	 2003	 2002
Gross	sales	 CHF	million
–	Change	from	previous	year	 %
Net	sales	 CHF	million
–	Change	from	previous	year	 %
Operating	profit	 CHF	million
–	As	a	%	of	net	sales	 %
Net	income	 CHF	million
–	As	a	%	of	net	sales	 %
–	Change	from	previous	year	 %

Equity	 CHF	million
–	As	a	%	of	total	assets	 %
Total	assets	 CHF	million

Personnel	as	at	31.12.	 Employees
Annual	average	 Employees
Personnel	expense	 CHF	million

The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	 	 2006	 2005	 2004	 2003	 2002

Dividend	income	 CHF	million
Net	income	 CHF	million

Investments	 CHF	million
Share	capital	 CHF	million
Equity	 CHF	million
–	As	a	%	of	total	assets	 %
Total	assets	 CHF	million

Dividend*)	 CHF	million
–	As	a	%	of	share	capital	 %

*)		No	dividend	paid	on	own	shares	held	by	the	Group.	

In	May	2007,	proposal	by	the	Board	of	Directors	at	the	Annual	General	Meeting.

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 DeVeLOPMenT OF THe GROUP
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watches and jewelry
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the 333 millionth 
swatch
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• in 2006, Swatch maintained its leading position in its market segment, with all product lines experiencing steady, strong growth. The 
development of new approaches in marketing and communication reported a positive return on investment. Watch designs were very 
favorably received by customers all over the world, in particular the new Swatch Jelly in Jelly line.

• Swatch retail sales rose steadily and vigorously, especially in France, Switzerland, the United States, China, and Mexico; Canada grew 
particularly strongly. The special efforts made in north America, the Middle east and the Far east produced very positive results.

• e-commerce was successfully launched in United Kingdom in autumn 2006, following from its introduction in the U.S. and Japan.
• in 2006, no less than 85 Swatch stores were opened or renovated, taking the total number of Swatch outlets in the world to 620. Some of 

these stores stayed with a tried and tested design, others went for a more individualized approach, as in Geneva and Moscow.
• Some points of sale continued to be mobile in 2006, in that they popped up in improvised locations (airports in the process of reorganization, 

empty stores, vacant prestige premises, etc.) in a matter of hours, surprising with their sudden appearances and equally rapid 
disappearances. These Swatch instant Stores are an example of a phenomenon which has crisscrossed the world in some 30 major 
cities. The www.swatchinstant.com website was launched to communicate this state of mind, which brings together the creative, the 
spontaneous and the provocative.

• Swatch has been a trendsetter in eye-catching communication tactics. Going one step beyond the flashmob – Swatch fans turning up en 
masse anyplace, anywhere in the world – the brand hit the streets with some really off-the-wall events. For example, in Berlin it put up 
advertising hoardings that sent out soap bubbles; in Brazil and elsewhere, dogs were gathered together to celebrate the Swatch Special 
watch Gou Lai Su, dedicated to the Chinese new Year, the Year of the Dog.
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creation
Always ahead of its time, the Swatch is well-established as a 
fashion accessory worn to match people’s moods and feelings. 
The 2006 creations have clearly brought more touches of originality, 
color, joie de vivre and youth. Four collections were launched, 
centering on fashion, art and sport: Spring/Summer fashion, 
Summer sport, Fall/Winter fashion, Winter sport. Special new 
models were also launched to mark particular events: a watch 
and a piece of jewelry for Valentine’s Day; a watch for Mothers’ Day 
and a complete collection of watches and jewelry for Christmas 
and new Year, Seasons 2006. Finally, some superb creations 
appeared for the two exclusive 2006 collections, Via della Spiga 
and Place Vendôme, available in Milan and Paris respectively.

swatch jelly in jelly
By launching its new Swatch Jelly in Jelly watch line, Swatch 
returned to its artistic roots and the reception was just rapturous. 
The eleven watches in the series are slightly larger than the 
Swatch Gent, and have a sexy design that is appreciated by both 
women and men. Other than the classic models, there are five 
Fashion watches featuring transparent silicon bracelets, in orange, 
blue, pink, black or white. The two Art models – one of which was 
produced in a limited edition of 3333 – marked a return to Swatch’s 
longstanding association with the world of art that began in 1985.
The Swatch Jelly in Jelly Blue Man Group watch was designed with 
the new York trio of that name. it was launched on 1st June 2006 in 
Lugano, as part of an extraordinary event known as Splashtival. 
With thousands of Swatch lovers gathered to celebrate the 333 
millionth Swatch, and nicolas G. Hayek in attendance, the 
celebrated Blueman Group brought the new model to life in the 
course of their incredible performance. in view of the excitement 
created by this exceptional event, Swatch took the flashmob 
concept and turned it into the splashmob – artistic improvisations 
with splashes of paint – backed up by a global multimedia 
advertising campaign and a world-wide splashmob competition. it 
was a phenomenal success and thousands of fans made videos 
and put them on the Swatch website. Competition winners  
were given the chance to take part in the launch of the Swatch 
Special Jelly in Jelly Blue Man Group watch in Shanghai, China,  
on 30 September 2006. There, the Blue Man Group orchestrated  
a gigantic splashmob, followed by a concert-performance the 
following evening.

swatch diaphane one turning Gold
The new Diaphane One Turning Gold was launched in a worldwide 
limited edition of one hundred, at a price of CHF 7700. Featuring 
an innovative rotation movement and an elegant finish the 
Diaphane One Turning Gold is an exceptional piece of work and a 
testimonial to fine watchmaking. By making it available in only a 
few carefully chosen markets, Swatch is breaking with its own 
traditions.
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Swatch Bijoux
• Growth remains the key word at Swatch Bijoux. In its principal 

markets in europe (France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland and 
Spain) and the American continent (the United States and 
Mexico) it continues to be brilliantly successful. In Asia, where 
the Swatch Bijoux distribution network is in the midst of an 
expansion phase, China and japan showed the highest rates of 
growth. 

• More and more Swatch outlets are featuring harmoniously 
integrated Swatch Bijoux corners. Such areas have been opened 
in France (Toulouse), Switzerland (rue du Marché, Geneva), 
Russia (GUM, Moscow), japan (Osaka), and Turkey (Canyon 
Mall, Istanbul).

collection Swatch Bijoux Spring/Summer 2006
The boldness and gaiety that are the Swatch hallmark come 
together once again in all the models in this collection: the play of 
light and prismatic effects of the new love explosion crystal cube 
ring, a kaleidoscope of rainbow colors in the Colorscope family, 
and a touch of body art in the special Tiki Beach series, with 
interlaced hibiscus flowers and leaves in black or turquoise 
silicone.

collection Swatch Bijoux Fall/winter 2006
A multi-facetted fusion of rhythm and harmony of different 
elements forms the center of this collection’s creative style. A 
romantic window onto a dream garden of leaves, flowers and 
petals in the luludia collection; in the Spot Drops family, silky 
disks celebrate the union of steel and colored resin, a sophisticated 
world of variety, design and color.

watch and jewelry
For the first time ever, Swatch watches and jewelry came together 
in a common design in the Chinese Garden and japan Roses 
families to celebrate the turning of the year 2005–2006. Both soon 
became a favourite of the Spring/Summer Collection 2006.
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PreSence
The launch of the new Swatch jelly in jelly line was not the only 
outstanding event in 2006 to burnish Swatch’s international 
reputation.

Swatch shows its respect for human rights and the un
On 19 june 2006, the United Nations’ new Human Rights Council 
held its first session in Geneva, replacing the Commission  
on Human Rights, which was founded over sixty years ago.  
Swatch has had friendly links with the UN for many years:  
Nicolas G. Hayek was one of the first non-political speakers to 
address an audience in the main hall of the UN in New york in 
1992, when he emphasized the responsibility of industry towards 
the environment. It thus seemed logical for Swatch to show its 
support in its own way at the first meeting of the UN Human Rights 
Council; so the first model of a special series of watches paying 
homage to the work of the UN was produced. The wristband, case 
and dial of the Human Rights Swatch are in the organization’s 
famous shade of blue. Swatch will also dedicate part of its sales 
revenue from the watch to supporting UN human rights projects.

Diaphane one, the sensation
Recognized as the world’s number one manufacturer of plastic 
watches, Swatch caused a sensation on 23 November 2006 at the 
new Swatch Store in Geneva, when Nicolas G. Hayek unveiled 
before the public and the Swiss press a unique luxury mechanical 
watch bearing the name Diaphane One Turning Gold.

extreme sports
As the main sponsor of the Xtreme Freeride Contest Verbier, 
Swatch is participating in the 11th edition and is supporting the 
Swatch ProTeam members Géraldine Fasnacht, Xavier De le Rue 
and Philippe Meier.
Swatch has also become Official Partner of the 2006-2007 
Snowboard Ticket To Ride World Tour, which is bringing together, 
in no less than forty events, not only the best snowboarders on the 
globe, but also children aged eight and up.
For the very first time, the company was lead sponsor of the FMX 
Show at the Freestyle estawake event in Switzerland. Mat Rebeaud, 
a member of the Swatch ProTeam, performed impressively.
Swatch is leading partner in Swatch Snowmobile, a skidoo com-
petition that takes place in Austria in December. The contract 
extends until 2009.
To celebrate the launch of the Sébastien Devrient movie «Draw Me 
a line», featuring Géraldine Fasnacht, and as the film’s official 
altimeter, Swatch has created a new watch in the Fun Boarder 
line.
Because of its experience, the brand became – in early 2007 – the 
main partner of a whole new extreme sports (snowboard and ski) 
competition, the Swatch O’Neill Big Mountain Pro. eight of the 
best snowboarders in the world took part from 1 to 10 March 2007 
at the two locations of laax (Switzerland) and Innsbruck (Austria).

Proteam
The Swatch ProTeam came a long way in 2006. It was proud to add 
to its ranks snowboarding legend Terje Haakonsen, new surfing 
star Bobby Martinez and other great snowboarding names such as 
David Benedek, jeremy jones and Frederik Kalbermatten. Finally, 
Swatch is also supporting future snowboarding stars jan Scherrer 
and Christian Haller. FMX champion Mat Rebeaud and snow-
boarders Géraldine Fasnacht and Xavier De le Rue continued to 
be key members of the Swatch ProTeam.
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Swatch FiVB world tour
For the fourth consecutive year, and until the end of the 2008 
season, Swatch is sponsoring the FIVB (Fédération internationale 
de volleyball) as main partner of the Swatch FIVB Beach Volley 
World Tour. The brand demonstrated its technological know-how 
by managing the scoring and the service speed measurement. 
Moreover, the 2006 season was a special one in that the Swatch 
and FIVB websites displayed the match results live. Through its 
ProTeam, the company is also continuing to sponsor five world 
elite teams. In 2006, there were no less than nineteen competitions 
on the program, giving rise to some stunning local events. 
Increased media coverage in 2006 showed once more that beach 
volleyball continues to be a growing phenomenon with a bright 
future.

Swatch the club
2006 was a year full of success, surprises and creativity for Swatch 
The Club. younger and more vibrant than ever, The Club organized 
at least ten events around the world for high profile Swatch 
occasions. Apart from publishing two editions of its Voice magazine, 
it worked hard to stay in permanent touch with its members (by 
redesigning its website, launching a Club Special watch, holding 
competitions, etc). As a result, Swatch The Club succeeded in 
creating a strong network of relationships among its members, 
fans, collectors and customers.
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From the moon
to the Sun
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• caliber 8500 – 2007 got off to an excellent start in mid-january, 
as Omega proudly unveiled its new in-house manufacture 
movement, the caliber 8500, presented in an exceptional 
collection of timepieces within the De Ville range, aptly named 
Hour Vision. This long-awaited product launch took place at la 
Cité du Temps, the Swatch Group’s conference and exhibition 
center situated in the heart of Geneva. Replete with techno-
logically advanced features, the caliber 8500 is a COSC-certified 
chronometer comprising 202 completely redesigned components 
engineered in the Omega workshops. Naturally equipped with 
an upgraded version of the Co-Axial escapement technology, 
this movement has two barrels which increase the energy 
source and provide greater stability, thus ensuring an impressive 
power reserve, in excess of 60 hours. 

• events and ambassadors – Central to Omega’s communication 
strategy is the synergy between product, events and am-
bassadors, and 2006 was no exception. In March, Omega 
welcomed to the fold its youngest Ambassador, the prodigious 
golfer Michelle Wie; and the brand was thrilled to conclude the 
year with the announcement that the renowned American actor 
and producer George Clooney would become part of the Omega 
family in 2007.

• communication and advertising – Omega invested heavily in 
advertising and communication, with a major press offensive 
and television campaign to promote the two main themes in 
2006, the Olympic Winter Games in Turin and the premiere of 
the new james Bond film, «Casino Royale». The brand continued 
to place the spotlight on Planet Ocean throughout the year, and 
in May, newspapers in key markets were targeted to mark the 
official launch of the SolarImpulse project. Driven by innovation, 
the brand further developed its website as an integral part of its 
communication platform; a staggering surge was reported in 
December, when well over half a million hits were recorded. 
More than double the average monthly figure, this was  
probably, but not exclusively, related to the «Bond  
phenomenon». Omega introduced a japanese version of the 
website (www.omegawatches.jp), as well as a Chinese site  
(www.omegawatches.cn).

• omegamania – In close cooperation with the esteemed auction 
house Antiquorum, preparations were relentless throughout 
2006 for the organization of a thematic auction dedicated to 
rare, vintage and contemporary Omega timepieces. Intensive 
research was carried out to locate and restore to perfect working 
condition over 300 items that have contributed to the unique 
history of Omega. This auction, held in Geneva on 14 and 15 
April 2007, is foreseen to be one of the highlights for the brand 
in 2007.

• Success – Omega achieved significant growth in 2006, reflecting 
the success of its business and brand strategies. The year was 
characterized by a series of commercial activities and 
promotional events to showcase the product portfolio globally, 
all of which were supported by powerful media campaigns and 
the invaluable presence of an impressive cast of brand 
ambassadors.

• Solarimpulse – In keeping with its pioneering traditions, 2006 
heralded the dawn of a new venture for the brand, as Omega 
embarked on a partnership with the SolarImpulse team under 
the direction of Bertrand Piccard and André Borschberg and 
their project to circumnavigate the world in an aircraft powered 
only by solar energy. Omega is acutely aware of environmental 
issues currently facing the world and is determined to take a 
proactive stance in safeguarding the planet for future generations 
to enjoy. During a press conference at la Cité du Temps in 
Geneva on 12 May 2006 Omega officially announced its partner-
ship with SolarImpulse and also marked the occasion by opening 
an exhibition wholly dedicated to this challenge, which carefully 
explained each critical stage of its development. This theme 
continued in August when the Berlin department store KaDeWe 
hosted this exhibition entitled «From the Moon to the Sun». The 
CeO of the Swatch Group Nick Hayek and the President of 
Omega Stephen Urquhart joined Bertrand Piccard and André 
Borschberg to present the concept and respond to questions 
from guests, many of whom were solar energy and aviation 
experts.

• Distribution – Omega pursued its policy of streamlining the 
global distribution network and had significantly reduced the 
number of points of sale by the end of 2006. A total of six 
corporate mono-brand boutiques were inaugurated during the 
year, bringing the total number to 30. Despite the introduction 
of an import tax on luxury watches in China in 2006, sales 
continued to increase in this market, where Omega is the 
undisputed leader.

• olympic Games – The Olympic Winter Games held in Turin, in 
February 2006, reinforced the brand’s involvement with the 
Olympic movement. The Omega Pavilion was the venue to which 
were invited the many prominent guests who shared in an 
unforgettable Olympic experience, including heroes from the 
world of swimming Michael Phelps and Alex Popov, record-
breaking yachtswoman ellen MacArthur, last man on the moon 
Gene Cernan and internationally-renowned model Cindy 
Crawford. In May, Omega renewed its allegiance to the Olympic 
philosophy and its role as Official Timekeeper when jacques 
Rogge, President of the IOC, announced that london would 
organize the Olympic Games in 2012.

• Product – The year unfolded to reveal yet another outstanding 
selection of timepieces focusing primarily on the luxury high-
end mechanical watchmaking segment and Omega’s proprietary 
Co-Axial escapement technology. Responding to in-depth 
market analysis and a fiercely competitive environment, Omega 
adapted certain products within the Constellation, Seamaster, 
Speedmaster and De Ville collections to define a vision for the 
future and identify with today’s more discerning consumer.
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new ProDuctS
omega constellation
The Quadrella was given a makeover in 2006, and a vibrant range 
of colored straps complemented the precious stones indicating 
the hour markers and contrasting with the pure mother-of-pearl 
dial. All the instantly recognizable features and functions were 
present on this iconic ladies’ model, which was also introduced in 
a «Mini» version complete with a new generation steel bracelet 
available in combinations of red gold, yellow gold or stainless 
steel. Inspired by the success of the seven Iris high-end jewelry 
pieces launched in 2005, Omega extended the product portfolio to 
create the Constellation Iris, enhanced by colored gem stone hour 
markers and a bezel comprising a dazzling array of diamonds.

omega Seamaster
Having accurately predicted consumer trends for 2005 and 
beautifully interpreted them in the shape of the Planet Ocean, 
Omega capitalized on the immense success of this model by 
introducing the Planet Ocean Chronograph; this superlative divers’ 
watch is water-resistant to 600 meters and is available with a 
choice of a black or orange rubber strap in addition to the extremely 
distinctive orange alligator strap.
Omega paid homage to the latest exploits of james Bond by 
producing two limited edition numbered timepieces: 5007 Planet 
Ocean «Casino Royale» models and 10 007 Seamaster james 
Bond timepieces. Both products are equipped with the Co-Axial 
movement and a central second hand bearing the exclusive 007 
gun logo; the case back of the Planet Ocean features the «Casino 
Royale» logo, whilst the Seamaster is naturally identified by the 
seahorse emblem. The Seamaster james Bond retains its inherent 
characteristics, which have been subtly upgraded, and now 
incorporates the spiral motif on the dial synonymous with the 
opening sequence of the Bond films.

omega Speedmaster
As a coherent development of Omega’s product strategy, 2006 saw 
the introduction of the exclusive Co-Axial escapement mechanism 
into the Speedmaster Broad Arrow Rattrapante. Technical 
attributes were also visually appealing as the movement was 
finished to luxury standards with circular graining, gold-plated 
engraving and a distinctive Pulsometer scale. Performance was 
improved by the addition of a free-sprung balance and a 52-hour 
power reserve. Another driving force within the collection, the 
Speedmaster Date and Day-Date models were treated to a facelift 
and now boast an officially-certified chronometer movement and 
an eye-catching range of technically more sophisticated dials 
designed to perfectly match the corresponding silver, black or 
blue bezels.

omega De Ville
The De Ville Co-Axial Chronoscope takes its name from the original 
term used to define a chronograph. The design was inspired by 
that of the Split-Seconds but adapted to give it a sportier look, with 
the use of Arabic numerals on the dial and two 180° hour-recorder 
sectors at 6 o’clock. A COSC certified chronometer the De Ville 
Co-Axial Chronoscope is powered by the exclusive Omega caliber 
3313 Chronograph and has a power reserve of 55 hours.

Pocket watch Split-Seconds chronograph 1932
To commemorate Omega’s historic relationship with the Olympic 
Games, a special limited edition Pocket Watch (only 300 models) 
was produced using components from unassembled movement 
kits, which had originally been used to manufacture the pocket 
watch chronographs for the 1932 los Angeles Olympiad. 
Improvements were made to the 1932 design to produce a 
contemporary chronograph complete with the latest in 
watchmaking technology.
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Fine jewellery
omega Fine jewellery
• To reflect the sophisticated pieces which make up the collection, 

this line was re-branded to become Omega Fine jewellery. A 
new advertising campaign was produced and a whole new range 
of packaging developed.

• Although all product families were popular, the market was 
particularly receptive to the Aqua range, which now represents 
more than half of the sales in the Omega Boutiques.

• Overall, Fine jewellery reported a sustained growth rate in line 
with strategic projections.

During the year under review, DyB’s designer jewelers developed 
the collections in such a manner as to raise Omega Fine jewellery’s 
work to a high level of refinement. They gave new lines to the Aqua 
and Griffes collections so as to anticipate changes to sensitive 
feminine demand, drawing inspiration from the brand’s essence 
to make their new pieces more sensual, with curvy, full and fluid 
lines, lending them a character and softness to appeal to all 
women. In 2007, a wide spectrum of original materials will be 
used: leather, satin, and ceramics, married with yellow, gray or 
pink gold. To affirm even more the Omega jewelry style, DyB’s 
gemologists have chosen diamonds of the highest quality and fine 
stones in strong colors.
The Omega Fine jewellery collections for men have also been 
extended and developed. Their designers presented a range of 
accessories – cufflinks, bracelets, rings, etc. – embodying not only 
the most modern trends but also a new level of luxury.
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PreSence
events and ambassadors
Omega has an unparalleled reputation when it comes to organizing 
high-profile events, often in the company of international brand 
Ambassadors, which convey to the world the brand’s dedication to 
the ethos of understated luxury.
The ladies graced several events with their presence; so for 
example in March at the Omega Boutique in los Angeles, where 
Cindy Crawford joined Michelle Wie, who was making her first 
official appearance for the brand. Cindy also introduced the Omega 
Fine jewellery collection to an enthusiastic audience on the 
occasion of the opening of another Omega Boutique in Bangkok in 
june. The oriental flavor continued as Omega commemorated an 
outstanding achievement of 111 years in China and was delighted 
that Nicole Kidman was able to join the celebrations on what was 
her very first trip to China to mark such a significant milestone in 
the company’s history.

red Square and moscow’s Gum
In October, Omega sealed its commitment to the Russian market by 
opening its first-ever flagship boutique located in the GUM depart-
ment store in Moscow. To celebrate such a significant event, the 
brand presented the De Ville X2 «Red Square» equipped with the 
exclusive Co-Axial escapement technology; this imposing square 
model is only available in red gold and the case back bears the lim-
ited series number of a collection comprising only 99 pieces.

omega european masters
One of the many highlights of the sporting calendar is the Omega 
european Masters golf men’s tournament and Michelle Wie having 
been granted permission to play, her presence drew an 
unprecedented number of spectators to the picturesque setting of 
Crans-Montana.

nicole Kidman in Geneva
It was an emotional moment on Thursday 30 November 2006, as 
Omega unveiled its latest flagship boutique and took up residence 
on the Rue du Rhône, the most prestigious address in Geneva and 
the heart of the watchmaking industry in Switzerland. As befits 
such an important occasion, the Chairman and Delegate of the 
Swatch Group Nicolas G. Hayek and the CeO of Omega Stephen 
Urquhart played host to Nicole Kidman, who had flown in especially 
to cut the red ribbon and officially open the boutique.
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the worlD‘S  
numBer one  
luxury watchmaKer

• In 2006 Montres Breguet SA continued its upward trend of the 
past few years, both in terms of turnover and number of watches 
sold. Breguet’s impressive vitality reflects its reserves of talent 
and rarely equaled know-how, rewarded with a healthy growth 
rate that far exceeds the Swiss watchmaking industry average 
and makes it the world’s number one luxury watchmaker.

• Sustained by the ever-powerful drive of Nicolas G. Hayek who 
took over the function of Chairman and President, Breguet 
brims with an unquenchable enthusiasm, which was channeled 
into the numerous projects begun in 2006. The opening of new 
stores in Beverly Hills and Dubai, the Boutique Breguet’s first 
year in Geneva, the opening up and enlargement of markets in 
India and China, the very rapid expansion of the Nordic markets 
all exemplify this upward path. To keep pace with this growth, 
new sales outlets were opened, notably in lima in Peru, Beijing 
in China, and Bangalore in India.

• On the manufacturing side, substantial investments went into 
upgrading and extending the production facility so as to keep up 
with the breathless pace of this expansion. An extra story was 
added to the building, allowing the assembly workshops to be 
extended; technical equipment and management software were 
modernized. everything, from manufacturing systems to quality 
processes, to a major program of recruitment of qualified 
personnel, were put in place to ensure that Breguet remains the 
quality benchmark for fine watchmaking in the world.

• The R&D department, working with other Swatch Group entities, 
produced some great technological advances, both in terms of 
materials and the development of new movements, which were 
immediately put into production.

• Development promises were kept, giving rise to some sumptuous 
timepieces, outstanding in terms of finish and complications. 
These achievements were crowned with several international 
and Swiss prizes, which have spurred on the company’s master 
watchmakers to develop their talents still further.
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the worlD‘S  
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BreGuet Fine watchmaKinG
By adopting a new material with many properties – silicium – with 
which to make some of the components for its movements, 
Montres Breguet is undertaking a major advance in new 
watchmaking technologies. This undeniably represents a 
breakthrough in the world of horology, and is an example of 
Breguet’s consciousness of its central role in the development of 
mechanical watchmaking technology; for several years, the 
company has been making major investments in research and 
innovation.
It has been Nicolas G. Hayek’s aim to strengthen the company’s 
offer in terms of basic movements, and so he asked staff to develop 
a caliber based on three objectives: it should be extremely reliable, 
precise, and a thing of beauty. The precision and performance of 
the new automatic caliber 777 are exemplary. It benefits from the 
latest advances: silicon escape wheel and lever, ceramic bearings, 
new shock absorber design for the Nivachoc balance and a DlC 
coated internal barrel surface. The 5177 model containing the 
movement has already been awarded the Prix du Public du Grand 

Prix d’Horlogerie de Genève. Moreover, the caliber 777 opens up 
great development prospects for Breguet.
The Tradition collection, introduced in 2005, has written a new 
page in the history of Breguet, catching the eye of the watchmaking 
world with its bold style and visionary spirit. There is now a version 
in gray gold and an automatic version with a retrograde second 
hand.
The spectacular result of several years of development, the 
Classique Grande Complication 5347 indulges in the luxury of twin 
rotating tourbillons, a legendary Breguet invention powered by a 
manually-wound mechanical movement. Three patent applica-
tions protect the unique excellence of this superb machine, which 
is nothing less than a monument to infinite precision in 
timekeeping.
A tourbillon has been added in the Marine line, while the cha-
racteristic barrel shape of the Héritage watches acquired a new 
curve; and the Reine de Naples collection continues to be an 
outstanding example of fine jewelry.
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Presence
Breguet at Geneva’s cité du Temps 
When the Cité du Temps in Geneva was inaugurated in April, 
Breguet brought a few of its most important pieces from its 
museum for an exceptional exhibition lasting three months. For 
the duration of the exhibition, visitors were able to admire ancient 
watches of all kinds, from the most simple to the most complex 
timepieces which once belonged to counts, generals, empresses, 
princes and dukes.

Marie-Antoinette’s Versailles domain
2006 was, for everyone, the year of Marie-Antoinette. Breguet had 
taken the initiative in making plans for a partnership with the 
Domaine de Marie-Antoinette at Versailles in 2005, but it was in 
2006 that the project came to fruition, with the announcement  
of the Breguet sponsorship. This was announced at a press  
conference held at Versailles and simultaneously relayed to 
Geneva, in the presence of over 250 journalists and special guests, 
during which Nicolas G. Hayek was presented with the Médaille 
d’or de Grand Mécène de la culture française. A large-scale event 
of this kind in such magical surroundings must presage other fine 
occasions in the future, for example for the unveiling of the 
reproduction of the Marie-Antoinette watch.

Lucerne Festival 
On 22 August 2006 in lucerne, Breguet presented its new jewelry 
pieces before a prestigious invited audience. The parade of unique 
jewelry pieces, as worn by ravishing models, caused a sensation, 
while the performance of Mozart’s Requiem at the end of the 
evening was a reminder that Breguet is indisputably an integral 
part of europe’s cultural heritage. 

cultural events
Communication at Breguet always connects with european cul-
ture. Whether in literature, music or in the key locations of 
european culture such as Versailles, Breguet has been present in 
the lives of the famous and powerful who have left their mark on 
history. In 2006, Breguet once more sponsored the classical music 
concert in Spain given under the aegis of Queen Sofia, as well as 
the Geneva music festival that brought the talent of pianist Gilles 
Von Sattel to public attention. In Istanbul, Breguet formed an 
association with the Topkapi museum aimed at restoring their 
collection of ancient watches, while in China, the company was 
invited to display its collections in the government’s guest house.

Haute couture and Haute Joaillerie show in Tokyo
On 6 November 2006, in the context of its Versailles sponsor- 
ship and its collection of fine jewelry dedicated to Queen  
Marie-Antoinette, Breguet held a fashion show entitled  
«Marie-Antoinette, Queen and Fashion Icon», organized by the 
Isetan group of stores in Tokyo and the Fédération française du 
prêt-à-porter féminin. Twelve creations by twelve Paris fashion 
designers inspired by Marie-Antoinette’s wardrobe were displayed 
to celebrate the 250th anniversary of the queen’s birth. At the same 
time, the models wore sumptuous pieces of jewelry by Haute 
joaillerie Breguet.
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BreGueT HAuTe JoAiLLerie
The Breguet jewelry collection has conquered the world of haute 
joaillerie, not to mention women’s hearts, ever since it was 
launched. Following in the tradition of the prestige watches that so 
enchanted such famous clients as Caroline Murat, Queen of 
Naples, the empress joséphine and Queen Marie-Antoinette of 
France, Breguet jewels express the many facets of womanhood 
and charm within quite exceptional forms, embodying creativity 
and craftsmanship and bordering on perfection. 
In 2006, Breguet once more invited women into a privileged, 
sensual and sparkling world. The Marine timekeeper inspired a 
jewelry collection of the same name, beautifully capturing the 
undulating harmony of the waves. Similarly, the Petite Reine 
collection was redolent of the gracefully feminine outlines of the 
Reine de Naples watches.
Adopting Maison Breguet features with their use of fluting on the 
outer edge, two lines of men’s cufflinks were introduced in Basle, 
one version using the Breguet initial in lapis lazuli, the other with 
real winding rotor decorated with the Breguet initial in onyx. 
Other jewelry pieces, such as les jardins du Petit Trianon – les 
Groseilliers, l’Orangerie – or Plumes, embodied feminine delicacy, 
and paid homage to Marie-Antoinette, Queen of France at the 
heart of Breguet creations. An unmatched admiration for one  
of Abraham-louis Breguet’s most devoted clients led to the 
company’s sponsoring the restoration of the Petit Trianon at the 
Château de Versailles, with the aim of returning Marie-Antoinette’s 
favorite spot to its former splendor.
Finally, the jewel in the collection’s crown, the Haute joaillerie 
Plumes watch, was inspired by the Reine de Naples 8928 time-
piece, uniting the arts of haute joaillerie, haute couture and haute 
horlogerie. No less than 1195 diamonds and 287 pink sapphires 
were used to make up this dazzling and unique creation, which 
was made-to-measure.
To celebrate this creatively rich year, the house of Breguet made a 
special presentation of its jewelry pieces at major international 
events in lucerne and Tokyo.
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• Blancpain in 2006 continued on its meteoric growth path. Strong 
sales potential was confirmed in Asia, particularly in China, 
where the brand achieved exceptional results. european 
markets were experiencing a remarkable recovery, particularly 
in Germany, Spain and Switzerland. The new Blancpain boutique 
which opened in October in Dubai was participating fully in the 
brand’s growing success in the Middle east, and the United 
States was also showing a very strong performance. 

• Manufacture – Since the reopening of the restored Manufacture 
in 2005, all production has been concentrated in the le Brassus 
premises. Staff numbers of course increased in proportion with 
the brand’s success.

• caliber 13r0 – The end of 2006 was crowned with the launch of 
the much-anticipated basic caliber 13R0. Four years of research 
and development went into producing a movement founded on 
entirely new principles. The result was an efficient, precise and 
reliable «motor», with recognizably functional features and 
extremely fine finishing, and an exceptional eight-day power 
reserve. 

• Advertising – In 2006 Blancpain prepared and launched a new 
advertising campaign, entitled «A Tradition of Innovation. Since 
1735». Using original and elegant illustrations, it gives technical 
details and describes the functions of each watch. Presenting 
the product in this way is having a very positive effect on the 
image and profile of the brand worldwide. 

• new «Lettres du Brassus» magazine – Presented at Baselworld 
2006, the new Blancpain magazine has been an unqualified 
success. «lettres du Brassus» appears twice yearly in english, 
French, German and, for its second edition, in Spanish also. 
Richly illustrated and written in a crisp and dynamic style, its 
articles tell the story of the brand, its world and its recent 
creations, all from a lively and original angle.

A TrAdiTion oF    innoVATion 
conTinues
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creATion
new caliber 13r0
Blancpain continued in its tradition of innovation by presenting a 
new manual winding base movement. Featuring a titanium balance 
with a system of micrometric square-headed regulating screws, a 
Breguet overcoil balance spring and three barrels ensuring an 
eight-day power reserve, the caliber 13R0 was the result of an 
assiduous quest for simplicity, precision and performance. By 
launching this miniature masterpiece of watchmaking technology, 
Blancpain heralded the renewal of its high-end movement 
collection. To give the public the opportunity of understanding the 
movement better, Blancpain produced 3D images, which could be 
viewed on the company’s website.

new Blancpain Women collection
While Blancpain can claim many firsts with the women’s models it 
produced in the past, until 2006 the Manufacture had never devoted 
an entire collection to women. Far from being scaled-down 
versions or adaptations of existing men’s models, the first three 
lines that make up this collection were expressly developed to 
meet the expectations and desires of today’s women. Careful to 
stay true to their roots in the Vallée de joux, Blancpain have 
equipped each of their watches with an automatic mechanical 
movement, meticulously assembled and hand-decorated. The 
new collection comprises watches with complications, such as a 
Flyback chronograph, an Ultraplate and a Quantième Complet 
Phases de lune. These feminine timepieces are equipped with a 
new folding buckle system, with two folding arms engraved with 
the Blancpain logo.

Léman Tourbillon semainier
This combination of horological complications provides useful 
everyday information and meets the needs of an active life. Apart 
from the hours, minutes and seconds, the power reserve indication 
and the impressive flying tourbillon at twelve o’clock, the new 
arrival in the léman collection displays the day of the week, large 
format date and the week of the year. The latter is shown by a 
central hand pointing at one of the numerals on the rim of the dial; 
its numbering of 1 to 53 serves as a reminder that some years 
have fifty-three weeks. The new Caliber 3725G, a self-winding 
mechanical tourbillon movement with a seven-day power reserve, 
comprises 356 entirely hand-decorated parts. 

Léman Tourbillon Grande date diamants
The exclusive and original «rail-effect» gem-setting on the 
Tourbillon Grande Date Diamants dial is the subject of a Blancpain 
patent, putting it squarely in the company’s tradition of constant 
innovation. Prestigious, complex and the work of the most expert 
craftsment, the «rail-effect» setting adorns the Blancpain Caliber 
6925, a self-winding tourbillon large date movement with seven 
days’ power reserve.

Léman réveil GMT in titanium
Blancpain presented a new version of its exceptional Réveil GMT 
in a titanium case. A high-tech alloy that is both light and strong, 
titanium has unique acoustic properties. Tests carried out by 
Blancpain have shown that it provides improved purity of sound 
and a volume of over 72 decibels. The Blancpain Caliber 1241 
marries old-style savoir faire and the exigencies of the modern 
world, thanks to two complications useful to the modern traveler: 
the mechanical alarm function and a second time zone display.

Le Brassus Quantième Perpétuel GMT
The le Brassus collection has a new member, featuring a 
perpetual calendar with a (Blancpain patented) system of 
correctors integrated within the case lugs, and a second time 
zone. equipped with a platinum case and a deep Havana-brown 
dial, this limited edition of 150 comes with a novel cigar cutter  
in the style of an old-time watchmaker’s lathe. Cigars, like  
gastronomy, are part and parcel of the brand’s values and passions. 
To give form to this link between the two worlds, Blancpain 
equipped the le Brassus Quantième Perpétuel GMT with a winding 
rotor that has been delicately hand-carved with fine ridges 
resembling those on tobacco leaves.
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Presence
official presentation of the new caliber 13r0 
at the cité du Temps 
On Friday 13 October 2006, at the Cité du Temps in Geneva, 
Blancpain President Marc A. Hayek presented, before an audience 
of keen horologists, the new movement from the Manufacture du 
Brassus. The press conference was followed by the official 
inauguration of the exhibition at the Cité du Temps dedicated to 
the new caliber, «The Tradition of Innovation continues: a new 
caliber is born». With the aid of instructive 3D animations, the 
exhibition – which ran until 20 November 2006 – celebrated the 
splendor and technical specifics of this at once sober and 
prestigious creation. Also on display were the major timepieces 
that have gone to make up the brand’s famous history.

A unique auction at the Monaco Yacht show
To mark its seventh appearance at the Monaco yacht Show, the 
Manufacture du Brassus once more demonstrated its commitment 
to a cause dear to its heart: research into Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy. The area dedicated to Blancpain in the prestigious hall 
provided the backdrop for a unique charity auction. The sale object 
was a one-off equation du Temps Marchante - a development of 
the first «running equation» wristwatch in the world, introduced 
by Blancpain in 2004 – specially developed for the occasion. In this 
way, Blancpain’s «Only One» equation Marchante contributed 
110 000 euros to the funds of the Association Monégasque against 
Muscular Dystrophy (AMM). The winding rotor, hand engraved by 
Blancpain’s master engraver, bears the image of the historic la 
Vaudoise sailing boat. On this occasion, in line with tradition, 
Blancpain presented a Monaco yacht Show series, limited to seven 
pieces. Inspired by the equation du Temps Marchante, Monaco 
yacht Show 2006 models have a distinctive feature, a rotor that can 
be personalized by hand engraving, making each piece entirely 
unique.

Blancpain at the 19th Alpine rally in Kitzbühel 
Close on 170 great vintage and classic sports cars came together 
for the 19th Alpine Rally in Kitzbühel, in the heart of the Austrian 
Tyrol. Despite the fact that the competition took place in early 
june, heavy rain and hail showers made it tough going for all the 
competitors. For the first time, Blancpain presented its watch-
making skills in a marquee inspired by the workshops at le 
Brassus, and this quickly became the meeting place for drivers, 
teams and spectators. The Manufacture sponsored no less than 
six teams and rewarded the winner with a Flyback Grande Date 
chronograph. This is equipped with a unique winding rotor, 
featuring a hand engraving of the winning car.

Blancpain Gift to danielle steel’s nick Traina Foundation
The novelist Danielle Steel is committed to the fight against mental 
illness: she established the Nick Traina Foundation, named after 
her son, who ended his life while still in adolescence after 
struggling with bipolar disorder. One of the foundation’s main 
fundraising activities is the Star Ball, which is organized every two 
years in San Francisco. The evening ends with an auction, for 
which on this occasion Blancpain offered a Villeret Phase de lune, 
with Blancpain president Marc A. Hayek in attendance, showing 
the brand’s commitment to this cause. 

Blancpain honors the KAdi’s cuisinier d’or 2006
It was a real no-holds barred contest for the eight finalists at the 
2006 Cuisinier d’Or de Kadi held on 27 February 2006 at the Casino 
Kursaal in Berne. Franck Giovannini, sous chef at Philippe Rochat’s 
Hotel de Ville restaurant in Crissier, won this most coveted of 
prizes in Swiss gastronomy and earned himself a 3rd place in the 
competition for the Bocuse d’Or in 2007. As official timekeeper, 
Blancpain had the honor of associating its name with Swiss 
gastronomy’s most prestigious culinary arts competition, and 
presented the victor with a Flyback chronograph.
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• In 2006, Glashütte Original continued and redoubled its efforts 
to publicize the brand and raise its profile in Germany and 
throughout the world.

• The internationalization of the brand proceeded successfully. 
New Glashütte Original boutiques were inaugurated, notably in 
China, (Macao and Chongqing) and in Malaysia (Kuala lumpur). 
Interesting shop-in-shop concepts and specially laid out corners 
proved very popular with customers all over the world.

• Baselworld 2006 was an important milestone for the brand. Its 
new models were very well received and orders in record 
numbers were taken.

• The reorganization and development of product lines was 
intensified with successful results. The creation of the tourbillon 
regulator underlined Glashütte Original’s reputation as a 
designer and manufacturer of grandes complications. The 
development of its double-sided tourbillon allied to a jumping 
hour mechanism was a first for the company.

• Presence in the market – Glashütte Original once more 
undertook an extensive investment program in 2006. In par-
ticular, it freshened up its advertising image. Taking «Handmade 
in Germany» as its theme, the new campaign emphasized 
Glashütte Original’s manufacturing ethos, masterly crafts-
manship, as well as the precision and exclusivity of its watches. 
The company also produced an original documentary on its 
manufacturing philosophy and the process of developing the 
brand’s master works. Furthermore, it launched «Momentum», 
a magazine devoted to the watchmaking world of Glashütte 
Original and to the phenomenon of time in all its varied aspects. 
The publication, which was intended for a general readership, 
had already been awarded a very prestigious BCP Award. Finally, 
the daily guided tours of the manufacture were also very popular: 
over 7,000 visitors showed keen interest in what was a window 
into a remarkable world.

• Horological Museum – On 16 March 2006, in the atrium of the 
Glashütte Original manufactory, Frank Reichel, mayor of 
Glashütte, Nick Hayek, CeO of the Swatch Group and Frank 
Müller, President of Glashütte Original, applied their signatures 
to the charter of the «Deutsches Uhrenmuseum Glashütte – 
Nicolas G. Hayek» foundation. The aim of this body was to set up 
and administer an attractive museum of timekeeping equipped 
with several libraries and demonstration workshops. located 
on the historic premises of the old German school of horology, 
the museum is intended for visitors from all over the world who 
wish to find out about the fascinating history of watchmaking at 
Glashütte from 1845. The restoration of the buildings was 
undertaken by Glashütte Original together with Swatch Group, 
and the museum will be ready to receive its first visitors in 
2008.

• distinctions – 2006 will go down as a year of public and media 
successes for Glashütte Original, at both national and inter-
national levels. Apart from numerous second and third prizes, 
the company collected a total of four first prizes awarded by the 
media. These were the Goldene Unruh 2006 in Germany, for its 
PanoMaticTourbillon; Watch of the year in Austria for the 
Senator Kalenderwoche; the 2006 Champions of Time – Best 
jewelry Watch, in China, for SeaShell; and the Chrono Award in 
Austria for the GoldenDragon.

HAndMAde  
in GerMAnY
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creATion
senator, a world first
The Senator line was undergoing continuous development which 
was confirmed by the two models added to the line in 2006. Above 
all, the Senator Kalenderwoche and Senator Vollkalender 
embodied what was an absolute world-wide first: a digital week 
display based on a highly sophisticated mechanism. At the end of 
each year, the movement – consisting of over 500 parts – changes 
the week completely automatically.

PanoMaticVenue
A watch with a second time zone that is at once innovative, precise 
and functional, the PanoMaticVenue is the modern traveler’s ideal 
companion. Apart from the classic date and time indication, there 
is also a twenty-four hour display, clearly visible in a 360° subdial 
set above the panorama date. 

star collection
Five new manual winding models completed the constellation of 
Glashütte Original’s luxury Star Collection: ArabicDream, 
GoldenDragon, SeaShell, Nordiclight and PrimaVera.

Presence
inauguration of the Kuala Lumpur boutique
Glashütte Original’s fourth boutique in Asia was inaugurated in 
March 2006 in Kuala lumpur, Malaysia. located in the latest, 
most upscale shopping malls, Star Hill Gallery, the boutique 
meets all the requirements of a highly demanding clientele.

German reunification day in Washington
On 3 October 2006, the Day of German Reunification, the state of 
Saxony organized a reception at the German embassy in 
Washington DC, on the theme «Saxony – Baroque meets High 
Tech». A symbol of the success of German firms established in 
Saxony, Glashütte Original was one of a very restricted number of 
companies granted the privilege of being present themselves at 
this particular occasion. Former German chancellor Helmut Kohl 
and former US president George Bush were among the guests of 
honor.

cultural involvement 
The atrium, the central hall in the Glashütte Original manufacture 
in Glashütte (Germany), was increasingly being used as a venue 
for concerts and conferences. The appearance by Austrian actress 
Senta Berger was one of the highlights of the 2006 cultural 
calendar. At a concert held at the Dresden Semperoper the third 
SAeCUlUM - Glashütte Original - Musikfestspiel Prize was awarded 
to the German opera director joachim Herz.

silverstone 2006
During the GP Masters at Silverstone (england), Glashütte Original 
Formula 1 veteran Christian Danner invited the cream of former 
F1 drivers to an exclusive soirée that included a watch presentation. 
Nigel Mansell, emerson Fitipaldi, Hans-joachim Stuck, Riccardo 
Patrese and eliseo Salazar, to name but a few, were fully able to 
appreciate the Glashütte Original evening’s theme «Precious 
Timekeepers and Fast Race Cars».
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• In 2006, jaquet Droz recorded numerous successes in growth 
terms.

• As regards distribution, the brand strengthened its presence in 
the key european markets and moved into new ones, for example 
Italy, Hungary, Greece, Canada and Malaysia. In Switzerland, 
the company experienced a real take-off, the key to this success 
being its own-name boutique in Geneva and its franchise at two 
of the biggest retail jewelers in German-speaking Switzerland.

• efforts to internalize craft techniques continued. Major 
investments were approved for the construction of  a manufacture 
in la Chaux-de-Fonds (Switzerland), due to open its doors to 
the public at the end of 2008, thus commemorating the 270th 
anniversary of the jaquet Droz name.

• As regards communication, substantial investments were made 
in advertising in the key Asian, european and North American 
markets, where the brand name continued to establish itself. A 
launch event in Milan had a considerable and positive effect, 
primarily on watchmaking industry professionals, but also on 
influential figures on the fashion and luxury scene, who were 
introduced to the brand and its new products.

• The Grande Seconde email model went from strength to 
strength. Persistent efforts by specialized dial-making crafts-
men were rewarded when they successfully created an intense 
black enamel using the traditional Grand Feu method.

THe ArT 
oF THe 
LiMiTed 
ediTion
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creATion
Hommage La chaux-de-Fonds 1738
Consisting entirely of grandes complications models, the 
Hommage la Chaux-de-Fonds 1738 line acquired several new 
members during the year, the masterpiece among which was les 
longitudes, a superb double time zone regulator with a hand-
winding mechanical movement. In what was a first for the jaquet 
Droz company, it applied, on the slate-gray opaline dial, an ample 
and revolutionary inner circle in the sumptuous Côtes de Genève 
decoration. In its enamel version, the timepiece was available in a 
39 mm diameter, 22-carat gray gold case.

Hommage Londres 1774
Three new Grande Heure Minute timepieces were added to the 
Hommage londres 1774 line. Available with a white, black or 
opaline black dial, set off with a steel ring, they had steel cases 
and were being produced in a limited edition of eighty-eight.
 

Hommage Genève 1784
In honor of the collection’s classical references, the Hommage 
Genève 1784 line has been enriched with a new model, le 
Régulateur. 
2006 also saw two new Grande Seconde editions, also limited to 
eighty-eight pieces. The Grande Seconde email Noir was a refined 
expression of the grand feu enamellist’s art, while the Grande 
Seconde Côtes de Genève offered a stunning contrast between a 
red gold case and a silver-plated dial with the Côtes de Genève 
decoration.

Hommage Paris 1785
A new line exclusively for women made its appearance in the 
jaquet Droz collection: Hommage Paris 1785. The first model, la 
Fleur du Temps, was characterized by its richly executed lacquer 
dial studded with diamonds, pearls, spessartines or sapphires. 
Typically of jaquet Droz, only eight pieces of each Fleur du Temps 
model were produced, each being a work of art.

Presence 
Already present in Tokyo and Geneva, jaquet Droz continued to 
develop its network of own-name boutiques. In November, the 
company opened a new sales point in Kuala lumpur’s renowned 
Starhill Gallery, and in December, it opened a boutique in the 
luxury mall in the prestigious French station of Courchevel.
In Asia, the brand’s visibility in points of sale was increased with 
the setting up of in-store corners.
The company was at the center of various events such as exhibition 
openings or launches in Singapore, Paris and Geneva.
In 1784, jaquet Droz was the first watchmaking company to set up 
in Geneva; in 2006, it took up residence at one of the city’s most 
prestigious addresses, the Cité du Temps, for a unique exhibition 
dedicated to the dial-maker’s art.
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• In 2006, léon Hatot strengthened its position in european and 
Middle eastern markets, achieving sustained growth. Pursuing 
its development plan at international level, it concentrated its 
efforts on Asia, particularly japan, China and South Korea.

• The company’s distribution network was also reinforced. In 
2006, three new boutiques were opened – two in France (in Nice 
and Courchevel) and one in Taiwan. In May 2007, one more will 
be opening for business in the Place Vendôme / Rue de la Paix 
in Paris and another in Tokyo’s smart Ginza district.

• With women who appreciate fine mechanical watches in mind, 
léon Hatot introduced its first jewelry watches with automatic 
mechanical movements in 2006. It is not, however, giving up the 
Swiss made quartz movements that allow its imagination free 
rein to create the jewelry that lies at the heart of its success.

• Baselworld 2006 saw its first ever léon Hatot stand. It captivated 
visitors with its uncluttered yet luxurious ambiance and the 
quality of the pieces on display. This was the first appearance of 
le Temps d’Aimer collection, which was intended to strengthen 
the joaillerie Boutique line. 

• The website www.leonhatot.com was designed to convey the 
feeling, femininity and elegance of the brand, and reflect the 
values inherent in the company’s history.
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creATion
Very much a brand that listens to women, léon Hatot introduced 
some dazzlingly beautiful diamond-studded watches that all had 
one thing in common, a mechanical movement in which the 
winding rotor was also set with diamonds. This move up the scale 
was in response to women who appreciate fine watchmaking and 
all its complications.
léon Hatot’s jewelry creations fall into three broad families: 
special pieces, Haute joaillerie and joaillerie Boutique. The 
special piece entitled l’envol des Sens was made with white gold, 
diamonds and Paraïba tourmaline. It was a unique creation for a 
free-spirited and passionate woman who was ready to go all out 
for what counts in life. 
In its Haute joaillerie Vertige collection, léon Hatot produced  
a dizzying spiral tour de force, a starburst of emotions expressed 
in jewelry.
le Temps d’Aimer… the joaillerie Boutique collection takes form 
in the Iribe rose, an immutable symbol of passion and an archetypal 
figure in Art Déco. A perfect expression of this way of living life to 
the full, le Temps d’Aimer has its dedication subtly engraved 
among the Iribe roses in the new collection. In homage to the 
brand’s Middle eastern inspiration, a special Nelly Makdessy le 
Temps d’Aimer collection was launched at Baselworld 2006.

Presence
léon Hatot continued to work with Opéra de Paris ballet star 
Marie-Agnès Gillot, maintaining a relationship begun in 2005. As a 
symbol and muse for the brand, she took part in several léon 
Hatot events in europe and featured in an international advertising 
campaign.
In 2006, the company acquired a new inspiration: Nelly Makdessy, 
the famed lebanese singer who now represents the brand in the 
Middle east. Several events were organized in cooperation with 
brand retailers, to give a considerable boost to activity in the 
region.
At the same time, léon Hatot intensified its public relations activity 
at international level. A consequence was greater editorial 
coverage in international and local print media.
To mark the opening of its new points of sale, the company 
organized a number of high profile events that met with an 
appreciative reception from VIP guests and customers.
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• The opening of new shop-in-shops and boutiques all over the 
world in 2006, especially in Asia, was a sign of the success 
achieved by longines; this development continued to boost  
both sales and the image of the brand globally.

• On the eve of its 175th anniversary, there was a particular focus 
on the brand’s rich heritage for lovers of rare watches and 
aviation specialists, in the form of the longines lindbergh à 
Angle Horaire watch. The presentation of the einstein model at 
Baselworld 2006 and the celebration of a 125-year presence in 
Russia emphasized this heritage.

• 2006 was a distinctly vintage year in terms of watch creation. 
This trend, very much in vogue, was exemplified by the worldwide 
launch of the longines BelleArti collection in a tribute to the Art 
Déco period.

• longines strengthened its presence in show jumping and 
gymnastics, both disciplines that bring together precision and 
elegance. The hourglass trademark also returned to Alpine 
skiing, maintaining its legacy of precision and rigor in sports 
timekeeping.
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crEation
longines Bellearti
A new collection in which simplicity and grace exalted the eternally 
feminine, longines BelleArti paid homage to the extraordinary 
artistic fruitfulness of the 1920’s. The longines BelleArti watches 
encompassed within their graceful curves a watchmaker’s skill 
and style for which this Saint-Imier manufacturer is so well  
known. Worthy heirs of a tradition where elegance has pride of 
place, they artfully blended past and present, subtly combining 
geometric lines and gentle ellipses, in the latin tradition from 
which longines draws its inspiration. In rose gold or steel, 
sometimes studded with diamonds, the cases were decorated 
with unostentatious engraving which owed something to the 
characteristic style of the twenties.

longines clous de Paris
elegance and watchmaking tradition have always been intimately 
associated with the longines name. The new longines Clous de 
Paris collection is the true inheritor of these values. Its elegant 
refinement, evocative of an age-old tradition, characterizes these 
models for men, available with power reserve and chonograph 
functions. All have a round, stainless steel case, and the trans-
parent caseback reveals the perfection of the mechanical 
automatic self-winding movement.

the lindbergh hour angle watch
After his solo flight of 1927 – timed by longines – from New york 
to Paris in 33 hours 30 minutes, Charles lindbergh designed the 
hour angle watch subsequently produced by longines. It is making 
its return today with an unusually large, yet original 47.50 mm 
diameter and a state-of-the-art automatic movement. The 
longines lindbergh Hour Angle watch is a forceful expression of 
the high altitude watch-instrument that Charles lindbergh 
desired.

longines Spirit
The longines Spirit is a salute to the pioneering ethos that has 
spurred on watchmakers and designers at longines from the 
company’s beginnings. This collection was inspired by a wrist 
chronograph of the 1920’s, which was given a new and con-
temporary look. It adopted the characteristic round case, the 
underside of which bears the eFCo stamp (the original design of 
the longines winged hourglass, patented in 1889), as a tribute to 
company founder ernest Francillon. 

les Élégantes de longines
The designers continued to be inspired by the Roaring Twenties, 
the decade of so much that was new and exciting. It was in this 
spirit of creativity and aesthetic refinement that longines renewed, 
for the fifth year in succession, a trio of graceful watches, inspired 
by the collections of 1928 and 1931, and limited to twenty pieces.
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PrESEncE
ambassadors of elegance
Indian actress and queen of Bollywood Aishwarya Rai, Chinese 
actress Carina lau, American musician and composer Harry 
Connick, jr, Russian cinema and theater actor Oleg Menshikov, 
and star of variety theater and Chinese dance Aaron Kwok were 
joined this year by gifted lithuanian actress Ingeborga Dapkunaite 
and Taiwanese model Chiling lin. These talented personalities 
took the brand’s image skywards throughout the world in the 
«elegance is an attitude» advertising campaign.

longines and show jumping
In 2006, longines celebrated eighty years of commitment to show 
jumping. In its role as official timekeeper at prestigious meetings 
all over the world, and recently for major events in the Super 
league with the longines Grand Prix, the brand was able to really 
make its mark as an indispensable partner in this discipline of 
precision and elegance.
The company continued to act as official timekeeper and results 
management provider at Super league meetings, participating 
for the first time at the CHIO in Rotterdam and the CSIO in Dublin. 
The company also gave a boost to its prize for riders, the longines 
Press Award for elegance. A jury made up of members of the 
equestrian and sporting press voted for the most elegant 
horsewoman and horseman at each of the seven stages in 2006. 
Horseman Marcus ehning (Germany) and horsewoman Christina 
liebherr (Switzerland) received the greatest number of votes and 
were thus rewarded with this annual prize at the final stage in 
Barcelona. Guests at this prestigious gathering came under the 
spell of longines Ambassadors of elegance Aishwarya Rai and 
Ingeborga Dapkunaite.
longines was also sponsor of the Middle east Arab league 2005-
2006 and of the Spring Racing Carnival in Melbourne, the foremost 
event in the Australian social calendar, which in 2006 attracted a 
record 129 000 spectators.

longines and gymnastics
longines underlined its commitment to the world of gymnastics 
by officially extending until 2008 its partnership as official 
timekeeper with the Fédération Internationale de Gymnastique 
(FIG).
The longines family of Ambassadors of elegance was reinforced 
in the world of gymnastics by the new partnership with talented 
artistic gymnasts Nastia liukin (USA) and Monette Russo 
(Australia).
longines was present as official timekeeper and results 
management provider at the european Artistic Gymnastics 
Championships in Volos (Greece) and at the european rhythmic 
Gymnastics Championships in Moscow (Russia). The brand also 
took part in the World Artistic Gymnastics Championships in 
Aarhus (Denmark), where Chinese gymnast Fei Cheng and the 
Belarussian Ivan Ivankov were the winners of the 16th longines 
Prize for elegance. The Chinese men’s team, who are longines 
Ambassadors of elegance, took the world championship title.

longines and skiing
After a ten-year absence, longines announced its return to the 
world of skiing, and reconnected with the excitement of winter 
sports by becoming official timekeeper at the 2006-7 International 
Ski Federation (FIS) World Alpine Skiing Championships. In this 
role, it was in attendance at the events from 11 November in levi 
(Finland), until 18 March 2007 at lenzerheide (Switzerland), for 
the World Cup final. The legendary downhill runs at Wengen 
(Switzerland) and Garmisch-Partenkirchen (Germany) will be 
remembered as highlights of the season.
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• In 2006, Rado set new company records for sales and key figures. 
In so doing the brand acquired new market share in a segment 
where there was fierce price competition.

• The UK, Mexican, Spanish, Scandinavian, Korean and Thai 
markets all recorded vigorous growth rates. The company’s 
strong position in the Swiss, German, and Chinese markets was 
once again reinforced. Very satisfactory results were also 
obtained in France, Italy, the Netherlands and Canada.

• In the Middle east, the modernization of the brand image was 
continued in a targeted manner, through measures in terms of 
products and communication, as well as through a major 
optimization of its distribution structures. 

• The strategy adopted in India, in particular, brought very positive 
results.

• During 2006, the «Rado. Shaping the Future» slogan allowed 
the brand not only to make a mark globally, but also to focus all 
parts of the business on Rado’s core values: the brand’s 
pioneering tradition, pleasure in permanent innovation, and 
limitless creativity, especially in terms of products and 
communication.

• All the brand’s activities were focused on reinforcing its market 
presence and on the continued consolidation of its leadership  
in scratchproof watches of timeless design. 

futurE
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crEation
Targeted measures contributed to reducing the breadth of the 
collection but at the same time expanded its higher-priced 
segment.
The company responded to increased demand for mechanical 
watches by introducing several variations in the Sintra, Integral 
and New Original lines.
In particular, the Sintra XXl COSC model, a chronometer with a 
red gold movement visible through a transparent sapphire glass 
base, aroused enormous interest.
As expected, the completely restructured New Original collection, 
with functionality improved through the addition of a screw-down 
crown, was enthusiastically received by a younger target market.
Rado True presented specialists with two worldwide innovations: 
firstly, a fine satin-effect matt ceramic surface that glistened like 
silk; and secondly – using an ingenious new technology – the 
ability to add decorative elements to this surface. 
In ladies’ watches, the Sintra white and pink ceramic models 
continued to enjoy unstoppable success.
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PrESEncE
Promotional activities
The outstanding features of 2006 were once again the tennis 
tournaments, namely the Melbourne (Australia) Grand Slam and 
the French Open at Roland-Garros in Paris. In Shanghai, the 
season reached its peak at the men’s Masters tournament, where 
the brand had a maximum impact on the Chinese market of the 
future. In the ladies’ game, the Zurich Open was the highlight of 
the year.
In the person of the world class German player Tommy Haas, the 
brand communicated its message of elegance, power and 
precision, the fundamental values of Rado watches.
In China, Rado’s main market, the captivating and talented actress 
Zhang jing Chu accepted an invitation to become a brand 
ambassador. Thanks to her extraordinary personality, she is a 
favorite with male and female moviegoers alike.
In the art and design sector, the brand managed to arouse huge 
media interest as principal sponsor of Fluid ArtCanal, the 
innovative tri-national art exhibition, which was the largest in the 
world to be held in the open air.

diStriBution
A long series of strategic measures was initiated in 2006. The first 
Rado-only boutique was opened in Bangkok. Other Rado franchise 
points of sale opened in China, Dubai, Russia and India have 
already achieved very satisfactory sales in their first few months of 
operation.
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• A spirit of conquest and constant research allowed Tissot to 
continue on its path of global growth and development for the 
eleventh year in succession. It was thus a great year for Tissot.

• The brand’s growth was the fruit of a winning strategy based on 
the slogan «Gold value at silver price» and several key success 
factors: the importance of developing beautiful products, 
presenting them in an attractive environment and promoting 
them in a coherent manner through global events and media.

• All the activities connected with product launches embodied a 
will to respond to customers’ expectations, whether they were 
Swiss, Asian or American. Points of sale were the object of 
special attention: presentation was constantly improved and 
several hundred shop-in-shops were installed worldwide.

• At retail level, Tissot strengthened its presence by opening 
several mono-brand boutiques in Hong Kong and China, the 
Middle east and more recently in Singapore and New Delhi. 
Other partnerships in europe and elsewhere in the world were 
in preparation, and a boutique in Vienna (Austria) was recently 
inaugurated.

• In 2006, Tissot’s worldwide visibility moved to a higher level. For 
the first time in its history, one of its ambassadors became 
world motorcycle GP champion. American rider Nicky Hayden 
won the title at the end of a nerve-wracking competition that 
was decided only in the final straight of the final Grand Prix, the 
seventeenth of the season. IndyCar driver Danica Patrick, the 
brand’s American ambassador, together with Tissot’s partner-
ship with NASCAR as official timekeeper, also contributed to 
the company’s development in the USA and on the American 
continent as a whole.
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crEation
Tissot prides itself on offering a wide range of quality products to 
a demanding and loyal clientele, whether focused on design, high 
performance for sports, or fine mechanical movements. Tissot 
was committed to developing in each of its product families the 
best in its category, strengthening each family in the process:  
T-Tactile with T-Touch, T-Sport, T-Trend, T-Classic, the 18k gold 
and the pocket watch collections are models that are recognized 
as industry standards. 

t-tactile
T-Touch remained the iconic model in the Tissot collection, having 
been a world one-off for seven years. Building on its success, this 
watch was presented in a polished titanium version that was 
beloved of both men and women in search of exclusive watches.
The T-Touch collection acquired a new model to serve as a 
benchmark: the T-Touch Trekking. With a chunkier format, it 
looked the part both on Himalayan treks and more everyday 
adventures. It was the model that Tissot ambassador and IndyCar 
driver Danica Patrick chose for her own 500-piece limited edition, 
which featured a base engraved with her portrait and a perforated 
racing strap. Danica was proud to wear the watch that she had 
helped to design.

t-Sport
In 2006, Tissot timed 65 world cup events in cycling, motorcycling, 
ice hockey, and fencing, and had the honor of being official 
timekeeper for the 15th Asian Games Doha 2006, in which 45 
countries participated and over 10 000 athletes competed in 45 
disciplines.
Sport was particularly in the spotlight at the launch of lines 
dedicated either to a sport in which Tissot is the Official Timekeeper 
(such as the World MotoGP Championships, fencing and ice hockey 
championships, or the Asian Games), or to one of the brand’s 
ambassadors.
The T-Race MotoGP created a sensation in Baselworld, when it 
introduced two new Tissot innovations. Firstly, the double caseback 
allowed owners to personalize the watches with their favorite GP 
circuit (from a choice of seventeen), without compromising water-
resistance. Secondly, the piece came in a superb motorcycle 
helmet-shaped box.
Another, smaller helmet bearing Nicky Hayden’s lucky number, 69, 
was produced in a limited edition of 4999. Nicky was never 
separated from his T-Race limited edition, which has become the 
stuff of legend.
A collection dedicated to the Doha 2006 15th Asian Games provided 
the opportunity to present Tissot savoir-faire in the shape of the 
T-Touch, T-Race (both limited editions) and PRC 100 lines. 
The PRS 516 Valjoux revived another Tissot legend, the PR 516, 
created in 1963. likewise inspired by motor sport, the PRS 516, 
with its strap recalling racing car steering wheels, had a 
transparent base also decorated with a typical sixties-style 
steering wheel. The PRS 516 Rétrograde featured an original 
complication: the 30-second counter hand had a retrograde 
countdown movement from 45 minutes to 15 minutes.
The NASCAR limited editions included the legendary T-Touch, T-
Race (for men and women), and the PR 50, all revisited in the 
competitive spirit of automobile racing, with perforated racing 
wristbands, the yellow color recalling the vivid hues of the  
NASCAR races.

t-trend
The Quadrato received its world pre-launch in Italy at the end of 
2006, and the modestly sized square model combining tradition 
and modernity was an instant success. Presented in chronograph 
and three-hand versions, this watch told of international success 
to come.
ladies were also delighted by the introduction of a piece with fluid 
and very contemporary lines: the T-Wave was already winning 
hearts with its diamonds set in stainless steel, its delicate leaf-
shaped hands, and the undulating form of its case.

t-classic
The le locle was a piece dedicated to the cradle of Swiss 
watchmaking, where Tissot was founded in 1853. Introduced three 
years ago, the watch was personalized by new dials and was met 
with the interest of customers having a taste for automatic 
models.
One of the most successful launches of 2006 was certainly the 
PRC100. Precise, robust, classic, it is water-resistant to 100 
meters. With 48 model references (in stainless steel, titanium, 
diamond, and three-hand versions, chronograph, among others), 
it acquired the status of a complete major collection.

t-Pocket
At the beginning of the twentieth century, students at the ecole 
d’Art in la Chaux de Fonds, birthplace of architect le Corbusier, 
created Art Nouveau pocket watch cases inspired by the «sapin» 
style. However, they were never used to make watches. A century 
later, as part of the europe-wide commemoration of Art Nouveau, 
Tissot developed two new watches: a lépine type pocket watch 
and a pendant Châtelaine-type model. These two pieces returned 
to the design of those old cases. Their dials were the subject of a 
competition and were developed by the students of that same art 
school in 2005. The watches were produced in limited editions, of 
1000 and 300 respectively.

t-heritage
A square watch inspired by a 1952 automatic model allowed Tissot 
to create a prestige Héritage piece. A certified chronometer, it 
featured a base engraved with the brand’s insignia and was limited 
to 333 pieces in rose gold and 3333 pieces in stainless steel.

t-gold
The year 2006 was particularly rich in gold creations. Tissot is 
passionate in defending its leading position in the manufacture of 
18k gold pieces. Pieces such as Sculptures, a collection of square, 
round and rectangular models, or the power reserve model, made 
this splendid line even more exclusive. The Rétro captivated 
women with its Art Déco style, and the baguette-shaped New 
Helvetia was also warmly received by the fairer sex and the press.
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PrESEncE
2006 was an eventful year. After a memorable duel with reigning 
world motorcycle GP champion Valentino Rossi, Tissot ambassador 
Nicky Hayden fought his way to victory in the 17th Grand Prix, with 
a twelve point advantage over his adversary. There was no let-up 
in the suspense right to the very end. 
The Doha 2006 15th Asian Games Doha 2006 gave Tissot 
unprecedented TV visibility. This high-level sporting event captured 
the imagination of half the world. Two years from the 2008 Beijing 
Olympics, there was no doubting that the various national sporting 
committees carefully observed the athletes’ performances.
Tissot ambassador Barbie Xu made the journey to Doha to 
celebrate the Games. With her remarkable gift for ubiquity, she 
threw herself into the numerous road shows that were organized 
in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Between helping launch the T-
Wave and promoting the Asian Games line, Barbie Xu contributed 
to the brand’s success in the region.
For another of its ambassadors, Michael Owen, Tissot created a 
limited edition of 5000 watches bearing his number, 10. The 
football star was also associated with the T-Touch in the 
international advertising campaign. 
Mexican actress and Tissot ambassador Ana Talacón was now a 
rising star on the Hollywood scene. The latin-American beauty’s 
association with Tissot made a great impact not only in Mexico, 
where it was developing rapidly, but also among the Hispanic 
community in the United States. 
Women were the focus of an original event organized exclusively 
in their honor at the Cité du Temps in Geneva, where a galaxy of 

female journalists accepted the Tissot invitation. The presentation 
retraced the role of women in the brand’s history to the present 
day, recalling some of its most feminine products, such as the 
1916 Banana, the 1917 Porto, 1998’s T-Collection, right up to 
today’s T-Wave and PRC 100 diamonds.
The international advertising campaign used the full media range: 
print, radio and TV. This made it possible to set out clearly the 
brand’s philosophy, highlighting the «Tissot, More than a watch» 
slogan, linked to the «Tissot, Innovateurs par tradition» strap 
line.
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• Progress, success and aesthetics were three key words which 
could describe the aura surrounding the brand. More than ever, 
Calvin Klein was faithful to its New york roots: an unassuming 
style, simple yet sophisticated, young, modern, urban, elegant, 
individual. The epitome of contemporary design, daring and 
desiring to surprise with values understood by all, infusing the 
brand with creativity and quality. 

• A new line of Calvin Klein jeans watches for men and women 
was designed in the spirit of this aesthetic quest and presented 
at Baselworld 2006. With a highly contemporary design, the first 
line CKj Boundary comprised watches with an outsize, 
exaggerated look. Their dials recalled one of modern society’s 
pervading features: the screen. The jeans idea found expression 
in the leather strap, alluding to the leather accessories worn 
with jeans, such as belt and boots. Also participating in the 
success of Calvin Klein jeans was a jewelry line, CKj Waves.

• Particular attention was also given to how watches and jewels 
were presented, notably in new shop-in-shops worldwide: more 
than 95 inaugurated in 2006, 74 of these in europe. This mode of 
presentation was very much in tune with the brand, allowing 
customers to discover watches and jewels side by side. 

thE luxury of
SimPlicity
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crEation
Two years after the launch of a jewelry line in 2004, the first silver 
collection, ck wish, was a significant success. Graceful lines were 
admirably combined with a chic, modern style. each piece, be it 
bracelet, chain necklace or charm, enhanced the natural beauty  
of sterling silver. The brand was thus continuing to renew itself, 
redefining contemporary elegance and setting the tone for what 
was modern. Other than new creations or reinterpretations of its 
classics, such as ck dress horizontal or ck ray, watches and jewels 
were also brought together in one collection – as for example in 
the elegantly designed watches, bracelets and rings of the ck 
disco series. Consisting of reflecting facets, sewn together like 
fabric, the collection made considerable public impact. 
On the eve of its tenth birthday, strong in its enthusiasm and 
creativity, ck watch & jewelry Co. ltd remained a leading light on 
planet fashion.

PrESEncE
2006 was marked by a great number of ck or Calvin Klein jeans 
events, all led by the guiding principle of difference, imagination, 
enthusiasm and exchange. In Rome, two weeks before Baselworld 
2006, ck hosted seventy journalists from seventeen european 
countries on an informative and entertaining media conference. 
Press events in Madrid, Athens, Singapore, Seoul, Shangai, Tokyo, 
Dubai, etc, press events confirmed the breadth of ck’s reputation, 
as did original and artistic coverage in the most important 
newspapers and magazines. In such publications were also found 
the magnificent advertising images made in New york by Mario 
Sorrenti with Rudnei Graczyk and Calvin Klein’s exclusive model, 
Natalia Vodianova.
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• The very satisfactory 2006 result achieved by Balmain allowed it 
to strengthen its presence and gain market share in the key 
markets of the Middle east and europe.

• New items in the Balmain 2006 collection were received with 
great enthusiasm by clients the world over. The fresh, indeed 
sometimes almost provocative, designs of some models 
completely won over an increasingly youthful clientele.

• With the «Diamond concept», Balmain once again made a mark 
in the area of jewel-studded models. The excellent quality-price 
ratio of these items gave many people the chance of owning a 
diamond watch. This concept, along with the special Diamond 
display, opened the doors of distinguished jewelers to Balmain.

BEauty, charm  
and SEnSuality
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Creation
The completely new Arche line – and particularly its Chrono 
Reverse Gent with its very characteristic dial – was a hit with 
customers both in the Middle east and in europe. 
elysées, Balmain’s flagship line, acquired an extra model, one 
that corresponded to current trends: elysées CO. The clean lines 
of the case and the bracelet, the elegant dials and the inset 
diamonds have been universally acclaimed.
Another very successful model was launched in September. This 
was the new watch in the Balmain Miss Suisse collection, the 
Balmainia Chrono lady. With a smooth or relief bezel, and offering 
a variety of very arrestingly designed dials, this watch was an 
instant success. Moreover, it was a perfect companion for Miss 
Switzerland 2007, Christa Rigozzi.
Most recent of the new Balmain family of 2006, the Velvet line was 
distinguished by its very elongated form. Indisputably elegant, this 
watch sat beautifully on the wrist and could almost be worn as a 
piece of jewelry, especially in its diamond-studded version.

PresenCe
In a very competitive environment, the new stand at Baselworld 
2006 allowed Balmain to underline its growing importance. The 
new space on the first floor meant it could welcome its clients in 
an ambience that was both pleasant and well suited to the signing 
of purchase contracts. The Balmain soirée, which took place in the 
presence of Miss Switzerland 2006, was a great success; the many 
guests spent the evening quite literally under the spell of the 
company’s ambassadress.
In September 2006, for the second year running, Balmain 
sponsored the Miss Switzerland contest. The winner, Christa 
Rigozzi from Ticino, was a perfect representative of Balmain 
values: elegance, beauty, charm and simplicity.
At the end of 2006, Balmain launched its new website and thereby 
created renewed interest in the brand.
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• 2006 was another year marked by Certina’s dynamism and its 
astounding growth worldwide. In Switzerland and Scandinavia, 
where the brand now occupied a dominant position, per- 
formance was particularly strong. 

• The new Certina ambassador, Formula 1 driver Robert Kubica, 
played a key role in the rise of the brand’s young Polish subsidiary 
to become a leader in its market.

• Significant market share was also acquired in the Middle east. 
In Asia, the company achieved very promising second half sales, 
particularly in China, in cooperation with the most important 
watch distributor.

sPort and  
dynamism
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Creation
The introduction of the DS Action model strengthened Certina’s 
position as a Swiss sports watch. In homage to Polish formula 1 
driver Robert Kubica, a limited series was launched, featuring a 
carbon dial and a distinctive, dynamic design. It sold out in a 
matter of weeks!
The DS First lady model stood out by its harmony and sophisticated 
elegance. This classic sports chronometer convinced with its  
style and caught the eye with its curves and delicately glittering 
diamonds. It quickly became the ideal companion for the  
active woman.
After the massive success of the round DS Podium, the addition to 
the line of a square model had an extraordinary impact worldwide. 
Some extremely pleasing successes were also achieved with the 
DS Podium Chrono Valjoux 7750.

PresenCe
In 2006, the BMW Sauber F1 team was the brand’s main 
communication platform. Its dynamism, precision, and reliability 
made Certina a natural partner in the world of Formula 1. The 
team’s outstanding results exceeded all expectations and led to 
massive media interest. 
At the beginning of the season, Certina ambassador Robert Kubica 
was only a test driver in the BMW Sauber F1 team. However, 
following his excellent performance in trials, the Pole was 
promoted to race driver. Certina was thus been able to use not 
only the BMW Sauber F1 team but also Robert Kubica as 
international communication platforms. In two recent major public 
relations events in Warsaw and Cracow, Certina was really able to 
gauge just how popular Robert is in his own country.
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• 2006 was a remarkable business year for Mido. In both volume 
and value terms, the brand continued to grow in all its markets. 
latin America, Asia and europe all contributed to the double-
digit increase in profits.

• In particular, the brand’s expansion in Asia allowed it to raise its 
flag in Hong Kong. This market showed very fine prospects and 
Mido’s presence there confirmed the brand’s commitment and 
ambitions on the continent. At the same time, other markets 
achieved consolidation and development as a result of the 
efforts put into them.

• With its reputation for mechanical watches, Mido also benefited 
from the positive trends in this buoyant segment.

• As regards distribution, priority was given to expanding the 
shop-in-shop concept introduced in 2005. Thus fifty points of 
sale were transformed and contributed actively to strengthening 
the brand’s visibility, identity and reputation in all the countries 
where it was present.
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Creation
all dial
The GMT models in the flagship All Dial line received a tremendous 
reception. The refined design and strong identity of the Colosseum, 
with its second time zone, proved very attractive to a large number 
of connoisseurs.

Baroncelli
The Baroncelli’s thirtieth birthday provided the opportunity to 
devote a new collection to this model, which retained its 1976 
character and respected timeless design and pure lines. To mark 
the anniversary, a limited edition of 300 in rose gold was produced. 

ocean star Captain
Sportier than ever, the new Ocean Star Captain models did not go 
unnoticed. Featuring carbon dials and available in numerous 
colorful variations, they were intended for an urban and active 
clientele. 

PresenCe
michel Jourdain, mido ambassador
A Mexican national, the NASCAR driver and Mido ambassador 
Michel jourdain made a very big impact on the company’s 
business, reaching well beyond the frontiers of his country. The 
special series named after him was extraordinarily well received, 
helping create a more dynamic and youthful image for Mido in 
latin America.

reflecting on time 88 years
last November, the brand marked its 88th birthday. In view of the 
number eight’s very positive connotation in Chinese culture, the 
anniversary took on a quite special significance in Hong Kong, 
where the brand did not stint in the celebrations for the reopening 
of this market. Numerous clients and local celebrities gathered in 
one of Hong Kong’s rare historic buildings, the Western Market.
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• Hamilton went from success to success in 2006 and experienced 
phenomenal growth. International expansion continued with 
great momentum and the brand and its products were 
enthusiastically welcomed into many new markets. Key new 
territories included China, Germany, Netherlands, Mexico and 
Saudi Arabia, so that Hamilton now has a strong presence in 65 
countries around the world. 

• One of the many highlights of 2005 for Hamilton was its 
involvement with the children’s charity AMADe-Monaco 
(Association Mondiale des Amis de l’enfance), of which Prince 
Albert II of Monaco is honorary president. The climax of much 
fundraising activity throughout the year was a charity auction  
in which a signed Hamilton watch raised a record-breaking  
eUR 45 000. This was the highest price paid for any item 
auctioned and 90 times the opening bid.

• Hamilton has a long tradition of involvement in movies with its 
distinctive watches holding huge appeal for leading Hollywood 
stylists. The year 2006 was no exception and Hamilton products 
gained many credits. Steve Martin, playing jacques Clouseau in 
Columbia Pictures «The Pink Panther», chose a Hamilton 
Boulton for example, and Adam Sandler wore the Khaki Action 
in the movie «Click», where a workaholic architect gained 
similar powers to a TV remote control. 

the world within 
reaCh
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Creation
american Classic
The Hamilton X-01 was an absolute showstopper at Baselworld 
and captivated media and consumers all over the world. Inspired 
by the watch that Hamilton was specially commissioned to create 
in 1966 for the then futuristic movie, the «2001: A Space Odyssey», 
the X-01 was produced in a limited edition of 2001 pieces with the 
futuristic facility to accommodate five different time zones.

Khaki
A strong theme in the Khaki range was aviation, true to the 
pioneering role of Hamilton in this field. The new Khaki Aviation 
QNe was an immediate success for pilots and those on the ground 
with its pressure-altitude measurement scale and the «Zulu» 
aviation alphabet engraved on the case. World-class acrobatic 
pilot and Hamilton ambassador Nicolas Ivanoff was on board for 
the design of the Khaki GMT Air Race. This cooperation resulted in 
an aviation watch that could meet even the demands of a pilot who 
regularly encountered forces of up to 10 g.

PresenCe
Hamilton rose to new heights in 2006 – and also explored exciting 
new depths through its new ambassador, quadruple world 
champion in free diving Pierre Frolla. Among the many values 
Hamilton and Pierre Frolla share are an intrinsic spirit of sporting 
adventure, teamed with aspirations to reach new standards of 
perfection with style and elegance. Born in Monaco, Pierre Frolla 
brought some unconventionally breathtaking moments to the 2006 
Monaco Formula 1 Grand Prix, when he completed a spectacular 
free dive to a depth of over 50m to «rescue» the famous damier – 
chequered flag – witnessed by thousands of spectators. 
Hamilton’s movie presence is not limited to the field of Hollywood 
cameras. In November 2006, together with Hollywood life 
magazine, the American brand held the Behind the Camera 
Awards in los Angeles, which honored ten artists, in a range of 
categories from producer to prop master. The awards celebrated 
the visual and emotional impact theses individuals made on the 
film industry during 2006 from their «behind the scenes» 
perspectives. Many celebrities attended this gala event to present 
the awards and support their fellow filmmakers, such as Sharon 
Stone, Greg Kinnear, Christina Applegate, Michael Pena, james 
Woods and Regina King.
Hamilton also extended its movie horizons well beyond the U.S. in 
2006. In October it partnered the new nine-day Festa Internazionale 
di Roma. This international film festival featured 650 different 
screenings and attracted guests such as George Clooney and 
Robert De Niro.
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• Flik Flak closed a very successful 2006, thanks to its wide and 
up-to-date product assortment that included a wide choice of 
attractive Bijoux Treasures.

• Cooperation with Warner Bros. continued to be very profitable. 
With its funny and well-loved characters, Flik Flak took another 
step forward in brand awareness terms.

• At the end of 2006, Mumble, the new hero of the film Happy 
Feet, made a big contribution to this success! Shortly after it 
was launched, this Treasure was already one of the Top Ten 
models sold worldwide.

a time for
Children
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The year 2006 was clearly destined to be a year of take-off and 
growth since endura, the Swatch Group’s private label brand, had 
extended the range of its business: it became a player in the field 
of watches made under license, thereby making an entrance into 
the world of fashion. The two world license contracts signed at the 
end of 2005 with Mango and Timberland produced concrete results 
in 2006, with the creation of three collections. A third contract was 
signed in April with ASICS, one of the world’s foremost sporting 
goods producers. 2006 also saw the opening of markets in europe, 
North and South America and the Middle east.
endura’s main business, namely private label, or the production of 
customized watches for companies or brands, continued as before. 
Four years of experience in this sector mean that the company 
was now recognized as the market leader.

PresenCe
endura presented its brands and products at Baselworld 2006.  
In Madrid, in October, it launched the very first Mango watch 
collection, in the presence of celebrity elena Tablada.

PresenCe
Twice in 2006, Flik Flak put on a show for children at Geneva’s Cité 
du Temps, each one proving to be an unforgettable event.
mothers’ day – Over eighty mothers and children accepted Flik 
Flak’s invitation to come to the Cité du Temps on Sunday 14 May. 
Flik Flak went all out to make it a perfect Mothers’ Day. There was 
plenty for the kids to do on the ground floor: skills workshops, face 
painting, telling the time, snacks, and activities led by Flik and 
Flak and their team of helpers. Upstairs, there was an opportunity 
for mums to have a relaxing massage, a glass of champagne and 
a nice chat.
st. nicholas – Flik Flak had a word with St. Nicholas and got him 
to pay a visit to the Cité du Temps. Fortunately all the kids had 
been very good and so enjoyed a magical visit. They had hours of 
fun making their own festive decorations, icing (and eating) cookies 
and unwrapping presents, while accompanying grown-ups took 
advantage of their children being kept so busy, and relaxed over a 
glass of mulled wine.
As Official Timekeeper for the event, Flik Flak helped its young 
guests to tell the time on whacky watches, and took the opportunity 
of launching its Happy Feet model, specially created for the film of 
the same name. Quite a day!

Creations
Flik Flak kept in step with Happy Feet! The new license signed 
with Warner Bros. Consumer Products saw the very first Flik Flak 
product dedicated to a movie. The film’s world release was 
scheduled from November 2006. A comedy set in the land of 
emperor penguins, in the heart of Antarctica, it tells the story of 
Mumble, who cannot sing a note in a culture where song is 
everything. However, his quirkiness and ability to tap dance lead 
him into a long quest to save his people. An animated film so 
moving and exuberant, with such a line up of lively characters, 
could not fail to appeal to Flik Flak.
In 2006 as in 2005, Flik Flak successfully continued to launch 
Bijoux Treasures. 
These new high quality treasures took the perception of the 
product to a new level. The new «Ailes de Tendresse» Bijou 
Treasure changed into a charming little chest containing a cute 
butterfly watch, an adjustable ring and a lovely bracelet also with 
butterflies and crystals. The gift was a perfect example of the 
excellent work done together by Flik Flak and Dress your Body, 
the Group’s jewelry producer.

Private 
laBel

a time for
Children
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swatCh grouP  
les Boutiques

the swatch group les Boutiques sa had an exceptional year, 
once again achieving its best results since the company’s 
formation.

Boutiques tourbillon
The Tourbillon network saw very considerable development in 
2006, with new stores being opened in St. Moritz (Switzerland), 
Portofino (Italy), Puerto Banus-Marbella (Spain) and Hamburg 
(Germany), at the Raffles Vier jahreszeiten. It is worth noting that 
no other prestige brand enjoys the cachet of a presence in all 
Raffles’ european locations. In 2006 Tourbillon maintained and 
strongly developed its partnership with luxury hotels and hotel 
chains, which is certain to have a significant impact on results.
Business grew very considerably in all stores and the new concept 
inaugurated at Baden Baden at the end of 2005 fulfilled all its 
promise. The Swiss stores, which were renovated at the beginning 
of 2006, were thus able to welcome customers in new, light-filled 
spaces with an up-to-date feel. They all experienced a lively upturn 
in business and prospects appear to be excellent.
Finally, close cooperation with each brand once again played an 
important part in the network’s achievement of such spectacular 
results. High profile events, a new advertising campaign, and 
rigorously selected and trained sales teams truly contributed to a 
take-off at Tourbillon. Regular appearances by Omega brand 
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ambassadors in the stores made the network much better known 
and attracted a great deal of media attention. The opening of new 
stores in strategic locations is bearing fruit and a high level of 
development was expected.

teCh- 
airPort
For its second complete year of operation at Roissy Charles 
de Gaulle airport, Paris (France), Tech-Airport SAS (The 
Swatchgroup ltd) recorded remarkable sales and profits 
growth. This occurred within a powerful growth dynamic, as 
illustrated by the considerable increase in the number of 
points of sale, from six to eleven, in the course of 2006. This 
multi-brand retail business at Swatch Group pursued its 
three-fold aim of achieving sustained growth in the multi-
brand network, creating and testing the Group’s standards 
in retail operations, and strengthening its presence in 
airport environments. Tech-Airport also met the double 
challenge of bringing together within its five multi-brand 
boutiques a suitable and relevant offer comprising watches 
and jewelry on a limited floor space, and managing a 
carefully managed increase in the number of single-brand 
Swatch points of sale, to a total of five units.
Nothing was left to chance when conceptualizing and 
designing boutiques, to allow the points of sale to be newly 
positioned in marketing and merchandising terms. This led 
to a high-quality and coherent image, thought-through ergo-
nomics and traffic management, and ease of shopping for 
customers in a spatially limited environment, while each 
brand gained optimum visibility within its own environment. 
The extensive ranges on offer appealed as much to the 
young and style-conscious as to an exclusive business 
clientele, with such prestige and luxury brands as Blancpain, 
léon Hatot and Omega.
The strategy of geographical expansion was a conclusive 
success: with five new openings over and above its existing 
contracts, Tech-Airport has grown alongside Aéroports de 
Paris and is perfecting the Swatch Group approach to retail, 
creating a powerful, well-adapted and profitable network in 
the process. Moreover, the planned renovation and 
expansion of points of sale, programmed to come into effect 
in the first half of 2007, and the introduction of continuous 
training programs for the sales teams, have together 
created an unprecedented élan and sense of purpose.

swatch stores
Swatch stores saw a breathtaking growth in sales compared to the 
previous year, which were already at record levels. It was a 
prosperous year in all areas, for Swatch, Flik Flak and Swatch 
bijoux. Stable sales teams and training programs allowed staff to 
deploy all their talent and energy on behalf of the brands and their 
customers. The end of the year was marked by the opening of a 
new store at an exceptional location in Geneva, with – as a world 
first – an area dedicated to the exclusive Via della Spiga and 
Vendôme collections.
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Jewelry ProduCtion
dyB dress your Body

dyB Bijoux, Bienne
Dress your Body SA makes available to all the Swatch Group 
brands its expertise in the creation of gems, jewelry and haute 
joaillerie.
A team of designers, prototype makers, product managers and 
technicians create and develop collections for the following 
brands:
• Breguet
• léon Hatot
• Omega
• ck watch & jewelry
• Swatch
• Flik Flak. 

dyB gems, Bienne
DyB Gems exists to serve the Swatch Group brands by purchasing 
on their behalf all the gems they require. The division is composed 
entirely of expert gemologists, trained at the most prestigious 
institutes and laboratories, who use their high-level skills and 
excellent knowledge of the markets in diamonds and other 
precious stones, fine and ornamental. Working to the strictest 
standards, DyB Gems acts as guarantor of the quality of the 
stones used by all the Group’s brands. The division also satisfies 
the specific demands of clients for exceptional and important 
stones from all over the world.
When new products are being developed, DyB Gems provides 
considerable support in selecting the types of gem to be used, 
choosing their shape or size and using its knowledge of the market. 
The division then delivers them to the brands in line with their size 
needs, calibrating the stones to the nearest two hundredths of a 
millimeter and conditioning them according to the client’s wishes 
or the setting requirements. This interaction between gemologists, 
technicians and gem-setters in respect of size and technique 
enables a considerable amount of time to be saved.

dyB sertissage, villeret
This production unit is responsible for the gem setting of watch 
and jewelry parts for the Group’s brands. The facility allows gem 
setting to be done both on the production line and individually by 
craftspeople, in the case of one-off pieces.
In 2006, DyB Sertissage continued to internalize production, with 
the development and updating of its CNC machining department. 
Along with the start of CATIA and CAD production, this has made 
it possible to further reduce development times for prototypes 
and new models. The resulting enhanced service provided to 
customers and increased competence achieved by development 
staff made the gem-setting division a key player in the creation 
of new products – watches, jewelry and haute joaillerie – by the 
Swatch Group.

dyB Casting, villeret
2006 saw casting (or lost wax processing) integrated at the Villeret 
site. Casting is one of the main technologies used in the manufacture 
of jewelry and haute joaillerie in precious metals such as gold and 
silver. The DyB casting unit was set up by specialists in the area; 
equipped with the latest machines available, it enabled the 
company to undertake in-house one of the most crucial stages in 
the manufacture of jewelry and haute joaillerie.

dyB manufacture, Bienne workshop
In 2006, the Bienne workshop’s jewelers and master jewelers 
– about a dozen in number – produced several jewelry collections 
for Breguet, léon Hatot and Omega. The many skills possessed by 
the DyB Manufacture Bienne, combined with its close cooperation 
with the various DyB divisions, enabled it to produce not only one-
off pieces entirely in an haute joaillerie tradition, but also to design 
prototypes from which to develop new collections.

dyB manufacture genevoise sa
As of 1 May 2006, the Geneva jewelry workshop, a division of 
Dress your Body SA – Bienne, came under the management of  
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a signifiCant steP
on 20 october 2006, a highly symbolic act took place: the laying 
of the foundation stone of the swatch group’s future jewelry, 
haute joaillerie and artistic trades workshop at Cormondrèche. 
one year from that date, the specialized center will be opened, 
and thus bring together all the divisions of dyB under one roof, 
from the purchase of precious stones to their setting on jewelry 
and watches. this center of expertise in the jewelry and precious 
stones area will employ 130 people and allow them to develop 
their many various skills.

Dress your Body Manufacture Genevoise SA. equipped with a 
jewelry workshop and a machining center, the company employs 
about fifteen people: jewelers, gem setters, technicians, designers, 
polishers. The workshop is concerned chiefly with machining 
jewelry, making jewelry pieces, including one-off prestige pieces, 
using traditional methods. In 2006, several haute joaillerie watch 
models were produced, mainly for Breguet, léon Hatot, Omega 
and jaquet Droz.
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ProduCtion 

eta s.a
MANUFACTURe HORlOGèRe SUISSe www.eta.ch

In 2006, eTA SA Manufacture Horlogère Suisse was known as a 
company that makes a worldwide contribution to the Swiss Made 
reputation.

development of the watch movement market
At the beginning of the year, eTA anticipated a significant rise in 
order volume, especially in the mechanical movements sector 
and major investments in machine tools were thus undertaken to 
meet increasing market demand. 
In the Swiss Made standard quartz movement sector, eTA adapted 
its price structure where necessary, gave discounts on higher 
volumes and guaranteed one week deliveries, thereby offering its 
customers all the flexibility that today’s market demands.
In the mechanical movement sector, eTA was faced with a 
spectacular rise in order volume surpassing the most optimistic 
budget forecasts. At the end of the year, the company already  
had a large number of orders for 2007 on its books, and indeed  
found itself in the uncomfortable position of having to reschedule 
some deliveries. eTA closed 2006 in the Swiss Made movements 
sector with some very promising figures.

services to customers

Customer service (Cs)
The continued focus on the quality provided by Customer Service 
allowed eTA to achieve a record turnover this year, in all areas: 
spare parts sales, movement repairs, packaging and special 
orders.

Customer training center
Thanks to recent technical modernizations in teaching methods 
and to the quality of the courses available, the eTA SA Manufacture 
Horlogère Suisse training center saw an increase in course take-
up by customers in 2006.

eta product development in 2006

swatch
Jelly in Jelly Collection
With the Swatch jelly in jelly collection, eTA has provided 
Swatch with a new, innovatively designed watch collection. New 
movements, available in many colors, have allowed the range 
to evolve. A diversity of models is made possible not only by the 
large number of colors on offer but also by the single or double 
(Day/Date) calendar options, or the Snowpass function. This 
allows the wearer to pass rapidly through ski area and museum 
checkpoints.

mechanical movements
11 ½’’’ 2826-2 Large format date 
Based on the 2824-2 automatic movement, which was an 
uncontested technical and commercial success, the new caliber 
2826-2 offers, for a small premium, a date display nearly twice the 
size of that on the basic caliber.

12 ½’’’ 2894S2 Skeleton chronograph 
This very attractive movement is based on the 2894-2 automatic 
chronograph, whose chronograph module and basic movement are 
fully skeletonized by machine. While, in principal, the skeletonizing 
of parts is a manual process, eTA opted for computer-assisted 
machinery (CNC) to enhance the fine surface quality and improve 
precision.

quartz movement
Caliber 30 mm 13 ¼’’’ F07.111 
This movement follows the current trend in wristwatches for 
a bigger diameter and a larger date format. The F07.111 has a 
central hand to display hours, minutes and seconds, and a date 
indicator proportionate to its size.
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frédériC Piguet sa

Tough and intense… two adjectives you could well use to describe 
how 2006 was for Frédéric Piguet, the Group’s manufacturer of top-
of-the-range movements: but it was a very good year nonetheless. 
Faced with an exacting clientele’s ever-growing demands for both 
quantity and quality, Frédéric Piguet’s business was limited only 
by its production capacity, not by its market. However, a new two-
story building of some 2000 m2 at le Sentier (Switzerland) will 
allow assembly of components and movements to be conducted 
in premises perfectly suited to this kind of work. Most of all, the 
extension will mean that all the company’s activities, until now 
divided among four sites, will be brought together under one 
roof.

Component manufacture
The steady progress of the machine tool investment program 
affords Frédéric Piguet great flexibility in terms of planning and 
the drive towards standardization in manufacturing processes. 
Also, the technological independence so often essential for 
reducing cycle times was pursued in 2006. lastly, Frédéric Piguet 
now has wire-machining technology, allowing it to respond to new 
demands in the surface grinding of cage components.

movement assembly
The sheer number of movement references makes it essential 
for the company’s teams to be ever more multi-functional and 
to adapt to continually evolving situations. This way of working is 
sustained by a constant effort in education and training. Moreover, 
the special and varied nature of the product require the company 
both to handle large scale assembly of movements such as the 
FP 1285, and at the same time produce very limited personalized 
lines of complication movements.

research and development
In 2006, in cooperation with Blancpain, Frédéric Piguet started 
using modeling, animation and 3D visual effects software. This 
can be used to create films for teaching purposes, about the 
various products the company is developing for various Swatch 
Group brands.

new products
Most of the fine creations from Frédéric Piguet were exhibited at 
Baselworld 2006, and are used in models produced by the Group’s 
prestige and luxury brands:
Caliber 3725g: automatic movement, flying tourbillon, indicating 
power reserve, day, and week number 
Caliber 13r0: caliber 13, manual, 8 days power reserve, high 
quality decoration
Caliber 332: erotic minute repetition caliber with three sets of 
scenes 
Caliber 2663B.4: caliber 1150 4Hz, automatic, regulator with 
hour off-center at twelve o’clock, central minute and second at 
six o’clock
5m63.4: caliber 1150, 4Hz, automatic, time zone, 24 hour hand at 9 
o’clock (local time), central minute, time zone hand twelve o’clock 
to three o’clock, small second hand
5m60a.4: caliber base 5M63.4 with date hand at twelve o’clock.

nivarox far sa www.nivarox.ch

For Nivarox FAR SA, the main producer of components for the 
escapement-regulator unit of top-of-the-range Swiss Made 
mechanical watches (balance-spring manufacturing), 2006 was 
the year it entered the limelight. Nivarox-FAR came into the  
public eye, in May, when the company exhibited in Geneva, at the 
Cité du Temps, the communication centre of the Swatch Group 
in europe. The press was unanimous in underlining the central 
role this Swatch Group company plays in Swiss Made mechanical 
watchmaking, and indeed its importance for every Swiss watch 
horological brand.
In terms of technology, Nivarox FAR developed new methods for 
making balances for volume production (co-axial movements); 
a new manufacturing system for applied dials; a complete 
production line for manufacturing barrel springs and inserting 
them in drums; new production of components in silicium 
– anchors, escape wheels and hairsprings – for, among others, 
certain Breguet models.
Moreover, Nivarox FAR considerably increased its technical 
competences in the varied areas of materials research, micro 
assembly, and surface characterization, all with the aim of 
consolidating its leading role in the production of escapement 
components.
Faced with the considerable increase in demand in the mechanical 
watch market, Nivarox FAR developed its production capacity, 
particularly to be able to respond to the development of co-axial 
movements for Omega.
For simulations and improvements made in escapement 
component geometry, Nivarox was able to rely on a powerful 
synergy among the Group’s various laboratories. This kind of 
cooperation made it possible to optimize the performance of 
mechanical watch movements.

valdar www.valdar.ch

In 2006, Valdar broke all records and achieved superb sales and 
operating income growth.
The Triovis fine regulation system, which Valdar developed and 
manufactured entirely by the company, enjoyed unprecedented 
success in its market. Produced in numerous versions and finishes, 
it sold in impressive numbers: several hundred thousands of all 
types and grades.
Valdar also plays an increasingly important role as a subcontractor, 
working on movement blanks («ébauches») produced by 
its customers, especially in the decoration and finishing of 
components.
These results have required major recruitment, and a new factory 
was inaugurated in january 2006. even this, however, has not 
been enough to keep up with growing demand, despite round-the-
clock-shift working in some areas. The problem will be resolved 
at the end of 2007, when a new site and additional equipment  
will become operational, once again significantly increasing 
production capacity.
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cOmAdur www.comadur.com

Comadur successfully sustained in 2006 the growth initiated 
in 2004 and confirmed in 2005. While the company as a whole 
enjoyed a very positive year, the Ceramics and Sapphire Glass 
strategic areas of operations once again proved the mainstays of 
the double-digit growth achieved by the specialist hard-material 
company.
The excellent results exceeded the set targets and were achieved 
in parallel with the relocation of the Sapphire Glass and Ceramics 
units to the new industrial premises at Col-des-Roches (Le Locle). 
The new site will enable synergies in process development and 
optimization and provide the teams with the resources needed to 
confirm Comadur’s position as leader in its areas of technological 
expertise. 
The company has continued to gain market share in its core 
area of watchmaking but also in the luxury mobile phone sector 
and in industry, thus pursuing its strategy of extrapolating the 
expertise it has gained in watchmaking. it has also registered 
a growth in technology, with increasingly versatile products 
featuring functionalities such as touch technology, metallization 
and anti-reflective coatings. The strategy of deployment into 
range segments has been successfully initiated and consolidated. 
Thanks to the efficient management of the value chain, ceramic 
and sapphire products are now available from entry-level ranges 
to luxury ranges while ensuring the differentiation in the clientele’s 
perception of watch brands.
during the year under review Comadur developed new materials, 
new colors and new functionalities to be marketed as of the start 
of the current year.

rubAttel & WeyermANN SA

2006 will go down as the year that major projects became reality 
at dial manufacturer Rubattel & Weyermann. These changes are 
allowing the company to show what it can achieve in its targeted 
prestige and luxury sector. The new facilities meet a real need 
for a structure that can foster maximum customer satisfaction. 
This solid basis makes it possible to envisage increased capacity 
and ongoing research, essential factors in anticipating future 
challenges.
For several years, Rubattel & Weyermann has made a priority 
of mastering traditional crafts in danger of dying out; two of 
which have been successfully integrated into the savoir-faire  
of the company. Thus, by restoring machines known as «tours 
à guillocher» (rose engines) and «straight line engines», and 
training many members of the workforce in their use, the company 
has now acquired the art of guillochage, and so is able to meet the 
present needs of the Group’s prestige brands. in the same vein, 
and in pure watchmaking tradition, Rubattel & Weyermann can 
offer the opportunity to equip their timepieces with enameled 
dials.

mOm le Prélet

The company MOM Le Prélet SA located in Les Geneveys-sur-
Coffrane (Switzerland) was acquired by the Swatch Group in 
October 2006. it specializes in the manufacture of top-quality 
watch dials. its main clients comprise watch brands within the 
Group’s prestige and luxury segments.
The workshop founded in 1895 by Kossuth Calame and his four sons 
has gone from strength to strength. Today MOM Le Prélet employs 
a workforce of around 125 people whose knowledge combines with 
the century-old traditions and experience of a company operating 
in a highly specialized sector of the watchmaking industry.

deutSche ZiFFerblAtt mANuFAktur gmbh

in June 2006, the Swatch Group bought the deutsche Zifferblatt 
Manufaktur GmbH company in Pforzheim (Germany), which in July 
took over the entire dial manufacturing business of Th. Müller. This 
family firm dating back to 1922, originally made watch glasses. 
Over the years, it became a specialist in top-of-the-range watch 
dials for use in prestige and luxury brands. Today, faced with the 
multiplicity of individually crafted designs and special finishing 
methods, the company has risen to the challenge of creating the 
right conditions for meeting its customers’ specific needs. Apart 
from its main customer, Glashütte Original, its clientele includes 
numerous renowned watchmaking brands outside the Swatch 
Group.
in its first few months, the new Group member focused on 
keeping up with the strong demand for fine watch dials and also 
on organizing and consolidating its infrastructure, and integrating 
it into the Swatch Group.
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mANuFActure ruediN

Manufacture Ruedin sustained its growth throughout 2006. The 
company specializing in the design and manufacture of watchcases 
not only benefited from the growth of the Swiss watch industry as 
a whole but also proceeded apace with its own reorganization.
in continuing to modernize its stock of machine tools and 
consolidating its areas of competence, the steel, metal and 
gold watchcase manufacturer successfully pursued its policy of 
continual improvement to the transformation process. This modus 
operandi is geared to its strategy of organic and technological 
growth. it has resulted in an increase in productivity – and therefore 
in competitiveness – and in a broadening of the product range, 
complemented with increasingly complex models of watchcases.

lAScOr www.lascor.com

2006 was a busy year for Lascor, the specialist in the manufacture 
of watchcases, bracelets and other components in gold, precious 
metals, steel and aluminum for top-of-the-range watch brands. 
Besides making sizeable investments into the introduction of 
new technologies and machines in its Gold division, the company 
successfully dealt with highly variable seasonal workloads by 
adapting its production capacity to market demand. it pursued the 
work undertaken in personnel training aimed at developing the 
multiple skills of its workforce.
The Gold division acquired yet more technologies and competences 
in its metallographic laboratory aimed at quality control and quality 
assurance for the precious materials used in production.
The Steel division saw the introduction of the manufacture of new 
bracelet models, with the traditional production of top-of-the-
range brands for Omega maintained at constant levels.
The Aluminum division (watchcases) maintained its high level 
of reliability, which has remained at constant levels in line with 
market demand.
On an organizational level the new iT system installed throughout 
the company is already providing major support to production, 
logistics and quality control. Some very tangible results are 
expected once the implementation of the project is completed.

uNiVerSO www.universo.ch

2006 has been yet another year of significant growth for Universo, 
the leading European manufacturer of watch hands and pendulum 
clocks. Strong demand and the market’s obvious interest have 
proved particularly beneficial to product lines aimed at the medium 
and top segment. Above all, the results recorded underline the 
relevance of the global strategy outlined in 2003.
in the face of constant market pressure, Universo consolidated 
its traditional area of excellence by pursuing an investment 
policy aimed at the acquisition of high-tech production facilities, 
guaranteeing a high level of flexibility and meeting the ecological 
requirements of the future.
in the year under review, thanks to its close partnership with 
its customers, Universo successfully developed and launched 
innovative solutions aimed at both the design and the technical 
complexity of its products. They included for instance the high-
definition electroforming of watch hands whose geometry is 
such that traditional swaging is impossible. Moreover, adapting 
production capacities to growing volume demand is not merely a 
matter of the means of production, which is why Universo placed 
specific emphasis and investment on training.

FAVre et Perret

For Favre et Perret, manufacturers of watchcases for the Group’s 
prestige and luxury brands, 2006 was another year of very strong 
growth – as it was, of course, for the rest of the luxury watch 
sector. The company was able to build on this aspect to upgrade its 
production facilities and to develop and introduce new techniques 
including rhodium plating and new methods for soldering horns.
This specialist knowledge, at once traditional and innovative, allied 
to the commitment of the workforce, enabled Favre et Perret to 
meet the expectations of prestigious clients in terms of volume, 
complexity, originality and quality.
in 2006 Favre et Perret’s Breguet range widened to include the 
models in the Tradition line, the Tourbillon marine chronometer 
and the double Tourbillon. Similarly, for Blancpain, the company 
created the new Camélia and Orchidée models in the Blancpain 
Women collection, and a titanium version of the Réveil model. For 
Jaquet droz, the company created the new models in the Émail 
noir line.
The vitality of the sector that Favre et Perret works and thrives 
in has opened up a prospect of strong future growth for the 
company, in the challenging art of framing some of the world’s 
most beautiful watches.
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mecO

2006 brought a sharp increase in market share growth for Meco 
among its customers in the Swiss watchmaking industry, further 
strengthening its leader’s position as a specialist in watch «user 
interfaces», including crowns and push-pieces.
new factors of Meco’s success in 2006 included the industrialization 
of more than one hundred new products, its commitment to major 
investments with, among others, the acquisition of new finishing 
facilities and a precious metal unit.
By making its production workflows more adaptable and continually 
improving its competitiveness Meco has greatly stimulated both its 
innovation capacity and its R&d, allowing a balanced development 
at its two current production sites.

ghhh
GROUPE HABiLLAGE HAUTE HORLOGERiE

2006 saw the completion of a number of major projects for GHHH, 
including the relocation of its old factory in Castel San Pietro 
to a new site in Genestrerio, which was carried out without any 
interruption in production or deliveries to customers.
The implementation of new production lines and the launch of an 
integrated production system resulted in an increase in volumes 
of almost 50%. There have been improvements in both productivity 
and quality following the industrialization and start-up of modular 
production islands.
Today the Genestrerio assembly center specializes in the assembly 
of quartz watches, simple and automatic mechanical watches, 
chronographs and of course the T-Touch. 
The modern, upgraded facility is able to satisfy the most stringent 
requirements with regard to quality control and testing.
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electrONic
SyStemS

SgeS
SWATCH GROUP ELECTROniC SySTEMS
www.electronicsystems.swatchgroup.com

EM Microelectronic, Micro Crystal, Renata, Microcomponents, 
Sokymat Automotive, Oscilloquartz and Lasag, the electronic 
components and systems companies of the Swatch Group (SGES) 
have been grouped for about 3 years now, allowing them to take full 
advantage of their technical, cultural and geographical proximity. 
The aggregated power of their individual areas of expertise gives 
these companies a significant advantage to gain additional market 
share, especially when they address common markets such as 
automotive, consumer or industrial electronics. it should also 
be noted that in 2006, Swiss Timing sales to third parties were 
consolidated with the results of the SGES companies.
One example of the SGES collaborative effort is Microcrystal’s Real 
Time Clock (RTC), a System-in-Package solution. Micro Crystal 
and EM Microelectronic combined their efforts to develop an ultra 
low power, real time clock package, which combines excellent 
oscillator stability, very low power consumption, outstanding 
voltage and temperature operating range. The tiny module 
integrates a tuning fork crystal and an advanced CMOS circuit 
assembled in a specifically designed miniature SMd ceramic 
package. it is especially well suited as a miniaturization solution 
for portable applications.
The well advanced development project of Switec’s Gyro, a cost 
effective angular rate sensor (gyroscope) designed specifically for 
demanding automotive, consumer and industrial applications, is 
another example of proactive collaboration among the companies. 
Micro Crystal manufactures the sensing element, a micro-
machined tuning fork quartz; EM Microelectronic provides the 
quartz interface, an application specific integrated circuit; Switec, 
the mechatronic division of Microcomponents SA designs the 
final product and Sokymat contributes with its industrialization 
expertise.
Customers are increasingly looking for complete modules and 
solutions, expecting not only engineering expertise, but also the 
most cost effective manufacturing solution. 
Fully aware of the market expectations, the Swatch Group 
Electronic Systems members proactively refined and improved 
their mix of competencies during 2006, seamlessly bridging the 
components and systems levels. They worked on innovative 

RFid module manufacturing solutions for electronic vehicle 
identification, dental care and pharmaceutical applications 
and they designed new sensor solutions for the tire pressure 
monitoring market.
Continuous interaction at management, engineering, sales 
and marketing level allows the members of the Swatch Group 
Electronic Systems to optimally anticipate new or emerging 
market opportunities. Constant attention is being paid by the 
SGES management team to new or emerging technologies, 
such as nanotechnologies (MEMS) or polymer electronics. At the   
Electronic Trade Fair in Munich, in 2006, the SGES companies 
again shared a stand, emphasizing the unique blend of their 
skills and expertise, which allows them to deliver pioneering and 
original solutions to the customer. A permanently crowded stand 
was the most obvious demonstration of the significance of these 
companies in the eyes of the fair visitors.

em micrOelectrONic www.emmicroelectronic.com

Another record year
in 2006, EM Microelectronic – the group’s semiconductor design 
and manufacturing company – lifted its business performance 
to a new level and to another record revenue while keeping the 
focus on accelerating its financial momentum and building a more 
efficient and profitable operation. The confidence shown in EM 
Microelectronic by the markets allowed the company to sustain 
double-digit growth, which exceeded the figures announced for 
the overall semiconductor industry.

Stay at the Forefront
Semiconductor manufacturing is very capital intensive in nature. 
A high percentage of the «fab» operating costs is fixed and 
therefore, variations in capacity utilization rates can significantly 
affect the company’s profitability. To maximize the usage of its 
own production infrastructure, EM Microelectronic follows a 
«fab-lite» approach, relying on its own silicon manufacturing 
facilities, while using external foundries for technologies not yet 
available in-house or to absorb demands which exceed its own 
production capacity. This strategy allows EM Microelectronic to 
optimize its profit and to generate the capital necessary to keep 
up with technological evolution. For decades EM Microelectronic 
has been demonstrating how to run a successful and profitable 
semiconductor manufacturing facility in Switzerland. Faithful to 
the Swatch Group philosophy of maintaining key know-how and 
manufacturing capabilities in this country, EM Microelectronic is 
investing more than 115 million Swiss francs in the evolution of  
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its production infrastructure. in 2006, a first part of this investment 
allowed EM Microelectronic’s process team to successfully ramp 
up and start production with the 0.35µm technology. The facility 
is now ready for the installation of 8 inch wafer manufacturing 
equipment, which allows a future introduction of a 0.18µm process 
in Marin.

em microelectronic Products everywhere
EM Microelectronic continued to enhance its ultra low power and 
low voltage product portfolio and further consolidated its overall 
market position. The company’s circuits can be found in an ever 
increasing diversity of items in everyday life. They tick in electronic 
watches, shavers, toothbrushes, phones, planes or computers and 
their peripherals; they secure buildings against fire, cars against 
theft or failures, products against counterfeiting; they ease supply 
chain management processes, facilitate inventory and much 
more.

Success with Standard Products
Back in 2003, the UK retailer Marks & Spencer started to track 
clothing with RFid in some of its distribution centers and stores. 
By looking at size-complex items and improving the stock-taking 
process, M&S has successfully improved stock accuracy and size 
availability. This innovative item-level tagging project, which has 
drawn the world’s attention since its inception, uses UHF RFid 
chips from EM Microelectronic and will be extended this spring 
from 42 to 120 stores throughout the UK. despite the heavy 
price pressure on the SiM-Card products, EM Microelectronic 
considerably increased its revenue in this very competitive market 
and more than doubled the volume of iCs shipped mainly in Asia 
and Europe. The company also remarkably expanded its position 
in the microcontroller market in volume terms.

ASics as competitive edge
Application specific integrated circuits always represented a 
substantial part of EM Microelectronic’s business, allowing 
the company to benefit from critical synergies. As for many 
years already, EM Microelectronic kept on delivering essential 
technological building blocks for the computer peripheral market. 
in 2006, the company introduced optimized LEd and innovative 
laser-based electronic modules for Logitech’s wireless computer 
mice. To meet its customers’ expectations, EM Microelectronic  
has considerably increased its electronic modules production 
capacity in Bangkok where the headcount is expected to double 
in 2007. On the US market, EM Microelectronic delivered 
cryptographically secured UHF RFid iCs in volumes of millions 
into high-speed toll-road applications featuring battery-less 
automated payment windshield tags, making EM Microelectronic 
a leader in this technology. 
The development teams further improved and optimized circuits 
for motion detection applications. Extremely low-power and low-
noise MEMS interface circuits have been successfully produced 
for battery-operated acceleration sensing applications. Three of 
these products are now being produced in 0.18µm technology. 
These are only a few examples of flourishing ASiCs projects, 
realized in close partnerships with customers. Such interaction 
with market leading customers enables EM Microelectronic to 
maintain the focus on key competencies and better anticipate 
changes in its business environment.

engineering efficiency
With its two delocalized design facilities in Colorado Springs 
(EM Microelectronic-US, USA) and in Prague (Asicentrum, Czech 

Republic), EM Microelectronic has more than 200 highly skilled 
engineers available, of which over 100 are design engineers. 
Confronted with decreasing time-to-market expectations in a 
number of application domains, EM Microelectronic strives to 
constantly improve engineering efficiency both at design and 
manufacturing level. in 2006, it realized a 0.18µm analog/digital 
iC with non volatile memory in 6 months from the beginning of the 
project until the delivery of the fully functional circuits.
EM Microelectronic experiences a very high confidence level on 
the market and remains committed to continually renewing its 
product portfolio and to adapting its production infrastructure, in 
order to maintain its leadership in ultra-low power and low voltage 
semiconductor products.

lASAg www.lasag.com

in the year under review, Lasag successfully increased sales  
volume and revenue in the double-digit percent range while 
developing new markets with innovative applications and  
products. in its dynamic core markets of medical technology, 
automotive, electronics and precision engineering, as well as 
the aerospace industry, Lasag gained additional market share  
in close cooperation with system manufacturers. The basis for 
these successes was innovative strategies in laser materials 
processing to increase productivity and improve the functionality 
of core components.

laser welding and solar technology
Thanks to its character of an interdisciplinary technology, laser 
technology has been able to penetrate more and more markets. 
One such market is solar technology. The growing demand 
worldwide for primary energy sources, such as petroleum, gas 
or coal, has resulted in a drastically increasing scarcity of these 
energy sources. in contrast, solar energy provides a large reserve 
of «green» energy, which has already found a high degree of 
acceptance in many countries by means of the corresponding 
financial incentives and political legislation.
The basic technology in solar technology is photovoltaics, which 
produces electric power from solar energy in a direct way. Thermal 
solar technology (solarthermy), in which solar radiation is directly 
transformed with very high efficiency into heat, has rapidly 
developed into a second mainstay in this field. The efficiency factor 
of this technique is significantly better than that of photovoltaics. 
This heat is then delivered to hot water users in households and 
industrial operations.
The simplest way to obtain this inexpensive energy is transformation 
of sunlight into heat energy by means of selectively-coated 
aluminum or copper absorber plates. Attached to these plates are 
copper conductors, through which the heated liquid flows to the 
user. The core element is the joining of the plate with the pipe, 
since this connection insures efficient transfer of heat. numerous 
analyses have shown that laser welding with spot welded rows on 
both sides of the pipe best fulfils requirements while achieving a 
high level of productivity. This is significant when considering that, 
in Germany alone, yearly demand is around one million square 
meters of thermal absorber panels.
As an enterprise dynamically involved in industry and the economy, 
Lasag has a duty to protect the environment and adopt a careful 
approach toward the natural resources with which it is entrusted. 
And with its market initiative, it also supports the Solar Program 
of the Swatch Group.
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SOkymAt AutOmOtiVe www.sokymat-automotive.de

transponder technology conquering the future
Sokymat Automotive GmbH achieved two impressive years of 
growth in 2004 and 2005, but 2006 exceeded all expectations and 
produced the company’s best result since it joined the Swatch 
Group.
despite stiffer competition in the automotive sector and the very 
strict requirements of car manufacturers, Sokymat managed 
to achieve a dominant position thanks to its exceptional vehicle 
immobilization transponders.The main reasons for this success 
were extremely high quality criteria, innovative products and a 
truly committed workforce.
in the South American market, where growth was exceptional, 
promising new contracts were signed, after two intense years 
of preparation and persuasion. new colleagues in product 
management provided first-rate customer support. This positive 
atmosphere translated directly into the extension of the distribution 
network into southeast Asia to improve service in these markets.

New market segments, new products
For the very first time, at the Sensor & Test and Electronica 
international fairs, Sokymat rolled out SensorTag, a product newly 
developed in cooperation with the Group’s electronics companies 
(SGES). This product created a sensation amid target customers 
and in the media. 
SensorTag is a passive RFid transponder equipped with an 
integrated analog-digital converter and programmable signal 
processing. The chip inside enables measurement of signals from 
an external sensor, as well as from the integrated temperature 
sensor, and allows it to send this information to an external reader. 
The large built-in EEPROM memory is able to record information 
specific to each client, as well as the sensor calibration data. 
Overall, this system opens up a host of possibilities in the wireless 
sensor technology sector, such as constant measurement and 
reporting of temperature and pressure in closed containers.
Sokymat’s production facilities have been extended to include a 
«transfer mold» production line, allowing RFid transponders to 
be manufactured in a new way; this has made it possible to win 
and implement non-automotive sector contracts for the first time. 
The powerful 13.56 MHz transponders, together with various 
types of glass transponders, have an almost unlimited number 
of industrial applications, such as identification of genuine parts 
and protection against product piracy – a sector of increasing 
importance, with huge future potential.

reNAtA www.renata.com

Button cell producer Renata ended 2006 with an across the board 
sales increase, in terms of total output of its silver oxide, zinc-air 
and lithium batteries. This success was in large part due to the 
efforts the company put into presenting its wide range of products 
at events such as Baselworld, the Hong Kong Watch & Clock Fair, 
Electronica and EUHA (Europäische Union der Hörakustiker). 
Other significant factors were the active support it gave business 
partners, the expansion of the sales network, and the increased 
workforce in Asia.
One new addition to the range is the high temperature lithium 
battery for extreme temperature applications (from -40° to 
+125°C). in 2006, the company designed and manufactured a 
hundred new products, chiefly conductor-equipped batteries.
it developed a large number of customer-specific solutions and 
set up a dedicated, independent team of advisers for this service.
Major investments were earmarked for all production lines on the 
itigen (BL) site. The facility in Zhuhai (China) is entirely directed 
towards small-scale production of specific customer demand-led 
and labor-intensive developments. in view of constantly increasing 
demand, activity at this site has been expanded.
Finally, in december 2006, the inventory and shipping optimization 
and management project was successfully completed. This means 
that, thanks in part to the complete automation of management 
processes, it has been possible to achieve a major reduction in 
shipping preparation and handling times.
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micrO cryStAl www.microcrystal.com

2006 was one of Micro Crystal’s best years ever. Production volumes 
hit a new record level and turnover increased considerably, despite 
falling prices. Capacity utilization was extremely high throughout 
the year, to the extent that there was nearly always 24hr shift 
working, seven days a week. Consequently, profits rose once again. 
The strong demand for quartz crystals was linked mainly to the very 
marked increase in demand for mobile phones. This application 
constitutes Micro Crystal’s biggest market, as the company sells 
its products to almost all the major mobile phone manufacturers. 
in the second half, Micro Crystal encountered certain delivery 
problems; for this reason, a prudent capacity expansion program 
was initiated. Sales developed favorably in the medical area, and 
demand for quartz crystals for use in pacemakers allowed Micro 
Crystal to gain market share and reinforce its leading position.
Micro Crystal specializes in the manufacture of low frequency 
quartz crystals, which have been used in all quartz watches 
since the end of the 1970s. due to its low electricity consumption, 
this type of crystal lends itself particularly to use in battery-
operated equipment. Quartz watches were early leaders in this 
field, being the first small, portable, electronic equipment. Since 
then, the number of applications has rocketed: mobile phones, 
digital cameras, MP3 players, wireless headsets, GPS receivers, 
pacemakers, insulin pumps, and a lot of other portable equipment. 
Micro Crystal has been able to make use of this technological 
development and its growth has paralleled that of the market. 
Today, most of the quartz crystals produced by the company are 
used in these new applications. The supply of crystals for watches 
to the Swatch Group continues to be of major strategic importance. 
By virtue of using Micro Crystal to manufacture its own crystals, 
Swatch Group is the only watch manufacturer in the world not to 
depend on supply from Japan or China.
Technological development is heading in the direction of ever-
smaller quartz crystals. This requires a completely new design 
and, for certain production stages, the use of new manufacturing 
technology. After initiating mass production of the smallest quartz 
crystal ever manufactured, Micro Crystal is set to launch an even 
smaller and slimmer one in mid-2007. The development of this 
product required software that enables calculations involving 
virtual digital simulation.
in 2006, commercialization began of new highly integrated 
products such as real time oscillators and clocks; in 2007, they 
should constitute a significant part of turnover. These applications 
make use of integrated circuits produced by associate company 
EM Microelectronic. This internal collaboration facilitates con-
tinued product development and affords a degree of protection 
against the rapid appearance of products from competitors. 
Similar integrated products are also anticipated for watchmaking 
applications.

micrOcOmPONeNtS www.microcomponents.com

Microcomponents SA applies Swatch Group’s, organization know-
how, strength and global presence to automobile products. Using 
these key factors enables the company to meet the challenges of a 
competitive and selective market. The regulations and standards 
(iSO, automotive, environmental) that it has established, and 
continues to develop, have become the basis for effective 
processes. in 2006, a committed workforce that identifies with the 
company and its products was also important in contributing to 
the success of Microcomponents SA.

Produits michel
in line with its strategy, and in order to reinforce its position in the 
diesel and gasoline injection market, the Michel division expanded 
its customer base to include one of the world leaders in construction 
machinery. it thus developed modules assembled using new 
manufacturing processes, such as Shadow laser welding and high-
pressure seal monitoring. High precision components and devices 
of this kind are principally for diesel injection and vehicle security 
systems, these being major developing markets for the company. 
in tandem with this expansion, the range of technologies deployed 
continues to broaden: new developments in direct injection, both 
diesel and gasoline, translated into deliveries of new products in 
2006. The focus on customer and product portfolios has created 
favorable growth prospects, in terms of both volume and quality.

Produits Switec
2006 was a successful year for Switec, despite the difficulties 
that the north American automotive industry is experiencing. 
Switec strengthened its presence in Asia and Russia thanks to a 
comprehensive product range, and has a growing market share. 
A new type of step motor was successfully launched at the end of 
the year, and the innovative new features of the next generation 
of motors (planned for introduction at the end of 2007) have been 
defined. in 2006, in line with its strategy of expansion into more 
complex areas, Switec delivered a large quantity of analog clock 
modules for on-board vehicle instrumentation. in this way, Switec 
is continuing to reinforce its role within the circle of top-rank 
automotive suppliers.
The synergy generated by the SGES (Swatch Group Electronic 
Systems) companies has created an important showcase for Switec 
products. in particular, the angular speed detector (gyrometer), 
which makes use of the Group’s micro technologies, was launched 
on the market at international exhibitions. The response has been 
very positive, and is leading to a large variety of applications, 
not only in the automotive industry for the safety and comfort of 
drivers and passengers, but also in the area of consumer goods 
such as mobile phones, video cameras and 3d mice.
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SWiSS timiNg www.swisstiming.com

For Swiss Timing, 2006 was a demanding year in all respects. The 
Swatch Group board’s decision to support the company’s major 
development plan to meet its technological and commercial 
challenges will allow it to offer increasingly effective, world-
class services to Swatch Group brands in their partner role at 
international sporting events.
Omega Electronics moved into the Corgémont premises in 
december, following its takeover. Wige data was also acquired; 
this company, with its two German components and its Czech 
subsidiary, has been a partner for many years. The merger will 
strengthen existing synergies, using the additional know-how 
contributed by the company in the area of information processing 
and virtual TV graphics. The resultant entity, known henceforward 
as ST Sportservice, ST innovation and ST Software, works in 
tandem with Swiss Timing headquarters at Corgémont and with 
the existing subsidiaries in the UK and Australia.
in parallel with this reorganization, large-scale time-measurement 
and data processing projects were undertaken throughout 2006. in 
February, the XX Winter Olympics in Turin saw all efforts mobilized 
for the return of Omega as Official Timekeeper. Team commitment 
was key to the smooth running of the timing operation, as well 
as to the attendant processing and communication of the 
results, including their display on the matrix boards around the 
competition sites. The organizers, the Olympic Committee and the 
international Federations were all extremely satisfied. 
From March, the timing team and their equipment all moved 
to the other end of the world, to provide a complete timing 
and results management service for the XViii Commonwealth 
Games in Melbourne. This event is second in importance only 
to the Olympics and the various continental games, and here 
again, Omega was Official Timekeeper. The year’s grand finale 

came in december with the XV Asian Games in doha, where 
the timekeeping role was taken by Tissot. The year was also 
marked by the return, after a ten-year absence, of Longines as 
Official Timekeeper for skiing, with the signing of a new contract 
between the brand and the international Ski Federation. This has 
given Swiss Timing the opportunity to take care of the timing and 
results processing for most of the World Cup races until the end 
of the 2009-2010 season. Large-scale multi-sport games aside, 
a multitude of international-level events has seen Swiss Timing 
providing its services all over the globe, such as – to name but a 
few – the world gymnastic championships at Aarhus, the world 
road cycling championships in Salzburg, the world track cycling 
championships in Bordeaux, and the European aquatic sports 
championship in Budapest.
ST Sportservice was much in evidence throughout the football 
World Cup in Germany, providing the various TV overlays that 
make it easier for the viewer to understand referee decisions, 
such as virtual offside lines, 9-meter circles for free kicks, and 
flags superimposed on the pitch.
The European athletics championships in Gothenburg were the 
scene of a major technological innovation: video clips in real time 
via a control monitor, highlighting athletes’ achievements, to add to 
the complete information already supplied to the media. These are 
just two examples from over eight hundred events covered by ST 
Sportservice in 2006; to these may be added the world basketball 
championships and numerous winter sports competitions.
Looking ahead, Swiss Timing engineers are well under way with 
their preparations for the Beijing Olympics in 2008, and are putting 
the finishing touches to those for the 2007 Pan-American Games 
in Rio de Janeiro.

OScillOquArtZ www.oscilloquartz.com

2006 was a good year for Oscilloquartz, the telecommunications 
and time-frequency company. it marked a recovery from the difficult 
2003-2005 period and a renewal of growth, as a comparison of the 
annual accounts shows. The company’s products are to be found 
in the fixed line and mobile infrastructures of over a hundred 
countries.
diversification led by new demands for synchronization enabled 
Oscilloquartz to grow in step with the development of new 
mobile communication technologies (WiMAX and 3G) in all parts 
of the world. Oscilloquartz helped its customers toward these 
applications, while reinforcing its leading position in the time-
frequency and network synchronization fields. The company 
managed to cut production costs and hold down associated 
indirect costs, thus maintaining a good level of competitiveness. 
Moreover, quality improvements, reduced product delivery cycle 
time and an international presence at all stages of the sales 
process meant that the stringent demands of the widest possible 
range of customers were satisfied.
in 2006, Oscilloquartz produced several different types of GPS 
(Global Positioning System)-based receivers, and will be able 
to offer multi-compatible systems to sustain the deployment 
of various synchronization technologies throughout the world. 
Furthermore, in a telecommunications field that is undergoing 
profound changes, Oscilloquartz has developed new GnSS products 
to deal with the convergence of mobile and fixed telephonies.
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cOrPOrAte

SWAtch grOuP  
reSeArch ANd deVelOPmeNt

The Swatch Group Research and development Ltd was created 
on 1 September 2005 from the three units Asulab, CdnP and Hi-
Tech. All coordination activities related to technological innovation 
and Research and development within the Swatch Group were 
thus integrated into a single legal entity. At the end of 2006, the 
Hi-Tech group was dissolved and and all members of this entity 
were assigned to other units within the Swatch Group.

division ASulAb www.asulab.com

Asulab, the research laboratory of the Swatch Group, creates 
new product concepts for watches with innovative technology 
and develops the corresponding prototypes, subsystems and 
components with the appropriate manufacturing technologies. 
Asulab encompasses a number of areas of expertise. The 
specialists carry out more than research and development work, 
as they are also contact partners for affiliated companies and 
propose solutions for difficult problems concerning product and 
manufacturing process technologies. Close collaboration with 
universities in various fields ensures innovation with access to 
cutting-edge technological developments. This collaboration on a 
national and international level enables immediate contact with 
new scientific and technological knowledge right from the start on 
a very high level. 
in 2006, Asulab extended its activities into one new area: 
electroplating technology for thick precious-metal coatings. 
The year was also marked by various activities in the area of 
materials technology. The molding of new, non-allergic materials 
was the focus of development work. Here in particular, injection-
molding processes were successfully developed: not only were the 
processing technologies improved, but also the compositions of 
the raw materials newly structured. in addition, the consolidation 
of knowledge concerning the attributes of enamel coatings 
resulted in the development of a black enamel material that 
allowed the manufacture of the enamelled dial that was honored 
with the designation «Grand Feu».
in the field of communications technology, wireless connections 
are increasingly common. With its know-how in extremely low 
electricity consumption in integrated circuits, Asulab is one of 
the leading laboratories for developing separate receiver and 
transmitter circuits as well as their combination as transceivers 
for mobile products. The focus of developments in 2006 moved 
from megahertz frequencies in the radio-wave band to gigahertz 

frequencies in the microwave band. Results from these 
developments have been adopted and put into production by the 
EM Microelectronic company.
For years, Asulab has manufactured various exceptional 
components that are of strategic importance for the watch industry: 
special adhesives in liquid form or in film form, gaskets with 
extremely elastic qualities and surface-active bonding substances. 
The amounts manufactured of these polymer products have clearly 
increased in the past few years due to heavy demand. in 2006, a 
new production unit was set up, whose production processing is 
based on electroforming technology. Special components made 
from gold are manufactured here for the assembly of watches.

division cdNP
CEnTRE dE dÉVELOPPEMEnT  
dES nOUVEAUX PROdUiTS

A division of Swatch Group R&d, the new Products development 
Center (CdnP) designs all the elements which make up the 
exterior of the watch for all the brands within the Group, and has 
the difficult task of matching ideas and dreams with technical 
and economic realities. To do this, the Center relies on the 
competences and experience of a team of designers to provide 
the aesthetics, and on engineers and technicians to prepare the 
ground for construction and production follow-up.
Using the know-how of a team of micro-technicians expert in the 
use of ultramodern machining technology, such as a CnC 5 axes 
machining center, the CdnP is able to supply a faultless standard 
of prototypes. Moreover, extremely fast 3d prototyping in high-
performance, multicolor synthetic resins has become the norm 
for the initial aesthetic modeling of nearly all the Group’s brands. 
in addition, a polymer casting facility enables silicone rubber 
wristbands to be produced in a variety of colors, thus enhancing 
the watch prototypes.
in 2006, the CdnP division’s recognized infography and synthetic 
image animation expertise was put to considerable use, notably in 
the production of Cds for brand after sales services, e.g. for repair 
and maintenance instruction purposes.
The close cooperation between the CdnP and the Group’s  
companies which produce all the exterior parts engenders constant 
challenges, but this is not the whole story: mention must also be  
made of the work of specialized packaging engineers and the advice 
they give. They deal with orders from all the brand manufacturers, 
whilekeeping in mind environmental and economic factors. Thus 
the CdnP made a wide-ranging contribution in 2006, encompassing 
watches, jewelry, packaging and advertising material of all kinds. 
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It is worth remembering, also, that efforts towards establishing 
and updating standards and technical specifications for external 
parts, strictly in tune with ISO and NIHS standards, are the 
final guarantee of the quality of Swatch Group products. This 
painstaking and important work is carried out in close cooperation 
with the Group’s quality department and watch component 
manufacturers. 
Finally, the partnership which has been established with the sister 
Asulab division within Swatch Group Research and Development 
is showing very promising signs for the years to come: several 
patents were applied for in 2006, slightly exceeding the previous 
year’s total. Clearly they will help strengthen the division’s 
reputation as a major player in the world of horology.

ICB INGéNIeURS CONSeIlS eN bReveTS

The key objectives of ICb Ingénieurs Conseils en brevets SA are 
to protect the technical innovations of the Swatch Group, make 
best use of its technological knowledge, monitor markets, combat 
counterfeiting and violation of patents, and provide legal assistance 
in respect of intellectual property and related areas.
In 2006, ICb continued to protect the technological assets of the 
companies and the various research and development entities of 
the Swatch Group. New patent applications registration activity 
grew in comparison with 2005. This outcome is the result of an 
effective synergy that has been maintained with all the engineering 
and research teams within the Swatch Group. Once again this 
year, this cooperation has been particularly significant in the field 
of watchmaking, not forgetting the continued high level of activity 
in the Group’s non-watchmaking operations.
Significant effort has been put into supporting the market 
penetration strategy of the Group’s brands. To this end, financial 
investment to protect new products abroad has been targeted 
so as to achieve coverage in the potential markets for these new 
products by consolidating their positions in emerging economies. 
In cooperation with the Swatch Group’s legal department, ICb has 
assisted companies and various departments within the Group in 
defending their rights, wherever they may be, and whenever this 
has been necessary.
This year, the management of ICb has continued its financial 
strategy of controlling operating costs. It has also set out to 
maintain operational costs relating to the maintenance and 
acquisition of patent rights at a level comparable to 2005.

SwAtCh GroUP QUALIty MANAGeMeNt

New legislation
The year 2006 was marked by the entry into force on July 1st, of 
several european directives regarding electronic products, in 
particular quartz watches. New limits in respect of heavy metal 
content (lead, cadmium, chromium6+ and mercury) are fixed 
by directive 2002/95/Ce, referred to as RoHS (Restricted use of 
Hazardous Substances). Swatch Group Quality Management 
carried out the RoHS project on behalf of the companies of the 
Group: a wide range of products, using dozens of materials and 
coatings were analyzed and consequently adapted wherever 
necessary. Thanks to an all-round effort, and the support provided 
by the Group’s legal and logistics departments, complete success 
was achieved in the aim of compliance with the new european 
directives as transposed into the laws of the member countries 
and Switzerland. 
Directive 2002/96/Ce, referred to as Weee (Waste of electrical 
and electronic equipment) regulates the marking, recovery and 
recycling of electronic products in the twenty-five european Union 
member countries. Consequently, all Swatch Group distribution 
subsidiaries located in the eU were informed and assisted by 
Swatch Group QM, so that all the measures required by the Weee 
directive could be put in place and implemented.

Quality assurance
In order to guarantee absolute compliance with the new limits, 
Swatch Group QM put in place various quality assurance measures 
at international level. There has has been an extension of the 
technical specifications for all the materials used in the external 
parts of watches, new product approval testing, and the equipment 
and facilities for series production control.
An important milestone was marked by the publication of the 
new T2 (Terminage 2) application manual, which sets out in their 
entirety the assembly operations of Swatch Group watches.
Considerable effort was put into acquiring expertise in the leather 
trade. based upon Swatch Group QM’s technical specifications, 
a detailed review of the supply chain was undertaken, from the 
bracelet manufacturer, to the wholesalers and leather merchants, 
right back to the tanneries.
As regards watchmaking techniques, Swatch Group QM increased 
its participation on a number of committees of the Fédération 
Horlogère Suisse, with the aim of updating several NIHS/ISO and 
eN horological standards. These concern the water and shock 
resistance of watches and restrictions on allergenic substances 
such as nickel, vulcanization agents and flame retardants.

Knowledge management
In order to promote «best practice» in terms of techniques and 
quality methods, Swatch Group Quality Management organized 
several coordination and communication seminars with Group 
company quality managers.
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SwAtCh GroUP DIStrIBUtIoN

Rapid, flexible and efficient logistics makes it possible not only 
to lower distribution costs but also to reduce supply times for 
retailers, thereby increasing customer satisfaction. In 2006, as 
before, the mission of Swatch Group Distribution was to support 
Swatch Group subsidiaries the world over, by providing integrated 
planning tools as well as a fast, economical and reliable distribution 
network, all coordinated on a common IT platform.

european Distribution Center
The activities of the eDC (european Distribution Center) took on 
a new dimension following the integration of Swatch Group Italy  
in January, and Swatch Group Spain in August. As a result, twelve 
brands and fifteen subsidiaries now benefit from the services of 
the distribution center, which every year sends out several million 
watches or pieces of jewelry, as well as advertising material, 
to the Group’s outlets all over europe. This amounts to several 
thousand packages leaving the preparation and packing lines. 
So as to continually reduce preparation time and logistics costs, 
constant efforts are made to increase the automation level of the 
distribution center and to study how new technologies can be 
incorporated into the system. 
Those subsidiaries integrated in the center also benefit from 
being part of a common IT platform, which allows them to monitor 
sales and deliveries in real time. Several Asian countries have 
shown great interest in this capability, and so the deployment of 
the platform outside europe is being considered.

Swatch Group Logistics Unit
In 2006, Swatch Group logistics continued its efforts to improve 
flows of information and products within the watch segment supply 
chain. The unit focused on extending and upgrading the «Global 
Supply Chain Management» platform, which now encompasses 
all the Group’s brands, most subsidiaries and over 200 agents 
throughout the world. This information platform has proved its 
effectiveness for several years. It has helped subsidiaries optimize 
finished product inventories by improving service to retailers, so 
that they avoid both stock shortages and excess inventory.
Swatch Group logistics has also assisted Omega and longines 
in the evaluation and choice of a new, state-of-the-art planning 
tool, which will apply vendor managed inventory (vMI) to sales 
forecasting and supplying distribution centers. Other brands in 
the Group have shown keen interest in implementing this system. 
Similarly, tools for management reports and controls have been 
improved, in order to measure subsidiaries’ logistics performance 
through the provision of key performance indicators (KPI).

SwAtCh GroUP CUStoMer ServICe

In 2006, Swatch Group Customer Service reinforced its market 
presence with a number of actions aimed at improving customer 
satisfaction. These actions were undertaken in order to guarantee 
effective operational management worldwide and a standard 
of customer care worthy of the high reputation of the Group’s 
brands. 
The training policy for present and future staff was continued. 
Following Shanghai, Glashütte and Secaucus (NJ), Manchester 
in the United Kingdom now has a new horological college with 
Swatch Group as partner, and a further two new schools will 
come into being in 2007, in Pforzheim and Kuala lumpur. The 
latter will be an international training center dedicated both to 
training new watchmakers and to perfecting the skills of new 
Group employees. 
In 2006, there was also a focus on the welcome extended to 
customers. A welcoming plan was drawn up, so that customers 
could be received appropriately in comfortable and restful 
surroundings; a training plan for reception staff was drawn up in 
tandem. A pilot project was successfully introduced in the Swatch 
Group subsidiary in Malaysia.
Following operational controls, the performance indicators settled 
in 2005 were completed and surpassed. In order to optimize 
profitability, a worldwide inventory clearance was undertaken. 
This had the additional advantage of assisting any customer 
with an old watch, in that difficult-to-find spare parts previously 
dispersed in different countries have been brought together within 
brand inventories.
So that customers know at any time how their watch repairs are 
progressing, Swatch Group Customer Service launched a pilot 
project in the United States, whereby a website tracks the watch 
on the repair circuit in real time. This innovation having been a 
great success will be progressively adopted by the rest of the 
Group’s subsidiaries.
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SwAtCh GroUP reAL eStAte

In 2006, Swatch Group Real estate was responsible for managing 
over 6400 housing units (within 460 buildings). The properties 
administered by the company are spread across ten cantons, with 
the majority located in bern, Neuchâtel, Solothurn, vaud and Jura. 
These management contracts are administered on behalf of the 
Swatch Group Pension Fund, group companies’ employer’s funds, 
Swatch Group subsidiaries and some third parties, whose share is 
expected to increase further. During the year, CHF 15.2 million was 
allocated to renovation and maintenance work on the properties 
under management. In a targeted program, Swatch Group Real 
estate tried to reduce the number of empty apartments in critical 
areas (e.g. le locle).
In the industrial sector, a large number of planning, improvement 
and renovation operations were once again carried out, including 
the complete restructuring of the Swatch Group exhibition and 
communication center, the Cité du Temps in Geneva, Pont de la 
Machine; the construction of a new sapphire crystal factory at  
Col-des-Roches for Comadur; the complete rebuilding of the 
Frédéric Piguet facility at le Sentier; the reorganization of 
Rado Customer Service at lengnau; the installation of security 
infrastructure at Swatch Group Distribution (bienne) and eM 
Microelectronic (Marin).
The company also prepared and carried out the necessary changes 
to the Swatch Group Russia facility in Moscow. In versailles, in 
cooperation with the real estate department, renovation work on 
the Petit Trianon commenced under the sponsorship of breguet.
Several relocations took place, for example Hamilton International 
moved to the Swatch Group Distribution building in bienne, and 
Swatch Group Korea moved into its new premises in Seoul.
Finally, the engineers and architects of the real estate department 
actively participated in the fitting out of numerous new sales 
outlets for a wide range of the Group’s brands, notably for Omega 
in Madrid, Moscow, Geneva and Interlaken; for Swatch in Moscow; 
for Tourbillon in Marbella, Portofino and St. Moritz; and for léon 
Hatot in Nice and Courchevel.
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SwAtCh GroUP 
IN the worLD
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SwAtCh GroUP GerMANy
The holding of the football World Cup in Germany was not entirely 
unconnected with the country’s economic recovery. Indeed, it 
also had a positive effect on the demand for watches and jewelry, 
a situation Swatch was able to exploit and so achieve an increase 
in sales. brands in the prestige and luxury segment – breguet, 
blancpain, Omega and Glashütte Original – experienced 
particularly satisfying growth, recording above average growth 
rates. brands in the medium price range segment, in particular 
Tissot, reported a clear improvement in results, while in the 
basic segment, Swatch continued to develop positively. 
These good results were achieved by distributing Group products 
through its own outlets. The three Omega boutiques in Munich, 
Hamburg and berlin obtained excellent results, with double-
digit growth. Following the Tourbillon boutique in baden-
baden, a second one was inaugurated in Hamburg [1], while on 
Munich’s elegant Maximilianstrasse, the blancpain boutique 
made its presence increasingly felt with customer-focused 
events. An exciting moment was provided by the opening of the 
«Tradition of Innovation» exhibition, in the presence of Swatch 
Group Chairman Nicolas G. Hayek, blancpain President Marc A. 
Hayek [4], and some two hundred cinema, television and show 
business personalities. Omega capitalized on the release of the 
latest James bond film Casino Royale by organizing various 
private screenings [5]. At the prestigious KaDeWe department 
store in berlin, in the presence of Swatch Group CeO Nick Hayek, 
Omega also had the opportunity to make an impact on the public 
consciousness, with its «After the Moon, the Sun» exhibition [2] 
underlining its close partnership with the SolarImpulse project, 
which involves building an aircraft that will circumnavigate the 
globe in 2011, powered entirely by solar energy.
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SwAtCh GroUP AUStrIA
Swatch Group Austria had an extremely positive 2006, with 
all brands recording excellent business growth. Particular 
emphasis was placed on improving presentation in points 
of sale, refocusing distribution on high-end outlets, training 
sales and customer service staff, and installing and renovating 
Swatch points of sale and shop-in-shops. launch events 
and public relations activities organized throughout the year 
contributed to this improvement. The significant increase in the 
number of tourists visiting Austria from east and central europe 
had a particularly noticeable effect on the breguet boutique 
in vienna, which saw a major rise in jewelry sales. Glashütte 
Original recorded its best year since the brand was introduced 
to Austria, its image greatly enhanced by two «best Watch 
of the Year» awards, from the daily Die Presse and Format 
magazine, and also by the gala evening organized on the theme 
«Mozart meets Glashütte Original» in Salzburg. To strengthen 
presence and visibility, Omega sponsored one of Austria’s most 
important sailing events, the Omega Traunsee Woche 2006 
[6], and Rado lent its support to many events [7], including a 
wheelchair tennis tournament. longines was awarded 3rd place 
in the ladies’ elegance category for belleArti at the best Watch 
of the Year, organised by Die Presse. In February 2006, Tissot 
organized an ice hockey tournament with Pro Juventute at Coop 
on vienna’s Rathausplatz, in the presence of Austrian finance 
minister Karl-Heinz Grasser and his wife Fiona Swarovski. The 
brand also opened its first corner in europe at the Kohlmarkt in 
vienna [8]. both Certina [9] and ck watch & jewelry [10] directed 
particular efforts at window displays, ck also achieving great 
success in its first cross branding with ck cosmetic. Finally, Flik 
Flak’s involvement with the «Rote Nasen» clowns for children 
organization [11] in the heart of the Austrian capital was one of 
the year’s most memorable events.
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SwAtCh GroUP BeLGIUM
For Swatch Group belgium, the year was favored by the positive 
results stemming from its thorough organizational changes. 
The merger of breguet benelux and breguet Nordic has been 
a complete success in terms of results, while the breguet and 
the Flemish Masters exhibition [12] met a triumphal reception 
in each participating country. blancpain acquired a new set of 
admiring collectors, thanks especially to the Grand Gala du 
Cigare at Noordwijk, organized in cooperation with the most 
prestigious retailers. Omega introduced a new local brand 
ambassador Kim Gevaert, 2006 european 100 and 200 meter 
champion. Rado continues to enjoy its position as a stylishly 
unconventional brand, while longines is consolidating its recent 
presence in belgium and the Grand Duchy of luxembourg by 
means of successful launch events and also by a strict selection 
of distributors. Tissot enjoyed success as a high-quality brand 
and Certina’s progress shows great promise, increasing sales 
yet again. The brand profits from its commitment to Formula One 
racing and from special window displays celebrating that theme 
year-round. The classically elegant image of the balmain brand 
was once again strengthened by its new models, which were very 
well received. After a difficult beginning, Hamilton was able to 
regain consumer confidence by the end of the year, and translate 
this into sales and earnings. ck watch & jewelry focused on a 
special point of sale window display project [14] accompanied 
by a high impact campaign. The effect was immediate and very 
positive; and ck jewelry’s results exceeded all expectations. In 
Antwerp, various events were staged in the new Swatch own-
name store [13], which attracted customers and the press in 
large numbers. This provided a great boost to the image of the 
brand, and that of Flik Flak, which was presented in parallel.

SwAtCh GroUP SPAIN
Gaining ground in all segments of the market, Swatch Group 
Spain posted a record year in 2006. With its young and dynamic 
team, the subsidiary modernized its distribution structure: since 
August, it has been working with eulog, the Group’s logistic 
centre, thereby increasing its flexibility and capacity. Major 
investments were made in retailing. With the opening of the 
Tourbillon boutique in Puerto banús-Marbella [16], the Group’s 
prestige brands recorded tremendous growth, in part due to  
the cultural events organized by breguet, blancpain and 
Glashütte. Omega once again had a strong year, thanks to a solid 
product strategy based on quality distribution and supported 
by numerous events on the Winter Olympics and James bond 
themes. longines [15] and Rado both strengthened their 
presence by means of careful distribution strategies and a 
variety of marketing activities, such as public relations events 
or traveling exhibitions. Outstanding results were achieved by 
Tissot, Hamilton, ck and Certina, which all benefit from solid 
positioning. Their image was strengthened by well thought 
out communication campaigns centered on events such as the 
World MotoGP (in the case of Tissot) [17], air races (Hamilton) 
[18], fashion shows or Formula One racing. The new Swatch 
products, such as those in the Jelly in Jelly family, met with a 
huge response from consumers, and the installation of corners 
further strengthened the brand’s presence.
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SwAtCh GroUP FrANCe
Swatch Group France achieved excellent performance all round 
and attained record levels of growth in 2006. each brand once 
again distinguished itself.
In the prestige and luxury segment, breguet and blancpain 
recorded exceptional results both through third party retailers 
and in their own boutiques. breguet acquired magnificent 
premises over two floors at 6, Place vendôme which will be 
the largest breguet retail space in the world, where the entire 
range of watches and jewelry will be displayed together with 
some antique items and the brand’s archives. léon Hatot also 
strengthened its presence, with the opening of two new boutiques 
in Nice and Courchevel, and is preparing the opening of new 
premises in the Paris, Rue de la Paix / Place vendôme, foreseen 
for May 2007. Jaquet Droz and Glashütte Original continued to 
establish themselves within quality retailers’ outlets. Omega 
maintained an enviable rate of growth, and acquired what will be 
a remarkable boutique on the Champs elysées, due to open for 
business in the first half of 2007. Rado and longines comfortably 
met ambitious budgets, and both Tissot and ck watch & jewelry 
closed the year with excellent results. In addition to opening 
two new stores in Paris (Rue Royale and Rue de Rivoli), Swatch 
continued its point of sale renovation program, as for example in 
Toulouse and bordeaux [19], and closed a very satisfactory year. 
Flik Flak also posted excellent results.
The press conference organized by breguet in June 2006 in front 
of the Petit Trianon at versailles was undeniably the year’s most 
remarkable event for the brand. In the presence of the French 
Minister of Culture and Communication, Mr Renaud Donnedieu de 
vabres, the chairman and president of breguet Nicolas G. Hayek 
[20] announced that breguet would finance the restoration of a 
part of Marie-Antoinette’s domain, the Château du Petit Trianon. 
longines played host to its top clients and the press during the 
course of the international show jumping competition which 
took place in la baule [21] in May 2006. Swatch also delighted 
its guests and many journalists at a very successful event that 
involved the spectacular transformation of the Champs elysées 
Store into a fashion show venue complete with podium [22], 
welcoming male, female and child models to present the new 
Swatch and Flik Flak watch and jewelry collections for Spring 
and Summer 2006.
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SwAtCh GroUP GreeCe
In 2006, Swatch Group Greece experienced its most remarkable 
year to date. Total quality was the priority and full use was made 
of the strong points of each of the distributed brands. In this 
way, the subsidiary not only attained its business objectives  
with respect to turnover and communication, but also imple-
mented all the measures necessary to achieve lasting,  
sustained growth.
All the Group’s brands posted extraordinary performances and 
significant improvements in sales, market share and visibility, in 
terms of both distribution and communication.
Hamilton made an impressive impact, both in the media and 
in distribution and sales. Swatch [26], ck watch & jewelry and 
Tissot pursued their impressive strategy of creating shop- 
in-shops and corners; they heightened their visibility and 
their image, resolutely orienting themselves towards the end-
consumer. All possible means to this end, such as baselworld, 
were exploited by most of the brands, and the media coverage 
was a clear success.
Numerous events were organized in 2006. Particularly memo-
rable were: the launch of the Swatch Place vendôme model in 
Mykonos; the gathering of Omega dealers [23, 24] with technical 
training in co-axial escapement movements; and the out-of- 
this-world ck watch & jewelry [25] press event held in the 
luxurious Royal Suite in the Grande bretagne Hotel, in the heart 
of Athens at the foot of the Acropolis.

SwAtCh GroUP ItALy
Despite the somewhat unfavorable political and economic 
conditions of 2006, for Swatch Group Italy it was a very important 
year crowned with many successes. There was positive growth 
in sales, especially in the prestige and luxury segment. The 
qualitative improvement and upgrading of the distribution 
network was the year’s strong point, along with the finalization 
of the selective distribution system for all brands. These efforts 
were rewarded as events and press conferences enhanced 
the image and visibility of all the Group’s brands. At the Winter 
Olympics in Turin, all eyes were on Omega in its role as Official 
Timekeeper [29]. Swatch created something of a stir in the 
second half of the year, attracting journalists from all the media 
to a press conference at the Swatch Store in Corso vittorio 
emanuele in Milan [27]. The company was presenting the special 
Milano Young watch [28], created in a limited edition of 3,000 and 
dedicated to Milano Young, a television-based charity supported 
by the children of Italian politicians. blancpain consolidated its 
position as a prestige brand by organizing two presentations 
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of its ladies’ and men’s collections on the premises of its 
prestigious clients veschetti and Cappelletti [31]. In October, 
Jaquet Droz made an impressive entrance in the Italian market. 
A month later, the brand organised an open day in Milan [32], 
which was attended by over 80 journalists. ck watch & jewelry 
held an international press conference on the occasion of the 
launch of its collection in Rome [30] whereas Rado, too, had 
its own media coup with «Time for Rado», the acrobatic ballet 
performed by Johan Silverhult and Patrick King in the Tv fashion 
show, «la Kore Oscar della Moda» in Taormina [33].

SwAtCh GroUP LUxeMBoUrG
In 2006 the Swatch Group Finance (luxembourg) S.A. com-
pany pursued its objective of managing the growing inter-
nationalization of the Swatch Group’s business. The company’s 
role is to exploit its liquid assets, investments and funds by 
following the Group’s financial policy and coordinating its 
activities with those of the parent company. Drawing on the 
advantages offered by luxembourg as a financial center to take 
an active part in the Group’s financing operations, Swatch Group 
Finance (luxembourg) S.A. functions as a legally autonomous 
entity. The importance of luxembourg as a world financial 
center allows the company, domiciled in the center of europe, to 
play an important role within the Swatch Group’s technical and 
financial structure. It is managed as a part of the global financial 
organization of The Swatch Group ltd.
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SwAtCh GroUP NetherLANDS
2006 was a very satisfactory year for the Dutch economy, 
with the result that Swatch Group Netherlands’ market share 
increased, along with sales and profits, due also in part as a 
direct consequence of increasing the average price.
visibility of the Group’s brands grew markedly, in large part 
following on events and activities undertaken throughout 
the year. Swatch took over and renovated its own stores in 
Amsterdam [34], Rotterdam and The Hague. Omega, in addition 
to its Olympic involvement, was once again present at the 
Miljonair Fair [35] and presented Casino Royale, while longines, 
official partner of CHIO Rotterdam, presented the longines 
Grand Prix Port of Rotterdam. Rado launched its New Original 
with great success, breaking sales records in the process. 
Sponsorship of the Kilimanjaro expedition [36] allowed Tissot to 
achieve one of its goals for the year, namely improvement of its 
image. The advertising poster campaign carried out at the end of 
the year also contributed to a sharpening of its image. Similarly, 
ck watch & jewelry improved its presentation at points of sale. 
These operations succeeded in capturing consumer attention. 
Certina reprised its superb performance and recorded strong 
growth, while in September, Hamilton took its first steps on 
Dutch territory when it hosted an event especially for retailers 
[37] in Amsterdam. The initial results are very promising.

SwAtCh GroUP NorDIC
The four countries that make up Swatch Group Nordic – Denmark, 
Norway, Sweden and Finland – together achieved a very pleasing 
result in 2006. both turnover and market share saw significant 
increases, especially in the higher-end market segments. 
Omega, longines, Rado, Tissot and Certina remain the leading 
brands in this part of the world and are greatly appreciated by 
consumers. The same is true of Swatch and Flik Flak, which are 
enjoying increasing recognition. The various events organized 
for the launch of new products reflects the strong interest 
shown by the national and regional media.

Denmark – longines made a significant impact in 2006. As 
Official Timekeeper and results manager of the 39th Artistic 
Gymnastics Championships, the brand created a great im-
pression among the media and the public with its thorough 
competence and capability. The major media coverage that 
accompanied this great event quite clearly contributed to 
publicizing the brand’s image, especially as the Danish public 
had the chance to appreciate longines elegance when company 
CeO Walter von Känel had the happy honor of awarding the 16th 

longines Prize For elegance [38] to Chinese gymnast Fei Cheng 
and bielorussian gymnast Ivan Ivankov.
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Norway – Two important events took place in Norway in 2006. 
Firstly, the subsidiary organized the country’s biggest watch and 
clock fair – the Sundvolden Trade Fair [39] – inviting retailers to 
come and discover all the brands’ new models. Secondly, it took 
part in the Protid Press Day, when many journalists gathered in 
an Arts Center in central Oslo to report on the event. Responding 
to the theme of art in watchmaking, each brand presented a 
single work of art. 

Sweden – With the Olympic Games and the release of the new 
James bond film [40], Omega experienced renewed interest 
from consumers throughout the year. longines, Rado, Tissot and 
Certina all achieved most satisfactory results in their respective 
segments, while ck watch & jewelry and Swatch indisputably 
dominated the fashion segment of the Swedish market. 

Finland – The effort to create greater visibility in points of sale 
and in the media was rewarded, and several partnerships in 
the context of high profile sporting events also contributed to 
increased brand awareness. longines’ role as Official Time-
keeper at the FIS Alpine Skiing World Cup [41] had a particular 
impact, since the first competition in the 2006-2007 competition 
took place at levi, in lapland.

SwAtCh GroUP PoLAND
In its second year of operation, Swatch Group Poland achieved 
double-digit sales growth. This result was not surprising, given 
the good health of the Polish economy in general. The powerful 
marketing initiatives undertaken for each of the brands  
present on the market followed the pattern of international 
campaigns, while adding touches liable to maximize their 
attractiveness to local consumers. Customer Service was 
considerably strengthened, in view of the very rapid increase in 
business volume.
One of the year’s most exciting features was the very successful 
cooperation between Certina and Polish Formula One driver 
Robert Kubica. The brand was with Robert at a press conference 
in Warsaw in May when he moved up from being a test driver to 
a fully-fledged member as F1 pilot of the bMW Sauber F1 Team. 
Certina then organized a major event for retailers and the press 
in Krakow in November [42]. Another important event was the 
opening of the first Swatch store [43] managed by the brand 
in the new Galeria Krakowska in Krakow in September in the 
presence of an enthusiastic crowd.
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SwAtCh GroUP rUSSIA
The country’s intensive economic development and the rapid 
growth of its gross national product (6 to 7% per annum) go 
some way to explaining the strong demand for the Group’s 
products. The Russian subsidiary gained considerable market 
share since its national distributors became operational.  
Swatch Group Russia commenced business on 1 March 2006 
as a wholly owned group subsidiary. Its main purpose is to 
organize the importation and distribution of watches of the 
Group’s different brands in line with their respective strategies. 
The launch took place with a mixed team of Swiss and Russians 
under the guidance of the Group’s management. In less than six 
months, Swatch Group Russia has taken on the management 
of 28 Swatch points of sale, doubling the turnover hitherto 
achieved by the brand. Swatch attracted public and media 
attention through events such as Swatch vendôme Angels in 
the prestigious GUM department store on Red Square [47] and 
the partnership with the Swatch–FIvb beach volley World Tour 
at St. Petersburg [48]. A leading brand in Russia, Omega saw 
its efforts to reposition and consolidate richly rewarded. The 
opening of the first Omega boutique in Moscow, in the heart  
of the GUM store, facing the Kremlin [49], was inaugurated 
by Swatch Group CeO Nick Hayek and Omega CeO Stephen 
Urquhart. On the eve of the premiere of the latest James bond 
movie, Casino Royale, the actor Daniel Craig, alias bond, was 
introduced to the 2000 guests, along with «his» Omega [50]. 
A limited edition Red Square watch in red gold was produced 
especially for the occasion and this event had an immense 
impact, both economically and culturally.

SwAtCh GroUP UNIteD KINGDoM
Despite the interest rate rise and a business climate that 
continues to be difficult in the United Kingdom, the Swatch Group 
subsidiary closed an excellent 2006.
breguet, blancpain and Glashütte Original sales continue 
to grow at record rates, with the opening of new distribution 
outlets, quality improvements at existing points of sale both in 
and outside london, and targeted efforts to raise the visibility of 
the breguet boutique in london’s bond Street.
During the year, Omega was in the spotlight with its commitment 
to the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the wider 
Olympic movement. The brand organized a press conference at 
the Royal exchange Omega boutique in May to announce its role 
as Official Timekeeper at the london Olympic Games in 2012. 
lord Coe, chairman of the 2012 london games, was presented 
with a «last lap» bell and signed the contract with IOC president 
Jacques Rogge, Swatch Group CeO Nick Hayek and Omega CeO 
Stephen Urquhart [44]. longines extended its role of partner 
and Official Timekeeper of the longines Royal International 
Horse Show and now fulfils the same duties at the longines 
Grand Prix at the Dublin Horse Show [45]. Swatch experienced 
some fun and excitement at the blue Man Group performance 
at the launch of the Swatch Jelly in Jelly family [46]. Finally, 
Hamilton passed its launch in the UK market with flying colors, 
receiving impressive media coverage.
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SWATCH GROUP BRAzil
Swatch Group Brazil concluded a successful 2006, assisted by 
the consolidation of the new organizational model. The various 
brands affirmed their positions as market leaders and year-end 
sales grew, following the improvements to order and delivery 
scheduling. Both the reputation of the brands and their visibility 
were boosted by various marketing, public relations and media 
promotional initiatives.
In August, Mido led a campaign entitled «Reflecting on time» 
[51] encouraging consumers to think about the value of time and 
the art of timekeeping. In november, the «Think Time» exhibition 
organized by the Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry FH 
[52], visited the two major cities of Curitiba and São Paulo, 
lending exactly the right tone to the appeal and prestige that 
Swatch brands have for the public. Finally, the amazing James 
Bond in Caisno Royale proved a great communication platform 
for Omega at an event in December which had a big impact on 
journalists and consumers alike.

SWATCH GROUP CAnAdA
Swatch Group Canada posted a record year in 2006 and 
consolidated its presence in its several market segments. 
numerous nationwide events, openings of points of sale and 
aggressive media campaigns contributed to a strong increase in 
the visibility of each brand throughout the year.
While Omega achieved a major media coup as partner and 
timekeeper for the prestigious Canadian Skins Golf Tournament, 
in which its ambassador, golfer Sergio Garcia, was participating, 
Swatch was raising its profile in Quebec through participation 
in the Swatch FIVB Beach Volleyball World Tour in Montreal 
[53]. The new longines products were beautifully presented 
in the advertising campaign featuring Harry Connick Jr and the 
announcement that it would be taking part in the Alpine Skiing 
World Cup as Official Timekeeper. Rado launched a limited edition 
of an exclusive «Pink Ribbon» model created for an extremely 
worthwhile cause, the Canadian Breast Cancer Society. Tissot 
consolidated its position in the medium price segment by means 
of its various ambassadors and its commitment to nASCAR, 
while Hamilton showed very promising growth in 2006. For 
the first time, the brand participated in the Canadian Aviation 
exposition, succeeding in stimulating consumer interest by 
creating its Aviation line. Finally, for ck watch & jewelry the 
year saw the opening of several shop-in-shops which perfectly 
reflect the brand’s spirit.
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SWATCH GROUP UniTed STATeS
The US market continued to show a healthy demand for Swiss 
quality watches, and the record sales achieved by all brands can 
be attributed to the general reorganization and growth of the 
distribution network. Swatch opened new stores and Breguet 
greatly benefited from the inauguration of its new Beverly Hills 
boutique at no 2, Rodeo Drive [54]. The new Blancpain ladies’ 
collection took the market by storm, especially at its Madison 
Avenue boutique in new York [55]. Glashütte Original celebrated 
its best-ever year with two events highlighting German culture 
and its top-of-the-range watches, while Jaquet Droz continued to 
surprise and captivate collectors and connoisseurs everywhere. 
Omega opened its first boutique in the USA on Rodeo Drive, 
with the mayor of Beverly Hills and ambassadors Michelle 
Wie and Cindy Crawford doing the ribbon-cutting honors. The 
brand continued its selective distribution policy, reducing the 
number of points of sales in the US, but increasing qualitative 
presence through advertising and promotion campaigns and 
staff training courses. Rado benefited from its participation 
in Susan G. Komen’s Breast Cancer Awareness initiative with 
the special Sintra Jubilé Pink model, and organized a unique 
fundraising event to celebrate two years of partnership in Times 
Square [57]. longines completed its new retail plan with shop-
in-shops, window and other displays at leading retailers in las 
Vegas, new York and Miami. Brand ambassador Harry Connick Jr 
appeared on a huge advertising poster in Times Square and on 
the sides of buses presenting the Master Collection. All these 
initiatives had a very positive impact on sales. For Tissot, sales 
increased exponentially, largely following the impact of its new 
role as Official Timekeeper of the nASCAR [56] competitions, 
which creates unprecedented visibility in respect of 75 million 
fans and brand retailers.

Hamilton fittingly celebrated its fourth year as Hollywood’s 
official watch with the Behind the Camera awards in los Angeles, 
in the presence of Sharon Stone and James Woods. ck watch & 
jewelry launched its Calvin Klein Jeans line, increased its sales 
force and added to its network of points of sale operated by 
regional retailers.
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SWATCH GROUP MexiCO
It was a vintage year for Swatch Group Mexico. All the brands 
posted double-digit growth and Hamilton made a much talked-
about first entrance on the Mexican stage.
There has been a steady rise in the number of retail initiatives, 
such as the successful opening of the luxurious Omega boutique, 
at Masaryk 460, and the three new Swatch own-name stores in 
Mexico City, and six other new franchised Swatch stores opened 
in other parts of the country. In 2006, Breguet consolidated its 
distribution network and increased its average sales price;  
a special effort went into shop-in-shops and corners. Over 
thirty projects of this kind were undertaken, mainly in large 
stores, for Swatch, Omega, Mido, Rado, longines, Tissot and  
ck watch & jewelry.
In terms of visibility and profile raising, Swatch was present at 
the Swatch-FIVB Beach Volley World Tour in Acapulco [58] and 
also at the extreme Universe show, to which Géraldine Fasnacht, 
member of Swatch ProTeam, also lent her support. As for Mido, 
it successfully launched the second version of its iconic Captain 
Jourdain limited edition, in the presence of nASCAR driver 
Michel Jourdain, while longines [60] awarded its fifth annual 
«elegance is an attitude» charity prize to the Joaquin and leticia 
Mass foundation for sick children. Omega invited its clients 
to see James Bond in a preview of Casino Royale [61], while  
Rado and Tissot presented their local ambassadors, TV favorite 
Jan for Rado and celebrated actress Ana Claudia Talancón for 
Tissot [59].

SWATCH GROUP PAnAMA
Swatch Group Panama is the new entity located at the heart of the 
American continent. This regional office serves the markets of 
the Central and South America and part of the Caribbean (Puerto 
Rico, the Dominican Republic and Cuba). Business started 
in May 2006 in one of Panama City’s most modern buildings. 
The eleven-strong team [62] comprises three administration  
staff and eight sales managers responsible for ten brands 
(Swatch, Blancpain, Omega, longines, Rado, Hamilton, Tissot,  
ck watch & jewelry, Mido and Certina).
The year provided a successful start, offering a bright outlook 
in all areas; the regional distributors greatly appreciate now 
having the Group so close at hand.
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SWATCH GROUP AUSTRAliA
2006 was a landmark year for Swatch Group Australia. The 
subsidiary expanded and moved into a new building, a change 
that facilitated harmonious development of sales strategies and 
improved services in all departments. The impressive growth 
of market share can be explained in terms of solid sales results 
achieved by all the brands, strong media coverage, promotional 
campaigns at points of sale and traveling exhibitions at retail 
outlets; most brands reported record year-end sales.
longines, the leading Australasian brand, once again recorded 
a superb result, and thanks to the installation of eight shop-in-
shops, brand image was strengthened. Moreover, as producer of 
the Official Watch of the southern hemisphere’s most prestigious 
equestrian event, the 2006 Melbourne Cup Carnival [63], 
longines scored a great coup. Its presence in all the Australian 
media increased its visibility and boosted its reputation still 
further. Omega continued to implement its selective distribution 
strategy and was also named Official Timekeeper of the 2006 
Commonwealth Games in Melbourne. not only the general 
public but also the press and specialized retailers were made 
aware of what the brands have to offer, through a series of 
carefully targeted events. The brand celebrated the ten years of 
its partnership with swimmer Ian Thorpe [64] by announcing the 
renewal of his ambassadorship. Despite the drastic reduction 
of its distribution network, Rado increased its market share 
and strengthened its relationship with major retailers. The 
brand benefited from its role as Official Timekeeper of the 
Australian Tennis Open [65], organizing a massive advertising 
and promotional campaign on billboards and at points of sale. 
Tissot [66] achieved a substantial increase in both its market 
share and its visibility thanks to its role as Official Timekeeper 
of the 10th Annual World MotoGP Championships. The presence 
of its ambassador nicky Hayden, who gave interviews to 
the continent’s major sporting titles, greatly contributed to 
strengthening the innovative image of this brand.

Both in Australia and new Zealand, ck watch & jewelry [67] 
promoted its image impressively; its men’s jewelry received 
universal acclaim. Swatch also obtained very satisfying results 
thanks to the colorful launch of the Jelly in Jelly family and the 
Blue Man Group performances paralleling those in lugano. The 
Swatch Bijoux range, too, enjoyed great success, as did Flik Flak 
with its new Bijoux line.
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SWATCH GROUP SOUTH KOReA
The move into newly renovated premises in Seoul [68] galvanized 
the subsidiary with a dynamism and energy which proved highly 
profitable: Swatch Group South Korea once again completed a 
year of successful growth, both in the Duty Free and the Retail 
sectors. Several shop-in-shops underwent renovation, which 
had an excellent effect on sales and brand image.
Breguet’s entry into the South Korean market was an haute 
horlogerie success story. Sales saw a rapid increase and market 
share was gained at the expense of the competition. The outlook 
for Omega is extremely encouraging and in addition to opening 
shop-in-shops, the brand inaugurated its first boutique [69] 
on the ground floor of the luxurious lotte Jamsil Department 
shopping center in Seoul. This has been a huge success and 
has helped Omega gain significant market share, as have the 
development of public relations activities and the maintenance 
of its positioning and market image. 
longines, Rado, Swatch and Tissot focused their efforts on 
renovating and installing shop-in-shops, as well as on organizing 
numerous promotional activities. Moreover, Tissot also set out 
to implement its new strategy with the local distribution channel, 
which led to improved turnover and a positive repositioning of its 
image. As far as ck watch & jewelry [70] was concerned, growth 
was the year’s key word, in terms both of turnover, which has 
increased five-fold in four years, and of increased visibility and 
brand awareness.

GReATeR CHinA

SWATCH GROUP CHinA
Swatch Group China had an excellent 2006 and sales results 
were remarkable with all brands showing increases. They all 
continue to consolidate their respective positions by means of 
targeted marketing campaigns and the renovation and expansion 
of the points of sale network, especially in the case of Omega 
and Swatch. The successful arrival of two new brands, Hamilton 
in January and Certina in July, promises a bright future ahead 
for both of them.
The prestige brands of Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte Original 
[71] and Omega [72] all made significant progress in 2006. 
The exhibitions organized by each company attracted great 
admiration and unprecedented media coverage. The presence of 
Omega ambassador nicole Kidman at the launch of the limited 
edition Constellation Iris in Shanghai may well explain some of 
the enthusiasm the brand aroused. Its commitment to golf, as 
expressed in its role as main sponsor and Official Timekeeper of 
the Omega China Tour, also had a big impact.
With the support of the BOCOG (Beijing Organizing Committee 
for the Olympic Games), Swatch launched its first Olympic 
model, the Fuwa, named after the mascot of the XXIXth Olympic 
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Games, which are to be held in Beijing in 2008. The brand also 
saw the Swatch Jelly in Jelly very successfully launched with the 
participation of the Blue Man Group [75].
The longines ambassadors in China, Aaron Kwok, Chin-ling ling 
and Carina lau [74], made a major contribution to perpetuating 
the brand’s reputation for elegance; while the signing of the 
contract of the new Rado ambassador in China, actress Zhang 
Jin Chu [73], sent sales soaring. Tissot has consolidated its 
reputation having become one of the best known watch brands in 
the country; and ck watch & jewelry is maintaining its dominant 
position in the fashion watch market, with its well-established 
presence in the distribution network. Mido is continuing to 
make solid progress and has reinforced its positioning as the 
automatic watch brand par excellence.

SWATCH GROUP HOnG KOnG
Swatch Group Hong Kong once again reported excellent results 
for 2006. Business was very good and this translated into 
strong results. All the initiatives that the brands undertook to 
consolidate their presence and image were successful from 
both a commercial and a media point of view.
Breguet followed up on its excellent launch and gained new 
market share. The presentation evening for its new models 
at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel [76], featuring a performance 
by one of Asia’s most famous violinists, Takako nishizaki, was 
a high-profile event which was much talked about. In Times 
Square, another exhibition, of the Swatch Vendôme and Spiga 
collection [84], also received universal acclaim and major 
media coverage, once more strengthening the image of the 
brand’s relationship with the world of art. The reception 
organized to celebrate Blancpain’s 270th anniversary [77] was 
another success, which gave the numerous invited journalists 
and personalities the opportunity to appreciate the company’s 
qualities and its tradition of innovation. 

2006 was an outstanding year for Omega. It inaugurated its 
totally remodeled boutique at Hong Kong International Airport 
[78] and suitably celebrated its ambassador ellen MacArthur’s 
participation in the 2006 Asian Record Circuit sailing competition. 
These two events had a huge media impact. Glashütte Original 
staked out its territory by expanding its distribution network 
which now includes six points of sale. To mark WWF Hong Kong’s 
twenty-fifth anniversary [79], the brand kindly offered for 
auction the first of ten rose gold PanoMaticlunars with a panda 
engraved on the winding rotor. Glashütte Original also opened 
its first mono-brand boutique in Macao, inside the landmark 
Shopping Mall, in november. In December, Jaquet Droz raised 
its profile by holding an exhibition of its dial makers’ art on a 
retailer’s premises, with very encouraging results.
longines Hong Kong attracted a great deal of media attention 
by launching the BelleArti [80] collection in the presence of its 
ambassador Carina lau. It also set a benchmark for elegance 
in the equestrian world by presenting local ambassador Karen 
Mak, a former horsewoman and member of the Hong Kong 
show jumping team, to celebrate the holding of the Olympic 
equestrian competition in Hong Kong in 2008. Rado, as co-
sponsor of the 2006 Chinese Recreation Club Open tennis 
competition, made a great contribution to the sport locally; at 
the same time it succeeded in raising its profile considerably 
as a result of the intense media coverage that the tournament 
enjoyed. Tissot enhanced its brand image by developing its 
distribution network, and opened its third point of sale in the 
Causeway Bay business district [81] and moved its langham 
Place store. ck watch & jewelry enjoyed a successful launch of 
its Calvin Klein Jeans line in the spring, increasing its visibility 
in shop-in-shops. Following the structural reorganization that 
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SWATCH GROUP TAiWAn
Swatch Group Taiwan’s results were affected by the complex 
economic and political conditions prevailing on the island. 
Both consumer confidence and expenditure fell drastically 
compared to previous years. nonetheless, despite these difficult 
circumstances, Swatch Group Taiwan managed to achieve year-
on-year growth, with good performance in the prestige segment. 
Indeed, Breguet exceeded forecasts and recorded double-digit 
performance, while Glashütte and Jaquet Droz both posted 
very significant growth. In the medium range mechanical watch 
segment, Mido was able to win market share.
In terms of promotional activities and public relations, Omega 
held a press conference to present its Omega Fine Jewellery 
line, and also sponsored a local golf tournament. longines and 
Blancpain [85] each organized dinners to introduce their new 
collections. For the Chinese equivalent of Valentine’s Day, which 
takes place in the middle of the year, Swatch’s special Access II  
team created a very pleasant and romantic atmosphere in 
Taiwan. Its special exhibitions of the Swatch Vendôme and 
Spiga collections were a great success. Two special exhibitions 
showcasing Jaquet Droz’s remarkable savoir-faire with its dials 
finished in various minerals and materials also had a big impact 
on clients and consumers. Rado [86] launched its new products, 
while ck watch & jewelry [87] organized a gathering of retailers 
in the north of Taiwan to build loyalty. Tissot and Hamilton 
continued to innovate and set the trend with their very popular 
models. Finally, léon Hatot inaugurated its first boutique on the 
ground floor of Taipei’s Grand Formosa Regent Hotel.

it began in January 2006, Hamilton [83] closed its year with 
excellent results, considerably up on 2005. Mido’s official entry 
in the Hong Kong market also attracted attention; the company 
celebrated its 88th birthday [82] by inviting numerous clients 
and journalists from China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Switzerland, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and Philippines to a magnificent 
gathering which confirmed its reputation as the maker of high 
quality Swiss automatic watches.
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SWATCH GROUP indiA
Fiscal 2006 ended very positively for Swatch Group India, which 
recorded an impressive rate of growth for each of its brands, in 
terms both of value and number of pieces sold. The expansion 
of the distribution network with the opening of mono-brand 
boutiques by Omega, Rado, longines and Tissot, combined 
with the steady rate of economic growth in India, created the 
favorable conditions for these results. Also in 2006, two new 
brands took their place in Swatch Group India’s portfolio: Jaquet 
Droz and Balmain.
Breguet, in particular, set out to consolidate its image as a  
prestige brand for knowledgeable consumers who appreciate 
quality and luxury. To this end, two targeted events were 
organized. In Bangalore [88], there was a press conference 
followed by an elegant and very successful candle-lit soirée; 
and in new Delhi a similar event was attended by financiers and 
businessmen. The announcement of the new local ambassador, 
and Bollywood superstar, Abhishek Bachchan [91], by Omega 
CeO Stephen Urquhart, attracted a huge media turnout. The 
launch of the Seamaster Planet Ocean chronograph, in the 
company of Abhishek Bachchan and major retailers, was  
also a resounding success; Mr Bachchan met another movie 
legend, nicole Kidman in Geneva at the inauguration of the 
Omega boutique. longines opened a mono-brand boutique in 
Chennai in the presence of its ambassador Aishwarya Rai [90], 
who generated a rapturous response from press and public 
alike when in the course of an event she presented the only 
model in the BelleArti collection specially created by longines 
for the Indian market. There was another exciting moment for 
Swatch Group India when Rado inaugurated its boutique in new 
Delhi in the company of its ambassador lisa Ray [89], which was 
soon followed by the opening of a second boutique in Chennai. In 
Mumbai, the launch of the Rado True line met with the universal 
acclaim of the journalists and guests, who were as captivated 
by Ms Ray as by the design of the watch. Tissot scored a major 
coup when it placed its products on each page of the annual 
Kingfisher calendar, which is distributed to the country’s most 
influential people. The company chose Mumbai as the location 
for its first mono-brand boutique. The launch of the Swatch Jelly 
in Jelly collection in lugano was covered by an Indian television 
team, leading to the first-ever interview given in India by Swatch 
Group CeO nicolas G. Hayek.

SWATCH GROUP JAPAn
Swatch Group Japan continued on its impressive upward growth 
path in 2006: all the brands reported growth, with a turnover 
increase doubled by a very satisfactory rise in average prices. 
This success reflects the efforts made to improve the quality of 
services across the brand portfolio.
2006 will undeniably be remembered as the year of the construc-
tion of the Swatch Group’s skyscraper, the nicolas G. Hayek 
Center [92], in Ginza, Tokyo’s residential and business district. 
Fifty-six meters tall, it will house, as of May 2007, seven Group 
mono-brand boutiques, Swatch Group Japan’s administrative 
center and a significant Customer Service Center. At the top of 
the building, on the 14th floor, Asia’s first Cité du Temps is being 
built which will be a space for meetings and cultural and artistic 
communication based on the notion of time.
2006 was also a particularly memorable year since it embodied  
the successful re-centering of the subsidiary’s energies 
that led to a dynamizing of the brand images in parallel with 
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SWATCH GROUP MAlAySiA
Despite a noticeable decline in consumer confidence in Malaysia  
due to the tense economic climate and the dramatic increase 
in oil and energy prices during the first half of 2006, Swatch 
Group Malaysia managed to outperform in the market by 
improving the presence of its prestige and luxury brands. It 
also significantly increased market share of its middle range 
and high-end brands. Swatch Group Malaysia also invested in a 
new and spacious Customer Service Center, in a superb modern 
environment, which will provide the best in service to the clients 
of all the Group’s brands.
Swatch Group Malaysia took a new direction in March 2006, when 
it signed a joint venture agreement with a leader retailer, the 
Sapura Group, in order to run mono- and multi-brand boutiques 
on a joint basis. This synergy led to the opening of an exclusive 
Glashütte Original boutique together with a sumptuous Jaquet 
Droz store in Kuala lumpur [98]. Moreover, the inauguration of 
the biggest Omega store in South-east Asia [97], in the heart of 
the luxurious Star Hill Gallery, was honored with the presence 
of Swatch Group CeO nick Hayek, which considerably enhanced 
perception of the brand. Other key events of 2006 were the 
traveling Tissot exhibitions that featured in MotoGP events, the 
opening of an elegant shop-in-shop in the city of Kota Bahru, 
the successful launch of the ck jewelry line, and the opening of 
new Swatch stores towards the end of the year, on the island of 
Penang and in the city of Johor Bahru.

the development of a harmonious group spirit. This state of 
mind was especially in evidence in the organization of a very 
important event, the Swatch Group Convention 2006 [96], 
which saw some 1,500 journalists and retailers come together 
to discover all the Group’s brands that are present in Japan. 
Moreover, the participation of the Group’s four prestige brands, 
Breguet [93], Blancpain, léon Hatot and Jaquet Droz [95], at 
the renowned Prestige Watch Fair 2006 in Takashimaya was 
another manifestation of the positive spirit that prevails within 
the subsidiary. The exhibition which was organized – «100 Years 
of Swiss Horology» – was a huge success, outdoing all the 
competition in the luxury segment.
The retail sector was dominated by installing shop-in-shops 
and corners throughout the country with the opening of the first 
own-name Omega boutique in Japan, at Shinsaibashi, Osaka 
[94]. Finally, the new, state-of-the-art logistics center situated 
between narita and central Tokyo is operating with great 
efficiency and to everyone’s satisfaction.
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SWATCH GROUP SinGAPORe
The prevailing economic and political environment in Singapore 
in 2006 is reflected in the excellent results announced by Swatch 
Group Singapore. All the Group’s brands strengthened their 
positions as market leaders in their respective segments by 
developing and improving their distribution networks. longines 
opened its first, long-awaited store in South east Asia in April, 
while Tissot inaugurated its first boutique in the Raffles City mall 
[100] in September; Swatch gave four of its directly operated 
stores a makeover in line with the new Jelly Fish and Atlantis 
concepts.
The very high-profile events organized during the year all drew 
intense media coverage, thus substantially enhancing the 
desirability and image of the Group’s brands. Conscious of its 
links with arts and culture, Breguet sponsored a fund-raising 
ball for the Singapore Repertory Theatre and organized an 
exhibition presenting its new models and watchmaking skills, 
with the cooperation of a master engraver. In September, at 
the Cortina Watch Jewelry Time exhibition, Blancpain won 
ladies’ hearts with its new collection of complications, created 
especially with them in mind. Jaquet Droz showed off with 
panache its mastery of the dial maker’s art, during an event held 
on the island of Sentosa, in the presence of selected guests. 
Finally, Omega organized an extraordinary launch of the new 
James Bond watch at the Pan Pacific Hotel in the presence of 
local ambassadors Fiona Xie, Ivy lee and Kym ng [99].

SWATCH GROUP THAilAnd
Despite a degree of political uncertainty that persisted 
throughout 2006, Swatch Group Thailand had a record year, 
reporting the highest rate of growth ever achieved. The Group’s 
brands consolidated their positions in the market, especially 
those in the prestige and luxury segments.
Breguet benefited from some very strong media coverage of the 
presentation of the Reine de naples Haute Joaillerie Plumes 
model [103], which took place during a dinner at the Mandarin 
Oriental Hotel in Bangkok in December. With the inauguration  
of the Omega boutique in Gaysorn Plaza, Bangkok together 
with the June launch of the Omega Fine Jewellery line, in the 
presence of brand ambassador Cindy Crawford [102], this brand 
also attracted considerable interest in the local media. The same 
was true of Swatch when it hosted an event reserved exclusively 
for members of Swatch The Club in Phuket.
In July, Rado and longines [101] both strengthened their 
presence in the Thai market when each brand opened a boutique 
in Central World Plaza, situated in the heart of Bangkok. large 
numbers were in attendance and longines used the occasion 
to present Sara Malakul lan as the new local ambassador. 
Tissot and Swatch, it will be recalled, are already present in that 
location, with a kiosk and a store respectively. On the occasion 
of the sixtieth birthday of His Majesty King Bhumipol, Glashütte 
Original created a special piece depicting an ancient map of the 
Ayutthaya region, painted on a Meissen porcelain dial.
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SWATCH GROUP Middle eAST
Once again, Swatch Group Middle east organized its Mini 
Baselworld in Dubai (UAe) on the theme of «Tradition and 
Precision», describing the contributions of the Middle east 
and Switzerland to the measurement of time. Instruments for 
measuring time were first discovered in egypt, in the form of 
sundials. Centuries later, it was the Swiss watchmaking industry 
that perfected this science and developed some of the most 
complex and precise movements in the world.
For Swatch Group Middle east, 2006 was dominated principally 
by the opening of numerous own-name points of sale for the 
Group’s brands: in September, Breguet and Blancpain each 
opened their first boutiques in the Middle east in Dubai (UAe), at 
the prestigious BurJuman Center [106] and on emirates Tower 
Boulevard [104] respectively, and Jaquet Droz established a 
presence in two new points of sale, also in Dubai. Meanwhile, 
Glashütte Original, made its entry into Turkey on 6 March 
2006, on the occasion of a very special evening that was highly 
appreciated by connoisseurs and collectors of watches present 
at the event, which took place at nisantasi Macka. léon Hatot 
successfully launched the nelly Makdessy le Temps d’Aimer 
[107] collection, as a tribute to the brand’s ambassador in the 
Middle east. Taking up the timekeeping challenge at several golf 
tournaments, such as the Dubai Desert Classic, the Dubai ladies 

Masters and the Abu Dhabi Golf Tournament [109], Omega 
further strengthened its presence and image as a prestigious 
timekeeper in the region. longines sponsored the Al Maktoum 
Memorial Challenge [108], the richest show jumping event in 
the world, which was held at the beginning of the year at the 
emirates equestrian Center in Dubai. To celebrate the twentieth 
birthday of its Integral model, Rado launched a limited edition of 
the Rado Integral chronograph, for a charitable purpose. Tissot 
was Official Timekeeper of the 15th Asian Games [105], held at 
Doha (Qatar) from 1 to 15 December 2006. The brand drew a 
great deal of media coverage throughout the Middle east, which 
made a considerable contribution to raising brand awareness. 
Finally, the new Calvin Klein Jeans watch and jewelry line was 
unveiled on the occasion of a very glamorous event held at the 
Park Hyatt Hotel in Dubai in September 2006.
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environmental policy and its application

The requirements of the Swatch Group environmental policy of the last several years can be summarized under the following headings: 
the conservation of the natural environment and its resources; the production of ecologically sound products by the most efficient means; 
the use of raw materials, energy resources and water in moderation; the avoidance of unnecessary waste; and the use of auxiliary materials 
that respect the environment.

Fully in line with the company culture, the Environment and Safety Group applied in 2006, in all its activities, appropriate procedures to 
protect the environment in the best and most sustainable way. The progress achieved attests to this.

In parallel to a qualitative optimization and a reduction in costs, ecological progress within the Swatch Group is a long-term requirement. 
The following are examples of this (though this is not an exhaustive list):
• the improvement and connection of new air conditioning systems to the closed water circulation system;
• the supply of new washing installations by means of a cooling water system, allowing considerable savings in fresh water;
• use of new cooling systems which, though more powerful, are significantly more energy-efficient;
• the improvement of several façades, windows and cooling systems, yielding considerable savings in fossil fuel and electricity use;
• use of less volatile substances in washing installations;
• installation of dust collectors and filtration systems for recovery of oil vapors.

The recommended measures focused once again on those areas having ecological optimization potential, such as energy, air and waste 
management. Given the Group’s very wide range of activities, the results obtained were not uniform. In the end, however, the record results 
achieved in 2006 can be considered very satisfactory when set against those of the previous year. Here are some examples illustrating the 
progress made:

• Heat consumption per square meter of floor space: Energy consumption per m2 of floor space, in the form of oil, natural gas and remote 
heating, was reduced during fiscal 2006. There was an improvement of 7.2% compared to the previous year (2005: reduction of 2.1%).

 Floor space to be heated was reduced by 0.9% during the year. The reduction obtained was once again due partly to the measures 
 adopted in industrial buildings (building insulation, replacement or renovation of windows and seals) and partly to improvement of 
various cooling systems through installation of a new water-cooled ventilation regulator and by the recovery of industrial heat. 
 Favorable climatic conditions also had a positive impact on this result.

• Electricity consumption per square meter of floor space: Measured in kWh/m2, it was possible to reduce electricity consumption by 1.0% 
compared to the previous year (previous year’s reduction: 8.2%). This saving was once again achieved in lighting (improvements in 
 lighting of production areas and installation of energy saving lamps) and also by the installation of low-energy chiller units.

• CO
2
 emissions resulting from energy consumption: Total energy consumed (oil, natural gas and remote heating) fell by over 11.3 million kWh, 

or 8.0% (previous year: reduction of 2.4 million kWh, or 1.6%). In the same period, CO
2
 emissions declined by 7.6% (previous year: 

 reduction of 2.2%). These reductions are essentially due to a combination of lower consumption of oil, natural gas and remote heating 
and to increased use of renewable forms of energy (solar and hydro-electric).

 In addition, three companies in the Group have joined the Energy Agency for Industry (AEnEc) and voluntarily set supplementary targets 
for reduced CO

2
 emissions.

• Waste management: Special waste (excluding watch batteries) increased by 3.2% during the fiscal year due to increased production 
volumes. At the same time, the proportion of special waste recovered or recycled increased by 13.8%. Other industrial waste, such as 
paper, cardboard and plastic was reduced by 0.5% and incinerated industrial waste by 1.1%. Recycled industrial waste, on the other 
hand, increased by 0.1%. This positive development was due to more efficient waste management.

• Recycling of batteries: Thanks to the use of recycling points in all the Group’s distribution channels in the year under review, an additional 
20.7% of used batteries were recovered and sent to licensed materials recycling companies (previous year’s increase: 4.2%).

• Waste water treatment: Considerable progress was also made in this area. There was an equivalent reduction in the discharge of waste 
water through the use of closed water circuits for chiller units (micro components) or action undertaken in respect of ultra pure water 
(EM Microelectronic). These two measures alone enabled the Group to reduce its fresh water consumption by over 21 800 m3 (previous 
year: reduction of 18 000 m3).

• Emissions of VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds): Despite an increase in production, VOC consumption remained stable during the year 
compared to the previous year (previous year: reduction of 3.7%). However, the discharge of VOCs into the atmosphere was reduced, 
compared to the previous year, by 2.9% (previous year: reduction of 2.2%) due to the increasingly frequent substitution of highly volatile 
compounds by solvent-free water based systems or less volatile compounds.

• Green products: Two important European Union directives show how important the development of ecological products will be in the 
future. Since 1 July 2006, the RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) directive has prohibited hazardous substances such as lead, 
cadmium, mercury, chromium VI, polybrominated biphenyls and polybrominated diphenyl ethers in electrical and electronic products 
and components. In compliance with this directive, these compounds are not used by the Swatch Group.

Progress achieved
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 The WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) directive regulates the collection and recycling of electrical and electronic 
products and components. All Swatch Group electronic products conform to this directive and are identifiable. They also carry the WEEE 
compliance label.

• Risk reduction measures: Risks are examined on an ongoing basis with regular audits carried out by internal and external specialists, 
after which appropriate preventive measures are implemented. Fire continues to be the principal risk. Particular emphasis is therefore 
placed on prevention, above all at production sites. This manifests itself in the implementation of special measures when production 
facilities are constructed, the use of specific techniques and an appropriate organizational structure. The aim of these measures  
is primarily to improve the safety of the packaging and storage of chemical products and inflammable substances, along with the 
 appropriate storage of materials that constitute a water pollution risk. In practical terms, these measures include, for example, the 
installation of containment tanks, safety cabinets and smoke and fire alarms, as well as sprinkler systems and firefighter training.

• ISO 14001 certification: During the period under review, a number of Group companies in and outside Switzerland successfully renewed 
their ISO 14001 certification.

Swatch Group Social Policy

Fundamental principles 
The Swatch Group is aware that its performance depends heavily on the quality and commitment of its employees. It needs people who 
are motivated and effective, and it knows that, in return, it must offer them a social package that makes it a competitive and attractive 
employer, capable of recruiting and retaining the best personnel worldwide.

Employment
Swatch Group is one of the foremost employers in Switzerland in terms of providing apprenticeships. It offers a large number of perma-
nent jobs, even for employees who have reached retirement age.

Training
The Swatch Group actively contributes to the ongoing training of its executives and specialists by organizing a large number of courses 
each year. 

Working conditions 
The working conditions of the Group’s Swiss companies are very largely governed by a collective agreement entered into with the trade 
unions. The present agreement came into effect on 1 January 2007 for a duration of five years. 
The Group maintains good relations with the trade unions, in a spirit of openness.

Working pensions
In Switzerland, Swatch Group employees enjoy excellent retirement benefits. In the interests of fairness, the Group is endeavoring to give 
the employees of non-Swiss subsidiaries retirement packages that are as comparable as possible to those available to its employees 
working in Switzerland.

Information and consultation for employees in European Union countries
In 1996, the Swatch Group introduced a staff information and consultation procedure in compliance with European directive 94/45/EU (art. 13). 
In line with this directive, the representatives of the various Group subsidiaries located within the European Union are to be informed of 
the main developments and events within the Group. The meetings take place alternately at one of the Group’s European subsidiaries and 
in Switzerland. This procedure, which is well established, was implemented once again during the 2006 fiscal year.
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1. Group structure and shareholders

The Swatch Group is active worldwide and represented in all market and price segments in the watch sector with 18 brands and in the 
jewelry sector. In addition, it holds an outstanding industrial position with a high degree of verticalization in the Production sector as well 
as the strategically important sector of Electronic systems. In the General Services sector, the operational units which provide services 
for the whole Group, are centralized.
The Swatch Group has lean and efficient management structures at all levels. While the Board of Directors deals with the overall 
 management, strategic and supervisory tasks, the operative executive duties are incumbent on the Executive Group Management Board, 
which is supported by the Extended Group Management Board.
An overview of the operational and of the distribution organizations is given on pages 6 and 7. The consolidated companies, of which none 
but The Swatch Group Ltd is listed on the Stock Exchange, are given on pages 184, 185 and 186 with each company’s name, domicile, 
share capital and the percentage of shares held.
The shares of The Swatch Group Ltd are listed on the SWX Swiss Exchange virt-x under the Swiss security numbers 1 225 514 (registered 
shares) and 1 225 515 (bearer shares).

ISIN:  CH0012255144 registered shares
 CH0012255151 bearer shares
Reuters: UHRN.VX registered shares
 UHR.VX bearer shares
Telekurs: UHRN, 1 registered shares
 UHR, 1  bearer shares

In January 2007 Swatch Group submitted the request to list its stock at the stock exchange in Berne (BX eXchange). This request has been 
approved on 2.2.2007. On the 22.2.2007 shares were dealt for the first time in Berne.

Further information concerning market capitalization and earnings per share is shown on page 198.
The corporation’s registered office is located in Neuchâtel, Faubourg de l ’Hôpital 3. The administrative headquarters are in Biel /Bienne, 
Seevorstadt 6.

As of 31 December 2006, the Hayek Pool, related parties and persons controlled 62 027 559 registered shares and 278 650 bearer shares, 
totalling 38.02% (previous year 37.1%) of the votes.

The Hayek Pool comprises the following members:

Name/Company Location Beneficial owners
Mr N. G. Hayek Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
WAT Holding AG Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Ammann Group Holding AG c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern J. N. Schneider-Ammann 
  and Ammann families
Swatch Group Pension Fund Neuchâtel –

The companies and institutions close to the Hayek Pool but which do not formally belong to the Hayek Pool are:

Name/Company Location Beneficial owners
Hayek Holding SA Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Mr N. G. Hayek and family members   N. G. Hayek
Personalfürsorgestiftung der Hayek Engineering AG Meisterschwanden –
Families Ammann (pension funds,  c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern Represented by
foundations and individuals, Madisa AG)  J. N. Schneider- Ammann
Fondation d’Ébauches SA et des maisons affiliées Neuchâtel –
Wohlfahrtsstif tung der Renata AG Itingen –
Fonds de prévoyance d’Universo SA Neuchâtel –

Mr N. G. Hayek’s group, in the context of the Pool, and related parties, altogether control 37.3% (previous year 36.4%) of the votes. 4.0% 
thereof are represented in the context of the Pool contract (previous year 3.9%). 
Mrs Esther Grether’s group controls 7.3% (previous year 6.7%) of the votes registered at 31 December 2006 in the share register.  
On 31 December 2006, no other individual shareholder or group of shareholders holding more than 5% is known to the Group.

The Swatch Group holds no cross-shareholdings.

1.1 Group structure

1.2 Significant shareholders

1.3 Cross-shareholdings
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2. Capital structure

On 31 December 2006, the capital structure of The Swatch Group Ltd was as follows:

131 530 000 Registered shares at CHF –.45 par value CHF   59 188 500.–
  32 364 000 Bearer shares at CHF 2.25 par value CHF   72 819 000.–
Total share capital as of 31.12.2006 CHF 132 007 500.–

No authorized and conditional capital existed as of 31 December 2006.

Over the past three years the share capital of The Swatch Group Ltd changed as follows:

Balance sheet date Registered shares Bearer shares Share capital CHF
31.12.2004 137 051 327 at CHF –.45 33 506 950 at CHF 2.25 137 063 734.65
31.12.2005 134 911 327 at CHF –.451) 33 057 450 at CHF 2.251) 135 089 359.65
31.12.2006 131 530 000 at CHF -.452) 32 364 000 at CHF 2.252) 132 007 500.—
1)  Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 18 May 2005: 2 140 000 registered 

shares and 449 500 bearer shares.
2)  Buyback of shares on the Group’s 2nd trading line and cancellation following the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 19 May 2006: 3 381 327 registered 

shares and 693 450 bearer shares.

The detailed evolution of equity, reviewed by the auditors for the consolidated financial statements for the years 2005 and 2006, is 
 published on page 149. For The Swatch Group Ltd, it is published for the year 2006 in note 7 on page 193. With regard to the previous years 
we refer to the annual reports 2003, 2004 and 2005.

The shares listed in point 2.1 are fully paid in. Each share carries one vote. Both categories of shares confer equal entitlement to 
 dividends according to their nominal value. No participation notes have been issued.

No benefit certificates exist.

The Statutes of the Swatch Group stipulate that the Board of Directors shall refuse the registration of new shares, if the new shareholder 
fails to give an express written declaration to the effect that he or she acquired the shares in his/her own name and for his/her own 
 account. Furthermore, the Board of Directors refuses a registration if the purchaser, either alone or in conjunction with related persons, 
already holds 5% or more of the registered share capital (either directly or indirectly) at his disposal, or would exceed this threshold with 
the new acquisition (Art. 9 para. 3 of the Statutes). The Board of Directors may approve exceptions to this rule in special cases. No such 
exceptions were requested in the period under review. 
Insofar as an individual or a legal entity was already entered in the share register before the reporting date of 31 May 1997 with 5% or 
more of the registered share capital, the Board of Directors must approve even though the percentage limits have been exceeded. The 
same exception applies for related persons (spouse, descendant, brother, sister), transfers due to inheritance or matrimonial property 
rights as well as certain transfers between legal entities or individuals subject to the exception (Art. 9 para. 6 and 7 of the Statutes).
Where a share purchaser presents an application for recognition as a shareholder of the company, he shall be regarded as a shareholder 
without voting rights until the company has recognized him as a shareholder with voting rights. If the company fails to refuse the 
purchaser’s application for recognition within 20 days, he shall be acknowledged as a shareholder with voting rights. A shareholder who 
has no voting right may exercise neither the voting right nor the other associated rights.

On 15 October 2003, The Swatch Group Finance (Luxembourg) SA, Luxembourg, launched a bond issue of CHF 411.6 million guaranteed, 
unsubordinated bonds due 2010, convertible into registered shares with a par value of CHF 0.45, and unconditionally and irrevocably 
 guaranteed by The Swatch Group Ltd. The Swatch Group issued the bonds to take advantage of the attractive financing opportunity 
 available in the convertible market in order to dispose of its treasury shares. The cash generated will be used outside Switzerland for 
general business activities of the Group. The bonds are structured as seven-year traditional full-coupon convertible bonds and are sold 
to investors with a coupon/yield to maturity of 2.625% (annual) and a conversion price of CHF 49.–. The issuer issues and redeems  
the bonds at 100%. Each bond of par value of CHF 5 000.– is, in accordance with its terms, convertible free of charge into shares. The  
bond issue was a public bond offering in Switzerland. At 31 December 2006, 16 bonds with a nominal value of CHF 5 000.– each had  
been converted.

2.7.1 Payment date/maturity date of the convertible bond
Payment date: 15 October 2003
Maturity date: 15 October 2010

2.1 Capital

2.2 Authorized and  
conditional capital

2.3 Changes in capital

2.4 Shares and participation 
certificates

2.5 Benefit certificates

2.6 Limitations on 
 transferability and nominee 
registrations

2.7 Convertible bonds
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2.8 Options

2.7.2 Conversion right/conversion period/conversion price
Each bond in the principal amount of the CHF 5 000.– will be convertible, on any business day during the conversion period, into shares at 
the conversion ratio. The conversion ratio will be determined by dividing CHF 5 000.–, the principal amount of one bond, by the conversion 
price (CHF 49.–) prevailing on the conversion date. Fractions of shares will not be issued nor delivered on conversion. Instead cash 
 payments in Swiss francs will be made.

2.7.3 Repayment at the maturity date
Unless the bond has been previously converted, redeemed, or purchased and cancelled, the issuer undertakes to repay the bond at the 
maturity date (15 October 2010) without further notice, at the principal amount.

2.7.4 Volume of the convertible bond in terms of nominal value and voting rights
The volume of the underlying shares of the convertible bond is 8 400 000 registered shares of The Swatch Group Ltd. The transaction is 
fully covered by the amount of these underlying shares. These shares represent 5.1% of all voting rights of the company and 2.9% of the 
total nominal value of The Swatch Group Ltd.
In addition, the Group refers to the prospectus on the convertible bond dated 8 October 2003.

In 1986, a block of shares was reserved in favor of a management stock option plan in connection with the takeover of control of the 
Swatch Group by the Hayek Pool. On 31 December 2006, the content of this portfolio amounted to 3 015 161 registered shares; this 
 corresponds to 1.03% of the total share capital (previous year 3 259 613 registered shares, 1.09% of the total share capital). In the year 
under review 244 452 registered shares (or 0.08% of the total share capital per 31.12.2006) were consequently sold at an exceptional 
price of CHF 4.– per registered share in accordance with the following details:

Year of issue Number of registered shares  Number of beneficiaries  Year of subscription/payup
2004    82 116 188 2006
2005  80 175 188 2006
2006  82 161 211 2006
Total 244 452

In addition, the Group gave participating managers the following options to subscribe in future to further registered shares at the 
 following preferential prices:

Year of issue Number of registered shares  Number of beneficiaries  Year of subscription/payup
2005   77 327 183 2007
2006   81 629 208 2007
2006   81 817 208 2008
Total 240 773

Neither the members nor the Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors have ever received either options or shares under this 
plan.
The allocation results from personnel reviews and proposals for employees who stood out through special achievements in the past year 
and have performed with above-average commitment. The allocation is then approved by the Compensation Committee. It allows a first 
purchase of a third of the promised number of registered shares in the current year, which can be paid up and claimed immediately, and 
another third in one and two years respectively.
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3.1	Members	of	the	Board	of	
Directors	(incl.	3.2	and	3.3)

3.	Board	of	Directors

The Board of Directors on the 31 December 2006 is composed as follows: 

Dr	 h.	 c.	 Nicolas	 G.	 Hayek,	 Swiss citizen, Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1986.  
Mr N. G. Hayek has been strategic consultant since 1980, defined the guidelines for the merger of ASUAG and SSIH, and developed the 
future strategy of the Group. The Universities of Neuchâtel and Bologna have conferred honorary doctorates on him. Mr N. G. Hayek is also 
Chairman of the Board of the Hayek Group, of which he is the founder and which also occasionally provides services for the Swatch Group. 
Mr N. G. Hayek sits on the Advisory Board of EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) and is a member of the temporary advisory 
«High Level Group» of the European Union. Mr N. G. Hayek was awarded the distinction «Grosses Ehrenzeichen mit Stern» from the 
 government of Austria, he was appointed «Officier de la Légion d’honneur» by the government of France and was nominated honorary 
 citizen of Biel-Bienne. Mr N. G. Hayek exercises no additional activities in other executive or supervisory bodies outside the Group and 
holds neither official function nor political office. 

Dr	Peter	Gross, Swiss citizen, Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group. Mr Gross has been a member of the Board 
of Directors since 1977 (previously ASUAG). Mr Gross, a lawyer by profession, holding a PhD in Law, used to be General Director of the 
Union Bank of Switzerland, Zurich, then chaired Danzas Holding AG, Basle, as well as the Solothurn Bank SoBa. He performs no operative 
functions and entertains no commercial relations with the Swatch Group. Otherwise, Mr Gross neither exercises permanent executive or 
advisory functions nor holds official or political office.

Esther	Grether, Swiss citizen, has been on the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1986. Mrs Grether is Chairperson of the  
Board of the Doetsch Grether Group, Basle, including Beiersdorf AG, Münchenstein. She has headed this group for over 28 years. As the 
 second-largest shareholder after Mr N. G. Hayek, she neither performs any operative functions nor entertains any commercial relations 
with the Swatch Group. Otherwise, Mrs Grether neither exercises permanent executive or advisory functions nor holds official function  
or political office.

Nayla	Hayek, Swiss citizen, has been on the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1995. As Chairperson of the European Conference 
of Arab Horse Organizations show commission (ECAHO), member of the World Arabian Horse Organization (WAHO), and as international 
Arabian horse judge, Mrs Hayek’s top-level contacts contribute to many of the business and promotional activities of the Swatch Group 
and she supports the brands, as well as the local organization in Dubai (Swatch Group Middle East), Swatch Group India and the brand 
Balmain, within the scope of an advisory mandate. As Board member of the Hayek Group, she is responsible for Hayek Immobilien AG.  
She holds no official function or political office.

Dr	Peter	Baumberger, Swiss citizen, having graduated in Law from Basle University, has been on the Board of Directors of the Swatch 
Group since 1986. Mr Baumberger gathered international experience in the license department of Westinghouse International in  
New York from 1950 to 1955 and was responsible for South America with the Olin Mathieson Corporation of New York from 1955 to 1959. 
From 1960 to 1976, he was Chairman and Managing Director of RCA Overseas with RCA in New York and Geneva. From 1976 to 1991,  
he served as Managing Director and Board Member of the Carba Group in Bern. He also sits on the Boards of Lindt & Sprüngli AG and  
the ABN-AMRO Bank Switzerland. Mr Baumberger exercises no permanent executive or advisory functions and holds no official functions 
or political office.

Prof.	Dr	h.	c.	Claude	Nicollier, Swiss citizen, graduated in Physics and Astrophysics from the Universities of Lausanne and Geneva.  
Mr Nicollier has been a member of the Board of Directors since 2005. Mr Nicollier is still an active astronaut at the European Space 
Agency ESA and works in the European Astronaut Centre in Cologne, Germany. As an astronaut he was particularly active in the missions 
Atlantis 1992, Endeavour 1993, Columbia 1996 and Discovery 1999. The aim of the Endeavour and Discovery missions was the execution of 
reparation works on the Hubble Space Telescope which were a complete success. The Universities of Geneva and Basel and the École 
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, where Mr Nicollier teaches as a titular professor at the school of engineering, have conferred 
 honorary doctorates on him. Mr Nicollier does not exercise any operative functions at Swatch Group, does not have any business 
 relationship with Swatch Group and holds no political office.

Johann	 Niklaus	 Schneider-Ammann, Swiss citizen, a qualified ETH engineer, Insead MBA, has been on the Board of Directors of  
the Swatch Group since 1998. He is Chairman and Delegate of the Board of the Ammann Group Holding AG. He performs no operative 
 leadership functions in the Swatch Group and neither he personally nor the company he represents entertain any commercial relations 
with the Swatch Group. Mr Schneider-Ammann is a member of the boards of various companies, Chairman of the Mikron Holding AG, 
Chairman of Swissmem (Swiss Machinery, Electrical and Metal Industry), Zurich, Vice-Chairman of Economiesuisse as well as being a 
member of the Swiss National Council.
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3.4	Elections	and	terms	of	office

3.5	Internal	organizational	
structure	of	the	Board	of	
Directors

3.6	Definition	of	areas	of	
responsibility

Ernst	Tanner, Swiss citizen, has been on the Board of Directors of the Swatch Group since 1995. He is Chairman and Delegate of the Board 
of the Lindt & Sprüngli Group. Before his activity with Lindt & Sprüngli, he was for over 25 years in leading management positions with 
the Johnson & Johnson Group in Europe and the USA, ending up as Company Group Chairman Europe. He is a member of the Board of Credit 
Suisse Group. Otherwise, he exercises no other executive or advisory functions and holds no official functions or political office.

The members of the Board of Directors are elected at the Ordinary General Meeting of the shareholders for a term of three years. The 
period between two ordinary General Meetings is regarded as one year. The members of the Board shall be eligible for re-election at any 
time. There is no limit on the term of office. According to Article 18 of the Swatch Group Statutes the votes and elections take place 
openly, except where the Chairman orders a written election or vote. One or more shareholders, who together dispose of not less than 10% 
of the represented votes, may require written votes or elections.

First-time election and remaining term of office of the members of the Board of Directors:

	 First-time	election	 Term	of	office
Dr h.c. Nicolas G. Hayek 1986 Up to 2007
Dr Peter Gross 1977 Up to 2007
Esther Grether 1986 Up to 2007
Nayla Hayek 1995 Up to 2007
Dr Peter Baumberger 1986 Up to 2007
Prof. Dr h.c. Claude Nicollier 2005 Up to 2007
Johann Niklaus Schneider-Ammann 1998 Up to 2007
Ernst Tanner 1995 Up to 2007

Mrs Esther Grether has been designated representative of the bearer shareholders and Mr N. G. Hayek as representative of the registered 
shareholders.

The Board of Directors is self-constituting. It has appointed a Chairman (Mr N. G. Hayek) and a Vice-Chairman (Dr P. Gross) from its midst. 
Mr Roland Bloch, who is not a member of the Board of Directors, serves as Secretary to the Board of Directors. The term of office of the 
Chairman, the Vice-Chairman and the Secretary is, in each case, three years. They are all re-eligible for a further term of office. If an 
officer is substituted, the successor completes the remainder of the term of the predecessor.
The Board of Directors has an Audit Committee and a Compensation Committee at its disposal. These committees, which sit separately 
(normally immediately following an ordinary meeting), because of the relatively small number of company directors, comprise all the 
members of the Board of Directors; the committees are chaired by Mr N. G. Hayek.

The Audit Committee is mainly responsible for the supervision of the financial reporting and for the evaluation of the internal and external 
audit. The Audit Committee has particularly fulfilled the following functions:
– Review of the Audit reports,
– Reinforcement of points which the auditing firm raised,
– Determination of the audit focal points,
– Dealing with special questions of the financial statements (for further details see also point 8.4.).

The Compensation Committee determines the principles of compensation of the members of the Board of Directors, members of  
the Executive Group Management Board and members of the Extended Group Management Board and supervises the compliance with 
these principles (see point 5.1 hereafter). In addition, the salaries and bonuses of the managerial staff (Executive Group Management 
Board/Extended Group Management Board) including stock options were approved.
The Board of Directors normally meets 5 to 6 times a year. The meetings last approximately 3 to 4 hours. Furthermore, two meetings for 
the Compensation and generally one meeting for the Audit Committee are planned per year. The members of the Executive Group Manage-
ment Board regularly attend the ordinary meetings of the Board of Directors (second part). Beside the President (CEO) of the Executive 
Group Management Board, the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and the Chief Legal Officer (CLO) and, if necessary, any other members of the 
Executive Group Management Board, attend the meetings of the Audit and the Compensation Committees.

The Board of Directors is the highest executive body responsible for the overall administration of the Group. It adopts strategic decisions 
and defines the means necessary for attaining the long-term goals. It determines, inter alia, the participation and appointment of the 
members of the Executive Group Management Board, the Extended Group Management Board and the heads of the main Group companies. 
Moreover, the Board of Directors approves the annual budget of the Group and its affiliated companies and decides on investments over 
CHF 3 million, as well as on each commercial operation of the affiliated companies which exceeds CHF 10 million. The Board of Directors 
prepares the General Meeting and drafts the annual report as well as the half-year report.
The Board of Directors has delegated current operative business to the Executive Group Management Board, the Extended Group 
 Management Board and to the Holding Company Management.
The Executive Group Management Board is responsible for implementing Group strategies. It sets strategies and objectives for the Group 
companies and supervises their management.
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3.7	Information	and	control	
instruments

	

4.1.1	 Members	of	the	Executive	
Group	Management	Board	
(incl.	4.2)

The Extended Group Management Board supports and advises the Executive Group Management Board in its operative tasks. It makes 
suggestions for the development of the Group strategy.
The individual members of the Executive and Extended Group Management Boards manage their allocated areas within the framework of 
the Group policy and in accordance with guidelines set by the Executive Group Management Board.
The Holding Company Management is responsible for the current operative business of the Holding Company.

Each member of the Board of Directors can request to receive information on all issues concerning the Company and on important issues 
concerning the Group companies.
The members of the Executive Group Management Board report at the Board of Directors meetings on current business and important 
business issues. In particular, the members of the Board of Directors regularly receive detailed information regarding turnover and re-
sults trends for the Group and Group Divisions. Furthermore, important business issues, new products and the Group’s financial status are 
reported in detail. Moreover, extraordinary occurrences are immediately brought to the attention of the Board.
Outside meetings, each member of the Board of Directors may seek information on the general progress of business from authorized 
management (after informing the Chairman). With due authorization of the Chairman, they may also demand direct information on indivi-
dual business transactions. Should the Chairman reject an application for information, a hearing or an inspection (which has never oc-
curred so far), the entire Board of Directors shall decide at the request of the applicant.
To ensure the implementation and compliance of the statutory provisions and the Group’s directives (including the rules of the statutes), 
a Compliance Officer has been appointed at the beginning of 2005. Moreover, the Chairman of the Board of Directors has an Audit-Team 
available, which he may deploy in specific cases.

4.	Group	Management	(Executive Group Management Board/Extended Group Management Board) 
At 31 December 2006
Nick	Hayek,	Jr,	Swiss citizen, pursued two years’ study at the University of St. Gallen (HSG), then attended the Film Academy CLCF in 
Paris. President of the Executive Group Management Board since 2003, Mr Hayek has worked with the Swatch Group since 1994, firstly as 
Swatch Ltd Marketing Manager, then as Swatch Ltd President and finally as Delegate of the Board of Directors of Swatch Ltd. In the  
mid-eighties, he founded his own production company, Sesame Films in Paris, and worked in Switzerland and abroad. His involvement in 
a number of film productions (e. g. a series of documentaries for Swiss Television), then the production of a number of short films (e. g. 
1st prize at the Thessaloniki Film Festival, an official contribution to the Cannes Film Festival, etc.) and his activity as producer and 
manager of two feature films, «Das Land von Wilhelm Tell» and «Family Express» with Peter Fonda, a film that earned him the prize for 
the best Swiss comedy at the Charlie Chaplin Comedy Film Festival in Vevey), resulted in his being called upon to advise on various Swatch 
projects in the early ‘90s and to assume responsibility for several Swatch exhibitions (such as that of Lingotto in Turin). Mr. Hayek is a 
member of the Board of Directors of the CSEM (Centre suisse d’électronique et de microtechnique). 

Arlette-Elsa	Emch, Swiss citizen, holds a degree in Ethnology and History as well as a certificate in Journalism. She has been a member 
of the Extended Group Management Board since 1998 and of the Executive Group Management Board since December 1999. She joined the 
Swatch Group in December 1992 as Communications Manager to which position she brought her broad experience as a journalist to bear. 
She was appointed President of ck watch in 1997 and she has since then controlled this brand which is a joint venture between the Swatch 
Group and the American designer Calvin Klein. Her responsibilities were extended, firstly in 2000, with the management of a company 
called Dress Your Body which designs, develops and produces the lines of jewellery for the dif ferent Swatch Group brands, then, in 2002, 
with the management of the Léon Hatot brand; in 2002 she was designated member of the Board of Directors of Breguet, Jaquet Droz and 
Glashütte Original. She is responsible for Swatch Group Japan and Swatch Group South Korea.

Florence	Ollivier-Lamarque, French citizen, is a lawyer and has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 1992 
and of the Executive Group Management Board since 2005. She is President of Swatch Group France, Swatch Group France Les Boutiques, 
Swatch Group Italy and responsible for Swatch Group Spain and the watch brand Flik Flak. She has been with the Group since 1988 when 
it took over the Société Inthor, Paris, which distributed some of the Group’s watches in France. At that time, she was working as Swatch 
and Tissot Brand Manager. In 1990, she took over the management of Swatch Group France and in 2002 the management of Swatch Group 
France Les Boutiques. She is Administrator of the Colbert Committee.

Dr	 Mougahed	 Darwish, Swiss citizen, holds a doctorate in Physics from the ETHL. He has been a member of the Extended Group 
 Management Board since 1994 and of the Executive Group Management Board since 2005, responsible for EM Microelectronic,  
Micro Crystal, Renata, Microcomponents, Sokymat Automotive, Oscilloquartz and Lasag. Mr Darwish has been with the Group since 1979, 
starting as Project Manager for the Xicor-Ébauches joint venture. Previously, he had been active in research and development for the 
Centre électronique horloger (CEH) (today Centre Suisse de l ’électronique et de microtechnique SA, CSEM). Since 1985 he runs EM Micro-
electronic as CEO. He represents the Group on the Executive Board and Science Council of the CSEM; he is a member of the Swiss Acade-
my of Technical Science.
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4.1.2	Members	of	the	Extended	
Group	Management	Board	
(incl.	4.2)

Edgar	Geiser, Swiss citizen, a Swiss certified expert in Accounting and Controlling, has been a member of the Executive Group Management 
Board since 1990, and is responsible for Corporate Finance and Reporting, quality assurance and investor relations. He is also responsible 
for the Swatch Group UK. He has worked for the Swatch Group since 1978, firstly as assistant to the CFO of the General Watch Co. Ltd., 
then in various finance functions and as Group Controller. Before joining the Swatch Group, he worked for UBS and General Motors in the 
finance area. He represents the Group in the regional Wirtschaftsbeirat Mittelland of the Swiss National Bank.

Marc	Alexander	Hayek, Swiss citizen, holds a bachelor degree in Economics and has undergone training in Marketing and Economics. He 
became a member of the Extended Group Management Board in 2002 and of the Executive Group Management Board in 2005 with 
 responsibility for Blancpain, Swatch Group Middle East, Central and South America, Frédéric Piguet and Deutsche Zif ferblatt Manufaktur. 
He joined Blancpain as Marketing Manager in 2001. Mr Hayek had previously worked as an independent entrepreneur (Restaurant Colors, 
Zurich) and had been employed by Swatch in the PR area and by Certina in marketing.

Dr	Hanspeter	Rentsch, Swiss citizen, holds a doctorate in Law and a degree in Economics (from HSG St. Gallen and Berne University). 
As member of the Executive Group Management Board since 1995, he is responsible for legal affairs, licenses, strategic projects,  
non commercial real estate and patent matters (ICB), as well as for Swatch Group Greece and Swatch Group Poland. He joined the legal 
 department of ASUAG in 1978. From 1980, he headed the legal and trademark department of the General Watch Co. Ltd and, after the 
merger, became General Counsel to the new group. He subsequently assumed additional functions in the areas of licenses, real estate and 
as Human Resources Responsible. Before joining the Swatch Group, he had been active as scientific assistant (Prof Dr W. R. Schluep, 
Economic, Commercial and Competition Law chair) at Zurich University. He represents the Swatch Group on the Executive Committee  
of Economiesuisse, on the Executive Board of the Swiss Employers Association, on the Executive Board of the Swiss section of the 
 International Chamber of Commerce (ICC), and on the Executive Board of the Fédération de l ’industrie horlogère suisse FH.

Roland	 Streule,	Swiss citizen, attended business school in Basle. He has been a member of the Executive Group Management Board 
since 1991 and is responsible for Rado. He joined Rado as Regional Sales Manager in 1978. He has been President of Rado since 1988. From 
1994 to 1997, he was responsible for the American and Canadian subsidiary of the Group, with permanent residence in the USA. Before 
joining the Swatch Group, he was Business Manager of the Ermano Watch Co. Ltd. He represents the Swatch Group on the Executive Board 
of the Fédération de l ’industrie horlogère suisse FH; he is a member of the Board of the Grenchen Trade and Industrial Union and  
Vice-chairman of the Swiss-German Watchmakers Association.

François	Thiébaud, French citizen, studied at the ICG Institut Contrôle de Gestion, Paris and Law at the University of Besançon, and he 
has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 1998 and of the Executive Group Management Board since 2006, with 
responsibility for Tissot, Mido, Certina as well as Swatch Group Brazil and the Swiss market. He joined the Swatch Group in 1996 as 
 Manager of Tissot. Previously, he had been active as Managing Director of Juvenia and Manager of Breitling. He represents the Group in 
the AMS Association des fournisseurs d’horlogerie, marché suisse (Vice-Chairman), he is member of the Baselworld Consulting Committee 
and President of the Baselworld Swiss Exhibitors Committee.

Matthias	 Breschan, Austrian citizen, graduated from the Vienna School of Economics, has been a member of the Extended Group 
 Management Board since 2005 and is responsible for Hamilton, Endura and Swatch Group Mexico. Mr Breschan joined Swatch Group as 
manager of Hamilton. Previously he worked for three years at Swatch Telecom (as Area Sales Manager and later as head of department). 
In the meantime he was Managing Director of Aldi in France (Aldi Marché Est). Before joining Swatch Group Mr Breschan worked for Texas 
Instruments and Alcatel Mobile Phones in the product marketing, international marketing and sales areas.

Manuel	Emch, Swiss citizen, holds a degree in economics HEC, University of Lausanne, and has been a member of the Extended Group 
Management Board since 2005. He is responsible for Jaquet Droz and the East European countries. Mr Emch joined Rado in 2001 as project 
manager in the marketing area. In September 2001 he took over the management of Montres Jaquet Droz. Before joining Swatch Group  
Mr Emch worked as consultant for and in the Brand Management of Philip Morris in Switzerland. 

Yann	Gamard, French citizen, holds an MBA from Lausanne and has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 1998, 
responsible for Swatch Group Australia, Swatch Group Belgium, Swatch Group Germany, Swatch Group Netherlands, Swatch Group Nordic 
(Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway) and Swatch Group UK (as Country Manager a.i.). He joined the Group as Head of Finance of Swatch 
Ltd in 1995. Prior to that, he held various finance posts with Procter & Gamble, Swatch and Cartier. Before being assigned to the USA as 
Country Manager, he had worked for Swatch as person in charge of the Telecom division.

Walter	von	Känel, Swiss citizen, with a commercial training, has been member of the Extended Group Management Board since 1991, 
with responsibility for Longines. He entered Longines in 1969 and became its President in 1988. Before joining Swatch Group Mr von Känel 
worked for a watch-dial factory and with the Federal Customs Administration. He is a member of the Board of BKW Berne Electricity 
Works, Berne, and represents the Group on the APHM Association patronale de l ’horlogerie et de la microtechnique, over which he presides 
and in the Bernese Jura Chamber of Industry and Commerce (as Board member). He is a town councilor of St. Imier, member of the Bernese 
 delegation to the Inter-Jurassic Assembly and of the «Conseil du Jura Bernois».
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4.3	Management	contracts

Thomas	 Meier, German citizen, is a graduate engineer FH from the University of Applied Sciences Karlsruhe (Micromechanics 
 Microelectronics), with additional training in Business Administration at the University of Munich and an apprenticeship as watchmaker. 
He has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 2005 and is responsible for ETA and Swatch Group Thailand.  
Mr Meier began his activities for Swatch Group in 1994 as project manager at Mido. Later he became project manager for Swatch Access. 
After a break he returned to Swatch Group in 1999 as project manager and later as production manager a.i. of Breguet. Since 2004 he has 
been responsible for ETA. Before joining Swatch Group, Mr Meier worked as development engineer for Junghans in Germany.

Dr	Frank	Müller, German citizen, Dr oec HSG (University of St. Gallen), has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board 
since 2005 and is responsible for Glashütte Original, Swatch Group Singapore and Swatch Group Malaysia. Mr Müller joined the Glashütter 
Uhrenbetrieb GmbH in 2002 as Vice President; in 2003 he became Managing Director of Glashütte Original. Before joining Swatch Group  
Mr Müller worked as Managing Director of Lange Uhren GmbH.

Kevin	Rollenhagen, American citizen, graduated in Economics (BA) at the Michigan State University, has been a member of the Extended 
Group Management Board since 2005 and is responsible for Swatch Group China and Swatch Group Taiwan and Country Manager of Swatch 
Group Hong Kong (he represented these countries from 2000 onwards in the Extended Group Management). Mr Rollenhagen joined  
Swatch Group in 1989. He started his career as trainee at Tissot and became Regional Sales Manager for Tissot and Omega. Since 1994  
he has been active in Hong Kong and China (first as Brand Manager Omega). Before joining Swatch Group Mr Rollenhagen worked with 
 Caterpillar in sales. Mr Rollenhagen represents Swatch Group in the Hong Kong Watch Importers Association where he acts as Treasurer.

Rudolf	Semrad, Austrian citizen, with a commercial training, has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board since 2005 
and is responsible for Austria and Country Manager of Swatch Group Austria (he represented this country from 2000 onwards in the 
 Extended Group Management Board). Mr Semrad joined Swatch Group as Country Manager and Brand Manager Swatch in Austria in 1995. 
Previously he worked as sales director at Johnson Wax and Colgate Palmolive. Before joining Swatch Group Mr Semrad was Managing 
Director of a watch distribution company in Austria.

Dr.	Peter	Steiger, Swiss citizen, who has a doctorate in Public Economics, has been a member of the Extended Group Management Board 
since 2002, with responsibility for Corporate Controlling, Logistics and Customer Service. He started his career with the Group in 1989 as 
Head of Finance and Administration with PC Quartz. Later, he held leading financial posts with various Group companies (among others 
Swatch and Longines). Before joining the Swatch Group, he had worked with international groups in Switzerland and abroad (Shell, Philips).

Stephen	Urquhart, Swiss and British citizen, who studied Industrial Management at the University of Neuchâtel, has been a member of 
the Extended Group Management Board since 2000 and is President of Omega. Mr Urquhart began his career at Omega in 1968. From 1974 
to 1997 he pursued his career with Audemars Piguet, where he became Joint President and Managing Director from 1989 onwards. Mr Urquhart 
returned to the Swatch Group in 1997 as President of Blancpain. 

In the year under review Dr. Rudolph Dinger and Jerry Simonis retired from their positions in the Extended Group Management Board. Both 
will continue to advise Swatch Group on a part time and on a consultancy basis respectively. At the end of 2006 Mr. Edmond Capt resigned 
from the Extended Group Management Board to dedicate himself to a new independent activity not related to the watch industry. He also 
remains at the disposition of the Group and in particular of Frédéric Piguet and Breguet to act as an advisor.

The contracts of employment with the members of the Executive and the Extended Group Management Board are entered into for an 
 indefinite period of time and can be terminated by both parties with a six month notice period. In case of a cancellation no termination 
payment will be due. No entry bonus is paid by Swatch Group when entering new contracts (Golden Hellos).

Within the framework of a global contract, Hayek Engineering AG, Zurich, placed its management personnel at the disposition of the 
operational activities of the Groupement Habillage.
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5.1	Content	and	method	of	
determining	the	compensa-
tion	and	the	shareholding	
programmes

5.2	Compensation	for	acting	
members	of	governing	bodies

5.3	Compensation	for	former	
members	of	governing	bodies

5.4	Share	allotment	in	the	year	
under	review

5.5	Share	ownership

5.6	Options

5.	Compensation,	shareholdings	and	loans

Compensation for the members of the Board of Directors and the Executive Group Management Board is determined by the Compensation 
Committee (see point 3.5). The result-dependent component of the total compensation plays an important role.
The performance-related payment is bound to quantitative and qualitative objectives. The quantitative objectives comprise elements of 
the sphere of influence of the function bearers and of the whole Group. The quantitative objectives are defined individually and are 
 function related. The achievement of objectives is evaluated once a year.

The total amount of remuneration of the executive members of the Board of Directors as well as the Executive Group Management Board 
and the Extended Group Management Board in the past year amounted to CHF 21.6 million (excluding management stock option plan), of 
which CHF 8.5 million in salaries and CHF 13.1 million in performance and result-dependent bonuses for the preceding year. There were no 
personnel changes in the reporting year in the Executive Group Management Board. In the Extended Group Management Board E. Capt,  
Dr R. Dinger and J. Simonis have retired (see point 4.1.2.).
The members of management are covered by the Swatch Group Pension Fund under the same insurance regulations that apply to all 
 employees. The insured salary for the year under review is subject to an upper limit of CHF 295 000.–.
Since 1 January 2003 the members of the Executive and Extended Group Management with employment contracts in Switzerland are 
 additionally insured by the Management Fund of the Swatch Group. The Management Fund supplements the benefits of the Swatch Group 
Pension Fund. It insures all salaries over CHF 300 000.– up to a maximum of CHF 784 000.–. The contributions to the Management  
Fund amount to 10%, whereof three quarters (7.5%) are paid by the employer and one quarter (2.5%) is paid by the employee. The 
 administration of the Management Fund has been taken over by the Management of the Pension Fund.
In 2006, the non-executive members of the Board of Directors were paid a total of CHF 0.8 million (excluding Mr N. G. Hayek as Chairman 
and Delegate of the Board of Directors).

No termination payments have been made to members of the Board of Directors, the Executive Group Management Board or to the Extended 
Group Management Board in the reporting year.

No compensation was paid to former members of governing bodies.

Members of the Executive Group Management Board as well as the Extended Group Management Board were, under the management stock 
option plan mentioned under Point 2.8, allocated 153 200 options in total to take up registered shares at an issue price of CHF 4.– each. 
One third of these was immediately available to be subscribed, paid and claimed. In one and two years respectively, the other thirds will 
be available.
Neither the members nor the Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors received any options or shares.
The aims of the management stock option plan of the Swatch Group are to honour performances of the main Management members, 
strengthen the motivation and the sense of responsibility in the Group, further the loyalty to the firm as well as the stability of the 
 managing employees and promote a favorable wealth increase. The allocation of shares results from an individual performance report. 
The voting rights of the shares in possession of the plan will not be exercised.

All the executive members of the Board of Directors and the members of the Group Management as well as related parties altogether 
 directly or indirectly hold 54 898 758 registered shares and 78 740 bearer shares or 33.5% of the entire votes as of 31 December 2006 
(32.7% in the previous year).
As of 31 December 2006, all non-executive members of the Board of Directors as well as related parties hold 13 739 362 registered shares 
and 112 900 bearer shares or 8.5% (previous year 7.8%) of the votes.

In 2006 the members of the Executive Group Management Board and the Extended Group Management Board altogether received 142 786 
registered shares at the preferential price of CHF 4.– per registered share in accordance with the details indicated below:

Year	of	issue	 Number	of	registered	shares	 Number	of	beneficiaries	 Year	of	subscription/payup
2004   45 250 19 2006
2005   46 476 20 2006
2006   51 060 20 2006
Total	 142	786

The following rights to subscribe in future to additional registered shares at preferential prices have been given to this group of beneficiaries:

Year	of	issue	 Number	of	registered	shares	 Number	of	beneficiaries	 Year	of	subscription/payup
2005   46 498 20 2007
2006   51 060 20 2007
2006   51 080 20 2008
Total	 148	638

The statements made about the members and Chairman and Delegate of the Board of Directors under points 2.8 and 5.4 also apply to this point.
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See Notes to the consolidated financial statements of the Group, Note 30, page 182, «Related party transactions».

Group employees have the possibility of taking out a mortgage loan with the Swatch Group Pension Fund for the construction or acquisition 
of primary residences in Switzerland.
The conditions of this mortgage loan are set by the Swatch Group Pension Fund Foundation Board. The conditions are equally applied to 
all employees of the Swatch Group. At the end of 2006, one such loan had been advanced to one member of the Executive Group Management 
Board in a total amount of CHF 0.87 million.

The aggregate value of the compensation paid to the member of the Board of Directors with the highest income in the year under review 
amounted to CHF 1.8 million. Of this, the result-dependent component amounted to CHF 1.08 million. This member of the Board of 
 Directors neither received shares nor options.

6.	Shareholders’	participation

For the exercise of voting rights, no shareholder may combine, either directly or indirectly, more than 5% of the total shareholders‘ equity 
in respect of his own shares and those represented by him. This limitation does not apply to the shares which are excluded from the 
 registration prohibition (point 2.6 above). Nor does this restriction apply to the exercise of voting rights in accordance with Art. 689c CO 
relating to representation by a member of a company body and by independent voting-right representatives or to bank representatives 
with reference to the shares deposited with them.
Furthermore, pursuant to Art. 16(4) of the Swatch Group Statutes, the Board of Directors is entitled to make exceptions to the limitations in 
special cases. No exceptions were requested or granted during the business year. A change of the representation restrictions is only possible 
through a change of the provisions of the Statutes. For such change a decision of the General Meeting with a relative majority is required.
Shareholders may arrange to be represented at the General Meeting only by other shareholders who duly hold a written power of attorney. 
Registered shareholders may only be represented by other registered shareholders.

In addition to the special quorum regulations provided in Art. 704 CO, the Statutes also apply the same quorum regulation (two-thirds of 
the votes represented and an absolute majority of the par values of shares) for dismissing members of the Board of Directors.

The General Meeting is convened pursuant to Articles 13 and 14 of the Swatch Group Statutes. Shareholders who together own at least 
10% of the share capital can, at any time, request in writing the convening of an extraordinary general meeting. Such an extraordinary 
general meeting shall be held within 40 days of the date of receipt of such a request.

Shareholders who represent shares with a par value of one million Swiss francs may submit a written request for a meeting to be held to 
discuss a particular subject; the motions tabled shall likewise be indicated (see Article 13.2 of the Swatch Group Statutes in conjunction 
with Art. 699 and 700 OR).

The share register is closed for entries 20 days before each General Meeting.

7.	Changes	of	control	and	defence	measures	

Art. 10 of the Statutes provides that a shareholder who acquires shares either directly or indirectly or in agreement with third parties and by 
so doing exceeds the limit of 49% of voting rights, including the shares that he already possesses, regardless of whether those rights can or 
cannot be exercised, shall be required to make an offer to purchase all the listed shareholding papers of the Company (Art. 32 BEHG).

There are no agreements with members of the Board of Directors, the Executive Group Management Board or other managerial staff for 
the case of a change in the shareholder structure.

8.	Auditors

The company today known by the name «PriceWaterhouseCoopers Ltd» has since 1992 performed the function of external auditor following 
the entry into force of the partially revised Companies Act (1991) that requires and makes mandatory the auditing of company accounts. 
Before that, the predecessor organizations already served as auditors for the Group and many of its companies.
Thomas Brüderlin, Engagement Partner, has been responsible for the Group audit and for the audits of the Group’s consolidated financial 
statements since the 2004 accounting year.

5.7	Additional	fees	and	
remuneration

5.8	Loans	to	members	of	the	
governing	bodies

5.9	Highest	total	compensation

6.1	Voting	rights	and	
	representation	restrictions

6.2	Statutory	quorums

6.3	Convocation	of	the	General	
Meeting	of	Shareholders

6.4	Agenda

6.5	Entries	in	the	share	register

7.1	 Duty	to	make	an	offer

7.2	Clauses	on	changes	of	
control

8.1	Duration	of	the	mandate	and	
term	of	office	of	the	lead	
auditor
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8.2	Auditing	fees	and	additional	
fees	(incl.	8.3)

8.4	Supervisory	and	control	
instruments	pertaining	to	the	
audit

The following auditor’s fees have been charged to the 2006 annual accounts:

(million CHF) Audit	 Taxes	 Other	Services	 Total
PricewaterhouseCoopers 3.8 0.2 0.2 4.2
Other Auditing Companies 0.8 1.4 0.8 3.0
Total	2006	 4.6	 1.6	 1.0	 7.2
Total 2005 4.3 1.8 1.3 7.4

The supervision and final verification of the external audit is exercised by the Audit Committee, and by the full Board of Directors, 
 respectively (see also the duties and functions as described under 3.5). The Audit Committee evaluates together with the Group 
 Management the performance of the auditors and recommends the independent external auditor to the Board of Directors for election by 
the General Assembly. The Audit Committee meets annually with the auditors. The auditors prepare a report for the Audit Committee 
 regarding the findings of the audit, the financial statement and the internal control. At the annual meeting the audit focus points for the 
following review period are determined and the audit related key risks established by the auditors are discussed. In collaboration with 
Group Management the independence of the auditors is evaluated annually. In particular and for this purpose the worldwide fees of the 
audit are presented, discrepancies with the estimated costs analysed and explained and the budget for the following audit period is 
 determined. The appointment of the auditor is subject to an approval procedure.

9.	Information	policy

The Swatch Group reports on the business of the Group at the following times:

– 22 January 2007 Turnover of 2006 
– 19 March 2007 Balance sheet, profit-and-loss statement, key figures 2006
– 19 April 2007 Press and analyst conference
– 11 May 2007 General Meeting of Shareholders
– 23 August 2007 Half-year figures 2007

The information is always published in the Swiss and international press and also published and processed in the publications of leading 
international banks.
This information can also be called up on the Swatch Group website on www.swatchgroup.com, and especially on the «Investor Relations» 
link. Moreover, the Push-and Pull-System is available to spread announcements, including ad-hoc-announcements.
The Swatch Group business report and half-year report can be obtained free of charge from the Group Headquarters. Inquiries can be made 
by e-mail at investor.relations@swatchgroup.com or by fax on +41 32 343 69 16 or by telephone on +41 32 343 67 37.
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Key	financial	developments	in	2006

–	 Gross	sales:  Up by 12.3% to a record CHF 5 050 million (net sales: +12.3% to CHF 4 820 million) 

–	 Segments:	 Strong growth in all Group segments, especially in the Watches & Jewelry segment 

–	 Operating	profit:  Record operating profit of CHF 973 million with enhanced operating margin of 20.2% 

–	 Net	income:	 Above-average increase of 33.7% to a record CHF 830 million 

–	 Earnings	per	share:	 Significant rise of 38% compared to 2005 

–	 Dividend:	 Dividend proposed to shareholders increased by 40% (bearer shares CHF 3.50, registered shares CHF 0.70) 

–	 Share	buyback:	 New share buyback program of CHF 400 million in 2007 

–	 Outlook:	 Excellent start in 2007, outstanding prospects for current year 

 
Financial	review

Key	figures	Group

(CHF million) 2006	 2005	 Change	in	%
	 	 	 in	local	 currency	 Total	
	 	 	 currency	 effect
Gross	sales	 5	050 4 497 +11.7% +0.6% +12.3%
Net	sales	 4	820 4 292   +12.3%
Operating	profit	 973 735   +32.4%
– in % of net sales 20.2% 17.1%
Net	income	 830 621   +33.7%
– in % of net sales 17.2% 14.5%
Equity	 4	967 4 603   +7.9%
– as % of total assets 71.9% 69.9%
Average	return	on	equity	(ROE)	 17.3% 14.0%

All Group segments reported record sales last year. As in previous years, the most substantial sales growth was in the field of luxury 
watches, which once again enjoyed strong demand last year. The Production segment benefited directly from the strong demand in the 
Watch segment. The favorable product mix towards more complex mechanical watch movements enabled it to achieve strong growth. 
Sales in the Electronic Systems segment also recorded a marked increase due to continuing high demand for components produced by the 
Group companies.

There was a slightly positive currency effect in 2006 (+0.6%). The positive effect of the first half of the year (+2.1%) was almost entirely 
eliminated in the second half of the year due to the weak performance of the USD and the Yen.

Group operating profit achieved a record level of CHF 973 million, representing a best ever operating profit margin of 20.2%. A similar 
increase was registered in the Group net income which achieved a record CHF 830 million, which is 33.7% higher than in 2005.

Although the Group’s shareholders were rewarded in 2006 with a higher dividend and – indirectly – with a share buyback worth CHF 300 
million, the Group’s equity still increased by almost 8%. Return on equity improved in the current year to 17.3% (previous year 14%).

1.	 Operating	results
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Performance trends

Operating profit

Cash flow from operating activities

Net income

Segment performance

Watches	&	Jewelry

(CHF million) 2006	 2005	 Change	in	%
	 	 	 in	local	 currency	 Total	
	 	 	 currency	 effect
Gross	sales
– Third parties 3	912 3 437 
– Group 0 0
– Total 3	912 3 437 +13.0% +0.8% +13.8%
Net	sales	 3	723 3 272   +13.8%
Operating	profit	 738 626   +17.9%
– in % of net sales 19.8% 19.1%

The Watches & Jewelry segment once again achieved the strongest sales growth last year. Headed by the Group’s luxury brands, all price 
segments achieved high to very high growth. The Breguet, Blancpain, Glashütte Original and Omega brands deserve special mention. 
These luxury segment brands have achieved growth well into double figures. The strong position of the Group’s watch brands was further 
enhanced last year. Strength of innovation in the development of new products coupled with targeted marketing is helping to ensure 
long-term growth in all brands and solidify their presence within the market.

Strong growth was also achieved by the brands in the premium and mid-price segments, with additional market share being won in a 
fiercely contested market. This applies in particular to the Longines, Rado, Tissot and Calvin Klein brands. In the mid-price segment, the 
Certina, Mido and Hamilton brands all made excellent progress. The efforts being made to establish these brands in niche segments 
continues to pay off, and the growth potential in many markets is a long way from being exhausted. In the low-price segment, the Swatch 
brand has continued to develop very successfully in 2006. The brand is enjoying significant growth and posting very pleasing results. All 
the brands in the jewelry division achieved solid growth rates and contributed to the segment’s increase in sales.

Expansion of retail activities once again made good progress last year thanks to new shops in targeted locations. The contribution to 
sales from retail business continues to grow and sales figures are developing positively. The experience gained in the retail sector is of 
great benefit for the Group’s brands and can be applied in many markets. Regional markets all showed positive development. Asia, the US 
and Europe all recorded strong growth and are enjoying healthy growth momentum. The worldwide economic boom is reflected in these 
more balanced growth trends. The opening of the Nicolas G. Hayek Center in Tokyo, Japan, with seven retail outlets for Group brands, 
planned for the first half of this year, will increase the already strong market share and accelerate growth in the region even more.

The operating margin in this segment increased to a healthy 19.8%.

(CHF million)

SWATCH GROUP Annual Report 2006 COnSOlidATed FinAnCiAl STATemenTS
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Production

(CHF million) 2006	 2005	 Change	in	%
	 	 	 in	local	 currency	 Total	
	 	 	 currency	 effect
Gross	sales
– Third parties 562 537
– Group 831 767
– Total 1	393 1 304 +6.8% 0.0% +6.8%
Net	sales	 1	335 1 230   +8.5%
Operating	profit	 147 47   +212.8%
– in % of net sales 11.0% 3.8%

Growth momentum in the Watch segment had a direct impact on the Production segment. The decisive factors for the strong growth were, 
above all, the favorable product mix and an increased demand for movements and components in all price categories. In the year under 
review, the segment also benefited directly from the high demand for jewelry (gem setting, jewelry production, etc.). A further increase 
in orders for higher-priced, complex mechanical watch movements made an above-average contribution to the successful business devel-
opment. Both Group brands and third-party customers continued to increase their orders over the course of the year.

The high demand led to a number of delivery bottlenecks and capacity problems over the course of the year. The top price segment of 
watches and components was affected above all, but some impact could also be felt in the premium and mid-price segments. Additional 
investments in production facilities and increased personnel recruitment helped the Group to partly overcome these production bottle-
necks. The phased expansion of capacity for watch movements, by enhancing existing production facilities, will enable a further increase 
in sales in this segment during 2007. The development of additional capacity nevertheless takes time and cannot always be implemented 
at short notice.

The jewelry segment will gain further importance within the Group, with the construction of a center of competence for the development 
and production of high-quality jewelry by the Dress Your Body (DYB) company in Corcelles-Cormondrèche. The production facilities of the 
Group’s watch movements and components sector worked at high capacity for the entire year under review.

Operating profit more than tripled in 2006 to CHF 147 million, mainly due to even more efficient production sites that are running at full 
capacity. Also, the absence of last year’s negative impact of the closure of low-range production activities in Malaysia helped to improve 
the segment’s operating profit.
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Electronic	Systems

(CHF million) 2006	 2005 1)	 Change	in	%
	 	 	 in	local	 currency	 Total	
	 	 	 currency	 effect
Gross	sales
– Third parties 571 517
– Group 22 27
– Total 593 544  +8.8% +0.2% +9.0%
Net	sales	 586 538    +8.9%
Operating	profit	 106 80    +32.5%
– in % of net sales 18.1% 14.9%

1) restated due to the integration of Swiss Timing into the segment Electronic Systems

Growth in the Electronic Systems segment amounted to +9.0% in 2006. All companies in this segment were able to confirm growth 
throughout the year, with the exception of one entity operating in the automobile sector. Growth was achieved despite a significant reduc-
tion in the number of watch movements in the lowest price category sold in Asia in the second half of the year, and in comparison with a 
particularly strong previous year. Progress was underpinned by the strong increase in demand for mass-market products such as mobile 
phones and portable electronic devices, but also by the growing demand for components for Swatch watches. Component manufacturers 
Micro Crystal and EM Microelectronic, in particular, achieved a noticeable increase in their volumes, while Renata benefited from a new 
tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) for automobiles. EM Microelectronic was also able to reinforce its position in the growth market 
of RFID tagging.

The Electronic Systems segment posted a significantly improved operating margin of 18.1%, which compares to 14.9% in 2005. This posi-
tive development was supported by the integration of Swiss Timing into the segment Electronic Systems (transferred from Corporate and 
Elimination). The impact of this new presentation on the comparative 2005 figures was limited to a reduction of Group sales within this 
segment of CHF 4 million and a transfer in operating profit of CHF 2 million from “Corporate and Elimination” to the segment “Electronic 
Systems“.

Production 11%
Watches & Jewelry 77%

Production 12%
Watches & Jewelry 76%

Segment share of net sales

2006 2005

Electronic Systems 12%

Corporate 0%

Electronic Systems 12%

Corporate 0%
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Financial review

Financial result

An analysis of the net financial result of the Group shows the following:

(CHF million) 2006 2005
Financial income/expenses 100 25
Exchange differences –16 24
Total	net	financial	result 84 49

The strong performance of stock markets in 2006 led to healthy profits on the marketable securities position. The biggest profit resulted 
from the Group’s special investments, mainly from the 7.24% stake in Xinyu Hengdeli Holdings Ltd., the Group’s main distribution partner 
in China, whose shares are listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange. Given that all marketable securities held by the Group have been 
designated as “fair-value-through-profit-or-loss”, the volatility of the financial result is possibly increasing.

Besides that, the general development of foreign currencies with a weak US Dollar and Yen resulted in a foreign exchange loss for the year 
of CHF 16 million.

Income tax
An analysis of the income tax charge is set out in Note 7 to the consolidated financial statements. The income tax charge as a percentage 
of profit before tax was 21.5% in the current year compared to 20.7% in the previous year.

Proposed dividend
At the General Meeting on 11 May 2007 a dividend for the financial year 2006 of CHF 0.70 (2005: CHF 0.50) for registered shares and 
CHF 3.50 (2005: CHF 2.50) for bearer shares will be proposed. This dividend has not been recognized as a liability in the consolidated  
financial statements at 31 December 2006.

Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share have increased in the current year by 38% to CHF 2.97 (CHF 2.15 in 2005) for registered shares and CHF 14.87 
(CHF 10.74 in 2005) for bearer shares respectively. The increase in net income compares to a reduced number of shares which is due to the 
shares bought back in 2006. As in previous years, dilution of earnings is not material. Detailed information can be found in Note 8.

Watches & Jewelry
Production

Electronic Systems

Corporate

(CHF million)

Segment share of operating profit
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2.	 Financial	condition

3.	Analysis	of	value	added

4.		 Outlook

Liquidity	and	financial	resources
Once again the Group realized a very strong operating cash flow of CHF 884 million, compared to CHF 790 million in 2005. Investing activities 
were markedly higher than in 2005, mainly due to increased investments in tangible and intangible assets, the purchases of marketable 
securities as well as the business combinations realized in 2006. The share buyback, the dividend paid and the repayment of bank debt 
were the main factors in financing activities. These investments resulted in a decrease in cash and cash equivalents of CHF 197 million. 
Nevertheless, the Group realized a comfortable free cash flow of CHF 474 million which compares to CHF 499 million in the previous year.

Asset	and	capital	structure
The balance sheet continues to remain very solid, with a further improved equity ratio of 71.9% (compared to 69.9% in 2005). Current 
 liabilities are covered by current assets by a factor of 5.3 (4.3 in 2005).

The breakdown of total operating revenues, more commonly referred to as total Group performance in calculations of value added (using 
standard methods), is as follows:

(CHF million) 2006 2005
Overall Group performance 5	249	 100.0% 4 637 100.0%
Material and services 2	564	 48.9% 2 317 50.0%
Depreciation 195	 3.7% 199 4.3%
Net	added	value	 2	490	 47.4% 2 121 45.7%
% change 17.4  10.3

The breakdown of value added between the dif ferent beneficiaries is as follows:

 2006	 2005
Employees 1	411	 56.7% 1 315 62.0%
Public authorities 227	 9.1% 163 7.7%
Lenders 22	 0.9% 22 1.0%
Shareholders 142	 5.7% 102 4.8%
Company 688	 27.6% 519 24.5%
Total	 2	490	 100.0% 2 121 100.0%

The first months of 2007 show a continuation of last year’s strong trend, especially in all the sectors of the Watches & Jewelry segment 
as well as in the Production segment. A somewhat more modest growth trend is temporarily visible in the more volatile Electronic Sys-
tems sector.
The continuing economic boom in all regions and an uninterrupted high demand for brand products worldwide will help to further sustain 
growth within the Group. The Group is well positioned with its brands and is aiming to win additional market shares.
The current currency situation is favorable to the Group, except for the weak Yen. The positive effect of the strong Euro more than com-
pensates for the relatively weak US dollar. In addition, various US dollar hedging transactions have been entered into.
The Board of Directors and the Executive Group Management Board expect, as mentioned before, further sales growth combined with a 
rise in profitability for the current year, as can be derived from the January and February 2007 figures.

Financial review
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	 	 5	050	 104.8	 4	497	 104.8
	 	 –230	 –4.8	 –205	 –4.8

	 (5)	 4	820	 100.0	 4	292	 100.0

	 	 123	 2.6	 	85	 2.0
	 	 155	 3.2	 	84	 2.0
	 	 –1	123	 –23.3	 –1	007	 –23.5
	 (6a)	 –1	411	 –29.3	 –1	315	 –30.6
	 (6b)	 –1	396	 –29.0	 –1	205	 –28.1
	 (10,	11,	12)	 –195	 –4.0	 –199	 –4.7

	 	 973	 20.2	 	735	 17.1

	 (6d)	 	106	 2.2	 71	 1.7
	 (6d)	 –22	 –0.5	 –22	 –0.5

	 	 1	057	 21.9	 	784	 18.3

	 (7)	 –227	 –4.7	 –163	 –3.8

	 	 830	 17.2	 	621	 14.5

	 	 827	 	 614
	 	 3	 	 7

	 (8)

	 	 2.97	 	 2.15
	 	 2.93	 	 2.13

	 	 14.87	 	 10.74
	 	 14.66	 	 10.66

Consolidated income statement

	 	 2006	 	 2005
	 Notes	 CHF	million	 %	 CHF	million	 %

Gross	sales
Sales	reductions

Net	sales

Other	operating	income
Changes	in	inventories	and	work	in	progress
Material	purchases
Personnel	expense
Other	operating	expenses
Depreciation,	amortization	and	impairment	charges

Operating	profit

Financial	income
Interest	expense

Profit	before	taxes

Income	taxes

Net	income

Attributable	to	equity	holders	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd
Attributable	to	minority	interests

Earnings	per	share	(EPS)	–	expressed	in	CHF	per	share:

Registered	shares
Basic	EPS
Diluted	EPS

Bearer	shares
Basic	EPS
Diluted	EPS

The	accompanying	notes	form	an	integral	part	of	the	consolidated	financial	statements.
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	 (10)	 1	205	 17.4	 1	153	 17.5	
	 (11)	 25	 0.4	 23	 0.3
	 (12)	 315	 4.6	 263	 4.0
	 (13)	 6	 0.1	 5	 0.1
	 (15)	 60	 0.9	 51	 0.8
	 (7)	 140	 2.0	 136	 2.1

	 	 1	751	 25.4	 1	631	 24.8

	 (16)	 1	877	 27.2	 1	724	 26.2
	 (17)	 750	 10.9	 707	 10.7	
	 (18)	 347	 5.0	 345	 5.2
	 (7)	 3	 0.0	 3	 0.0	
	 (19)	 507	 7.3	 307	 4.7
	 (20)	 1	669	 24.2	 1	871	 28.4

	 	 5	153	 74.6	 4	957	 75.2

	 	 6	904	 100.0	 6	588	 100.0

Consolidated balance sheet

	 	 31.12.2006	 	 31.12.2005
Assets	 Notes	 CHF	million	 %	 CHF	million	 %

Non-current	assets

Property,	plant	and	equipment
Investment	property
Intangible	assets
Investments	in	associated	companies
Financial	long-term	assets
Deferred	income	tax	assets

Total	non-current	assets

Current	assets

Inventories
Trade	receivables	
Other	receivables	and	prepayments
Current	income	tax	assets
Marketable	securities
Cash	and	cash	equivalents

Total	current	assets

Total	assets

The	accompanying	notes	form	an	integral	part	of	the	consolidated	financial	statements.
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	 (21)	 4	958	 71.8	 4	580	 69.5
	 	 9	 0.1	 23	 0.4

	 	 4	967	 71.9	 4	603	 69.9

	 (22)	 484	 7.0	 396	 6.0
	 (7)	 387	 5.6	 344	 5.2
	 (23)	 32	 0.5	 32	 0.5
	 (24)	 58	 0.8	 49	 0.7

	 	 961	 13.9	 821	 12.4

	 	 245	 3.6	 240	 3.7
	 (25)	 448	 6.5	 405	 6.1
	 (22)	 72	 1.1	 329	 5.0
	 (7)	 154	 2.2	 140	 2.1
	 (24)	 57	 0.8	 	50	 0.8

	 	 976	 14.2	 1	164	 17.7

	 	 1	937	 28.1	 1	985	 30.1

	 	 6	904	 100.0	 6	588	 100.0

Consolidated balance sheet

	 	 31.12.2006	 	 31.12.2005
Equity	and	liabilities	 Notes	 CHF	million	 %	 CHF	million	 %

Equity

Capital	and	reserves	attributable
to	Swatch	Group	shareholders
Minority	interests

Total	equity

Non-current	liabilities

Borrowings
Deferred	income	tax	liabilities
Retirement	benefit	obligations
Provisions

Total	non-current	liabilities

Current	liabilities

Trade	payables
Other	payables	and	accrued	expenses
Borrowings
Current	income	tax	liabilities
Provisions

Total	current	liabilities

Total	liabilities

Total	equity	and	liabilities

The	accompanying	notes	form	an	integral	part	of	the	consolidated	financial	statements.
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	 	 (28)	 1	046	 	 877
	 	 	 –19	 	 –19
	 	 	 39	 	 25
	 	 	 –182	 	 –93

	 	 	 884	 	 790

	 	 (10)	 –236	 	 –187
	 	 	 4	 	 15
	 	 (12)	 –39	 	 –19
	 	 	 2	 	 1
	 	 (15)	 –15	 	 –15
	 	 	 1	 	 1
	 	 (14)	 –41	 	 0
	 	 	 –924	 	 –599
	 	 	 786	 	 741

	 	 	 	 –462	 	 –62

	 	 	 –140	 	 –101
	 	 	 –2	 	 –1
	 	 (21)	 –302	 	 –248
	 	 (21)	 10	 	 1
	 	 	 88	 	 0
	 	 	 0	 	 –1
	 	 	 9	 	 109
	 	 	 –256	 	 –13
	 	 (14)	 –25	 	 0

	 	 	 –618	 	 –254

	 	 	 –1	 	 16

	 	 	 –197	 	 490

	 	 	 1	863	 	 1	373
	 	 (20)	 1	666	 –197	 1	863	 490

Consolidated statement of cash flows

(CHF	million)	 Notes	 	 2006	 	 2005

Operating	activities
	 Cash	generated	from	operations
	 Interest	paid
	 Interest	received
	 Tax	paid

Cash	flow	from	operating	activities

Investing	activities
	 Investments	in	tangible	assets
	 Proceeds	from	sale	of	tangible	assets
	 Investments	in	intangible	assets
	 Proceeds	from	sale	of	intangible	assets
	 Investments	in	financial	long-term	assets
	 Proceeds	from	sale	of	financial	long-term	assets
	 Acquisition	of	subsidiaries
	 Purchase	of	marketable	securities
	 Sale	of	marketable	securities

Cash	flow	from	investing	activities

Financing	activities
	 Dividend	paid	to	shareholders
	 Dividend	paid	to	minority	interests
	 Purchase	of	treasury	shares
	 Sale	of	treasury	shares
	 Increase	in	non-current	borrowings
	 Decrease	in	non-current	borrowings
	 Increase	in	current	borrowings
	 Decrease	in	current	borrowings
	 Buyback	of	minority	interests

Cash	flow	from	financing	activities

Net	impact	of	foreign	exchange	rate	differences	on	cash

Change	in	cash	and	cash	equivalents

Change	in	cash	and	cash	equivalents
	 –	At	beginning	of	year
	 –	At	end	of	year

The	accompanying	notes	form	an	integral	part	of	the	consolidated	financial	statements.
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	 137	 	213	 –518	 –36	 4	465	 4	261	 	15	 4	276

	 	 	 	 	 614	 	614	 	7	 621
	 	 	 	 47	 	 	47	 	2	 49

	 		 		 			 	47	 	614	 	661	 	9	 670

	 	 	 	 	 –101	 –101	 –1	 –102
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 6	 6	 	 6
	 	 	 	 	 	1	 1	 	 	1
	 	 	 –248	 	 	 –248	 	 –248
	 –2	 	 149	 	 –147	 0	 	 0

	 135	 213	 –617	 11	 4	838	 4	580	 23	 4	603

	 	 	 	 	 827	 827	 3	 830
	 	 	 	 –16	 	 –16	 			 –16

	 		 			 		 –16	 	827	 	811	 3	 814

	 	 	 	 	 –140	 –140	 –2	 –142

	 	 	 	 	 8	 8	 	 8
	 	 	 	 	 1	 1	 	 1
	 	 	 	 	 –9	 –9	 –15	 –24
	 	 	 –302	 	 	 –302	 	 –302
	 	 	 	8	 	 1	 9	 	 9
	 –3	 	 250	 	 –247	 0	 	 0

	 132	 213	 –661	 –5	 5	279	 4	958	 9	 4	967

Consolidated statement of changes in equity

	 	 Attributable	to	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	shareholders	 	 Minority	 Total
	 Share	 Capital	 Treasury	 Other	 Retained	 Total	 interests	 equity
	 capital	 reserves	 shares	 reserves	 earnings
(CHF	million)	 (Note	21)	 	 (Note	21)	 (Note	21)
Balance	at	31.12.2004

Net	income	for	the	year
Translation	dif ferences	and	other	changes

Total	recognized	income	2005

Dividends	paid
Share-based	compensation:
–	Value	of	employee	services	(net	of	tax)
–	Proceeds	from	shares
Share	buyback
Share	capital	reduction

Balance	at	31.12.2005

Net	income	for	the	year
Translation	dif ferences	and	other	changes

Total	recognized	income	2006

Dividends	paid
Share-based	compensation:
–	Value	of	employee	services	(net	of	tax)
–	Proceeds	from	shares
Purchase	of	minority	interests
Share	buyback
Sales	of	treasury	shares
Share	capital	reduction

Balance	at	31.12.2006

The	accompanying	notes	form	an	integral	part	of	the	consolidated	financial	statements.
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements

1.	General	information

The	 Swatch	 Group	 Ltd	 (the	 Company)	 and	 its	 subsidiaries	 (collectively	 the	 Group)	 is	 active	 worldwide	 and	 represented	 in	 the	 finished	
watches	and	jewelry	sector	with	18	brands	in	all	market	and	price	brackets.	In	addition,	it	holds	an	outstanding	industrial	position	with	a	
high	degree	of	verticalization	in	the	sector	of	watch	movements	and	components	production	as	well	as	in	the	electronic	systems	sector.	
During	the	year,	no	major	changes	occurred	in	the	Group	structure.
The	Company	is	a	limited	company	incorporated	and	domiciled	in	Switzerland.	Its	registered	office	is	located	in	Neuchâtel,	Faubourg	de	
l ’Hôpital	3.	The	administrative	headquarters	are	in	Biel,	Seevorstadt	6.
The	shares	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	are	 listed	 in	Switzerland,	under	 the	security	numbers	1	225	514	 (registered	shares)	and	1	225	515	
(bearer	shares),	and	traded	on	the	SWX	Swiss	Exchange	virt-x,	an	Exchange	for	pan-European	blue	chip	stocks.	In	addition,	since	15	Feb-
ruary	2007	Swatch	Group	shares	are	also	listed	on	the	BX	Berne	eXchange.
These	consolidated	financial	statements	were	approved	for	issue	by	the	Board	of	Directors	on	14	March	2007	and	will	be	submitted	to	the	
Annual	General	Meeting	of	Shareholders	for	approval	on	11	May	2007.

2.	Summary	of	significant	accounting	policies

The	principal	accounting	policies	applied	in	the	preparation	of	these	consolidated	financial	statements	are	set	out	below.	These	policies	
have	been	consistently	applied	to	all	the	years	presented,	unless	otherwise	stated.

The	Group’s	consolidated	financial	statements	have	been	prepared	on	a	historical	cost	basis,	except	for	certain	items	such	as	financial	
instruments,	as	disclosed	in	the	accounting	policies	below.	The	consolidated	financial	statements	are	presented	in	Swiss	Francs	(CHF)	
and	all	values	are	rounded	to	the	nearest	million,	unless	otherwise	stated.
The	 consolidated	 financial	 statements	 of	 the	 Swatch	 Group	 have	 been	 prepared	 in	 accordance	 with	 International	 Financial	 Reporting	
Standards	(IFRS)	and	its	interpretations	adopted	by	the	International	Accounting	Standards	Board	(IASB).
The	preparation	of	consolidated	financial	statements	in	conformity	with	IFRS	requires	the	use	of	certain	critical	accounting	estimates.	It	
also	requires	management	to	exercise	its	judgment	in	the	process	of	applying	the	Company’s	accounting	policies.	The	areas	involving	a	
higher	degree	of	judgment	or	complexity,	or	areas	where	assumptions	and	estimates	are	significant	to	the	consolidated	financial	state-
ments,	are	disclosed	in	Note	4.
The	annual	closing	date	for	all	the	individual	company	accounts	is	31	December.	For	all	the	companies	consolidated,	the	financial	year	
corresponds	to	the	calendar	year.

The	subsidiaries	are	 those	entities	controlled	directly	or	 indirectly	by	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd,	where	control	 is	defined	as	 the	power	 to	
govern	the	financial	and	operating	policies	of	an	enterprise	so	as	to	obtain	benefits	from	its	activities.	This	control	is	generally	evidenced	
by	the	holding	of	more	than	one	half	of	the	voting	rights	of	a	company’s	share	capital.	The	existence	and	effect	of	potential	voting	rights	
that	are	currently	exercisable	or	convertible	are	considered	when	assessing	whether	 the	Group	controls	another	entity.	Companies	are	
fully	consolidated	from	the	date	on	which	control	is	transferred	to	the	Group,	and	subsidiaries	to	be	divested	are	included	up	to	the	date	
on	which	control	ceases.
The	purchase	method	of	accounting	is	used	to	account	for	the	acquisition	of	subsidiaries	of	the	Group.	The	cost	of	an	acquisition	is	mea-
sured	as	the	fair	value	of	the	assets	given,	equity	instruments	issued	and	liabilities	incurred	or	assumed	at	the	date	of	exchange,	plus	
costs	directly	attributable	to	the	acquisition.	Identifiable	assets	acquired	and	liabilities	and	contingent	liabilities	assumed	in	a	business	
combination	 are	measured	 initially	 at	 their	 fair	 values	 at	 the	 acquisition	date,	 irrespective	 of	 the	 extent	 of	 any	minority	 interest.	 The	
excess	of	the	cost	of	an	acquisition	over	the	fair	value	of	the	Group’s	share	of	the	identifiable	net	assets	acquired	is	recorded	as	goodwill.	
If	the	cost	of	acquisition	is	less	than	the	fair	value	of	the	net	assets	of	the	subsidiary	acquired,	the	dif ference	is	recognized	directly	in	
the	income	statement.
Minority	interests	in	equity	and	net	income	are	disclosed	separately	in	the	consolidated	balance	sheet	and	the	consolidated	income	state-
ment.	Purchases	from	minority	interests	result	in	goodwill,	being	the	dif ference	between	any	consideration	paid	and	the	relevant	share	
acquired	of	 the	carrying	value	of	net	assets	of	 the	subsidiary.	Applying	 the	“economic	entity	model”,	 this	goodwill	 is	charged	directly	
against	equity.	
Intercompany	transactions,	balances	and	unrealized	gains	on	transactions	between	Group	companies	are	eliminated	in	full.	Accounting	
policies	of	subsidiaries	have	been	changed	where	necessary	to	ensure	consistency	with	the	policies	adopted	by	the	Group.
Associates	are	all	entities	over	which	the	Group	has	significant	influence	but	not	control.	This	is	generally	evidenced	when	the	Group	owns	
20%	to	50%	of	the	voting	rights	or	potential	voting	rights	of	the	company.	Investments	in	associates	are	accounted	for	using	the	equity	
method	and	are	initially	recognized	at	cost.	Balances	and	transactions	with	associates	that	result	in	unrealized	income	are	eliminated	to	
the	 extent	 of	 the	 Group’s	 interest	 in	 the	 associate.	 Accounting	 policies	 of	 associates	 have	 been	 changed	 where	 necessary	 to	 ensure	
consistency	with	the	policies	adopted	by	the	Group.	Interests	in	joint	ventures	are	also	reported	using	the	equity	method.

A.	Basis	of	preparation	

B.	Consolidation	policy
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements

At	the	end	of	2006,	the	Group’s	consolidated	financial	statements	included	148	legal	entities	(compared	with	140	in	the	previous	year),	of	which	
one	was	a	joint	venture	(none	in	2005)	and	five	were	associates	(five	in	2005).	A	full	list	of	consolidated	companies	is	provided	in	Note	32.

The	accounting	policies	used	are	consistent	with	those	of	the	previous	financial	year	except	that	the	Group	has	adopted	those	new/revised	
IAS/IFRS	standards,	amendments	and	interpretations	mandatory	for	financial	years	beginning	on	or	after	1	January	2006.	Furthermore,	
the	Group	changed	its	accounting	policy	for	joint	ventures.

The	impact	on	the	financial	statements	of	the	adoption	of	these	new	standards,	amendments	or	new	interpretations	was	limited	to	addi-
tional	disclosures.	The	principal	effects	of	these	changes	in	policies	are	described	below.

Amendment	to	IAS	19:	Employee	Benefits:	Actuarial	Gains	and	Losses,	Group	Plans	and	Disclosures
As	 the	 Group	 does	 not	 intend	 to	 change	 the	 accounting	 policy	 adopted	 for	 the	 recognition	 of	 actuarial	 gains	 and	 losses	 and	 does	 not	
participate	 in	any	multi-employer	plans,	adoption	of	 this	amendment	only	 impacted	 the	 format	and	extent	of	disclosures	presented	 in	
these	financial	statements.

Amendment	to	IAS	21:	The	Effects	of	Changes	in	Foreign	Exchange	Rates
This	amendment	specifies	how	 to	evaluate	 the	 functional	currency	of	each	of	 the	consolidated	entitites.	As	all	Group	entities	use	 the	
same	functional	currency	as	their	measurement	currency,	this	amendment	is	not	relevant	for	the	Group.

Amendments	to	IAS	39:	Cash	Flow	Hedge	Accounting	of	Forecast	Intragroup	Transactions
The	amendment	allows	the	foreign	currency	risk	of	a	highly	probable	forecast	intragroup	transaction	to	qualify	as	a	hedged	item	in	the	
consolidated	financial	statements,	provided	that	the	transaction	is	denominated	in	a	currency	other	than	the	functional	currency	of	the	
entity	entering	into	that	transaction,	and	the	foreign	currency	risk	will	affect	the	consolidated	income	statement.	This	amendment	is	not	
relevant	to	the	Group’s	operations	in	2006,	as	the	Group	did	not	operate	intragroup	transactions	that	would	qualify	as	a	hedged	item	in	the	
consolidated	financial	statements.

Amendments	to	IAS	39:	The	Fair	Value	Option
The	amendments	did	not	have	a	significant	impact	on	the	classification	of	financial	instruments,	as	the	Group	complied	with	the	amend-
ed	criteria	for	the	designation	of	financial	instruments	at	fair	value	through	profit	and	loss.

IFRIC	4:	Determining	Whether	an	Arrangement	Contains	a	Lease
Based	on	a	group-wide	analysis,	there	was	no	significant	impact	of	this	new	interpretation	on	the	Group’s	operations.

The	following	amendments	to	standards	and	new	IFRICs	are	not	relevant	to	the	Group’s	operations:

–	Amendments	to	IAS	39	and	IFRS	4:	Financial	Guarantee	Contracts
–	Amendment	to	IFRS	1:	First-Time	Adoption	of	International	Financial	Reporting	Standards
–	Amendment	to	IFRS	6:	Exploration	for	and	Evaluation	of	Mineral	Resources
–	IFRIC	5:	Rights	to	Interests	Arising	from	Decommissioning,	Restoration	and	Environmental	Rehabilitation	Funds
–	IFRIC	6:	Liabilities	Arising	from	Participating	in	a	Specific	Market	–	Waste	Electrical	and	Electronic	Equipment

In	addition	to	these	changes	due	to	the	adoption	of	new/revised	IAS/IFRS	standards,	amendments	and	interpretations	mandatory,	manage-
ment	decided	to	change	the	accounting	policy	regarding	joint	venture	companies.	Interests	in	joint	ventures	are	no	longer	reported	using	
the	line-by-line	proportionate	consolidation	method.	In	accordance	with	IAS	31.38,	interests	in	joint	ventures	are	now	reported	using	the	
equity	method.	 There	 is	no	need	 to	 restate	 the	 financial	 statements	2005	due	 to	 the	 fact	 that	 the	Group	was	not	 involved	 in	 any	 joint	
venture	in	2005.

C.	Changes	in	
	 accounting	policies
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Standards,	interpretations	and	amendments	to	published	standards	that	are	not	yet	effective
Certain	new	standards,	amendments	and	 interpretations	 to	existing	standards	have	been	published	 that	are	mandatory	 for	 the	Group’s	
accounting	periods	beginning	on	or	after	1	January	2007	or	later	periods,	but	which	the	Group	has	not	early	adopted,	as	follows:

–	IFRS	7:	Financial	Instruments:	Disclosures,
–	IFRS	8:	Operating	Segments,
–	Amendment	to	IAS	1:	Capital	Disclosures,
–	Amendment	to	IAS	30:	Disclosures	in	the	Financial	Statements	of	Bank	and	Similar	Financial	Institutions,
–	Amendment	to	IAS	32:	Disclosure	and	Presentation,
–	IFRIC	7:	Applying	the	Restatement	Approach	under	IAS	29	Financial	Reporting	in	Hyperinflationary	Economies,
–	IFRIC	8:	Scope	of	IFRS	2,
–	IFRIC	9:	Reassessment	of	Embedded	Derivatives,
–	IFRIC	10:	Interim	Financial	Reporting	and	Impairment,
–	IFRIC	11:	IFRS	2	–	Group	and	Treasury	Share	Transactions,
–	IFRIC	12:	Service	Concession	Arrangements.

The	Group	expects	that	the	adoption	of	these	pronouncements	will	have	no	major	impact	on	the	Group’s	financial	statements	in	the	period	
of	initial	application.	However,	in	certain	areas	(IFRS	7:	Financial	Instruments	–	Disclosures,	and	the	amendments	of	IAS	1,	IAS	30	and	IAS	
32	related	to	this	new	standard;	IFRS	8:	Operating	Segments)	disclosures	will	have	to	be	expanded.

Restatement	of	the	segments
At	1	January	2006,	the	sports	activities	of	Omega	Electronics	SA	were	integrated	into	the	company	Swiss	Timing	Ltd.	In	addition,	the	ac-
quisition	of	WIGE	Data	strengthened	the	position	of	the	Group’s	sports	activities.	These	sports	activities	are	now	included	in	the	segment	
“Electronic	Systems”	instead	of	within	“Corporate	and	Elimination”.	The	prior	year	figures	have	been	reclassified	in	order	to	reflect	this	
change	between	segments.	The	impact	on	the	2005	financial	statements	was	limited	to	a	reduction	in	Group	sales	of	CHF	4	million	in	the	
segment	“Electronic	Systems”	as	well	as	a	transfer	in	operating	profit	of	CHF	2	million	from	“Corporate	and	Elimination”	to	the	segment	
“Electronic	Systems”.

The	Group’s	primary	format	for	segment	reporting	 is	business	segments	and	the	secondary	format	 is	geographical	segments.	The	risks	
and	returns	of	the	Group’s	operations	are	primarily	determined	by	the	dif ferent	products	rather	than	their	geographical	location.	This	is	
reflected	by	the	Group’s	divisional	management	and	organizational	structure	and	the	Group’s	internal	financial	reporting	systems.
The	Group’s	activities	are	organized	into	three	separately	reportable	business	segments:

–	Watches	&	Jewelry	 Sale	of	finished	watches	and	jewelry
–	Production	 Manufacture	of	watches,	watch	movements	and	jewelry
–	Electronic	Systems	 Design,	production	and	marketing	of	electronic	components

Sales	to	third-party	clients	are	presented	separately	from	sales	to	other	operating	divisions,	and	internal	Group	sales	are	recognized	at	
arm’s	length.	Segment	expenses	are	those	that	can	be	directly	attributed	to	the	segment.
The	assets	of	the	segments	mainly	consist	of	land	and	buildings,	equipment	and	machinery,	intangible	assets,	inventories,	trade	accounts	
receivable	and	cash	and	cash	equivalents.	However,	they	exclude	consolidated	investments	 in	subsidiaries.	Segment	liabilities	 include	
operating	commitments.
In	line	with	common	practice	in	the	watch	industry,	the	geographical	presentation	of	sales	is	broken	down	by	continent.	Turnover	is	re-
ported	according	to	the	destinations	that	appear	on	the	invoices.	Total	third-party	assets	are	broken	down	by	location.
In	addition	to	the	Group	elimination	entries,	“Corporate	and	Elimination”	includes	the	activities	of	the	Group’s	holding,	finance,	research	
and	development,	real	estate	and	several	other	companies,	none	of	which	is	of	a	sufficient	size	to	require	separate	presentation.

Items	included	in	the	financial	statements	of	each	of	the	Group‘s	entities	are	measured	using	the	currency	of	the	primary	economic	envi-
ronment	 in	which	 the	 entity	 operates	 (the	 functional	 currency).	 The	 consolidated	 financial	 statements	 are	 presented	 in	Swiss	 Francs,	
which	is	the	Company’s	presentation	currency.
Transactions	 in	 foreign	 currencies	 are	 translated	 into	 the	 functional	 currency	 using	 the	 exchange	 rates	 prevailing	 at	 the	 dates	 of	 the	
transactions.	Any	gains	and	losses	resulting	from	these	transactions	and	from	the	translation	at	year-end	exchange	rates	of	monetary	
assets	and	liabilities	denominated	in	foreign	currencies	are	recognized	in	the	consolidated	income	statement.
Income	statements	of	Group	entities	with	a	functional	currency	dif ferent	from	the	Swiss	Franc	are	translated	at	average	exchange	rates	
as	an	approximation	of	exchange	rates	prevailing	at	the	date	of	the	transaction;	balance	sheets	are	translated	at	the	year-end	exchange	
rate.	All	resulting	exchange	differences	are	recognized	as	a	separate	component	of	equity.

D.	Segment	reporting

E.	 Foreign	currency	translation
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On	consolidation,	exchange	differences	arising	from	the	translation	of	the	net	investment	in	foreign	entities	are	taken	to	equity.	When	a	foreign	
operation	is	sold,	such	exchange	differences	are	recognized	in	the	income	statement	as	part	of	the	gain	or	loss	on	the	sale.
In	the	reporting	periods,	none	of	the	Group	entities	has	the	currency	of	a	hyperinflationary	economy.
Goodwill	and	fair	value	adjustments	arising	on	the	acquisition	of	a	foreign	entity	are	treated	as	assets	and	liabilities	of	the	foreign	en-
tity	and	translated	at	the	year-end	rate.

The	main	exchange	rates	used	are:

	 	 Average	rates	 Prevailing	rates	 Average	rates	 Prevailing	rates
	 	 2006	 31.12.2006	 2005	 31.12.2005
	 	 CHF	 CHF	 CHF	 CHF
	 1	CNY	 0.1573	 0.1560	 0.1536	 0.1635
	 1	EUR	 1.5782	 1.6090	 1.5498	 1.5565
	 1	GBP	 2.3154	 2.3950	 2.2702	 2.2700
	 1	HKD	 0.1613	 0.1572	 0.1614	 0.1700
	100	JPY	 1.0774	 1.0280	 1.1335	 1.1200
	 1	USD	 1.2531	 1.2225	 1.2558	 1.3190

Revenue	is	recognized	as	follows:

Goods	and	services
Net	sales	comprise	the	fair	value	for	the	sale	of	goods	and	services,	net	of	value-added	tax	and	sales	reductions	(such	as	rebates	and	
discounts).	Intercompany	sales	are	eliminated	on	consolidation.
Revenue	 is	 recognized	when	a	Group	 entity	 has	delivered	products	 to	 the	 customer	 and	 the	 collectibility	 of	 the	 related	 receivables	 is	
reasonably	assured.	Accruals	for	discounts	granted	to	clients	are	established	during	the	same	period	as	the	sales	which	gave	rise	to	the	
discounts	under	the	terms	of	the	contract.	Revenue	from	services	is	recognized	in	the	accounting	period	in	which	the	service	is	rendered.

Interest	income
Interest	income	is	recognized	on	a	time-proportion	basis	using	the	effective	interest	method.

Dividend	income
Dividend	income	is	recognized	when	the	right	to	receive	payment	is	established.

Property,	plant	and	equipment	are	stated	at	historical	cost	less	accumulated	depreciation	and	any	impairment	in	value.	Historical	cost	
includes	expenditure	that	is	directly	attributable	to	the	acquisition	of	the	items.	Subsequent	costs	are	included	in	the	asset’s	carrying	
amount	or	recognized	as	a	separate	asset,	as	appropriate,	only	when	it	is	probable	that	future	economic	benefits	will	flow	to	the	Group	
and	the	cost	can	be	measured	reliably.	All	other	repairs	and	maintenance	are	charged	to	the	income	statement	during	the	financial	period	
in	which	they	are	incurred.

Land	is	not	depreciated.	Depreciation	on	other	assets	is	calculated	on	a	straight-line	basis	over	the	estimated	useful	life	of	the	asset,	as	
follows:

–	Furniture,	office	machinery,	motor	vehicles:		 5	to	8	years
–	IT	equipment	and	software:		 3	to	5	years
–	Measuring	instruments,	tools,	equipment	for	non-mechanical	processing	automation	components:		 5	to	9	years
–	Machines	and	mechanical	production	systems,	workshop	equipment:		 9	to	15	years
–	Factories	and	workshop	buildings:		 30	years
–	Administrative	buildings:		 40	years

The	assets’	residual	values	and	useful	lives	are	reviewed	and	adjusted,	if	appropriate,	at	each	balance	sheet	date.
An	asset’s	carrying	amount	is	written	down	immediately	to	its	recoverable	amount	if	the	asset’s	carrying	amount	is	greater	than	its	esti-
mated	recoverable	amount.
Gains	and	losses	on	disposals	are	determined	by	comparing	the	proceeds	with	the	carrying	amount.	These	are	included	in	the	income	state-
ment.
The	position	“construction	in	progress”	includes	buildings	under	construction,	down	payments	on	land	and	buildings	as	well	as	attribut-
able	borrowing	costs.

F.	 Revenue	recognition	

G.	Property,	plant	and	equipment
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Investment	properties	comprise	mainly	residential	properties.	They	are	held	for	long-term	rental	yields	and	are	not	occupied	by	the	Group.	
Some	land	reserves	are	held	with	undetermined	use.	Investment	property	is	carried	at	historical	cost	less	accumulated	depreciation	and	
any	impairment	in	value.	The	useful	life	of	residential	properties	is	estimated	at	50	years.
Fair	values	are	disclosed	in	Note	11.	They	are	determined	by	capitalization	of	rental	income	for	rented	buildings	plus	an	estimated	market	
value	of	land	reserves.

Intangible	assets	are	stated	at	historical	cost	less	accumulated	depreciation	and	any	impairment	in	value.

Goodwill
Goodwill	represents	the	excess	of	the	acquisition	price	over	the	fair	value	of	the	Group’s	share	of	net	identifiable	assets	of	the	acquired	
company	at	the	date	of	acquisition.	Goodwill	is	tested	annually	for	impairment	and	in	addition,	when	indications	of	impairment	exist,	and	
carried	at	cost	less	accumulated	impairment	losses.	Gains	and	losses	on	the	disposal	of	an	entity	include	the	carrying	amount	of	goodwill	
relating	to	the	entity	sold.
Goodwill	is	allocated	to	cash-generating	units	(CGU)	for	the	purpose	of	impairment	testing.	The	CGU	represents	the	lowest	level	within	
the	Group	at	which	the	goodwill	is	monitored	for	internal	management	purposes	and	is	not	larger	than	a	business	segment	(see	Note	12).

Internally	generated	intangible	assets
To	assess	 the	criteria	 for	 recognition	as	an	 intangible	asset,	an	entity	separates	 the	generation	of	 the	 internally	generated	 intangible	
assets	 into	a	 research	phase	and	a	development	phase.	Costs	 linked	to	development	projects	are	recognized	as	 intangible	assets	pro-
vided	future	economic	benefits	are	anticipated.	Other	research	and	development	costs	are	recognized	as	expenses.	Once	a	product	enters	
into	commercial	production,	the	capitalized	development	costs	are	amortized	over	the	period	of	anticipated	earnings.	The	amortization	
period	applied	does	not	exceed	five	years.
Costs	associated	with	developing	or	maintaining	computer	software	programs	are	recognized	as	an	expense	as	incurred.	Costs	that	are	
directly	 associated	 with	 the	 production	 of	 identifiable	 and	 unique	 software	 products	 controlled	 by	 the	 Group,	 and	 that	 will	 probably	
generate	economic	benefits	extending	beyond	one	year,	are	recognized	as	intangible	assets.	Direct	costs	include	software	development	
employee	costs	and	an	appropriate	portion	of	relevant	overheads.
Costs	associated	with	improving	software	or	extending	its	performance	beyond	the	original	specifications	are	capitalized	as	an	asset	and	
added	to	the	original	cost	of	the	software.	The	capitalized	costs	associated	with	the	development	of	software	are	amortized	over	their	
estimated	useful	lives	using	the	straight-line	method	over	a	period	not	exceeding	five	years.

Other	intangible	assets
In	addition,	the	heading	intangible	assets	includes:

–	Licenses	purchased	granting	rights	to	use	new	state-of-the-art	technologies.	Related	lump-sum	payments	have	been	capitalized	and	
amortized	over	a	period	of	five	years.

–	Key	money	paid	 for	 strategically	 located	 retail	 shops.	 If	 their	 value	 can	be	demonstrated	by	 the	presence	 of	 a	market,	 they	 are	 not	
amortized	but	tested	for	impairment.	Key	money	that	is	not	refundable	or	refundable	only	upon	certain	conditions	being	met	is	treated	
as	prepaid	rent.

–	Customer	relationships	and	unpatented	technologies	acquired	in	business	combinations.	They	are	amortized	over	a	period	of	up	to	15	years.

Non-financial	assets	that	have	an	 indefinite	useful	 life	are	not	subject	to	amortization	and	are	tested	annually	 for	 impairment.	Assets	
that	are	subject	to	amortization	as	well	as	assets	not	yet	ready	for	use	are	reviewed	for	impairment	whenever	events	or	changes	in	cir-
cumstances	 indicate	 that	 the	 carrying	 amount	may	not	 be	 recoverable.	 An	 impairment	 loss	 is	 recognized	 for	 the	 amount	 by	which	 the	
asset’s	carrying	amount	exceeds	its	recoverable	amount.	The	recoverable	amount	is	the	higher	of	an	asset’s	fair	value	less	costs	to	sell	
and	value	in	use.	The	latter	is	calculated	by	estimating	the	future	cash	flows	generated	by	the	asset	and	discounting	them	with	a	risk-
adjusted	interest	rate.	For	the	purposes	of	assessing	impairment,	assets	are	grouped	at	the	lowest	levels	for	which	there	are	separately	
identifiable	cash	flows	(cash-generating	units).

Regular	purchases	and	sales	of	investments	are	based	on	the	settlement	date	principle.	Marketable	securities	are	initially	recorded	at	
fair	value	plus	transaction	costs	for	all	financial	assets	not	carried	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss.	Financial	assets	carried	at	fair	
value	through	profit	or	loss	are	initially	recognized	at	fair	value	and	transaction	costs	are	expensed	in	the	income	statement.

H.	Investment	property	

I.	 Intangible	assets	

J.	 Impairment	of	assets	

K.	Financial	assets
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The	fair	values	of	quoted	investments	are	based	on	current	bid	prices.	If	the	market	for	a	financial	asset	is	not	active	(and	for	unlisted	
securities),	the	Group	establishes	fair	value	by	using	valuation	techniques.	These	include	the	use	of	recent	arm’s	length	market	transac-
tions.
The	Group	classifies	its	financial	assets,	principally	investments,	 in	the	following	categories:	financial	assets	designated	at	fair	value	
through	profit	or	 loss,	 loans	and	receivables,	held-to-maturity	 investments	and	available-for-sale	 investments.	The	classification	de-
pends	on	the	purpose	for	which	the	investments	were	acquired.

Financial	assets	designated	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss
All	the	Group’s	current	investments	are	classified	in	the	category	designated	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss.	Financial	assets	classified	
as	held	 for	 trading	are	 included	 in	 this	category.	A	 financial	asset	 is	classified	 in	 this	category	 if	acquired	principally	 for	 the	purpose	of	
selling	in	the	short	term	or	if	so	designated	by	management.	Derivatives	are	also	categorized	as	held	for	trading	unless	they	are	designated	
as	hedges.	All	realized	and	unrealized	gains	and	losses	arising	from	changes	in	the	fair	value	are	recognized	in	the	income	statement.

Loans	and	receivables
Loans	and	receivables	are	non-derivative	financial	assets	with	fixed	or	determinable	payments	that	are	not	quoted	in	an	active	market.	
They	arise	when	 the	Group	provides	money,	goods	or	services	directly	 to	a	debtor	with	no	 intention	of	 trading	 the	 receivable.	They	are	
measured	at	cost	less	appropriate	impairment	losses.

Held-to-maturity	investments
Held-to-maturity	 investments	are	non-derivative	financial	assets	with	fixed	or	determinable	payments	and	fixed	maturities,	not	desig-
nated	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss,	that	the	Group’s	management	has	the	positive	intention	and	ability	to	hold	to	maturity.	Held-to-
maturity	investments	are	recognized	at	amortized	cost	less	impairment	losses.

Available-for-sale	investments
Available-for-sale	investments	are	non-derivatives	that	are	either	designated	in	this	category	or	not	classified	in	any	of	the	other	categories.	
They	are	included	in	non-current	assets	unless	management	intends	to	dispose	of	the	investment	within	12	months	of	the	balance	sheet	date.

Inventories	are	stated	at	the	lower	of	cost	and	net	realizable	value.	Cost	is	determined	using	the	weighted	average	price	method.	Some	
companies,	 particularly	 those	 in	 the	 Production	 segment,	 value	 their	 inventories	 using	 the	 standard	 cost	 method.	 As	 these	 costs	 are	
regularly	reviewed	and	adjusted,	this	method	approximates	the	results	of	the	weighted	average	price	method.	The	valuation	of	spare	parts	
for	customer	service	is	confined	to	those	units	that	are	considered	likely	to	be	used,	based	on	historical	demand.
Net	realizable	value	is	the	estimated	selling	price	in	the	ordinary	course	of	business,	less	estimated	costs	of	completion	and	the	appli-
cable	variable	selling	expenses.

Non-current	assets	and	disposal	groups	are	classified	as	held	for	sale	if	their	carrying	amount	will	be	recovered	through	a	sale	transac-
tion	rather	 than	through	continuing	use.	This	condition	 is	 regarded	as	met	only	when	the	sale	 is	highly	probable	and	the	asset	 (or	dis-
posal	group)	 is	available	for	 immediate	sale	 in	 its	present	condition.	Management	must	be	committed	to	the	sale,	which	should	be	ex-
pected	to	qualify	for	recognition	as	a	completed	sale	within	one	year	from	the	date	of	classification.	Non-current	assets	(and	disposal	
groups)	classified	as	held	for	sale	are	measured	at	the	lower	of	the	assets’	previous	carrying	amount	and	fair	value	less	costs	to	sell.

Trade	receivables	are	recognized	and	carried	at	the	original	invoice	amount	less	an	allowance	for	any	impaired	receivables,	which	corre-
sponds	to	their	fair	value.	Provision	is	made	when	there	is	objective	evidence	that	the	Group	will	not	be	able	to	collect	the	receivables.	
Bad	debts	are	written	off	when	identified.

Cash	and	cash	equivalents	in	the	balance	sheet	comprise	petty	cash,	cash	at	banks	and	short-term	deposits	with	an	original	maturity	of	
three	months	or	 less.	For	 the	purpose	of	 the	cash	 flow	statement,	cash	and	cash	equivalents	consist	of	cash	and	cash	equivalents	as	
defined	above,	net	of	short-term	bank	overdrafts.

L.	 Inventories

M.	Non-current	assets		
held	for	sale

N.	Trade	receivables	

O.	Cash	and	cash	equivalents	
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Ordinary	shares	are	classified	as	equity.	Incremental	costs	directly	attributable	to	the	issue	of	new	shares	or	options	are	shown	in	equity	
as	a	deduction,	net	of	tax,	from	the	proceeds.
Own	equity	instruments	that	are	reacquired	(treasury	shares)	are	deducted	from	equity.	No	gain	or	loss	is	recognized	in	profit	or	loss	on	
the	purchase,	sale,	issue	or	cancellation	of	the	Group’s	own	equity	instruments.

Borrowings	are	initially	recognized	at	fair	value,	net	of	transaction	costs	incurred.	Borrowings	are	subsequently	stated	at	amortized	cost.
The	fair	value	of	the	liability	component	of	a	convertible	bond	is	determined	using	a	market	interest	rate	for	an	equivalent	non-convertible	
bond.	This	amount	 is	 recorded	as	a	 liability	on	an	amortized	cost	basis	until	extinguished	on	conversion	or	maturity	of	 the	bonds.	The	
remainder	 of	 the	 proceeds	 is	 allocated	 to	 the	 conversion	 option.	 This	 is	 recognized	 and	 included	 in	 equity,	 net	 of	 income	 tax	 effects.	
Transaction	costs	are	apportioned	between	the	liability	and	equity	components	of	the	convertible	bonds,	based	on	the	allocation	of	pro-
ceeds	to	the	liability	and	equity	components	when	the	instruments	are	first	recognized.
Borrowings	are	classified	as	current	liabilities	unless	the	Group	has	an	unconditional	right	to	defer	settlement	of	the	liability	for	at	least	
12	months	after	the	balance	sheet	date.

Current	tax
Current	tax	assets	and	liabilities	for	the	current	and	prior	periods	are	measured	at	the	amount	expected	to	be	recovered	from	or	paid	to	
the	taxation	authorities.	The	tax	rates	and	tax	laws	used	to	compute	the	amount	are	those	that	are	enacted	or	substantially	enacted	by	
the	balance	sheet	date.

Deferred	tax
Deferred	tax	is	provided	in	full,	using	the	liability	method,	on	temporary	dif ferences	arising	between	the	tax	bases	of	assets	and	liabili-
ties	and	their	carrying	amounts	for	financial	reporting	purposes.	If	the	deferred	tax	arises	from	initial	recognition	of	an	asset	or	liability	
in	a	 transaction	other	 than	a	business	combination	that	at	 the	 time	of	 the	 transaction	affects	neither	accounting	nor	 taxable	profit	or	
loss,	it	is	not	accounted	for.
Deferred	tax	is	determined	using	tax	rates	and	laws	that	have	been	enacted	or	substantially	enacted	by	the	balance	sheet	date	and	are	
expected	to	apply	when	the	related	deferred	tax	asset	is	realized	or	the	deferred	tax	liability	is	settled.
Income	tax	relating	to	items	recognized	directly	in	equity	is	recognized	in	equity	and	not	in	the	income	statement.
Deferred	tax	assets	are	recognized	for	all	deductible	temporary	dif ferences,	tax	loss	carryforwards	and	tax	credits	to	the	extent	that	it	
is	probable	that	future	taxable	profits	will	be	available	against	which	they	can	be	utilized.
Deferred	tax	is	provided	on	temporary	dif ferences	arising	on	investments	in	subsidiaries	and	associates,	except	where	the	timing	of	the	
reversal	of	 the	temporary	dif ference	 is	controlled	by	the	Group	and	 it	 is	probable	that	 the	temporary	dif ference	will	not	 reverse	 in	the	
foreseeable	future.
Deferred	tax	assets	and	deferred	tax	liabilities	are	offset	if	a	legally	enforceable	right	exists	to	offset	current	tax	assets	against	current	
tax	liabilities	and	the	deferred	taxes	relate	to	the	same	taxable	entity	and	the	same	taxation	authority.

Pension	obligations
Group	 companies	 operate	 various	 pension	 schemes.	 The	 schemes	 are	 generally	 funded	 through	 payments	 to	 insurance	 companies	 or	
trustee-administered	funds,	determined	by	periodic	actuarial	calculations.	The	Group	has	both	defined	benefit	and	defined	contribution	
plans.	A	defined	benefit	plan	is	a	pension	plan	that	defines	the	amount	of	pension	benefit	that	an	employee	will	receive	on	retirement,	
usually	dependent	on	one	or	more	factors	such	as	age,	years	of	service	and	compensation.	A	defined	contribution	plan	is	a	pension	plan	
under	which	the	Group	pays	fixed	contributions	into	a	separate	entity.	The	Group	has	no	legal	or	constructive	obligations	to	pay	further	
contributions	if	the	fund	does	not	hold	sufficient	assets	to	pay	all	employees	the	benefits	relating	to	employee	service	in	the	current	and	
prior	periods.	Group	pension	plans	in	Switzerland	are	accounted	for	as	defined	benefit	plans.
Actuarial	gains	and	losses	are	recognized	as	income	or	expense	when	the	net	cumulative	unrecognized	actuarial	gains	and	losses	for	each	
individual	plan	at	the	end	of	the	previous	reporting	year	exceeded	10%	of	the	higher	of	the	defined	benefit	obligation	and	the	fair	value	of	
plan	assets	at	that	date.	These	gains	or	losses	are	recognized	over	the	expected	average	remaining	working	lives	of	the	employees	par-
ticipating	in	the	plans.
Past	service	costs	are	recognized	immediately	 in	 income,	unless	the	changes	to	the	pension	plan	are	conditional	on	the	employees	re-
maining	in	service	for	a	specified	period	of	time	(the	vesting	period).	In	this	case,	the	past	service	costs	are	amortized	on	a	straight-line	
basis	over	the	vesting	period.
The	liability	recognized	in	the	balance	sheet	in	respect	of	defined	benefit	plans	is	the	present	value	of	the	defined	benefit	obligation	at	
the	balance	sheet	date	less	the	fair	value	of	plan	assets,	together	with	adjustments	for	unrecognized	actuarial	gains	or	losses	and	past	
service	costs.	The	defined	benefit	obligation	is	calculated	annually	by	independent	actuaries,	using	the	projected	unit	credit	method.	The	
present	value	of	the	defined	benefit	obligation	is	determined	by	discounting	the	estimated	future	cash	outflows.

P.	 Share	capital	and	 	
treasury	shares	

Q.	 Borrowings	

R.	 Taxes	

S.	 Pensions	and	other		
post-employment	benefits
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Other	post-employment	benefits
A	small	number	of	Group	companies	provide	post-retirement	medical	care	benefits	to	their	employees.	The	entitlement	to	these	benefits	
is	usually	conditional	on	the	employee	remaining	 in	service	up	to	 retirement	age	and	the	completion	of	a	minimum	service	period.	The	
expected	costs	of	these	benefits	are	accrued	over	the	period	of	employment,	similar	to	the	accounting	for	defined	benefit	plans.

Termination	benefits
Termination	benefits	are	payable	when	employment	is	terminated	before	the	normal	retirement	date,	or	whenever	an	employee	accepts	
voluntary	redundancy	 in	exchange	for	these	benefits.	The	Group	recognizes	termination	benefits	when	 it	 is	demonstrably	committed	to	
either	terminating	the	employment	of	current	employees	according	to	a	detailed	formal	plan	without	possibility	of	withdrawal,	or	provid-
ing	termination	benefits	as	a	result	of	an	offer	made	to	encourage	voluntary	redundancy.	Benefits	falling	due	more	than	12	months	after	
the	balance	sheet	date	are	discounted	to	present	value.

Provisions	are	recognized:
–	when	the	Group	has	a	present	legal	or	constructive	obligation	as	a	result	of	past	events
–	when	it	is	probable	that	an	outflow	of	resources	embodying	economic	benefits	will	be	required	to	settle	the	obligation,	and
–	when	a	reliable	estimate	of	the	amount	of	the	obligation	can	be	made

Where	 the	Group	expects	 some	or	 all	 of	 a	 provision	 to	be	 reimbursed,	 for	 example	under	 an	 insurance	 contract,	 the	 reimbursement	 is	
recognized	as	a	separate	asset,	but	only	when	the	reimbursement	is	virtually	certain.	The	expense	relating	to	any	provision	is	presented	
in	the	income	statement,	net	of	any	reimbursement.	If	the	effect	of	the	time	value	of	money	is	material,	provisions	are	discounted,	using	
a	current	pre-tax	rate	that	reflects,	where	appropriate,	the	risks	specific	to	the	liability.	Where	discounting	is	used,	the	increase	in	the	
provision	due	to	the	passage	of	time	is	recognized	as	a	borrowing	cost.

The	Group	operates	an	equity-settled,	share-based	compensation	plan.	Under	the	terms	of	this	plan,	share	options	are	granted	to	manag-
ers	and	employees	who	distinguished	themselves	by	a	particular	strong	commitment	to	the	company	or	an	above-average	performance.	
The	fair	value	of	the	employee	services	received	in	exchange	for	the	grant	of	the	options	is	recognized	as	an	expense.	The	total	amount	to	
be	 expensed	over	 the	 vesting	period	 is	 determined	by	 reference	 to	 the	 fair	 value	 of	 the	 options	granted	 (calculated	using	 the	 “Black-
Scholes”	model),	excluding	the	impact	of	any	non-market	vesting	conditions	(for	example,	profitability	and	sales	growth	targets).	Non-
market	vesting	conditions	are	included	in	assumptions	about	the	number	of	options	that	are	expected	to	vest.	At	each	balance	sheet	date,	
the	Group	revises	its	estimates	of	the	number	of	options	that	are	expected	to	become	exercisable.	It	recognizes	the	impact	of	the	revision	
of	original	estimates,	if	any,	in	the	income	statement,	and	a	corresponding	adjustment	to	equity	over	the	remaining	vesting	period.
A	tranche	of	treasury	shares	has	been	specifically	reserved	for	this	stock	option	plan.	No	new	shares	were	issued	under	this	plan.	Equity	
increases	by	the	corresponding	amounts	of	employee	service	cost	over	the	vesting	period.	The	proceeds	received	net	of	any	transaction	
cost	are	credited	to	equity	when	the	options	are	exercised.
The	dilutive	effect	of	outstanding	options	is	reflected	as	additional	share	dilution	in	the	computation	of	earnings	per	share	(see	Note	8).

Finance	leases
A	finance	lease	is	where	the	lessor	transfers	to	the	lessee	substantially	all	the	risks	and	rewards	incidental	to	ownership	of	the	leased	
item.	At	the	inception	of	the	lease,	finance	leases	are	capitalized	at	the	fair	value	of	the	leased	property	or,	if	lower,	at	the	present	value	
of	the	minimum	lease	payments.	Each	lease	payment	is	apportioned	between	the	finance	charges	and	the	reduction	of	the	lease	liability,	
so	as	to	achieve	a	constant	rate	of	interest	on	the	remaining	balance	of	the	liability.	Finance	charges	are	charged	directly	against	income	
statement.	Capitalized	leased	assets	are	depreciated	over	the	shorter	of	the	lease	term	and	the	estimated	useful	life	of	the	asset.

Operating	leases
An	operating	lease	is	where	a	significant	portion	of	the	risks	and	rewards	of	ownership	are	retained	by	the	lessor.	Operating	lease	pay-
ments	are	recognized	as	expenses	in	the	income	statement	on	a	straight-line	basis	over	the	lease	term.

Dividends	are	recorded	in	the	Group’s	financial	statements	in	the	period	in	which	they	are	approved	by	the	Group’s	shareholders.

Certain	 prior-year	 balances	have	been	 reclassified	 or	 extended	 from	 the	previously	 reported	 results	 to	 take	 into	 account	 current	 year	
presentational	changes.	The	changes	are	mentioned	in	the	respective	notes.

T.	 Provisions	

U.	 Share-based	payment	
transactions	

V.	 Leases	

W.	 Dividends	

X.	 Comparatives
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3.	Financial	risk	management

In	view	of	the	global	and	varied	nature	of	its	activities,	the	Group	is	exposed	to	financial	market	risk	(including	foreign	currency	risk,	fair	
value	interest	rate	risk	and	price	risk),	credit	risk,	liquidity	risk	and	cash	flow	interest	rate	risk.
The	Group’s	risk	management	is	essentially	focused	on	identifying	and	analyzing	exchange	rate	risk,	with	the	aim	of	minimizing	its	impact	
on	Group	earnings	before	taxes	and	net	income.	In	order	to	hedge	exchange	rate	risk,	the	Group	uses	derivative	financial	instruments	such	
as	forward	currency	contracts	or	currency	hedging	options.
Risk	management	is	conducted	by	the	central	treasury	department	(Group	Treasury),	which	follows	the	directives	issued	by	the	Group’s	
management	bodies.	Risks	are	assessed	in	collaboration	with	the	operating	units	and	the	hedging	methods	are	decided	and	implemented	
under	supervision	of	the	Financial	Asset	and	Currency	Management	Committee,	which	normally	meets	once	a	month.

1.	Market	risk
The	Group	is	exposed	to	market	risk,	primarily	related	to	foreign	exchange,	interest	rates	and	the	market	value	of	investments	of	liquid	
funds.	The	Group	actively	monitors	 these	exposures.	To	manage	 the	volatility	 relating	 to	 these	exposures,	 the	Group	uses	a	 variety	of	
derivative	 financial	 instruments,	 such	 as	 foreign	 exchange	 forward	 contracts	 or	 options.	 The	 Group’s	 objective	 is	 to	 reduce,	 where	 it	
deems	appropriate	to	do	so,	fluctuations	in	earnings	and	cash	flows	associated	with	changes	in	interest	rates,	foreign	currency	rates	and	
market	rates	of	investments	of	liquid	funds.	It	is	the	Group’s	policy	and	practice	to	use	derivative	financial	instruments	to	manage	expo-
sures	and	to	enhance	the	yield	on	the	investment	of	liquid	funds.

	 1.1	Foreign	exchange	risk
The	Group’s	consolidated	financial	statements	are	published	in	Swiss	Francs	and	are	therefore	mainly	exposed	to	fluctuations	in	the	Euro,	
the	US	Dollar	and	its	related	currencies	as	well	as	the	Japanese	Yen.	Consequently,	it	enters	into	various	contracts	that	reflect	the	changes	
in	 the	value	of	 foreign	exchange	 rates	 to	preserve	 the	value	of	assets,	commitments	and	anticipated	 transactions.	The	Group	also	uses	
forward	contracts	and	foreign	currency	option	contracts	to	hedge	certain	anticipated	net	revenues	in	foreign	currencies.	Group	companies	
enter	into	special	exchange	rate	contracts	with	the	Group’s	treasury	department	guaranteeing	a	standard	exchange	rate	for	a	term	of	one	
month.	The	treasury	department,	for	its	part,	is	responsible	for	hedging	net	positions	in	foreign	currencies	with	external	counterparties.

	 1.2	Price	risk
	 	 1.2.1	Commodities
The	Group	has	a	limited	exposure	to	price	risk	related	to	anticipated	purchases	of	certain	commodities	used	such	as	gold,	platinum	or	
gems.	A	change	 in	those	prices	may	alter	the	gross	margin	of	a	specific	business,	but	are	not	considered	as	a	relevant	risk	for	overall	
margin.	Accordingly,	the	Group	does	not	enter	into	significant	commodity	futures,	forward	and	option	contracts	to	manage	fluctuations	in	
prices	of	anticipated	purchases.

	 	 1.2.2	Equity	investment	risk
The	Group	purchases	equities	as	investments	of	its	liquid	funds.	Potential	investments	are	thoroughly	analyzed	in	respect	to	their	past	
financial	track	record	(mainly	cash	flow	return	on	investment),	their	market	potential,	their	management	and	their	competitors.	Call	op-
tions	are	written	on	equities	that	the	Group	owns,	and	put	options	are	written	on	equities	that	the	Group	wants	to	buy	and	for	which	cash	
has	been	reserved.

2.	Credit	risk
The	Group’s	client	credit	policy	necessitates	periodic	reviews	of	the	credit	standing	of	our	commercial	partners.
In	purchasing	securities,	the	Group	guards	against	the	risk	of	default	by	implementing	directives	that	impose	minimum	credit	ratings	for	
investments	in	tradable	securities.	The	Group’s	management	regularly	monitors	strict	compliance	with	these	directives.
Counterparty	risk	is	also	minimized	by	ensuring	that	all	derivative	financial	instruments,	money	market	investments	and	current	account	
deposits	are	placed	with	financial	institutions	whose	credit	standing	has	been	verified	by	our	treasury	department	beforehand.	Exposure	
to	this	type	of	risk	is	closely	monitored	by	Group	management	and	is	contained	within	strict	and	pre-determined	limits.
Given	the	very	high	standards	of	creditworthiness	applied	to	our	commercial	and	financial	partners,	the	default	risks	to	which	the	Group	
is	exposed	are	limited.

3.	Liquidity	risk
The	close	monitoring	of	 liquidity	at	Group	 level	and	of	 the	allocation	of	 resources	allows	 the	Group’s	 treasury	department	 to	maintain	
adequate	levels	of	liquidity	at	all	times.	In	order	to	meet	any	exceptional	liquidity	requirements,	the	Group	maintains	lines	of	credit	with	
a	number	of	financial	institutions.

A.	Financial	risk	factors
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4.	Interest	rate	risk
Borrowings	issued	at	variable	rates	expose	the	Group	to	cash	flow	interest	rate	risk.	Borrowings	issued	at	fixed	rates	expose	the	Group	
to	 fair	 value	 interest	 rate	 risk.	The	Group	manages	 its	net	exposure	 to	 interest	 rate	 risk	 through	 the	proportion	of	 fixed	 rate	debt	and	
variable	rate	debt	in	its	total	debt	portfolio.	In	the	current	monetary	environment,	interest	rate	fluctuations	do	not	have	a	major	impact	
on	the	Group’s	financial	results.
In	the	context	of	balance	sheet	liabilities	management,	the	Group	has	not	used	interest	rate	swaps	during	the	two	years	under	review,	and	
there	are	no	outstanding	positions	relating	to	interest	rate	swaps	in	the	Group’s	financial	statements.

Derivatives	are	initially	recognized	at	fair	value.	The	method	of	recognizing	the	resulting	gain	or	loss	depends	on	whether	the	derivative	
is	designated	as	a	hedging	instrument,	and	if	so,	the	nature	of	the	item	being	hedged.	Certain	derivatives	can	be	designated	as	hedges	of	
a	risk	associated	with	a	highly	probable	forecast	transaction	(cash	flow	hedge).	
The	Group	documents,	at	the	inception	of	the	transaction,	the	relationship	between	hedging	instruments	and	hedged	items,	as	well	as	its	
risk	management	objectives	and	strategy.	The	Group	also	documents	its	assessment,	both	at	hedge	inception	and	on	an	ongoing	basis,	of	
whether	the	derivatives	that	are	used	 in	hedging	transactions	are	highly	effective	 in	offsetting	changes	 in	fair	values	or	cash	flows	of	
hedged	items.
The	full	fair	value	of	a	hedging	derivative	is	classified	as	a	non-current	asset	or	liability	when	the	remaining	maturity	of	the	hedged	item	
is	more	 than	12	months;	 it	 is	classified	as	a	current	asset	or	 liability	when	 the	 remaining	maturity	of	 the	hedged	 item	 is	 less	 than	12	
months.	Trading	derivatives	are	classified	as	a	current	asset	or	liability.

Cash	flow	hedge
The	effective	portion	of	changes	 in	 the	 fair	value	of	derivatives	 that	are	designated	and	qualify	as	cash	 flow	hedges	are	 recognized	 in	
equity.	The	gain	or	loss	relating	to	the	ineffective	portion	is	recognized	immediately	in	the	income	statement.
Amounts	accumulated	in	equity	are	recycled	in	the	income	statement	in	the	periods	when	the	hedged	item	affects	profit	or	loss	(for	ex-
ample,	when	the	forecast	sale	that	is	hedged	takes	place).
When	a	forecast	transaction	is	no	longer	expected	to	occur,	the	cumulative	gain	or	loss	that	was	reported	in	equity	is	immediately	trans-
ferred	to	the	income	statement.

Derivatives	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss
Derivatives	not	designated	as	hedging	instruments	are	accounted	for	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss.	Changes	in	the	fair	value	of	these	
derivative	instruments	are	recognized	immediately	in	the	income	statement.	

The	fair	value	of	quoted	investments	is	deemed	to	be	their	corresponding	stock	market	closing	prices	on	the	balance	sheet	date.	Deriva-
tives	and	forward	rate	contracts	are	also	recognized	at	their	market	value	on	the	account	closure	date.	The	fair	value	of	financial	instru-
ments	that	are	not	traded	in	an	active	market	is	determined	by	making	assumptions	that	are	based	on	prevailing	market	conditions	and	
on	recent	arm’s	length	market	transactions.

4.	Critical	accounting	estimates	and	judgments

Estimates	and	judgments	are	continually	evaluated	and	are	based	on	historical	experience	and	other	factors,	 including	expectations	of	
future	events	that	are	believed	to	be	reasonable	under	the	circumstances.

The	Group	makes	estimates	and	assumptions	concerning	the	future.	The	resulting	accounting	estimates	will,	by	definition,	seldom	equal	
the	related	actual	results.	The	key	estimates	and	assumptions	that	have	a	significant	risk	of	causing	a	material	adjustment	to	the	carry-
ing	amounts	of	assets	and	liabilities	within	the	next	financial	year	are	discussed	below.

Impairment	of	goodwill
The	Group	determines	whether	goodwill	is	impaired	at	least	on	an	annual	basis.	This	requires	an	estimation	of	the	value	in	use	and	there-
fore	of	the	expected	future	cash	flows	of	the	cash-generating	units	to	which	the	goodwill	is	allocated.	Furthermore,	a	suitable	discount	
rate	is	chosen	in	order	to	calculate	the	present	value	of	those	cash	flows.	More	details	are	given	in	Note	12.

B.		Accounting	for	derivative	
financial	instruments	

	 and	hedging	activities	

C.	Fair	value	estimation	

A.	Critical	accounting	estimates	
and	assumptions
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Taxes	and	duties
The	Group	is	subject	to	various	taxes,	levies	and	duties	in	numerous	jurisdictions.	In	this	respect	the	Group	and	its	subsidiary	companies	
are	regularly	exposed	to	audits	by	the	various	governmental	bodies	and	authorities,	where	the	outcome	of	findings	particularly	in	the	area	
of	transfer	pricing	depends	very	often	on	individual	judgments.	Considerable	judgment	is	required	in	determining	tax	provisions.	Liabili-
ties	for	anticipated	tax	audit	 issues	are	recognized	based	on	estimates	of	whether	additional	taxes	will	be	due.	These	estimates	could	
prove	to	be	too	pessimistic,	or	in	a	negative	scenario,	additional	tax	liabilities	would	have	to	be	recorded	in	the	future.
Furthermore,	the	capitalization	of	deferred	tax	assets	is	based	on	assumptions	about	the	future	profitability	of	certain	Group	companies.	
There	is	an	inherent	risk	that	these	estimates	made	by	management	may	turn	out	to	be	too	optimistic	or	too	pessimistic.

Allowance	for	impaired	receivables
To	cover	any	shortfalls	from	current	trade	receivables,	the	Group	records	an	allowance	for	impaired	receivables	based	on	historical	infor-
mation	and	on	estimates	 in	 regard	 to	 the	solvency	of	customers.	Unexpected	 financial	problems	of	major	customers	could	 lead	 to	 the	
situation	where	the	recorded	allowance	is	insufficient.

Warranty	claims
The	 Group	 generally	 offers	 a	 two-year	 warranty	 for	 watches.	 Management	 estimates	 the	 related	 provision	 for	 future	 warranty	 claims	
mainly	 based	 on	 historical	 warranty	 claim	 information.	 Factors	 that	 could	 impact	 these	 estimates	 include	 the	 success	 of	 the	 Group’s	
quality	initiatives,	parts	and	labour	costs	as	well	as	customer	behaviour.	Any	material	change	of	these	factors	could	result	in	higher	or	
lower	warranty	costs	for	the	Group.

Legal	claims
Some	Group	companies	are	involved	in	litigation	and	disputes	arising	from	the	ordinary	course	of	their	business.	Management	estimated	
the	outcome	of	these	lawsuits	on	the	basis	of	facts	known	at	the	time	of	closing	the	books	and	recorded	adequate	provisions	in	line	with	
IAS	 37.	 However,	 there	 is	 an	 inherent	 risk	 that	 legal	 claims	 from	 adversary	 parties	 are	 successful	 and	 cause	 a	 significant	 outflow	 of	
economic	benefits.	Moreover,	the	Group	being	listed	on	the	Swiss	Stock	Exchange	also	finds	itself	under	permanent	review	regarding	the	
observation	of	all	rules	and	regulations.	Despite	the	considerable	effort	to	comply	with	the	increasing	number	of	laws,	rules	and	regula-
tions	at	all	times	and	on	all	levels	in	all	countries	in	which	the	Group	develops	activities,	there	remains	a	certain	risk	of	oversight	which	
could	impact	future	earnings.

Other	factors
The	Group	and	its	management	is	extremely	sensitive	to	all	sorts	of	risks	of	a	globally	operating	Group	with	close	to	150	affiliated	com-
panies	in	more	than	30	countries	around	the	globe.	Despite	considerable	effort	in	assessing	and	managing	risks	on	a	constant	basis,	there	
are	many	imponderables	which	could	develop	a	negative	impact	on	the	result	of	a	future	period.

In	the	process	of	applying	the	Group’s	accounting	policies,	management	has	made	the	following	 judgments,	apart	 from	those	 involving	
estimations,	which	have	the	most	significant	effect	on	the	amounts	recognized	in	the	financial	statements:

Inventory	abatements
In	determining	net	realizable	values	of	inventory,	management	had	to	use	judgment	as	to	whether	or	not	inventory	abatements	are	neces-
sary.	Especially	for	spare	parts	used	in	customer	service,	but	also	for	some	watch	components	and	finished	goods,	judgment	calls	were	
made	in	order	to	determine	a	realistic	value	for	these	inventory	 items.	Unexpected	changes	in	fashion,	technology	and	customer	needs	
could	lead	to	situations	where	the	actual	inventory	abatements	would	need	to	be	increased.

Impairment	of	assets
Assets	that	are	subject	to	amortization	are	reviewed	for	impairment	whenever	events	or	changes	in	circumstances	indicate	that	the	car-
rying	amount	may	not	be	recoverable.	Management	determines	the	amount	of	 impairment	 losses	by	applying	 judgment	 in	regard	to	the	
recoverable	amount	and	 the	 future	use	of	an	 impaired	asset.	 If	 external	 factors	such	as	market,	 technology,	 etc.	 change	 in	a	way	not	
anticipated	by	management,	there	is	a	risk	that	additional	impairment	losses	will	have	to	be	recorded.

B.	Critical	judgments		
in	applying	the	entity’s	
accounting	policies
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5. Segment information and sales

Income statement

2006	 Watches & Production Electronic Corporate &  Total
(CHF	million)	 Jewelry  Systems Elimination
–	Third	parties	 3 912 562 571 5 5 050
–	Group	 	 831 22 –853 0
Gross sales 3 912 1 393 593 –848 5 050
–	Third	parties	 3 723 527 564 6 4 820
–	Group	 	 808 22 –830 0
Net sales 3 723 1 335 586 –824 4 820
Operating profit 738 147 106 –18 973
–	As	a	%	of	net	sales	 19.8 11.0 18.1  20.2
–	As	a	%	of	total	 75.8 15.1 10.9 –1.8 100.0

2005	 Watches	&		 Production	 Electronic		 Corporate	&		 Total	
(CHF	million)	 Jewelry	 	 Systems	1)	 Elimination	1)

–	Third	parties	 3	437	 537	 517	 6	 4	497
–	Group	 	 767	 27	 –794	 0
Gross	sales	 3	437	 1	304	 544	 –788	 4	497
–	Third	parties	 3	272	 503	 511	 6	 4	292
–	Group	 	 727	 27	 –754	 0
Net	sales	 3	272	 1	230	 538	 –748	 4	292
Operating	profit	 626	 47	 80	 –18	 735
–	As	a	%	of	net	sales	 19.1	 3.8	 14.9	 	 17.1
–	As	a	%	of	total	 85.2	 6.4	 10.9	 –2.5	 100.0

1)	restated	due	to	the	integration	of	Swiss	Timing	into	the	segment	Electronic	Systems

A. Primary segment information 
(by business segment)
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Balance sheet and other information

2006	 Watches & Production Electronic Corporate & Total 
(CHF	million)	 Jewelry  Systems Elimination
Balance sheet
–	Segment	assets	 3 423 1 211 468 1 796 6 898
–	Equity	in	associated	companies		
–	and	joint	ventures	 	 5  1 6
Total assets 3 423 1 216 468 1 797 6 904
Total liabilities –972 –286 –90 –589 –1 937
Net assets 2 451 930 378 1 208 4 967

Other information
Capital	expenditure	 133 109 40 8 290
Depreciation	on	tangible	assets	 41 98 37 3 179
Amortization	on	intangible	assets	 3 5 5  13
Impairment	charges	 	 2 1  3

2005	 Watches	&	 Production	 Electronic	 Corporate	&		 Total
(CHF	million)	 Jewelry	 	 Systems	 Elimination
Balance	sheet
–	Segment	assets	 3	099	 1	177	 435	 1	872	 6	583
–	Equity	in	associated	companies		
–	and	joint	ventures	 	 4	 	 1	 5
Total	assets	 3	099	 1	181	 435	 1	873	 6	588
Total	liabilities	 –1	006	 –275	 –78	 –626	 –1	985
Net	assets	 2	093	 906	 357	 1	247	 4	603

Other	information
Capital	expenditure	 87	 101	 28	 5	 221
Depreciation	on	tangible	assets	 34	 105	 34	 3	 176
Amortization	on	intangible	assets	 3	 4	 3	 1	 11
Impairment	charges	 	 8	 4	 	 12

	 	 2006	 	 	 2005
	 Net  Total  Capital	 Net		 Total		 Capital	
(CHF	million)	 sales assets expenditure	 sales	 assets	 expenditure
Europe	 2 360 5 647 247	 2	090	 5	509	 179
America	 558 255 6	 494	 259	 10
Asia	 1 787 965 35	 1	597	 786	 31
Oceania	 69 37 2	 68	 34	 1
Africa	 46	 	 	 43
Total	 4 820 6 904 290	 4	292	 6	588	 221

B. Secondary segment 
information  
(by geographic area)
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6. Revenues and expenses

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Wages	and	salaries	 1 150	 1	067
Social	security	costs	 192	 178
Share-based	compensation	(Note	29)	 9	 7
Pension	costs	–	defined	benefit	plans	(Note	23)	 56	 57
Pension	costs	–	defined	contribution	plans	(Note	23)	 3	 4
Other	post-employment	benefits	(Note	23)	 1	 2
Total personnel expense 1 411	 1	315

The	development	of	the	headcount	is	summarized	in	the	following	table:

(Unaudited)	 2006	 2005
Average annual headcount 20 572	 20	730
Total headcount at 31 December 21 268	 20	650
–	Men	 9 688	 9	172
–	Women	 11 580	 11	478
–	Swiss	contracts	 11 423	 10	830
–	Non-Swiss	contracts	 9 845	 9	820

Headcount	is	expressed	as	the	number	of	employment	contracts.	The	number	of	employees	includes	home	workers,	trainees	and	auxiliary	
staff.

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Marketing,	sales	and	administration	 751	 665
Subcontracting	and	other	direct	costs	of	sales	 259	 233
Maintenance,	rents	and	energy	 296	 249
Other	operating	expenses	 90	 58
Total other operating expenses	 1 396	 1	205

R&D	costs	amounted	to	CHF	140	million	in	2006,	representing	2.9%	of	net	sales	(compared	with	CHF	144	million	or	3.4%	in	2005).

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Interest	income	 40	 25
Income	from	marketable	securities	 82	 22
Foreign	exchange	differences	on	financial	transactions	 –16	 24
Financial income 106	 71

Interest	on	convertible	bond	 –14	 –14
Other	interest	 –8	 –8
Interest expense –22 –22

Net financial result 84	 49

a. Personnel expense

b. Other operating expenses

c. Research and development 
costs

d. Net financial result
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7. Income taxes

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Current	income	taxes	 200	 168
Adjustments	recognized	for	current	taxes	of	prior	periods	 –4	 5
Deferred	income	taxes	 31	 –10
Total income taxes 227	 163

Since	the	Group	operates	worldwide,	 it	 is	subject	to	 income	taxes	 in	many	dif ferent	tax	 jurisdictions.	The	Group	calculates	 its	average	
expected	tax	rate	as	a	weighted	average	of	tax	rates	in	the	relevant	tax	jurisdictions.

	 2006	 2005
	 %	 %
Group’s	average	expected	tax	rate	 22.7	 21.8
Tax	effect	of:	 	
	 –	Change	in	the	applicable	tax	rate	on	temporary	dif ferences	 0.0	 –1.4
	 –		Capitalization	of	tax	assets	from	previous	years	and	utilization	of	tax	losses/
	 –	unused	tax	credits	 0.0	 0.0
	 –	Non-taxable	income/non-deductible	expenses	 –0.7	 0.3
	 –	Items	taxable	at	reduced	rates	 –0.7	 –0.8
	 –	Other	items	 0.2	 0.8
Group’s effective tax rate 21.5	 20.7

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Current	income	tax	assets	 3	 3
Current	income	tax	liabilities	 –154	 –140
Net current income tax liability	 –151	 –137

Deferred	tax	assets	and	liabilities	are	offset	within	legal	entities	when	there	is	a	legally	enforceable	right	to	offset	current	tax	assets	
against	current	tax	liabilities	and	when	the	deferred	taxes	relate	to	the	same	fiscal	authority.
The	deferred	tax	asset	and	liability	amounts	(shown	in	the	following	table)	are	calculated	after	offsets,	and	were	presented	on	the	con-
solidated	balance	sheet	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Deferred	tax	assets	 140	 136
Deferred	tax	liabilities	 –387	 –344
Net deferred tax liability	 –247	 –208

Income tax expenses

Reconciliation of the Group’s 
effective tax rate

Current income tax

Deferred income tax
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The	gross	movement	on	the	deferred	income	tax	account	is	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Balance at 1 January	 –208	 –224
Translation	dif ferences	and	other	movements	 –3	 6
Acquisitions	of	Group	companies	 –5	 0
Income	statement	 –31	 10
At 31 December	 –247	 –208

Deferred	 tax	 assets	 resulting	 from	deductible	 temporary	 dif ferences,	 tax	 credits	 or	 tax	 loss	 carryforwards	 are	 recognized	 only	 to	 the	
extent	that	realization	of	the	related	tax	benefit	is	probable.	The	Group	has	unrecognized	tax	losses	of	CHF	124	million	at	31	December	
2006	(CHF	97	million	at	31	December	2005).	In	2006,	37%	of	total	recognized	and	unrecognized	carryforward	tax	losses	expire	within	six	
years	(35%	in	2005).	The	remaining	tax	losses	expire	after	six	years	or	more.

The	deferred	tax	assets	and	liabilities	relate	to	the	following	balance	sheet	items:

Deferred tax assets
Source	(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Carryforward	tax	losses/tax	credits	 12	 13
Non-current	assets	 30	 31
Current	assets	 105	 103
Current	liabilities	 22	 20
Non-current	liabilities	 12	 9
Total 181	 176
Offset	 –41	 –40
Total deferred tax assets on the balance sheet 140	 136

Deferred tax liabilities
Source	(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Non-current	assets	 –96	 –96
Current	assets	 –183	 –160
Current	liabilities	 –6	 –5
Non-current	liabilities	 –143	 –123
Total –428	 –384
Offset	 41	 40
Total deferred tax liabilities on the balance sheet –387	 –344
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8. Earnings per share

	 2006	 2005
Net	income	attributable	to	equity	holders	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	(CHF	million)	 827	 614
Percentage	of	registered	shares	outstanding	in	comparison	with	the	share		
capital	outstanding	 42.5%	 42.7%
Percentage	of	bearer	shares	outstanding	in	comparison	with	the	share		
capital	outstanding	 57.5%	 57.3%

Registered shares
Net	income	attributable	to	registered	shareholders	(CHF	million)	 351	 262
Average	number	of	shares	outstanding	 118 110 673	 122	004	798
Basic earnings per share (in CHF)	 2.97	 2.15

Bearer shares
Net	income	attributable	to	bearer	shareholders	(CHF	million)	 476	 352
Average	number	of	shares	outstanding	 31 981 500	 32	788	496
Basic earnings per share (in CHF)	 14.87	 10.74

Net	income	attributable	to	equity	holders	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	(CHF	million)	 827	 614
Interest	expense	on	convertible	debt	(net	of	tax)	(CHF	million)	 14	 14
Net	income	used	to	determine	diluted	EPS	(CHF	million)	 841	 628
Percentage	of	diluted	registered	shares	outstanding	in	comparison	with	the		
diluted	share	capital	outstanding	 44.2%	 44.3%
Percentage	of	diluted	bearer	shares	outstanding	in	comparison	with	the		
diluted	share	capital	outstanding	 55.8%	 55.7%

Registered shares	 	
Net	income	attributable	to	registered	shareholders	(CHF	million)	 372	 279
Average	number	of	shares	outstanding	 126 751 038	 130	646	179
Diluted earnings per share (in CHF) 2.93	 2.13
	 	
Bearer shares	 	
Net	income	attributable	to	bearer	shareholders	(CHF	million)	 469	 349
Average	number	of	shares	outstanding	 31 981 500	 32	788	496
Diluted earnings per share (in CHF) 14.66	 10.66

9. Dividends paid and proposed

On	19	May	2006,	the	Annual	General	Meeting	approved	the	distribution	of	a	dividend	of	CHF	0.50	per	registered	share	and	CHF	2.50	per	
bearer	share.	The	distribution	to	holders	of	outstanding	shares	totaled	CHF	140	million	 (2005:	CHF	101	million)	and	has	been	recorded	
against	retained	earnings	in	2006.

At	the	Annual	General	Meeting	on	11	May	2007,	payment	of	the	following	dividends	for	2006	will	be	proposed:

	 Registered Bearer
Dividend	per	share	 CHF	0.70	 CHF	3.50
Total	dividend	 CHF	92	071	000	 CHF	113	274	000

The	financial	statements	ending	31	December	2006	do	not	take	into	account	this	proposed	dividend.	Dividends	will	be	treated	as	a	distri-
bution	of	available	earnings	during	the	financial	year	2007.

Basic

Diluted
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10. Property, plant and equipment

	 Land and Plant and Other Advances and Total 
 buildings machinery fixtures and construction 
(CHF	million)   fittings in progress
Historical cost, 1 January 2006 918 2 278 311 28 3 535
Translation	dif ferences	 –11	 7	 	 	 –4
Acquisitions	of	subsidiaries	(Note	14)	 7	 5	 1	 	 13
Additions	 13	 140	 46	 37	 236
Disposals	 	 –39	 –15	 	 –54
Transfers	 –16	 –6	 –7	 –2	 –31
Historical cost, 31 December 2006 911 2 385 336 63 3 695

Accumulated depreciation, 1 January 2006 –440 –1 729 –213 0 –2 382
Translation	dif ferences	 	 –6	 	 	 –6
Annual	depreciation	 –19	 –131	 -28	 	 –178
Impairment	 	 –2	 	 	 –2
Depreciation	on	disposals	 	 37	 14	 	 51
Transfers	 15	 5	 8	 –1	 27
Accumulated depreciation, 31 December 2006 –444 –1 826 –219 –1 –2 490

Net book value, 31 December 2006 467 559 117 62 1 205

Insured	value	 4 516

Net	book	value	of	property,	plant	and	equipment	under	finance	lease	contracts	 1
Total	non-current	assets	pledged	to	guarantee	the	commitments	of	Group	companies	 93

	 Land	and	 Plant	and	 Other	 Advances	and	 Total	
	 buildings	 machinery	 fixtures	and	 Construction	
(CHF	million)	 	 	 fittings	 in	progress
Historical	cost,	1	January	2005	 897	 2	216	 286	 28	 3	427
Translation	dif ferences	 6	 18	 4	 	 28
Additions	 14	 110	 38	 24	 186
Disposals	 –3	 –80	 –11	 	 –94
Transfers	 4	 14	 –6	 –24	 –12
Historical	cost,	31	December	2005	 918	 2	278	 311	 28	 3	535
	 	 	 	 	
Accumulated	depreciation,	1	January	2005	 –420	 –1	620	 –203	 –23	 –2	266
Translation	dif ferences	 –1	 –11	 –3	 	 –15
Annual	depreciation	 –17	 –135	 –23	 	 –175
Impairment	 	 –10	 	 	 –10
Depreciation	on	disposals	 	 68	 8	 	 76
Transfers	 –2	 –21	 8	 23	 8
Accumulated	depreciation,	31	December	2005	 –440	 –1	729	 –213	 0	 –2	382
	 	 	 	 	
Net	book	value,	31	December	2005	 478	 549	 98	 28	 1	153
	
Insured	value	 4	523

Net	book	value	of	property,	plant	and	equipment	under	finance	lease	contracts	 2
Total	non-current	assets	pledged	to	guarantee	the	commitments	of	Group	companies	 3
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11. Investment property

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Historical cost, 1 January 46	 52
Additions	 0	 1
Disposals	 0	 –1
Transfers	 3	 –6
Historical cost, 31 December 49	 46

Accumulated depreciation, 1 January –23	 –25
Annual	depreciation	 –1	 –1
Impairment	 0	 –1
Depreciation	on	disposals	 0	 1
Transfers	 0	 3
Accumulated depreciation, 31 December –24	 –23
	 	
Net book value, 31 December 25	 23
	 	
Rental	income	 3	 3
Direct	operating	expenses	arising	from	investment	properties	that	generated		
rental	income	 –2	 –2
Direct	operating	expenses	arising	from	investment	properties	that	did	not		
generate	rental	income	 0	 0

Based	on	capitalized	rental	income	for	rented	buildings	plus	an	estimated	market	value	for	land	reserves,	the	fair	value	of	the	investment	
properties	is	estimated	at	CHF	48	million	at	31	December	2006	compared	to	CHF	51	million	at	31	December	2005.	No	external	independent	
valuation	has	been	performed.
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12. Intangible assets

 Capitalized Other Goodwill Total 
 development intangible 
(CHF	million) costs assets
Historical cost, 1 January 2006 33 112 207 352
Translation	dif ferences	 	 2	 	 2
Acquisitions	of	subsidiaries	(Note	14)	 3	 4	 19	 26
Additions	 8	 31	 	 39
Disposals	 –4	 –4	 	 –8
Transfers	 –13	 14	 	 1
Historical cost, 31 December 2006 27 159 226 412

Accumulated amortization, 1 January 2006 –21 –68 0 –89
Translation	dif ferences	 	 	 	 0
Annual	amortization	 –3	 –10	 	 –13
Impairment	 –1	 	 	 –1
Amortization	on	disposals	 3	 3	 	 6
Transfers	 14	 –14	 	 0
Accumulated amortization, 31 December 2006 –8 –89 0 –97
	 	 	 	
Net book value, 31 December 2006 19 70 226 315

	 Capitalized	 Other	 Goodwill	 Total	
	 development	 intangible	
(CHF	million)	 costs	 assets
Historical	cost,	1	January	2005	 27	 90	 274	 391
Translation	dif ferences	 	 1	 	 1
Additions	 6	 13	 	 19
Disposals	 	 –2	 	 –2
Transfers	 	 10	 –67	 –57
Historical	cost,	31	December	2005	 33	 112	 207	 352

Accumulated	amortization,	1	January	2005	 –18	 –50	 –67	 –135
Translation	dif ferences	 	 –1	 	 –1
Annual	amortization	 –3	 –8	 	 –11
Amortization	on	disposals	 	 1	 	 1
Transfers	 	 –10	 67	 57
Accumulated	amortization,	31	December	2005	 –21	 –68	 0	 –89

Net	book	value,	31	December	2005	 12	 44	 207	 263

There	are	no	accumulated	impairment	losses	in	goodwill.	Within	intangible	assets,	only	goodwill	is	assumed	to	have	an	indefinite	life.

Goodwill	 is	allocated	to	the	Group’s	cash-generating	units	 (CGUs),	which	correspond	to	the	profit	centers	for	 the	segment	“Watches	&	
Jewelry”	and	the	reportable	segments	for	the	business	segments	“Production”	and	“Electronic	Systems”.
A	segment-level	summary	of	the	goodwill	allocation	is	presented	below:

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Watches	&	Jewelry	 154	 151
Production	 27	 22
Electronic	Systems	 45	 34
Total 226	 207

The	recoverable	amount	of	a	cash-generating	unit	 is	determined	based	on	value-in-use	calculations.	These	calculations	use	cash	flow	
projections	based	on	financial	budgets	approved	by	management	covering	a	five-year	period.	Cash	flows	beyond	the	five-year	period	are	
extrapolated	using	conservatively	estimated	growth	rates.	The	discount	rates	used	are	derived	from	a	capital	asset	pricing	model	using	
data	from	Swiss	capital	markets	and	reflect	specific	risks	relating	to	the	relevant	segments.	This	is	then	adjusted	to	a	pre-tax	rate.

 
Goodwill impairment testing
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Ranges of key assumptions used
	 2006	 2005
Estimated	growth	rate	beyond	five-year	period	 0%–1%	 0%–1%
Expected	gross	margin	 27%–68%	 24%–64%
Pre-tax	discount	rate	 7.0%–9.6%	 8.25%–10.1%

No	impairment	charge	for	goodwill	had	to	be	recorded	in	2006.	Management	believes	that	any	reasonably	possible	change	in	any	of	the	key	
assumptions	would	not	cause	the	carrying	value	of	goodwill	to	exceed	the	recoverable	amount.

13. Investments in associated companies (including joint ventures)

Investments	 in	 associated	 companies	 are	 essentially	 investments	 in	 other	 companies,	 resulting	 in	 the	 ownership	 of	 20–50%	 of	 their	
	voting	 rights.	 In	 2006,	 five	 such	 investments,	 which	 are	 listed	 in	 Note	 32,	 were	 recognized	 using	 the	 equity	 method,	 since	 the	 Group	
	exercised	a	significant	influence	over	their	activities.
In	2006,	the	Group	entered	into	a	joint	venture	in	the	US,	with	an	interest	of	50%,	the	organization	being	under	joint	control.	This	invest-
ment	has	been	accounted	for	using	the	equity	method.	As	the	operations	will	start	only	 in	2007,	 the	 joint	venture	did	not	generate	any	
significant	result	in	the	current	year.	No	material	commitments	existed	at	the	balance	sheet	date.
The	carrying	value	of	investments	in	associates	and	joint	ventures	was	CHF	6	million	in	2006	(CHF	5	million	in	2005).	The	Swatch	Group’s	
share	in	these	companies	generated	after-tax	income	of	CHF	1	million	in	2006	(2005:	CHF	1	million).	This	income	is	recognized	in	the	net	
financial	result	(Note	6d).

14. Business combinations

In	February	and	March	2006,	the	Group	acquired	100	percent	of	the	issued	capital	of	WIGE	Data	GmbH,	Leipzig	and	The	Swatch	Group	(RUS)	
OOO,	Moscow.	In	the	second	half	of	the	year,	two	dial	producers	were	acquired,	whereof	one	in	Germany	(Deutsche	Zif ferblatt	Manufaktur	
GmbH)	and	one	in	Switzerland	(MOM	Le	Prélet	SA).	The	acquisitions	have	been	accounted	for	using	the	purchase	method	of	accounting.		
In	2005,	the	Group	did	not	enter	into	any	business	combination.
The	identifiable	assets	and	liabilities	acquired	in	the	transactions,	the	goodwill	arising	and	the	cash	outflow	on	acquisitions	in	2006	are	
as	follows:

	 Fair value Acquiree‘s 
(CHF	million)	 	 carrying amount
Property,	plant	and	equipment	 13	 12
Intangible	assets	 7	 1
Other	non-current	assets	 6	 1
Current	assets	 12	 10
Cash	and	cash	equivalents	 5	 5
Provisions	 0	 –1
Deferred	tax	liabilities	 –5	 0
Other	non-current	liabilities	 –4	 –3
Current	liabilities	 –6	 –6
Net assets acquired 28	 19
Goodwill	 19
Total purchase consideration 47
Cash	and	cash	equivalents	acquired	 –5
Consideration	payable	 –1
Cash outflow on acquisitions 41
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The	total	acquisition	cost	basically	represents	the	cash	payments	made	to	the	vendors.	The	costs	directly	attributable	to	the	acquisitions	
were	below	CHF	1	million.
The	 goodwill	 arising	 from	 these	 acquisitions	 is	 attributable	 to	 the	 expected	 operating	 synergies	 from	 the	 combinations,	 the	 acquired	
know-how	and	the	anticipated	profitability	of	the	distribution	of	the	Group‘s	products	in	the	new	markets.
The	operating	results	contributed	by	the	acquired	entities	in	the	period	between	the	date	of	acquisition	and	the	balance	sheet	date	were	
below	CHF	1	million.	Furthermore,	 if	 the	acquisitions	had	 taken	place	at	1	January	2006,	 the	Group‘s	 revenue	would	have	been	CHF	14	
million	higher,	and	profit	would	not	have	changed	by	more	than	CHF	1	million.
In	June	2006	the	Group	acquired	an	additional	44%	of	 its	subsidiaries	 in	Singapore	and	Malaysia	for	a	consideration	of	CHF	25	million,	
thereby	reducing	the	minority	interests	in	both	entities	from	49%	to	5%.	In	this	case	IFRS	3	Business	Combinations	did	not	apply	since	
the	Group	already	exercised	control	before	 the	 transaction.	Applying	 the	“Economic	Entity	model”,	 the	 resulting	goodwill	was	charged	
directly	against	equity.

15. Financial long-term assets

	 Key Guarantees, Other financial Total 
(CHF	million)	 money deposits assets
Balance at 1 January 2006 36 10 5 51
Translation	dif ferences	 1	 	 –1	 0
Acquisitions	of	subsidiaries	(Note	14)	 6	 	 	 6
Additions	 11	 4	 	 15
Disposals	 	 -1	 	 –1
Transfers	to	“Other	receivables“	 -11	 	 	 –11
Balance at 31 December 2006 43 13 4 60

Term	1–5	years	 25	 8	 4	 37
Term	>5	years	 18	 5	 	 23
Balance at 31 December 2006 43 13 4 60

	 Key	 Guarantees,	 Other	financial	 Total	
(CHF	million)	 money	 deposits	 assets
Balance	at	1	January	2005	 36	 5	 2	 43
Translation	dif ferences	 0
Additions	 6	 5	 4	 15
Disposals	 	 	 –1	 –1
Transfers	to	“Other	receivables“	 –6	 	 	 –6
Balance	at	31	December	2005	 36	 10	 5	 51

Term	1–5	years	 19	 8	 5	 32
Term	>5	years	 17	 2	 	 19
Balance	at	31	December	2005	 36	 10	 5	 51

Key	money	that	the	Group	pays	when	renting	shops	in	strategic	locations	is	recognized	as	prepaid	rent	when	recovery	at	the	end	of	the	
contract	is	not	certain.	The	non-current	portion	is	recognized	under	“Financial	long-term	assets”,	while	the	current	component	is	trans-
ferred	to	“Other	receivables	and	prepayments”.

16. Inventories

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Raw	materials	and	components	 419	 528
Work	in	progress	 325	 272
Semi-finished	goods	 414	 235
Finished	goods	 591	 565
Spare	parts	for	customer	service	 128	 124
Total 1 877	 1	724

Inventories	with	risk	of	obsolescence	have	been	adjusted	to	their	net	realizable	value.	Adjustments	of	this	nature	accounted	for	CHF	24	
million	in	2006	(CHF	24	million	in	2005).
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17. Trade receivables

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Trade	receivables	–	gross	 774	 738
Allowance	for	impaired	receivables	 –24	 –31
Total trade receivables – net 750	 707

The	amount	recognized	in	the	balance	sheet	for	trade	receivables	is	equal	to	their	fair	value.
There	is	no	concentration	of	credit	risk	with	respect	to	trade	receivables,	as	the	Group	has	a	large	number	of	customers,	internationally	
dispersed.

The	evolution	of	the	allowance	for	impaired	receivables	can	be	summarized	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Balance at 1 January  –31	 –34
Exchange	rate	effect	 0	 –1
Utilization	 8	 6
Reversal	 4	 10
Creation	 –5	 –12
Balance at 31 December –24	 –31

18. Other receivables and prepayments

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Advances	 27	 27
VAT	to	be	refunded	 134	 125
Other	taxes	to	be	refunded	 5	 2
Accrued	financial	expenses	 4	 2
Prepaid	advertising	expenses	 15	 10
Assets	held	for	sale	 5	 8
Key	money	 9	 6
Sundry	receivables	and	other	accrued	income	 148	 165
Total 347	 345

Current	income	tax	assets	are	reported	on	a	separate	balance	sheet	line	and	are	also	included	in	Note	7	Income	taxes.
The	carrying	amounts	of	other	receivables	and	prepayments	approximate	their	fair	value.

19. Marketable securities

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Equity	securities	 70	 66
Bond	securities	 229	 178
Investment	funds	 104	 38
Special	investments	 104	 25
Total 507	 307

All	marketable	securities	are	classified	in	the	category	“financial	assets	designated	at	fair	value	through	profit	or	loss”.	Changes	in	fair	
values	are	recorded	in	the	income	statement	(see	note	6	d).
Special	investments	contain	essentially	the	7.24%	stake	in	Xinyu	Hengdeli	Holdings	Ltd.,	whose	shares	are	listed	on	the	Hong	Kong	stock	
exchange.
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20. Cash and cash equivalents

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Current	accounts	and	liquid	assets	 776	 627
Short-term	deposits	with	financial	institutions	 893	 1	244
Total 1 669	 1	871

The	average	yield	on	short-term	bank	deposits	corresponds	to	the	average	interest	rate	on	an	investment	on	the	capital	and	money	mar-
kets	with	a	term	of	up	to	three	months.

For	the	purposes	of	the	consolidated	statement	of	cash	flows,	cash	and	cash	equivalents	include	the	following	items:

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Cash	and	cash	equivalents	 1 669	 1	871
Bank	overdrafts	(Note	22)	 –3	 –8
Total 1 666	 1	863

21. Share capital and reserves

Over	the	past	three	years,	the	share	capital	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	has	changed	as	follows:

Balance sheet date Registered shares Bearer shares Share capital in CHF
31.12.2003	 137	051	327	at	CHF	0.45	 33	506	950	at	CHF	2.25	 137	063	734.65
31.12.2004	 137	051	327	at	CHF	0.45	 33	506	950	at	CHF	2.25	 137	063	734.65
Cancellation1)	 –2	140	000	at	CHF	0.45	 –449	500	at	CHF	2.25	 –1	974	375.00
31.12.2005	 134	911	327	at	CHF	0.45	 33	057	450	at	CHF	2.25	 135	089	359.65
Cancellation2)	 –3	381	327	at	CHF	0.45	 –693	450	at	CHF	2.25	 –3	081	859.65
31.12.2006 131 530 000 at CHF 0.45 32 364 000 at CHF 2.25 132 007 500.00

1)	Buyback	of	shares	on	the	Group’s	2nd	trading	line	and	cancellation	following	the	decision	of	the	AGM	of	18	May	2005.
2)		Buyback	of	shares	on	the	Group’s	2nd	trading	line	and	cancellation	following	the	decision	of	the	AGM	of	19	May	2006.

At	year-end	2006	as	well	as	2005,	there	was	no	authorized	or	conditional	capital.	All	issued	shares	are	fully	paid.	No	benefit	certificates	
exist.	In	accordance	with	the	articles	of	incorporation	of	the	Swatch	Group,	the	Board	of	Directors	shall	refuse	a	registered	share	owner-
ship	of	more	than	5%	per	shareholder.	In	exceptional	cases,	the	Board	of	Directors	may	consent	to	an	exception	to	this	rule.
Shares	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	held	by	the	Group	are	recognized	 in	the	consolidated	financial	statements	at	their	historical	cost.	The	
value	of	these	shares	is	charged	against	consolidated	equity.
Under	 the	completed	share	 repurchase	program,	which	 ran	 from	24	March	2006	 to	23	November	2006,	3	430	000	 registered	shares	and	
704	000	bearer	shares	were	repurchased.
Equity	increased	by	CHF	9	million	in	2006	(net	of	taxes)	(2005:	CHF	7	million),	due	to	the	stock	option	plan.	Details	to	the	share	options	
issued	in	connection	with	the	employee	stock	option	plan	are	given	in	Note	29.

Other	reserves	can	be	summarized	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Equity	component	of	convertible	bond	 16	 16
Translation	and	other	dif ferences	 –21	 –5
Total other reserves –5	 11
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22. Borrowings

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Non-current borrowings
Convertible	bond	 399	 396
Other	non-current	debt	 85	 0
Total non-current borrowings 484	 396

Current borrowings
Current	account	overdrafts	 3	 8
Short-term	leasing	commitments	 1	 0
Short-term	bank	debt	 68	 321
Total current borrowings 72	 329

Total borrowings 556	 725

The	exposure	of	the	Group‘s	borrowings	to	interest	rate	changes	and	the	contractual	repricing	dates	at	the	balance	sheet	date	are	as	follows:
	

	 6 months 7–12 months 1–5 years more than Total 
(CHF	million)	 or less   5 years
At 31.12.2006 69 3 399 85 556
At	31.12.2005	 262	 67	 396	 0	 725

The	effective	weighted	average	interest	rates	at	the	balance	sheet	date	were	as	follows:

	 2006	 2005
	 CHF EUR JPY Other	 CHF	 EUR	 JPY	 Other
Convertible	bond	 3.5%    3.5%
Other	non-current	debt	  5.3% 2.4%
Current	borrowings	  3.9% 0.9% 4.1%	 1.4%	 2.1%	 0.7%	 4.6%

The	carrying	amounts	of	borrowings	approximate	 their	 fair	 value.	The	carrying	amounts	of	 the	Swatch	Group‘s	borrowings	are	denomi-
nated	in	the	following	currencies:

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Swiss	Franc	(CHF)	 400	 461
Japanese	Yen	(JPY)	 132	 186
Euro	(EUR)	 6	 59
Other	currencies	 18	 19
Total  556	 725

On	15	October	2003,	The	Swatch	Group	Finance	(Luxembourg)	SA	issued	convertible	bonds	valid	from	15	October	2003	to	15	October	2010	
and	a	coupon	of	2.625%,	for	a	total	of	CHF	411	600	000.	During	the	conversion	period,	these	bonds	with	a	nominal	value	of	CHF	5	000	may	
be	converted	into	registered	shares	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	at	CHF	49.00	each.
The	bond	issue	has	been	split	into	an	equity	and	a	liability	component,	recognized	on	the	balance	sheet	under	the	corresponding	headings.	
The	fair	value	of	the	liability	component,	recognized	as	long-term	debt,	was	determined	by	reference	to	the	market	rate	(3.248%	per	year)	
of	an	equivalent	non-convertible	bond.	The	residual	value	(the	conversion	option)	was	recognized	as	equity.
Until	 conversion	or	 redemption	of	 the	bond	 issue,	 the	 liability	 component	and	all	 related	adjustments	will	 be	accounted	 for	using	 the	
effective	interest	rate	method.	The	equity	portion	was	determined	at	the	time	of	issue	and	will	not	be	modified	at	a	later	date.	

Convertible bond
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The	convertible	bond	issue	is	recognized	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Liability component at 1 January	 396	 393
Coupon	interest	at	market	rate	 14	 14
Coupon	interest	at	2.625%	 –11	 –11
Liability component at 31 December 399	 396

At	31	December	2006,	16	bonds	with	a	nominal	value	of	CHF	5	000	each	had	been	converted.	The	closing	rate	of	the	convertible	bond	on	
the	Swiss	Stock	Exchange	at	end-2006	was	125.79%	(109.00%	at	end-2005).

23. Retirement benefit obligations

The	Group	has	numerous	independent	pension	plans.	Defined	benefit	pension	plans	cover	a	significant	number	of	the	Group’s	employees.	
The	Group’s	Swiss	pension	fund	is	also	treated	as	a	defined	benefit	pension	plan.	Other	defined	benefit	plans	are	located	in	Japan,	Taiwan,	
Malaysia,	Germany,	UK	and	the	USA.	The	defined	benefit	obligations	and	related	assets	are	reassessed	annually	by	independent	actuaries.	
The	following	is	a	summary	of	the	status	of	the	Group‘s	defined	benefit	pension	plans:

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Present	value	of	funded	obligations	 –3 097	 –2	994
Fair	value	of	plan	assets	 3 184	 2	990
Excess of assets/(liabilities) at 31 December 87	 –4
Present	value	of	unfunded	obligations	 –9	 –3
Unrecognized	actuarial	loss	 12	 27
Unrecognized	past-service	cost	 0	 –1
Unrecognized	surplus	due	to	IAS	19.58	B	 –108	 –38
Net liability in the balance sheet at 31 December –18	 –19

Some	surpluses	have	not	been	capitalized	because	the	criteria	for	capitalization	are	not	fulfilled.

Periodic pension cost for defined benefit plans

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Current	service	cost	 –76	 –70
Interest	cost	 –98	 –91
Expected	return	on	plan	assets	 121	 111
Actuarial	gains	/	(losses)	 20	 –52
Past	service	cost	 0	 –1
Employee	contributions	 47	 45
Impact	of	IAS	19.58	B	 –70	 1
Total periodic pension cost –56	 –57

Defined benefit plans
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Movement in the fair value of plan assets

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
1 January	 2 990	 2	720
Expected	return	on	plan	assets	 121	 111
Actuarial	(losses)/gains	 127	 210
Exchange	differences	 –1	 0
Employer	contributions	 58	 54
Employee	contributions	 47	 45
Benefits	paid	 –158	 –150
31 December	 3 184	 2	990

Pension	plan	assets	include	the	company‘s	registered	shares	with	a	fair	value	of	CHF	54	million	(2005:	CHF	42	million)	and	the	company’s	
bearer	shares	with	a	fair	value	of	CHF	299	million	(2005:	CHF	220	million).	No	buildings	occupied	by	the	Group	were	included	in	the	pension	
plan	assets.
The	expected	return	on	plan	assets	was	determined	by	considering	the	expected	returns	available	on	the	assets	underlying	the	current	
investment	policy.	Expected	yields	on	 fixed	 interest	 investments	are	based	on	gross	 redemption	yields	at	 the	balance	sheet	date.	Ex-
pected	returns	on	equity	and	property	investments	reflect	long-term	real	rates	of	return	experienced	in	the	respective	markets.
The	actual	return	on	plan	assets	amounted	to	CHF	248	million	(2005:	CHF	321	million).
The	Group	expects	to	contribute	CHF	61	million	to	its	post-employment	benefit	plans	in	2007.
	

Asset allocation of plan assets
 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
	 CHF million %	 CHF	million	 %
Equity	 1 152 36.2	 973	 32.6
Bonds	 1 388 43.6	 1	469	 49.1
Real	estate	 418 13.1	 407	 13.6
Other	assets	 226 7.1	 141	 4.7
Total	 3 184 100.0	 2	990	 100.0
	
	

Movement in the present value of defined benefit obligation

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
1 January	 –2 997	 –2	719
Current	service	cost	 –76	 –70
Interest	cost	 –98	 –91
Actuarial	(losses)/gains	 –94	 –262
Exchange	differences	 3	 –5
Benefits	paid	 158	 150
Settlements	 –2	 0
31 December –3 106	 –2	997
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Post-employment medical 
benefits plan

Other post-employment benefit 
plans

Defined contribution plans

Principal actuarial assumptions used
	 2006	 2005
	 %	 %
	 Weighted average	 Weighted	average
Discount	rate	 3.25	 3.25
Expected	return	on	plan	assets	 4.00	 4.00
Future	salary	increases	due	to	inflation	 1.25	 1.00
Future	pension	increases	due	to	inflation	 0.00	 0.00

Assumptions	regarding	future	mortality	experience	are	set	based	on	advice	in	accordance	with	published	statistics	and	experience	in	each	
territory.
	

Defined benefit plans: summary

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Present	value	of	defined	benefit	obligation	 –3 106	 –2	997
Fair	value	of	plan	assets	 3 184	 2	990
Over/(under) funding	 78	 –7
Experience	adjustments	on	plan	liabilities	 70	 5
Experience	adjustments	on	plan	assets	 127	 206

The	Group	operates	a	post-employment	medical	scheme	 in	 the	USA.	 It	 represents	a	defined	benefit	obligation	at	31	December	2006	of	
CHF	4	million	(2005:	CHF	4	million).	This	plan	is	included	in	the	defined	benefit	obligations	presented	above.	The	method	of	accounting	
and	 the	 frequency	of	 valuation	are	 similar	 to	 those	used	 for	benefit	 pension	schemes.	A	one	percentage	point	 increase	or	decrease	 in	
assumed	medical	cost	trend	rates	would	lead	to	an	absolutely	insignificant	change	in	the	defined	benefit	obligation.

In	addition	to	the	defined	benefit	pension	plans,	the	Group	has	liabilities	for	other	post-employment	benefit	plans	for	employees	working	
abroad.

The	reconciliation	of	the	balance	sheet	amount	of	retirement	benefit	obligations	is	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Net	liability	for	defined	benefit	plans	 –18	 –19
Other	post-employment	benefit	plans	 –14	 –13
Total retirement benefit obligations –32	 –32

Amounts	recognized	in	the	consolidated	income	statement	relating	to	contributions	to	defined	contribution	plans	represent	the	employer’s	
contributions	and	are	calculated	according	to	the	regulations	of	various	pension	institutions.	In	2006,	these	contributions	amounted	to	
CHF	3	million	(CHF	4	million	in	2005).
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Warranty

Legal risks

Other

24. Provisions

(CHF	million)	 Warranties Litigation Other Total
Balance at 1 January 2006 61 13 25 99
Translation	dif ferences	 0	 0	 0	 0
Additional	provisions	 72	 7	 6	 85
Reversal	of	provisions	 –4	 –4	 –1	 –9
Provisions	used	during	the	year	 –59	 0	 –1	 –60
At 31 December 2006 70 16 29 115

Analysis of total provisions	(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Non-current	provisions	 58	 49
Current	provisions	 57	 50
Total 115 99

In	 the	majority	of	cases,	 the	Group	offers	a	 two-year	warranty	covering	 the	 repairs	or	 replacement	of	products	 that	do	not	perform	to	
customers’	satisfaction.	The	provision	made	at	year-end	to	cover	future	warranty	costs	is	based	on	past	experience	with	respect	to	the	
volume	of	repairs	and	returns.

Some	Group	companies	are	involved	in	litigation	arising	from	the	ordinary	course	of	their	business.	Management	estimated	the	outcome	
of	these	lawsuits	on	the	basis	of	facts	known	at	the	time	of	closing	the	books	and	recorded	adequate	provisions	in	line	with	IAS	37.
However,	there	is	an	inherent	risk	that	legal	claims	from	adversary	parties	are	successful	and	cause	a	significant	outflow	of	economic	
benefits.

Other	provisions	relate	to	various	present	legal	or	constructive	obligations	of	the	Group	companies	toward	third	parties.

25. Other payables and accrued expenses

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Purchases	of	goods	and	services	 30	 24
Wages	and	social	security	costs	 123	 102
Discounts	and	rebates	 27	 24
Advertising	 100	 81
VAT	due	 14	 31
Capital	taxes	 3	 3
Advance	payments	 15	 14
Other	debt	and	accrued	expenses	 136	 126
Total other payables and accrued expenses 448	 405

Current	income	tax	liabilities	are	reported	on	a	separate	balance	sheet	line	and	are	also	included	in	Note	7	Income	taxes.
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Guarantees and sureties

Leasing, rental and other 
commitments

Contingent liabilities

26. Commitments and contingencies

At	31	December	2006,	guarantees	to	third	parties	as	security	for	commitments	of	Group	companies	amounted	to	less	than	CHF	1	million	
(less	than	CHF	2	million	at	end-2005).
Total	 current	 assets	 pledged	 by	 Group	 companies	 to	 guarantee	 their	 commitments	 amounted	 to	 CHF	 6	 million	 at	 31	 December	 2006		
(CHF	6	million	at	end-2005).

Operating	leasing	commitments	for	the	Group	not	recognized	in	the	balance	sheet	are	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
Less	than	1	year	 87	 71
Between	1	and	5	years	 229	 190
Over	5	years	 132	 127
Total 448	 388
Proportion	of	contracts	with	renewal	option	(%	of	total	amount)	 68.4	 71.9
Maximum	risk	(%	of	total	amount)	 85.4	 90.3

The	figures	in	the	preceding	table	include	all	rental	contracts	for	buildings,	a	major	part	of	which	relate	to	the	Group’s	retail	business,	
and	to	all	other	standard	rental	contracts	existing	at	31	December	2006.	Leasing	costs	amounting	to	CHF	91	million	were	recognized	in	
the	2006	income	statement	(CHF	74	million	in	2005).	A	sublease	clause	is	included	in	a	large	number	of	rental	contracts	for	retail	shops.	
Moreover,	if	the	need	arises,	the	Group	may	negotiate	early	termination	of	a	lease	contract	with	exit	terms	considerably	more	favorable	
than	the	payment	of	the	entire	commitment	specified	in	the	initial	contract.
Other	commitments	relating	to	investments	in	financial	and	tangible	fixed	assets	entered	into	by	the	Group,	and	ongoing	at	31	December	
2006,	amounted	to	CHF	44	million	(CHF	7	million	in	the	previous	year).

Some	Group	companies	are	involved	in	litigation	and	disputes	arising	from	the	ordinary	course	of	business	and	they	may	be	liable	to	pay	
compensation.	The	effect	of	these	lawsuits,	not	all	of	which	are	covered	by	insurance,	on	future	operations	and	earnings	is	not	predict-
able.

27. Derivatives

The	table	below	gives	an	overview	of	the	contract	and	replacement	values	of	derivative	financial	instruments.
The	notes	to	the	financial	statements	of	the	Holding	on	page	195	set	out	the	contract	and	replacement	values	of	the	parent	company’s		
financial	derivatives.	Only	third-party	values	are	used	for	the	Group	accounts.

	 	 31.12.2006	 	 	 31.12.2005
Type Contract Positive Negative	 Contract	 Positive	 Negative	
	 value replacement replacement	 value	 replacement	 replacement	
(CHF	million)	 	 value value	 	 value	 value
Forward	contracts	 672 2 –3	 531	 0	 –1
Options	 197 0 –4	 0	 0	 0
Total 869 2 –7	 531	 0	 –1

The	maximum	exposure	to	credit	risk	at	the	reporting	date	is	the	fair	value	of	the	derivative	assets	in	the	balance	sheet.
As	in	the	prior	year,	the	Group	had	no	cash-flow	hedges	outstanding	in	the	current	year.
The	open	option	contracts	relate	mainly	to	money	market	and	bond	positions	in	Euro	and	US	Dollar.
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28. Cash generated from operations

(CHF	million)	 Notes	 2006	 2005
Net income	 	 830	 621
	 Result	from	associated	companies	 	 –1	 –1
	 Taxes	 (7)	 227	 163
	 Depreciation	of	tangible	assets	 (10)	 179	 176
	 Amortization	of	intangible	assets	 (12)	 13	 11
	 Impairment	charge	 (10,	12)	 3	 12
	 Profit	on	sale	of	fixed	assets	 	 –3	 -3
	 Loss	on	sale	of	fixed	assets	 	 2	 6
	 Fair	value	gains	on	marketable	securities	 	 –73	 –33
	 Fair	value	losses	on	marketable	securities	 	 9	 11
	 Interest	income	 (6d)	 –40	 –25
	 Interest	expense	 (6d)	 22	 22
	 Expenses	for	equity-settled	equity	compensation	plan	 (29)	 9	 7
	 Changes	in	working	capital	(without	liquid	funds):
	 –	Inventories	 	 –155	 –86
	 –	Trade	and	other	receivables	 	 –33	 –27
	 –	Trade	payables	and	other	current	liabilities	 	 41	 22
	 Changes	in	provisions	 	 16	 0
	 Changes	in	pensions	and	other	retirement	benefits	 	 0	 1
Cash generated from operations	 	 1 046	 877

29. Employee stock option plan

When	the	Hayek	Pool	acquired	control	of	 the	Swatch	Group,	a	block	of	shares	was	 reserved	 in	1986	 for	an	equity-settled	management	
stock	option	plan.	
Under	the	terms	of	this	plan,	share	options	are	granted	to	managers	and	employees	who	distinguished	themselves	by	a	particular	strong	
commitment	to	the	company	or	an	above-average	performance.	One	third	of	the	options	granted	can	be	exercised	immediately,	one	third	
after	twelve	months,	and	the	remaining	third	after	24	months	(European	style).	Options	are	conditional	on	the	employee	completing	the	
service	until	the	respective	date	of	exercise.	The	blocking	period	is	equal	to	the	exercise	period	of	each	option.	The	Group	has	no	legal	or	
constructive	obligation	to	repurchase	or	settle	the	options	in	cash.	A	tranche	of	treasury	shares	has	been	specifically	reserved	for	this	
stock	option	plan.	No	new	shares	were	issued	under	this	plan.	When	the	options	are	exercised,	Group	equity	increases	by	the	correspond-
ing	amounts.
At	the	end	of	2006,	this	portfolio	comprised	3	015	161	registered	shares	(3	259	613	at	the	end	of	2005).	In	2006,	244	452	registered	shares	
were	exercised	at	a	preferential	price	of	CHF	4.00	per	registered	share.

In	2006,	movements	in	the	number	of	share	options	outstanding	were	as	follows:	

	 2006	 2005
	 Options	 Options
Options outstanding at 1 January 241 381 259	707
Granted	 245 607	 238	760
Forfeited	or	lapsed	 –1 763	 –17	067
Exercised	 –244 452	 –240	019
Options outstanding at 31 December 240 773 241	381

All	options	included	in	the	table	above	have	an	exercise	price	of	CHF	4.00.

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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Share	options	outstanding	at	the	end	of	the	year	have	the	following	expiry	date:

	 Share options
Expiry date	 31.12.2006	 31.12.2005
2006		 	 162	630
2007		 158 956	 78	751
2008	 81 817
Total 240 773	 241	381

The	fair	value	of	the	options	granted	during	the	period	was	determined	by	using	the	Black-Scholes	option	pricing	model.	The	following	
table	shows	the	assumptions	on	which	the	valuation	of	share	options	granted	in	2006	and	2005	was	based:

	 2006	 2005
	 Tranche  Tranche	 Tranche	 Tranche	
	 exercisable exercisable	 exercisable	 exercisable	
	 in 1 year in 2 years	 1	year	 2	years
Grant	date	 12 July 2006 12 July 2006	 5	August	2005	 5	August	2005
Expiration	date	 12 July  2007 12 July 2008	 5	August	2006	 5	August	2007
Closing	share	price	on	grant	date	 CHF 43.05 CHF 43.05	 CHF	37.75	 CHF	37.75
Exercise	price	 CHF 4.00 CHF 4.00	 CHF	4.00	 CHF	4.00
Volatility	 20.1% 20.1%	 25.7%	 25.7%
Expected	dividend	yield	 CHF 0.50 CHF 0.50	 CHF	0.35	 CHF	0.35
Risk-free	interest	rate	 2.00% 2.30%	 0.9%	 1.15%
Market	value	of	option	at	grant	date	 CHF 38.63 CHF 38.73	 CHF	33.40	 CHF	33.50

The	personnel	expense	recorded	in	the	2006	income	statement	as	a	result	of	applying	IFRS	2	calculation	amounted	to	CHF	9	million	(2005:		
CHF	7	million).

Notes to the consolidated financial statements
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30. Related party transactions

On	 31	 December	 2006,	 the	 Hayek	 Pool	 and	 its	 related	 companies,	 institutions	 and	 individuals	 held	 62	 027	 559	 registered	 shares	 and	
278	650	 bearer	 shares,	 equivalent	 to	 38.0%	 of	 the	 shares	 issued	 (previous	 year:	 37.1%)	 of	 The	 Swatch	 Group	 Ltd,	 which	 is	 the	 parent	
company	of	the	Group.
In	the	context	of	the	pool,	the	group	of	Mr	N.	G.	Hayek	and	related	parties	controlled	in	total	37.3%	of	the	shares	issued	compared	with	
36.4%	at	the	end	of	year	2005.
As	of	the	same	date,	Mrs	Esther	Grether’s	group	controlled	7.3%	of	the	shares	issued	(compared	with	6.7%	a	year	earlier).
In	2006,	the	Hayek	Group,	owned	by	a	member	of	the	Hayek	Pool,	invoiced	an	amount	of	CHF	9.2	million	to	the	Swatch	Group	(compared	
with	CHF	8.7	million	in	2005).	This	amount	primarily	covered	support	for	Group	Management	in	the	following	areas	of	activity:

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
–	Audit,	feasibility	studies	and	process	optimization	 2.6	 2.4
–	Provision	of	managers	and	filling	important,	vacant	functions	 1.3	 0.9
–	Project	management	in	the	construction	sector	 2.0	 2.6
–	Introduction	of	cost	accounting	systems	in	manufacturing	companies	 0.3	 0.5
–	Support	for	projects	in	the	materials	and	surface	treatment	technology	sector	 1.0	 0.1
–	Leasing	a	store	in	the	centre	of	Cannes	(France)	in	a	building	of	a	subsidiary	of		
–	the	Hayek	Group	 0.4	 0.4
–	Various	services	relating	to	the	assessment	of	investment	projects,	cost	control,		
–	IT	consulting,	etc.	 1.6	 1.8
Total 9.2	 8.7

In	addition	to	the	executive	members	of	the	Board	of	Directors,	the	members	of	the	Group	Management	Board	and	of	the	Extended	Manage-
ment	Board	are	considered	as	key	management	personnel	(according	to	IAS	24.9).
The	total	compensation	for	key	management	personnel	using	IFRS	2	rules	for	accounting	for	share-based	compensation	was	as	follows:

(CHF	million)	 2006	 2005
Short-term	employee	benefits	 21.6	 18.6
–	of	which	in	salaries	 8.5	 7.6
–	of	which	in	bonus	 13.1	 11.0
Post-employment	benefits	 0	 0
Termination	benefits	 0	 0
Share-based	compensation	 5.4	 4.3
Total 27.0	 22.9

In	 2006,	CHF	0.8	million	 (2005:	CHF	0.8	million)	was	paid	 to	 non-executive	members	 of	 the	Board	 of	Directors	 (not	 including	Mr	N.	G.	
Hayek,	Chairman	and	Delegate	of	the	Board	of	Directors).
No	remuneration	was	paid	to	former	members	of	management	bodies.

At	31	December	2006,	the	executive	members	of	the	Board	of	Directors	and	the	members	of	the	Management	Board	of	the	company	as	well	
as	the	persons	close	to	them	held	directly	or	 indirectly	a	total	of	54	898	758	registered	shares	and	78	740	bearer	shares,	representing	
33.5%	of	the	voting	rights	(previous	year:	32.7%).
In	addition,	 at	31	December	2006,	all	 the	non-executive	members	of	 the	Board	of	Directors	as	well	 as	 the	persons	close	 to	 them	held	
13	739	362	registered	shares	and	112	900	bearer	shares,	representing	8.5%	of	the	voting	rights	(previous	year:	7.8%).

Principal shareholders

Key management personnel

Share ownership
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The	employees	of	the	company	may	take	out	a	mortgage	loan	with	the	Swatch	Group	Pension	Fund	for	the	construction	or	acquisition	of	
property	in	Switzerland	(primary	residence).
The	conditions	for	these	mortgage	loans	are	set	by	the	Swatch	Group	Pension	Fund	Foundation	Board.	These	conditions	are	applied	in	the	
same	manner	to	all	employees.	At	the	end	of	2006,	one	such	loan	had	been	granted	to	a	member	of	the	Group	Management	Board	for	a	
total	of	CHF	0.9	million	with	an	interest	rate	of	3.0%	(in	2005,	two	loans	for	a	total	of	CHF	1.2	million).

The	 Group	 has	 transactions	 with	 associates,	 joint	 ventures	 and	 other	 related	 parties.	 A	 listing	 of	 the	 associated	 companies	 and	 joint	
ventures	is	included	in	the	list	of	the	Swatch	Group	companies	(Note	32).

	 2006	 2005
(CHF	million)	 Purchases Sales	 Purchases	 Sales
Associates	and	joint	ventures	 5 0	 6	 0
Other	related	parties	 0 0	 1	 6

At	the	end	of	2006,	receivables	from	related	parties	amounted	to	less	than	CHF	1	million	(2005:	CHF	1	million),	and	payables	to	related	
parties	were	CHF	2	million	(2005:	CHF	1	million).

31. Events after the balance sheet date

There	were	no	significant	events	after	the	balance	sheet	date.

Loans to members of the 
governing bodies

Associated companies and other 
related parties
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32. The Swatch Group Companies – as at 31.12.2006

Europe
Switzerland
The	Swatch	Group	SA,	Neuchâtel	 Holding		 CHF		 132.01	 	 	 H
Asulab	SA,	Marin-Epagnier	 Research	and	development		 CHF		 0.10	 100	 	 H
Atlantic	Immobilien	AG	Bettlach,	Bettlach	 Real	estate		 CHF		 0.70	 100	 	 H
Blancpain	SA,	Le	Chenit	 Watches		 CHF		 0.10	 100	 	 M
Blancpain	Les	Boutiques	SA,	Le	Chenit	 Retail		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 M
Breguet	Les	Boutiques	SA,	L’Abbaye	 Retail		 CHF	 0.50	 100	 	 M
Certina	SA,	Le	Locle	 Watches		 CHF	 3.50	 100	 	 M
cK	Montres	&	Bijoux	Co.	SA,	Bienne	 Watches		 CHF	 5.00	 90	 	 M
Cité	du	Temps	SA,	Genève	 Communication		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 H
Comadur	SA,	Le	Locle	 Products	in	hard	materials		 CHF	 7.86	 100	 	 G
Compagnie	des	Montres	Longines,	Francillon	SA,	Saint-Imier	 Watches		 CHF	 10.00	 100	 	 M
Danyack	SA,	La	Chaux-de-Fonds	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.06	 29	 	 H
Dernier	Batz	SA,	Neuchâtel	 Real	estate		 CHF	 4.50	 100	 	 H
Diantus	Watch	SA,	Mendrisio	 Watches,	movements		 CHF	 10.00	 100	 	 G
Distico	SA,	Torricella-Taverne	 Distribution		 CHF	 3.00	 100	 	 M
Dress	your	body	SA,	Bienne	 Jewelry		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 G
Dress	Your	Body	Manufacture	Genevoise	SA,	Plan-les-Ouates	 Jewelry		 CHF	 0.60	 100	 	 G
EM	Microelectronic-Marin	SA,	Marin-Epagnier	 Microelectronics		 CHF	 25.00	 100	 	 R
Endura	SA,	Bienne	 Watches		 CHF	 2.00	 100	 	 M
ETA	SA	Manufacture	Horlogère	Suisse,	Grenchen	 Watches,	movements	and	components		 CHF	 6.20	 100	 	 G
François	Golay	SA,	Le	Chenit	 Manufacture	of	watch	wheels		 CHF	 0.10	 35	 	 G
Frédéric	Piguet	SA,	Le	Chenit	 Movements		 CHF	 0.30	 100	 	 G
Groupe	Habillage	Haute	Horlogerie	SA,	Saint-Imier	 Assembly		 CHF	 4.00	 100	 	 G
Hamilton	International	SA,	Bienne	 Watches		 CHF	 3.00	 100	 	 M
ICB	Ingénieurs	Conseils	en	Brevets	SA,	Marin-Epagnier	 Patents		 CHF	 0.20	 100	 	 H
Jaquet	Droz	Les	Boutiques	SA,	La	Chaux-de-Fonds	 Retail		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 M
Lasag	AG,	Thun	 Lasers	for	industrial	applications		 CHF	 1.00	 100	 	 R
Léon	Hatot	Les	Boutiques	SA,	Bienne	 Retail		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 M
Léon	Hatot	SA,	Bienne	 Watches		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 M
Louis	Jeanneret-Wespy	SA,	La	Chaux-de-Fonds	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.05	 100	 	 H
Maeder-Leschot	SA,	Bienne	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.70	 100	 	 H
Manufacture	Favre	et	Perret	SA,	La	Chaux-de-Fonds	 Watch	cases		 CHF	 0.60	 100	 	 G
Manufacture	Ruedin	SA,	Bassecourt	 Watch	cases		 CHF	 2.40	 100	 	 G
Meco	SA,	Grenchen	 Watch	crowns		 CHF	 0.48	 100	 	 G
Meseltron,	Corcelles-Cormondrèche	 Real	estate		 CHF	 2.00	 100	 	 H
Microcomponents	AG,	Grenchen	 Components	for	the	automobile	industry		 CHF	 14.00	 100	 	 R
Mido	SA,	Le	Locle	 Watches		 CHF	 1.20	 100	 	 M
MOM	le	Prélet	SA,	Les	Geneveys-sur-Coffrane	 Watch	dials		 CHF	 0.30	 100	 	 G
Montres	Breguet	SA,	L’Abbaye	 Watches		 CHF	 10.00	 100	 	 M
Montres	Jaquet	Droz	SA,	La	Chaux-de-Fonds	 Watches		 CHF	 12.00	 100	 	 M
Nivarox-FAR	SA,	Le	Locle	 Watch	components	and	thin	wires		 CHF	 4.00	 100	 	 G
Omega	Electronics	SA,	Bienne	 Inactive		 CHF	 1.50	 100	 	 R
Omega	SA,	Bienne	 Watches		 CHF	 50.00	 100	 	 M
Oscilloquartz	SA,	Neuchâtel	 High-stability	frequency	sources		 CHF	 2.00	 100	 	 R
OS	Holding	SA,	Les	Geneveys-sur-Coffrane	 Holding		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 H
Rado	Uhren	AG,	Lengnau	 Watches		 CHF	 2.00	 100	 	 M
Record	Watch	Co.	SA,	Tramelan	 Inactive		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 H
Renata	AG,	Itingen	 Miniature	batteries		 CHF	 0.50	 100	 	 R
Rubattel	et	Weyermann	SA,	La	Chaux-de-Fonds	 Watch	dials		 CHF	 0.15	 100	 	 G
S.I.	Grand-Cernil	2,	Les	Brenets,	SA,	Les	Brenets	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.12	 100	 	 H
S.I.	Grand-Cernil	3,	Les	Brenets,	SA,	Les	Brenets	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.12	 100	 	 H
S.I.	Les	Corbes	SA,	Savagnier	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.10	 34	 	 H
S.I.	L’Etang	SA,	Les	Brenets,	Les	Brenets	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.05	 100	 	 H
S.I.	Rue	de	la	Gare	2,	Les	Brenets,	SA,	Les	Brenets	 Real	estate		 CHF	 0.24	 100	 	 H
SSIH	Management	Services	SA,	Bienne	 Services	and	licences		 CHF	 0.05	 100	 	 H
Swatch	SA,	Bienne	 Watches		 CHF	 2.00	 100	 	 M
Swatch	Timing	SA,	Bienne	 Inactive		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 M
Swiss	Timing	Ltd,	Corgémont	 Sports	timing	&	information	display	systems		 CHF	 2.00	 100	 	 R
Technocorp	Holding	SA,	Le	Locle	 Holding		 CHF	 6.00	 100	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	Distribution	SA,	Bienne	 Logistics	and	distribution		 CHF	 1.00	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	Immeubles	SA,	Neuchâtel	 Real	estate	project	and	property	management		 CHF	 0.50	 80	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	Les	Boutiques	SA,	Lausanne	 Retail		 CHF	 3.00	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	Management	Services	SA,	Bienne	 Services	and	licences		 CHF	 0.05	 100	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	Recherche	et	Développement	SA,	Marin-Epagnier	 Research	and	development		 CHF	 0.10	 100	 	 H
Terbival	SA,	Courchapoix	 Watch	case	polishing		 CHF	 0.10	 45	 	 G
Time	Flagship	AG,	Zürich	 Retail		 CHF	 6.00	 100	 	 M
Tissot	SA,	Le	Locle	 Watches		 CHF	 5.00	 100	 	 M
Universo	SA,	La	Chaux-de-Fonds	 Watch	hands		 CHF	 0.67	 100	 	 G
Valdar	SA,	Le	Chenit	 Watch	components		 CHF	 0.05	 100	 	 G

Germany
Altweiler	Grundstücks-GmbH,	Lörrach		 Real	estate		 EUR	 0.03	 95	 	 H
Deutsche	Zifferblatt	Manufaktur	GmbH,	Pforzheim	 Watch	dials		 EUR	 0.10	 100	 	 G
Glashütter	Uhrenbetrieb	GmbH,	Glashütte	 Watches		 EUR	 0.51	 100	 	 M
Sokymat	Automotive	GmbH,	Reichshof-Wehnrath	 Transponders		 EUR	 0.10	 100	 	 R
ST	Innovation	GmbH,	Leipzig	 Sports	timing	technology	&	equipment		 EUR	 0.05	 100	 	 R
ST	Sportservice	GmbH,	Leipzig	 Sports	timing	technology	&	equipment		 EUR	 3.47	 100	 	 R
Swiss	Prestige	Uhren	Handel	GmbH,	Eschborn	 Inactive		 EUR	 0.08	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	Customer	Service	(Europe)	GmbH,	Glashütte	 Customer	service		 EUR	 0.50	 100	 	 M

Company name, Registered offices  Field of Activity  Capital Swatch Group  Consoli-  Segment
  in millions  Shareholdings  dation  
   %
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32. The Swatch Group Companies – as at 31.12.2006

The	Swatch	Group	(Deutschland)	GmbH,	Eschborn	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,		 EUR	 1.28	 100	 	 M
	 Tissot,	Certina,	Mido,	Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	
	 Flik	Flak,	Endura,	ETA,	Lasag,	Renata,	EM	Marin,	Micro	Crystal)
The	Swatch	Group	(Deutschland)	Les	Boutiques	GmbH,	Eschborn	 Retail		 EUR	 0.20	 100	 	 M
Union	Uhrenfabrik	GmbH,	Glashütte	 Watches		 EUR	 0.05	 100	 	 M

Austria
The	Swatch	Group	(Oesterreich)	GmbH,	Wien		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Omega,	Rado,		 EUR	 0.04	 100	 	 M
	 Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Endura)

Belgium
The	Swatch	Group	(Belgium)	SA,	Bruxelles	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,		 EUR	 1.75	 100	 	 M
	 Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Omega	Electronics)
The	Swatch	Group	Participation	SA,	Bruxelles	 Holding		 EUR	 2.09	 100	 	 H

Spain
The	Swatch	Group	(España)	SA,	Madrid		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Léon	Hatot,		 EUR	 0.45	 100	 	 M
	 Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,	Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,
	 cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Endura)

France
Breguet	SA,	Paris	 Inactive		 EUR	 6.10	 100	 	 M
Fabrique	de	Fournitures	de	Bonnétage	FFB	SAS,	Villers-le-Lac	 Watch	components	and	precision	parts		 EUR	 0.29	 100	 	 G
Frésard	Composants	SAS,	Charquemont		 Watch	components		 EUR	 1.80	 100	 	 G
Société	Européenne	de	Fabrication	d’Ebauches	d’Annemasse	SAS	 Watch	components	and	electronic	assembly		 EUR	 0.67	 100	 	 G
Tech	Airport	SAS,	Paris	 Retail		 EUR	 3.80	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	(France)	SAS,	Paris		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Léon	Hatot,		 EUR	 2.47	 100	 	 M
	 Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	
	 Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Endura,	Renata,	EM	Marin,	Oscilloquartz)
The	Swatch	Group	(France)	Les	Boutiques	SAS,	Paris	 Retail		 EUR	 34.93	 100	 	 M
Universo	France	SARL,	Besançon	 Watch	hands		 EUR	 1.00	 100	 	 G

Great Britain
The	Swatch	Group	(UK)	Ltd,	Eastleigh		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,		 GBP	 2.00	 100	 	 M
	 Tissot,	Hamilton,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Endura,	Omega	Electronics)

Greece
Alkioni	SA,	Athens	 Retail		 EUR	 0.06	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	(Greece)	SA,	Athens	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Glashütte,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,		 EUR	 0.06	 100	 	 M
	 Hamilton,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

Italy
Lascor	S.p.A,	Sesto	Calende		 Watch	cases	and	bracelets		 EUR	 1.00	 100	 	 G
The	Swatch	Group	Europe	Services	S.r.l.,	Milano	 Administration		 EUR	 0.01	 100	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	(Italia)	S.p.A.,	Rozzano		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Léon	Hatot,		 EUR	 23.00	 100	 	 M
	 Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	
	 Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Renata)
The	Swatch	Group	(Italia)	Les	Boutiques	S.p.A.,	Rozzano		 Retail		 EUR	 0.12	 100	 	 M

Luxembourg
The	Swatch	Group	Finance	(Luxembourg)	SA,	Alzingen	 Finance	company		 CHF	 1000.00	 100	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	Financial	Services	(Luxembourg)	SA,	Alzingen	 Finance	company		 EUR	 5.00	 100	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	Re	(Luxembourg)	SA,	Alzingen	 Reinsurance		 EUR	 1.23	 100	 	 H

Netherlands
Breguet	Investments	BV,	Rotterdam	 Holding		 EUR	 0.02	 100	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	(Netherlands)	BV,	Maastricht		 Distribution	(Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,		 EUR	 0.70	 100	 	 M
	 Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

Poland
The	Swatch	Group	(Polska)	Sp.z	o.o,	Warszawa	 Distribution	(Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,		 PLN	 5.00	 100	 	 M
	 cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

Portugal
The	Swatch	Group	(Europa)	–	Sociedade	Unipessoal	SA,	Funchal	 Distribution		 EUR	 24.14	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	(Europa	II)	Retail	–	Sociedade	Unipessoal	SA,	Funchal	 Retail		 EUR	 0.10	 100	 	 M

Russia 
Swiss	Watch	Le	Prestige	OOO,	Moscow	 Distribution		 RUB	 0.20	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	(RUS)	OOO,	Moscow	 Distribution	(Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Swatch)		 RUB	 50.87	 100	 	 M

Sweden
The	Swatch	Group	(Nordic)	AB,	Stockholm		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,		 SEK	 0.50	 100	 	 M
	 cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

Czech Republic
ASICentrum	spol.	s.r.o.,	Praha	 Microelectronics		 CZK	 2.01	 51	 	 R
ST	Software	s.r.o.,	Liberec	 Sports	timing	technology	&	equipment		 CZK	 0.10	 80	 	 R
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32. The Swatch Group Companies – as at 31.12.2006

America
Brazil
The	Swatch	Group	do	Amazonas	SA,	Manaus		 Inactive	 BRL	 4.93	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	do	Brasil	Ltda,	São	Paulo	 Customer	service		 BRL	 14.05	 100	 	 M

Canada 
The	Swatch	Group	(Canada)	Ltd,	Toronto	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,		 CAD	 4.50	 100	 	 M
	 Longines,	Tissot,	Hamilton,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

United States
EM	Microelectronic	–	US	Inc.,	Colorado	Springs	 Microelectronics		 USD	 0.04	 100	 	 R
e-swatch-us	Inc.,	Wilmington,	Delaware	 e-Commerce		 USD	 0.00	 100	 	 M
HiPoint	Technology	Inc.	,	Colorado	Springs	 Microelectronics		 USD	 0.17	 25	 	 R
The	Swatch	Group	(U.S.)	Inc.,	Dover,	Delaware		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Léon	Hatot,		 USD	 168.90	 100	 	 M
	 Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	
	 Flik	Flak,	Endura,	Lasag,	Micro	Crystal,	Renata,	Oscilloquartz)
The	Swatch	Group	Les	Boutiques	(U.S.)	Inc.,	Dover,	Delaware		 Retail		 USD	 0.00	 100	 	 M
Time	Sales	Inc.,	Dover,	Delaware	 Retail		 USD	 0.50	 50	 	 M

British Virgin Islands 
Endura	Services	(Asia)	Inc,	British	Virgin	Islands		 Inactive		 USD	 0.01	 100	 	 M

Mexico 
Prestadora	de	Servicios	Relojeros	SA	de	CV,	Mexico	DF	 Watch	services		 MXN	 1.50	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	Mexico	SA	de	CV,	Mexico	DF	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Mido,	Hamilton,		 MXN	 43.65	 100	 	 M
	 cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Endura)

Panama 
The	Swatch	Group	Panama	SA,	Panama	City	 Commercial	services		 USD	 0.01	 100	 	 M

Asia
Greater China 
Lanco	Watches	Ltd,	Hong	Kong	 Inactive		 USD	 0.07	 100	 	 M
Shanghai	Ruijing	Retail	Co.,	Ltd.,	Shanghai	 Retail		 CNY	 4.05	 100	 	 M
Shanghai	SMH	Watch	Service	Center	Co.	Ltd,	Shanghai	 Customer	service		 CNY	 3.50	 100	 	 M
SMH	International	Trading	(Shanghai)	Co.	Ltd,	Shanghai	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,		 CNY	 8.05	 100	 	 M
	 Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,	Mido,	Hamilton,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	EM	Marin)
SMH	Les	Boutiques	(Shanghai)	Co.	Ltd,	Shanghai	 Retail		 CNY	 4.14	 100	 	 M
SMH	Swiss	Watch	Trading	(Shanghai)	Co.	Ltd,	Shanghai	 Distribution	(Omega,	Rado,	Longines)	 CNY	 1.66	 90	 	 M
SMH	Technical	Services	(Shenzhen)	Co.	Ltd.,	Shenzhen	 Commercial	services		 CNY	 10.45	 100	 	 H
The	Swatch	Group	(Asia)	Inc.	Ltd,	Hong	Kong	 Commercial	services		 HKD	 0.00	 100	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	(Hong	Kong)	Ltd,	Hong	Kong		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Léon	Hatot,	Omega,		 HKD	 5.00	 100	 	 M
	 Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Mido,	Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	
	 Flik	Flak,	ETA)
The	Swatch	Group	(Taiwan)	Ltd,	Taipei	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Léon	Hatot,	Omega,		 TWD	 28.00	 100	 	 M
	 Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Mido,	Hamilton,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)
Zhuhai	SMH	Watchmaking	Co.	Ltd,	Zhuhai	 Components		 CNY	 74.57	 100	 	 G

South Korea 
The	Swatch	Group	(Korea)	Ltd,	Seoul	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Léon	Hatot,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	cK	Watch,		 KRW	 3300.00	 100	 	 M
	 Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Sokymat)

United Arab Emirates 
Swatch	Group	Retail	Middle	East	L.L.C.,	Dubai	 Retail		 AED	 0.30	 49	 	 M

India 
Swatch	Group	(India)	Private	Ltd,	New	Delhi	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Hamilton,		 INR	 380.00	 100	 	 M
	 Pierre	Balmain,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

Japan 
The	Swatch	Group	(Japan)	KK,	Tokyo		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Léon	Hatot,	Omega,		 JPY	 2200.00	 100	 	 M
	 Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Hamilton,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Endura)

Malaysia 
Micromechanics	(M)	Sdn	Bhd,	Ipoh		 Assembly,	watch	components		 MYR	 35.00	 100	 	 G
Swiss	Luxury	Watch	&	Jewelry	Sdn	Bhd,	Kuala	Lumpur	 Retail		 MYR	 7.00	 51	 	 M
The	Swatch	Group	(Malaysia)	Sdn	Bhd,	Kuala	Lumpur	 Distribution	(Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Mido,		 MYR	 0.50	 95	 	 M
	 cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

Singapore 
The	Swatch	Group	S.E.A.	(S)	Pte	Ltd,	Singapore	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,		 SGD	 4.00	 95	 	 M
	 Longines,	Tissot,	Mido,	Hamilton,	Pierre	Balmain,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)

Thailand
ETA	(Thailand)	Co.	Ltd,	Samut	Prakan	 Movements	and	components		 THB	 504.50	 100	 	 G
The	Swatch	Group	Trading	(Thailand)	Ltd,	Bangkok		 Distribution	(Breguet,	Blancpain,	Glashütte,	Jaquet	Droz,	Omega,	Rado,		 THB	 6.00	 49	 	 M
	 Longines,	Tissot,	cK	Watch,	Swatch,	Flik	Flak)
Wachirapani	Co.	Ltd,	Bangkok	 Holding		 THB	 3.06	 49	 	 H

Oceania 
Australia 
The	Swatch	Group	(Australia)	Pty	Ltd,	Glen	Iris	 Distribution	(Breguet,	Omega,	Rado,	Longines,	Tissot,	Certina,	cK	Watch,		 AUD	 0.40	 100	 	 M
	 Swatch,	Flik	Flak,	Omega	Electronics,	Renata)
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As	auditors	of	the	group,	we	have	audited	the	consolidated	financial	statements	(consolidated	income	statement,	consolidated	balance	
sheet,	consolidated	statement	of	cash	flows,	consolidated	statement	of	changes	in	equity	and	notes	–	pages	145	to	186)	of	The	Swatch	
Group	Ltd	for	the	year	ended	31	December	2006.

These	consolidated	financial	statements	are	the	responsibility	of	 the	board	of	directors.	Our	responsibility	 is	 to	express	an	opinion	on	
these	consolidated	 financial	statements	based	on	our	audit.	We	confirm	 that	we	meet	 the	 legal	 requirements	concerning	professional	
qualification	and	independence.

Our	audit	was	conducted	in	accordance	with	auditing	standards	promulgated	by	the	Swiss	profession	and	with	the	International	Standards	
on	Auditing,	which	require	that	an	audit	be	planned	and	performed	to	obtain	reasonable	assurance	about	whether	the	consolidated	finan-
cial	statements	are	free	from	material	misstatement.	We	have	examined	on	a	test	basis	evidence	supporting	the	amounts	and	disclosures	
in	 the	 consolidated	 financial	 statements.	 We	 have	 also	 assessed	 the	 accounting	 principles	 used,	 significant	 estimates	 made	 and	 the	
overall	consolidated	financial	statement	presentation.	We	believe	that	our	audit	provides	a	reasonable	basis	for	our	opinion.

In	our	opinion,	the	consolidated	financial	statements	give	a	true	and	fair	view	of	the	financial	position,	the	results	of	operations	and	the	
cash	flows	in	accordance	with	the	International	Financial	Reporting	Standards	(IFRS)	and	comply	with	Swiss	law.

We	recommend	that	the	consolidated	financial	statements	submitted	to	you	be	approved.

PricewaterhouseCoopers	Ltd

Th.	Brüderlin	 G.	Siegrist
Auditor	in	charge

Basel,	20	March	2007

Report of the group auditors

Report	of	the	
group	auditors	to	the	
general	meeting	of
The Swatch Group Ltd
Neuchâtel
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	 (1)	 	481		 416
	 (2)	 	68	 66
	 	 	7	 7

   556	 489
	 	 	
	 	 –42		 –35
	 	 –14		 –12
	 	 –9		 –7
	 (3)	 –12		 –13
	 (4)	 –32		 –21
	 	 –3		 –3

  –112		 –91

   444		 398
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income statement of the holding

	 	 2006		 2005
	 Notes	 CHF million	 CHF	million

Income	from	investments	in	subsidiaries
Financial	income
Other	income

Total income

Personnel	expense
General	expense
Depreciation	and	impairment
Interest	expense
Exchange	differences	and	other	financial	expenses
Taxes

Total expenses

Net income
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	 	 10 0.3 	 10	 0.4
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 73 2.5 	 51	 1.9
	 (5)	 1 901 64.8	 1	770		 65.6
	 	 	 	 	 	
  1 984 67.6		 1	831	 67.9
	 	 	 	 	 	
      
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 149 5.1 	 264	 9.8
	 	 9 0.3	 5	 0.2
	 (6)	 484 16.5		 356	 13.2
	 	 308 10.5 	 239	 8.9
	 	 	 	 	 	
  950 32.4		 864	 32.1
	 	 	 	 	 							
 
 
 

  2 934 100.0	 2	695	 100.0
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Balance sheet of the holding

Assets   31.12.2006		 	 31.12.2005
	 Notes	 CHF million %	 CHF	million		 %

Non-current assets

Property,	plant	and	equipment

Financial	assets
–	Long-term	loans	to	Group	companies
–	Investments	in	subsidiaries

Total non-current assets

Current assets

Receivables	from	Group	companies
Other	receivables	and	accrued	income
Marketable	securities	and	precious	metals
Cash	and	cash	equivalents

Total current assets
	
	
	

Total assets
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	 	 132 4.5	 135	 5.0
	 	 67 2.3	 67	 2.5
	 	 661 22.5	 617	 22.9
	 	 772 26.3	 813	 30.2
	 	 21		 	 	 13	 	
	 	 444		 	 	 398	 	 	
	 	 465 15.9	 411		 15.2

	 (7)	 2 097 71.5	 2	043	 75.8
	 	 	 	 	 			
       
	 	
	 	 124 4.2	 119	 4.4	
	 	 0 0.0	 65	 2.4
	 	 681 23.2	 441	 16.4
	 	 9 0.3	 10	 0.4	
	 	 23 0.8	 17	 0.6
	 	 	 	 	 			
  837 28.5	 652	 24.2
	 	 	 	 	 			
  2 934 100.0	 2	695	 100.0
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Balance sheet of the holding

Equity and liabilities   31.12.2006		 	 31.12.2005
	 Notes	 CHF million  % 	 CHF	million		 %

Equity

Share	capital
General	reserve
Reserve	for	treasury	shares
Special	reserve
–	Profit	brought	forward
–	Net	profit	for	the	year
Available	earnings

Total equity

Liabilities

Provisions
Bank	debts
Payables	to	Group	companies
Other	liabilities
Accrued	expenses

Total liabilities

Total equity and liabilities
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Notes to the financial statements

General

The	financial	statements	of	The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	comply	with	the	requirements	of	the	Swiss	law	for	companies,	the	Code	of	Obligations	
(SCO).

Valuation principles

On	the	balance	sheet,	assets	and	liabilities	are	recorded	at	net	realizable	values.	Exceptions	to	this	rule	are	investments	in	subsidiaries,	
which	are	shown	at	their	acquisition	cost	less	appropriate	write-downs,	and	treasury	shares	reserved	for	the	management	stock	option	
plan	(valued	“pro	memoria”)	as	well	as	shares	bought	back	by	the	company	that	are	shown	at	the	lower	of	cost	or	market	value.
All	 assets	 and	 liabilities	 denominated	 in	 foreign	 currencies	 are	 translated	 according	 to	 the	 exchange	 rates	 applicable	 on	 the	 balance	
sheet	date.	Income	and	expenses	denominated	in	foreign	currencies	and	all	foreign	exchange	transactions	are	translated	at	the	exchange	
rates	prevailing	on	their	respective	transaction	dates.	Resulting	foreign	exchange	differences	are	recognized	in	the	income	statement.

Details to specific items

(CHF	million)	 	 2006	 2005
Dividends	 	 435	 374
Other	income	 	 46	 42
Total	 	 481	 416

This	item	includes	dividends	from	Group	companies	and	other	income	from	investments	in	associates	as	well	as	management	fees	from	
Group	companies.

(CHF	million)	 	 2006	 2005
Interest	income	 	 12	 11
Income	and	gains	on	securities	 	 56	 55
Total	 	 68	 66

The	company	recorded	capital	gains	on	its	investment	portfolio	of	CHF	56	million.	This	figure	was	partially	offset	by	losses	of	CHF	18	million	
(see	Note	4).

In	2006,	interest	expense	decreased	by	CHF	1	million	compared	with	2005.	In	general,	the	low	interest	expense	reflects	the	low	interest	
rates	prevailing	in	the	capital	markets	during	the	year.

This	 item	 increased	 by	 CHF	 11	 million	 compared	 with	 the	 previous	 year.	 Despite	 currency	 hedging	 contracts	 taken	 out	 to	 protect	 the	
Group’s	companies,	the	currency	translation	item	was	negative	by	CHF	14	million	(2005:	CHF	5	million).	The	loss	recorded	on	the	securities	
portfolio,	including	other	financial	expenses,	amounted	to	CHF	18	million	(2005:	CHF	16	million).	However,	this	was	more	than	offset	by	
gains	on	marketable	securities	of	CHF	56	million	(see	Note	2)	(2005:	CHF	55	million).

The	list	of	147	legal	entities,	including	minority	investments,	held	directly	or	indirectly	by	the	company	and	consolidated	at	Swatch	Group	
level	is	published	in	Note	32	of	the	consolidated	financial	statements	in	this	report.
Investments	in	subsidiaries	accounted	for	64.8%	of	total	assets	at	31	December	2006	versus	65.6%	at	end-2005.	In	absolute	terms,	the	
value	of	 investments	 in	subsidiaries	amounted	 to	CHF	1	901	million	at	end-2006.	This	amount	corresponds	exclusively	 to	consolidated	
investments,	and	 is	CHF	131	million	higher	 than	 in	2005.	The	main	dif ferences	 in	2006	relate	 to	 the	set-up	of	new	Group	companies,	a	
number	of	capital	increases	of	subsidiaries	and	internal	transfers	of	participations.

1. Income from investments  
in subsidiaries

2. Financial income

3. Interest expense

4. Exchange differences and 
other financial expenses

5. Investments in subsidiaries
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Notes to the financial statements

(CHF million)  31.12.2006 31.12.2005
Marketable securities  143 80
Own shares  300 248
Precious metals  41 28
Total  484 356

Marketable securities increased in 2006 by CHF 63 million, mainly due to the purchase of bonds and shares in the portfolio.
In the year under review, own shares that were bought back in 2005 (CHF 248 million) and in 2006 (CHF 2 million) amounting to CHF 250 
million were cancelled. Furthermore, in 2006 treasury shares amounting to CHF 300 million were bought back on a second trading line. 
Also included were the registered treasury shares destined for the special management stock option plan which, as in the previous year, 
were valued “pro memoria”.
The precious metals item included gold and other precious metals intended to meet the industrial needs of the Group’s subsidiaries. At 
31 December 2006 this item represented a total value of CHF 41 million (CHF 28 million at end-2005).

The total value of treasury shares held by The Swatch Group Ltd and its subsidiaries at 31 December 2006 corresponded to 6.3% (versus 
6.2% at end-2005) of the nominal value of total share capital.
See table on page 194 showing changes in The Swatch Group Ltd’s treasury stock.
The table below shows the changes in equity:

 Share	 General	 Reserve	 Special	 Available	 Total
	 capital	 reserve	 for	treasury	 reserve	 earnings	 equity
(CHF million)	 	 	 shares
Balance	at	31.12.2005	 135	 67	 617	 813	 411	 2	043
Allocated in 2006    250 –250 0
Dividend paid out     –140 –140
Share capital reduction 
(cancelled shares) –3  –250 3  –250
Allocation to reserve for
the buyback of own shares   302 –302  0
Sale of own bearer shares    –8 8  0
Net income for the year     444 444
Balance	at	31.12.2006	 132	 67	 661	 772	 465	 2	097

Compared with end-2005, equity increased by CHF 54 million to CHF 2 097 million in 2006, accounting for 71.5% of total assets at  
31 December 2006 (versus 75.8% in the previous year).
In 2006, the Swatch Group cancelled the shares repurchased under its share buyback program, which ran from 1st July 2005 to  
7 March 2006, this reduced share capital by CHF 3 081 860. A new buyback program commenced on 24 March 2006 and was completed on 
23 November 2006.
In order to comply with Swiss legislation requiring that all the treasury shares held by a group be covered by an equivalent reserve, a 
proportion of the special reserve was transferred to the treasury share reserve to make up the full required amount.

Share	capital
At 31 December 2006, share capital consisted of 131 530 000 registered shares each with a nominal value of CHF 0.45, and of 32 364 000 
bearer shares each with a nominal value of CHF 2.25. The decrease compared with the previous year relates to the repurchased shares that 
were cancelled, in conformity with the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 19 May 2006.

Balance	sheet	date	 Registered	shares	 Bearer	shares	 Share	capital	in	CHF
31.12.2005 134 911 327 at CHF 0.45 33 057 450 at CHF 2.25 135 089 359.65
Shares cancelled –3 381 327 at CHF 0.45 –693 450 at CHF 2.25 –3 081 859.65
31.12.2006	 131	530	000	at	CHF	0.45	 32	364	000	at	CHF	2.25	 132	007	500.00

6.	 Marketable	securities		
and	precious	metals

7.	 Equity
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Principal	shareholders	at	31	December	2006
At 31 December 2006, the Hayek Pool, its related companies, institutions and individuals held 62 027 559 registered shares and 278 650 
bearer shares, equivalent to 38.0% of the shares issued at this date (previous year: 37.1%). The Hayek Pool comprises the following 
members:

Name/Company	 Location	 Beneficial	owners
Mr. N. G. Hayek Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
WAT Holding AG Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Ammann Group Holding AG c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern J.N. Schneider-Ammann
  and Ammann families
Swatch Group Pension Fund Neuchâtel –

The companies, institutions and individuals associated with the Hayek Pool, but which do not formally belong to the Hayek Pool are as 
follows:

Name/Company	 Location	 Beneficial	owners
Hayek Holding AG Meisterschwanden N. G. Hayek
Mr. N. G. Hayek and family members  N. G. Hayek
Personalfürsorgestiftung der Meisterschwanden –
Hayek Engineering AG
Ammann families (pension funds, c/o Ernst & Young AG, Bern Represented by
foundations and individuals, Madisa AG)  J.N. Schneider-Ammann
Fondation d’Ébauches SA et des maisons affiliées Neuchâtel –
Wohlfahrtsstif tung der Renata AG Itingen –
Fonds de Prévoyance d‘Universo SA Neuchâtel –

In the context of the pool, the group of Mr. N. G. Hayek and related parties controlled in total 37.3% of the shares issued at end-2006 
(36.4% at end-2005), of which 4.0% were represented by the Hayek Pool (3.9% at end-2005).
At the same date, Mrs. Esther Grether’s group controlled 7.3% of the shares issued (compared with 6.7% a year earlier).
At 31 December 2006, the Swatch Group was not aware of any other group or individual shareholder having an interest of more than 5% of 
the total share capital.

Reserve	for	treasury	shares
The reserve for treasury shares was valued using the weighted average purchase price method. On the Holding balance sheet, it amounted to 
CHF 661 million on 31 December 2006 (previous year CHF 617 million), and thereby covers the treasury shares recognized as assets on the 
balance sheets of Group companies at year-end.
The number of treasury shares held directly or indirectly by The Swatch Group Ltd changed in 2006 as shown in the table below:

Shares	held	by:	 Registered	shares		 Bearer	shares
 Quantity*  Quantity
The	Swatch	Group	Ltd	 	
Balance at 31.12.2005 6 630 799 688 450
Acquisitions in 2006 3 455 000 709 000
Disposals in 2006 –244 547 0
Cancellations in 2006 –3 381 327 –693 450
Balance	at	31.12.2006	 6	459	925	 704	000
  
Other	consolidated	companies	 	
Balance at 31.12.2005 8 405 714 44 000
Acquisitions in 2006 0 0
Disposals in 2006 –5 714 –44 000
Conversions in 2006 –1 632 0
Balance	at	31.12.2006	 8	398	368	 0
Total	balance	at	31.12.2006	 14	858	293	 704	000

* of which at 31 December 2006 3 015 161 registered shares were reserved for the management stock option plan (3 259 613 registered shares in 2005).

Notes to the financial statements
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Except for movements related to the special funds, all transactions involving treasury shares were recognized at fair value. The average 
price per registered share exchanged in 2006 was CHF 43.86 and the average price per bearer share was CHF 212.93.

Available	earnings
In compliance with the resolution approved at the Annual General Meeting of 19 May 2006, a dividend of CHF 0.50 per registered share and of 
CHF 2.50 per bearer share was appropriated from available earnings as at 31 December 2005. The total dividend amount paid to shareholders 
in 2006 came to CHF 59 424 907 on the registered shares and CHF 80 380 000 on the bearer shares. In accordance with the resolution relat-
ing to the use of available earnings approved by the above-mentioned AGM, no dividends were paid on the treasury shares held by the Swatch 
Group. This amount, which would have totaled CHF 10 294 382, thus constituted an integral part of equity at 31 December 2006. Finally, 
CHF 250 million was appropriated from available earnings at 31 December 2005 and allocated to the special reserve.

Off-balance-sheet	items

Contingent	liabilities
At end-2006, guarantees provided by The Swatch Group Ltd amounted to CHF 455 687 600 (compared with CHF 466 530 500 a year earlier). 
This item includes:
– A guarantee of CHF 454 729 600 (vs. CHF 465 622 500 in 2005) relating to the convertible bond of CHF 411 600 000 at 2.625%, issued by 

The Swatch Group Finance (Luxembourg) SA on 15 October 2003 and maturing on 15 October 2010. At end-2006, 16 of these bonds with 
a nominal value of CHF 5 000 each had been converted into shares;

– As in 2005, a guarantee of GBP 400 000 (equivalent to CHF 958’000 at 31 December 2006; CHF 908 000 at 31 December 2005) to cover a 
commitment relating to a lease taken out by one of the Group’s companies.

Fire	insurance	values
At 31 December 2006, the fire insurance value of property, plant and equipment amounted to CHF 33 191 100 (unchanged from previous 
year).

Assets	pledged
None of the company’s assets are pledged.

Commitments
Other commitments entered into by the company and open at 31 December 2006 amounted to CHF 8 million (vs. CHF 5 million in the previous 
year), corresponding to investment commitments in financial assets.

Financial	derivative	instruments
The following table shows the contract and replacement values of derivative financial instruments at 31 December 2006.

Type	 Contract	value	 Positive	 Negative
	 	 replacement	value	 replacement	value
 Third		 Group	 Total	 Third		 Group	 Total	 Third		 Group	 Total
(CHF million)	 party	 	 	 party	 	 	 party
Forward contracts 672 309 981 1 2 3 –3 –1 –4
Options 12 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total	at	31.12.2006	 684	 309	 993	 1	 2	 3	 –3	 –1	 –4
Total at 31.12.2005 531 316 847 0 1 1 –1 –1 –2

Derivative financial instruments are recognized at fair value. Positions outstanding at 31 December 2006 serve to hedge operations relating 
to exchange rate risk and market volatility. Forward contracts outstanding at 31 December 2006 relate to 14 positions held in precious 
metals and in foreign currencies (previous year: 14). Intra-Group contracts relate to agreements between The Swatch Group Ltd and Group 
companies for the hedging of risk associated with intra-group financial transactions. At 31 December 2006, there was one option out-
standing (none in the previous year). This option was specific to USD and corresponds to a reduction in commitments in this currency.

Liabilities	to	pension	plans

The balance sheet as at end-2006 contained no liability to pension plans (less than CHF 1 million in 2005).

Notes to the financial statements
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    2006 2005
    CHF CHF 
  
    	443	714	921  398 050 766
    	21	513	364  13 267 505

	 	 	 	 	465	228	285  411 318 271

    –250	000	000 –250 000 000
      
     
     
     –67 455 664
     –82 643 625
      
     
     
   	 –	92	071	000     
    –113	274	000 

      10 294 382

     9	883	285  21 513 364
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Proposed appropriation of available earnings

The Board of Directors proposes to the Annual General Meeting that available earnings be appropriated as follows:

    
      

Net income for the year    
Profit brought forward from previous year    

Available	earnings	 	 	 	

Allocation to special reserve  
      
Dividend payment for 2005     
on share capital of CHF 135 089 359.65:     
– CHF 0.50 per registered share with a par value of CHF 0.45     
– CHF 2.50 per bearer share with a par value of CHF 2.25     
      
Payment on share capital of CHF 132 007 500.00 *     
of a 2006 dividend, i.e.:     
– CHF 0.70 per registered share with a par value of CHF 0.45     
– CHF 3.50 per bearer share with a par value of CHF 2.25    
      
Dividends not paid out on own shares held by the Group **      

Balance	carried	forward 
   
 *  It is planned not to pay dividends on own shares held by the Group.

 **  Based on the decision of the Annual General Meeting of 19 May 2006, the dividend due on own shares held by the Group was not paid out.
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As statutory auditors, we have audited the accounting records and the financial statements (income statement, balance sheet and notes 
– pages 189 to 196) of The Swatch Group Ltd for the year ended 31 December 2006.

These financial statements are the responsibility of the board of directors. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial 
statements based on our audit. We confirm that we meet the legal requirements concerning professional qualification and independence.

Our audit was conducted in accordance with Swiss Auditing Standards, which require that an audit be planned and performed to obtain 
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. We have examined on a test basis 
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. We have also assessed the accounting principles used, 
significant estimates made and the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for 
our opinion.

In our opinion, the accounting records and financial statements and the proposed appropriation of available earnings comply with Swiss 
law and the company’s articles of incorporation.

We recommend that the financial statements submitted to you be approved.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Ltd

Th. Brüderlin G. Siegrist
Auditor in charge

Basel, 20 March 2007

Report of the statutory auditors

Report of the  
statutory auditors to the  
general meeting of
The	Swatch	Group	Ltd
Neuchâtel
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Average	number	of	shares	outstanding/	 2006	 2006	 2005	 2005	 2004	 2004	 2003	 2003
Average	share	capital	 basic	 diluted	 basic	 diluted	 basic	 diluted	 basic	 diluted
Number of registered shares of CHF 0.45 118	110	673	 126	751	038 122 004 798 130 646 179 123 787 740 132 447 448 124 732 274 126 832 274
Number of bearer shares of CHF 2.25 31	981	500	 31	981	500 32 788 496 32 788 496 33 211 158 33 211 158 33 462 950 33 462 950
Total average number of shares outstanding 150	092	173	 158	732	538 154 793 294 163 434 675 156 998 898 165 658 606 158 195 224 160 295 224
Share capital registered shares of CHF 0.45 53	149	803	 57	037	967 54 902 159 58 790 780 55 704 483 59 601 351 56 129 523 57 074 523
Share capital bearer shares of CHF 2.25 71	958	375	 71	958	375 73 774 116 73 774 116 74 725 106 74 725 106 75 291 638 75 291 638
Total average share capital 125	108	178	 128	996	342 128 676 275 132 564 896 130 429 589 134 326 457 131 421 161 132 366 161

Key	data	per	registered	share	(nom	CHF	0.45)	in	CHF	 2006	 2006	 2005	 2005	 2004	 2004	 2003	 2003
Consolidated net income 2.97	 2.93 2.15 2.13 1.74 1.74 1.69 1.68
Cash flow from operating activities 3.18	 3.08 2.76 2.68 2.36 2.29 2.15 2.13
Consolidated shareholders’ equity 17.83	 17.30 16.02 15.55 14.70 14.27 13.72 13.62
Dividend 0.70	 0.70 0.50 0.50 0.35 0.35 0.29 0.29

Key	data	per	bearer	share	(nom	CHF	2.25)	in	CHF	 2006	 2006	 2005	 2005	 2004	 2004	 2003	 2003
Consolidated net income 14.87	 14.66 10.74 10.66 8.72 8.70 8.43 8.41
Cash flow from operating activities 15.89	 15.41 13.82 13.43 11.79 11.45 10.73 10.66
Consolidated shareholders’ equity 89.17	 86.49 80.09 77.80 73.51 71.37 68.58 68.09
Dividend 3.50	 3.50 2.50 2.50 1.75 1.75 1.45 1.45

Stock price of registered shares (adjusted) High 54.95	 54.95 40.15 40.15 36.50 36.50 30.60 30.60
 Low 38.50	 38.50 30.90 30.90 27.20 27.20 19.15 19.15
 End of year 54.50	 54.50 39.75 39.75 33.80 33.80 29.50 29.50

Stock price of bearer shares (adjusted) High 274.00	 274.00 197.30 197.30 180.50 180.50 152.75 152.75
 Low 184.10	 184.10 152.40 152.40 130.00 130.00 93.70 93.70
 End of year 269.25	 269.25 195.00 195.00 166.90 166.90 148.50 148.50

Market capitalization (million CHF) End of year 15	882	 15	882 11 809 11 809 10 225 10 225 9 019 9 019

Key	ratios	(year-end)	 	 2006	 2006	 2005	 2005	 2004	 2004	 2003	 2003
Average return on equity % 17.3	 17.6 14.0 14.3 12.3 12.7 13.0 13.1
Dividend yield registered shares % 1.3	 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Dividend yield bearer shares % 1.3	 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Price/earnings ratio - registered shares  18.3	 18.6 18.5 18.7 19.4 19.4 17.5 17.6
Price/earnings ratio - bearer shares  18.1	 18.4 18.2 18.3 19.1 19.2 17.6 17.7

Securities	 Securities	no.	 Reuters	Symbol
The Swatch Group Ltd registered shares 1 225 514 UHRN.VX
The Swatch Group Ltd bearer shares 1 225 515 UHR.VX

The securities are listed on the Swiss Stock Exchange (SWX) and traded on the virt-x.
 

*Board of Directors proposal.
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Evolution	of	the	Swatch	Group	Ltd	registered	shares	
and	the	Swiss	Market	Index
(indexed weekly from 01.07.1988 to 31.12.2006 – adjusted)

The Swatch Group Ltd
 

Swiss Market Index
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